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SUMMARY

(a) Federal Highway Administration Administrative Acti~n Environmental

. Statement

(X) Draft () Final

() Section 4(f) Statement attached

(b) This Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) has been prepared under

the lead agency concept. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)

is the agency with prime responsibility for the preparat1on of the

DEIS and associated project development responsibilities.

The Project is being advanced under consultation and coordination

with the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA). At the

local level the Oregon Department of Transportationh,as primary

responsibility for project advancement. Assistance and ·technical

data have been supplied' by the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation

District {Tri-Met)t. tbe City of PortlandtMultnomah County, and the

Columbia Region Association of Governments (CRAG).

(c) The following individuals can be contacted for additional infonna

tion concerning the proposed project and environmental statement:

Mr. Glen L. Green
Division, Administrator
·Federal Highway Administration
Post Office Box 300
Salem, Oregon 97308
Telephone: 378-3832

Mr. Robert N. Bothmen
Metropolitan Adminhtrator
Metropolitan Branch
5821 N.E. Glisan Street
PortJand, Oregon 97213
Telephone: 238-8226



Mr. D. H. Moehring
Program Management Engineer
Program Management Section
Department of Transportation
Salem, Oregon 97310
Telephone: 378-6563

;;

Mr. Gary A. Potter
Manager
Environmental Section
Department of Transportation
Salem, Oregon 97310
Telephone: 378-8486

(d) General Project Statement

The purpose of the Banfield Transitway Project is to provide a

multi-model facility to accomodate projected increases in commuter

trips originating fn the Central East Portland - East Multnomah

County area, with emphasi.s on improved public transit service. 'rhe

intent is to provide such a facility within the environmental con

straints that are consistent with local and regional goals, while

having a minimum disruption on local communities.

Various solutions to accomodate this increased travel demand

have been suggested over the past few years. Five basic transpor

tation alternatives have been selected for evaluation in this Draft

Environmental Impact Statement. They range in complexity from the

base condition of a "No-Build" to a fUll-scale Light Rail Transit

system, operating on both city arterials and in exclusive rights-of-way.

(e) List of Alternatives

The five project alternatives, and their various design and

location suboptions, are listed below:

1) No Build - the condition where the Banfield freeway reverts to

its original design (the current High Occupancy Vehicle-HOY

demonstration project lanes are removed).

•
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. 2) Low Cost Improvements (LCI) - provision for express bus lanes on

selected city arterials and selected traffic improvements on

arterial streets. Suboption (a) 'provides for a reversion of

the Banfield Freewill·, to ,its original 6 and 4 lane configuration

with full shoulders; sUboption (b) provides for a 6 lane section

the entire length of the Banfield Freeway, but with narrow lanes

and without shoulders east of 37th Avenue.

3) High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes (HOV) - the HOV alternative and its

three design variations provide two preferential lanes for use

by high occupancy autos and other mass transit vehicles from the

downtown transit mall to 1-205. The current HOV lanes on the

.freeway would be extended; to 16th Avenue On the west, and to the

1-205 transitway connection on the east. The threesubalternatfves

differ in respect to the number of freeway lanes, widths and

shoulders constructed on the Banfield Freeway between,I-5 and

1-205. Suboption (a) would maintain a substandard 6 and 4 lane

configuration on the Banfield. Suboption (b) would provide

6 s.tandard-width freeway lanes without shoulders. Subopt1on (c)

would provide 6 standard lanes with full shoulders the length of

the facility.

4) Separate~ Busway - this alternative provides an excl.usive two-way

busway from the downtown Portland Mall to the 1-205 busway, w~th

six standard freeway lanes plus full shoulders on the Banfield.

Suboption (a) would place the bUsway on the north side of the
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existing facility (between the freeway and the Union Pacific

Railroad). while suboption (b) would place the bus lanes in the

median of the freeway.

5) Light Rail Transit (LRT) - the LRT mode would provide electri

cally-powered vehicles on a fixed rail facility between East

Multnomah County and the downtown Portland Mall. From the mall

to 1-205 the alignment is on the north side of the existing·

freeway (between the freeway and the Union Pacific Railroad).

Service east of 1-205 would be on one of three alternate routings:

(1) from the Banfield south in the 1-205 corridor to East Burnside

Street. then east. in the median of East Burnside to the Old

Portland Traction Company rail alignment. to Gresham; (2) from

the Banfield south in the 1-205 corridor to Division Street, then

east on Division to Gresham; (3) from the Banfield south in the

1-205 corridor. to Foster Road.

The (a) and (b) suboptions. which could be provided under each of the

three alternate LRT routings in the East County. are primarily design

variations on the common LRT Section within the Banfield Freeway.

Suboption (a) would provide six minimum freeway lanes with no shoulders

cast of 37th Avenue. while (b) would provide six standard freew~

lanes on the Banfield with full shoulders.

(f) Summary of Impacts

Introducti.on

Potential impacts on the natural and human environment resulting

from the various project alternatives are summarized in-the "Matrix of
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EAST SIDE TRANSIT OPERATIONS STUDY

BANFIELD TRANSITWAY PROJECT ALTERNATIVES
Cross-Sections of Alternative

~
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·------BO'·-------I
CITY ARTERIAL STREE TS

(typical Section: Broodwoy J Sondy,e1c)
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.------72'----__

Baniield: 4 lanes 37th Ave. to 1-205

-----72·-----
Banfield: 4 lanes 37th Ave. to 1·205

~
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Banfield: 6 lanes 37th Ave. 10 1·205

•e ,ca., ,.
S"I'~:1". I ". I ". 1,:1 "., ". 1". 1~T'

Banfield 6 lanes 1-5 to 37th Ave.

Banfield. 6 lanes 1-5 to 371h Ave.

.............
5h1:,I". I" I "'1 6'1 "'\ ". I '''I';:d'
I ". I

~
T~,'I ". I ". I "·I:~.ll" I ". I"'I~~r

Banlreld: 61Bnes 1·510 371h Ave.

In addition to the bus lanes on
city streets, the existing HOV lanes
on the Banfield Freeway which are
east of 37th Avenue, would be con
verted to general traffic lanes. This
would result in six continuous lanes
on the freeway from 1-5 to 1-205; the
portion east of 37th would have nar
row lane widths and no shoulders.

A series of reserved bus lanes would
be established on city streets; in
addition, traffic improvements would
be made at the Burnside/Sandy/12th
and the Broadway/Sandy intersections.
The Banfield Freeway would revert to
its pre-1976 condition, with the HOV
lanes removed and four traffic lanes
reestablished east of Hollywood.

~e Banfield Freeway would be oper
ated the way it was prior to 1976,
with six traffic lanes west of 37th
Avenue and four lanes east of 37th.

Name and Description of Alternative

Alternalive No. 2b: Low Cost Improvements
plus Minimum 6·Lane Banfield

Allernalive No. 2a: Low Cost Improvements

Alternellve No.1: No·Bulld

LlOCOI Lin,. 011 Elttt
County Str"'t

LOCOI L,ne, on Eo"
CoUflly S''''f.

Transit System Concept

LOW COST
IMPROVEMENTS

NO-BUILD

~
115'1'" ~ ;;~~12·17~~.llt'1115'1

72'-----_.
Banlield: 4 lanes 37th Ave. 10 1·205

III S'11 S· I n· I 11' I ~~~ 121~~~ I 1,· I 11·

f-------- '4' --------
Banfield. 6 lanes loS to 37th Ave

This is a minimum improvement option
in which the present eastbound liOV
lane would be extended back to the
new ramp at Lloyd Center, and both
HQV lanes woulG be extended 0astcrly
to the new ramp at 1-205. Gcner~l

traffic would continue to Ufie only
four freeway lanes cast of tiollywood
during peak hours; there would be
mini~um lane wldths and no shoulders
in this section. Improvements at til(>
Burnside/Sandy/12th and Broadway/
Sandy intersections would 31so b0
required to improv(' ttH' ftow of traf
fic on city strcet~.

Allernatlve No. 3a: HOY Lanes plus 6/4 Lane Banfield

~ot LInn 01\ EOI'
County Slr"'1

HOVLANES

Allernative No. 3b: HOY Lanes plus
6·Lane Banfield

Under this scheme', the B.lnfield
Freeway would be rebuilt to allow
6 standard width traffic lanes be
tween 1-5 and 1-205 with two addi
tional HOV lanes in the center.
Provisions would be made for convert
ing these HOV lanes to a separated
busway or a light rail line with
stations at some future date. There
would be no shoulders on the freeway
in this section, only emergency turn
outs.
Allernative No. 3c: HOY Lanes plus 6·Lane
Bantield with shoulders

This alternative is identical to 3b
above, with the addition of a-foot
shoulders for the full length of the
Banfield to improve operational
safety.

5
1

";?i " I ". I ". I H8Y 1::,I_H_,~_~_I_"_'__"_'__'_"_5_I~r
Banlleld. 61anes 1-510 1·205

BUSWAY AllernaUve No. 4a: Northalde Buswey plus
6·Lane Benfield wllh shoulders

C'O..' II II e, The busway would be constructed
between the freeway and the Union

,Pacific Railroad. The Banfield
would be rebuilt to allow six stand
ard width traffic lanes between 1-5
and 1-205, with a-foot shoulders for
its full length.

Banlield. 6 lanes 1·510 1·205

LL.ocol Lin.. 011 (Ot'
COIlnt, Itreetl

Allernalive No. 4b: Medlen Buswey plus
B·Lane Benfield wllh shoulders

The busway would be constructed in
the center of the freeway where
existing HOV lanes are located. The
Banfield would be rebuilt to allow
six standard width traffic lanes
with a-foot shoulders.

r~?' I'"~ I '" 1'2' 1"1 B'~;.•y 1"1 '2' I ". I "'IS~~I'
, 124'

Benlield: 6 lanes 1·5 to 1·205

light Rail

'S·

Banlield: 6 lanes 371h Ave.IO 1-205

I "5' -I ". I'] ". I "5' I "... 1'1 L'.;~~.;' I
102' .

11S

124' _

Banfield: 6 lanes 1·5 to 1-205

". I ". 1 ". 1
6
'1 ". \ 12' I '" 15~~'121Shldrl

S'

I

S"I'~: I'" \ ". I "'1 6 '1 ". I· '" I "'I 5~.o'lt .L"~~~'"
·---------124·

Banfield: 6 lanes 1·5 to 37th Ave.

AllerneUves No. 5·1a, 5·2e, 5·3.: LRT plua
Minimum B·Lene Benfield

Two light rail tracks would be con
structed along the Banfield between
the freeway and the Union Pacific
Railroad. The existing HOV lanes on
the freeway, east of 37th Avenue,
would be converted to general traffic
lanes. This would result in six COn
tinuous lanes on the freeway from 1-5
to 1-205, the portion east of 37th
would have narrow lane widths and no
shoulders.

AllernaUves No. 5·1b, 5·2b, 5·3b: LRT plus
Standard 6·Lane Banfield with Shoulders

These alternatives would be identi
cal with their counterparts listed
above, except that the Banfield
Freeway would be reconstructed to
allow six standard width traffic
lanes between 1-5 and 1-205, ~ith

8-foot shoulders.

LIGHT RAIL
TRANSIT

....L..i-
S'd'i~k \ 18' 1"1 Cig::.,"." 1"1 18' Is~rlk

E. Burnside: 96U, Ave. to 181s1 Ave.

In Alternative 5-la and 5-lb, the
light rail line would continue south
from Gateway along 1-205 to E. Burn
side Street and then east to Gresham
in a reservation in the center of E.
Burnside Street. Burnside would be
constructed to provide one traffic
lane and shoulder on each side of
the light rail reservation.

Sidewl'_~k_,1_'_"_1_"_'_f_~~_;~_;__24' r~;~;'" I '" i~~·lwalk
, 110'--------

Division Sireet: 96th Avenue to 221sl. Avenue

In Alternative 5-2a and 5-2b, the
light rail line would follow 1-205
to Division Street, then continue to
Gresham in a reservation in the cen
ter of Division Street. Division
would be modified to provide two
traffic lanes and a buffer strip
on each side of the light rail
reservation.

~ILigh~6~ail1"~I>rI"I'" I'" 1'"1~I
Strip

I
1... 205: Gateway to Lents (typical Section)

In Alternatives 5-3a and 5-3b, the
light rail line would continue south
from Gateway in a reserved right-of
way along 1-205, terminating at
Foster Road.
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Impacts" which follows page xiv. These impactsaresunmarfzed by subject

matter' as follows: Economics; Traffic and Transit; Land Use; Socioculture;
i I

and Natural and Environmental Resources. Each of the impact gDOups are

discussed in more detail in Part C of this statement. This summary

addresses only the major similarities and differences of project

alternatives.

Economics

In general all of the alternatives except the No-Build and 2a

would support employment growth forecast for the study area. In this

respect there is little difference between these alternatives through

1990, although Light Rail options 5-2 and 5-2 offer the greatest long-

. tenn.,potential. The NO-Build alternative and Alternative 2a, pose

potential constraints to long-term employment growth in,thestudy areas.

Total project costs (construction, transit vehicles and 1-205

related costs) are greatest with the Light Rail alternatives and

, least with the No-Build and Low Cost Improvements. The LRT-Division

option is significantly more costly than other options, as are all

Light Rail alternatives compared with the Bus or Bus/Carpool options.

The Separated Busway alternatives are approximately 6 to,lOmillion

d~llars (5-7 percent) more expensive than the comparable HOV option,'

3c.

In contrast, 1990'annual transit operating costs ,for, build

alternatives are least among the LRT options (13.8-14.4 million
" ,

dollars) and greatest with a Separated Busway. The Law Cost and
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HOV options fall in between at 15.3 million dollars and 15.9 million

dollars. respectively. Light Rail is less expensive to operate

because of lower labor. energy and maintenance requirements.

Net operating costs in 1990 (cost minus farebox revenue) for

build alternatives are least with the LRT options. being only

slightly higher than the No-Build ($8.2 million-$8.6 million versus

$8.0 million). The comparatively low net operating costs of the

No-Build item is a product of fuller utilization of the existing

service potential. The Separated Busway alternatives have the

highest net operating costs since transit ridership (and revenue)

is approximately equal to the LRT options. but operating costs are

substantially higher. The LCI and HOV options have similar net

operating costs at $10.7 million and $10.4 million. respectively.

On the basis of 1990 total annual costs. which includes capital
I

costs amortized over a 40-year service life. the LRT-Burn~ide Street

(5-1) and HOV options 3b and 3c have the' highest cost-eff~ctiveness

(lowest cost per passenger served) of alternatives which ,include a

transitway between downtown Portland and 1-205 ($1.40 and $1.41.

respectively). The No-Build and LCI alternatives are most cost

effective. but have significantly lower transit and traffic service

levels.

Traffic and Transit Operations

The No-Build alternative would provide the least opportunity

to improve traffic mobility in the st~dy area. 1990 peak~hour

traffic volumes under no-build conditions would be approximately 23
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percent higher than 1975 levels. Other alternatives offer some

relief to increased traffic due to the combined effects of reduced

auto-trips from increased use of public transit, and/or increased

capacity on the Banfield Freeway. Alternatives 2a and 3a, Which do

not include additional traffic lanes on the Banfield Freeway, would

offer comparatively poorer traffic service due to severe capacity

deficiencies on the Banfield and greater use of arterials in East

Portland. HOV options 3b and 3c offer the greatest potential to

improve peak-hour traffic mobility, due to the use of carpools in

HOV lanes and the attendant increase in auto-capacity on the

Banfield.

The Separated Busway options and LRT-Burnside option are pre

dicted to generate the same 1990 annual transit ridership (19.2

million passengers). The least effective transit-trip generator

would be the LCI alternatives, among the build options (15.3 million

. passengers). No-Build transit service would attract approximately

70 percent (13.5 million passengers) of the highest patronage alter

natives. HOV options would generate somewhat less transit patrdnage

than other options (18.3 million passengers) which include a transit

way, since service to East Portland is somewhat less. The least

effective transitway option would be. LRT:I-205, with 17.5 million

1990 annual passengers.

Changes in traffic circulation would occur with each of the

alternatives. With the No-Build greater use of east-west streets

in East Portland would result from insufficient capacity on the
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Banfield Freeway. The HOV and Separated Busway options would affect

present traffic patterns in the Lloyd Center area more than other

alternatives •.

Accident potential and safety relationships also vary between

the alternatives. The greatest accident potential exists under the

No-Build for both auto traffic and transit vehicles, due to increased

auto use and exclusive transit operation on streets in mixed traffic.

Projected accident levels under the LCI are four to five percent

less than the No-Build for auto traffic, though transit vehicles

operating in exclusive on-street bus lanes are considered generally

safer. The HOV and Busway options are similar in this respect with

transit safety on the Banfield itself very good. The LRT option

presents a good operational safety picture in its separated right

of-way on the Banfield Burnside Street or Division Street in East

Mu1tnomah County. The street segments are considered less safe due

to the decreased maneuverability of the fixed rail vehicles.

Land Use

All project alternatives, with the exception of the No-Build

and Low Cost Improvement options, generally conform with local plans

and policies regarding land use and transportation. The Light Rail

Transit alternatives on either Burnside Street (5-1) or Division

Street (5-2) offer the greatest potential for secondary land use

changes which concentrate population and employment in East Mu1tnomah

County in ,support of a more effecient public transit network. This

stems from the extension 'of fixed rail service into Gresham and
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associated developmental potentials around the transit stations.

Similar developmental opportunities exist in the· 1-205 segment

of the transit route, and to a similar degree among the HOV. Busway

and Light Rail Transit options. Separated Realization of more concen

trated land use would require application of. land use controls in the

vicinity of transit stations. Secondary land use 'changes in downtown.

Portland and East Portland would be minor due to the type and extent

of existing development.

Sociocultural

Population change in the various' study areas is assessed for

each alternative. The No-Build and LCI options are conslstent with

CRAG population forecasts. Under the HOV and Separated Busway op

tions, some population redistribution in the immediate vicinity of

the proposed transit statjons, principally along 1-205, could take

place as minor land conversions occur. With the LRT alternative a

redistribution of some of the forecasted increase in population

would also occur, particularly around the major transit station

locations in the East County area. Fixed rail facilities contribute

to higher density, more compact development along these routes, and

adjacent to stations servicing them.

The effects of the various alternatives on neighborhoods is

varied~ Under the No-Build, increased congestion would create some

traffic spillover onto neighborhood streets. Under the LCrminor

proximity impacts would affect residents and institutions along its
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routes from operational changes in the transit traffic system. The

major build alternatives would beneficially affect the vitality of

the East Portland neighborhood by funneling more traffic through

the Banfield corridor and not along city arterials. 'LRT construc

tion in the East County could adversely affect the Burnside and

,. Division Streets residential and institutional areas, primarily

through restricted access, out-of-direction travel and on-street

parking removals.

Right-of-way requirements are nonexistent under the No-Build.

The LCI necessitates very'minor acquisitions, totaling less than

one acre. Awide range of right-of-way needs are present in the

HOV options, as a result of design variations in the reconstruction

, of the Banfield Freeway. Option 3a would displace 98 households and

4 businesses. requiring 2.4 acres at a cost of 1.3 million dollar$~
"

Options 3b and 3c require the removal of between 145 and 164 house

holds. 4 to 12 businesses, involving 20.5 acres at'a cost of 11.9. to

13.1 million dollars. This greater impact is attributable to the

extra widths necessary to accommodate the widening of the Banfield

Freeway to a full six-lane facility.

The Busway alternative. would displace between 168 to 175 house

holds and 11 to 12 businesses, occupying 22.7 acres at a cost of

between 12.9 and 13.1 million dollars. The LRT routes share the same

alignments in the Banfield Freeway corridor. The wide variation in

right-of-way impacts occur in the different alignments in the East

County area. The Burnside Street route, Option 5-1, would remove
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between 27 to 70 households. 5 to 10 businesses and 43.6 to 47 acres

ata cost of 13.1 to 14.7 million dollars. The Division Street

alignment (Option 5-2). would remove between 147 to 194 households.

57 to 62 businesses and 67.8 to 71'.2 acres at a total cost of 30.4

to 33.2 million dollars. The primary reason for the greater cost of

this route over the Burnside route is due to a greater right-of-way

width (110 feet) required along Division where there presently exists

a great deal of commercial and residential develoPment. Option 5-3.

the Lents LRT route. would require only a minimum additional right-of

way outside the Banfield Freeway corridor. since the majority of the

alignment exists within the boundaries of the 1-205 Freeway. Some 16

to 59 households would be displaced. 4 to 9 businesses "affected on

18.4 to 21.8 acres at a cost of 9.9 to 12.7 million dollars.

Impacts to cultural resources are primarily concentrated in the

downtown area. Under the No-Build and LeI options. no major historic

impacts have been identified. Alternatives 3. 4 and 5 would require

the removal of some historic buildings. The most significant removal

is that of several 19th century brick structures in the block bounded

by NW G1isan." Flanders. 4th and 5th. Though not currently listed in

the Federal Register. they are considered of local historic signifi

cance.

The LRT alternative will have the most significant visual impact

with its overhead power system. The wires are conspicuous only in

si1houtte to the pedestrian on the sidewalk. or to auto occupants on

the street. The impact can be minimized through design consideration.
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Natural Elements

The natural or physical impacts of the transitway project are

minimal. Geo~ogical impacts are concerned primarily with soil

erosion potential in areas where large amounts of earth would be

disturbed during project constructiono In the Summary Matrix, this
,

is defined as "acres of potential slope erosion." In general, the

major build alternatives are nearly equivalent in their erosion

potential, with the exception of the HOV option which would extend

the existing HOV lanes (3a). The maximum projected acreage of

slope disturbance for any alternative is only 9.6 acreS under

Alternative 3b.

Impacts on water quality are also considered to be minor. Some

floodplain encroachment would occur under the Light Rail options

(5-1 and 5-2). Between 10 5 and 10 0 8 acres in the Fairview Creek

floodplain would be impacted under these two options. The altera

tion of the hydrological character of the urban watershed would

result from implementation of any of the build options. Increases

in pavement area create additional impermeable surfaces, which in

turn change the amounts of water which percolate to the ground

water table. A minimum of 1.2 acres of pavement· surface would.

be added under the LCI alternative. From 2.3 to 27.6 acres of

additional paved surface would be added under the HOV options. The

Busway alternative would require 25.8 acres, while the LRT alterna

tives would add l5.g to 29.8 acres of added pavement surface.
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Noise

With the exception of a feW isolated locations. it can be stated

that there are no significant noise impacts with any of the alterna

tives. The feW isolated noise impacts identified with the LCI or LRT

options can not be mitigated because of constraints at those inimediate

locations. Some reduction in noise will occur along the Banfield

Freeway as a result of barrier and berm construction incorporated in

the project design.

Air Quality

Air quality changes resulting from implementation of the

transitway project on the regional level are the function of the

projected decrease in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) under all of

the build options. Reduction of VMT is a key to cleaner air

quality in the overall region. For this reason. slightly decreased

pollutant levels in relation to the No-Build. would occur under all

of the build alternatives with the LRT options exhibiting perhaps

the greatest reduction. The only significant reduction in air

polutants will be the result of existing and future clean air

strategies including motor vehiele emission controls. Some of

these strategies are already in effect at the local level.

The selection of any alternativ~. Qther than the "No-Build."

will lend to additional reduction in pollution potential in East

Portland and areas adjacent to the Banfield Freeway. as well as the

Central" Business District. Concentrations of emissions for local
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impact areas should not result in future violations of ambient air

quality standards. None of the alternatives show a significant

impact on air quality.

Energy

Energy requirements for the project have been summarized. by

alternative. under the two subject headings: 1990 Total~ Con

sumption and 1990 Total Energy Requirements. As can be seen from the

SUMmary Matrix. total energy requirements only vary by 6% between the

alternatives. The No-Build is the most fuel consumptive of all alter

natives, while the Burnside alignment of the LRT option represents

the best alternative with regard to the amount of 1990 energy required

and fuel consumed.

(g) Impact Summary Matrix follows:
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ECONOMICS TRAFFIC AND TRANSIT

1990 1990 1990

PROJECT TOTAL
1990 1990 TOTAL

1990 TOTAL NET 1990 1990 1990
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Up to 400 buses

Grea test increases on Flexible to changes downtown in peak Goo d are a

Would not support Banfield Freeway and Greatest number Street operation in operations hour coverage, but low

No-Build 1 0.0 13.0 12.1 8.0 13.7 0 0.59 1.01 arterial streets. Greatest 985.0 of traffic and 13.5 subject to traffic connectivity, much
area economy

number of overcapacity transit accidents accidents Not a long-term Up to 55 buses deuplication of

lane miles. transit investment routed off mall in routing
peak hour

2a would generally Most arterial traffic of
,

Flexible to changes

2a 7.1 27.0 6.4 build alternatives in East 942.0 in operations
Up to 585 buses Improved connec-

not encourage
economic activity Portland. 4 to 5% less downtown in peak tivity and schedule

Low Cost
( a cc idents than Generally safe in hour frequency

15.3 10.7 18.1 0.70 1.18 15.3 Not convertible

Improvements I S i mil a r to bus no-build but exclusive bus lanes
2b would generally alternatives 4a, 4b and similar to HOV(3a) Cannot insure

Up to 215 buses Possible delay to

2b 9.7 29.4 8.7 support area 942.1 routed off mall in non-peak suburban
LRT options 5-1 and long-term transit peak hour buseseconomy 5-2. , use

3a would support More arterial street S lightly Not flexible to

21.1 7.4 1.21 area economy but traffic in E. Portland 942.9
higher
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3a 13.7 71.8 than (3c) or (3d)not as well as 3b or than 3b or 3c. operations

3c
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I downtown in peak tivity and schedule
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Occupancy 3b 67.1 125.2
15.9 10.4 0.57 18.3 Banfield segl11ent bility to busway or. traffic LRT (3b and 3c)

Vehicle Least increase in Up to 230 buses Much dupl ication

Lanes 25.8 .9.2 1.41
Would support of all alternatives on

945.4
Lowest of all bus routed off mall in of service on

area economy Banfield Freeway and options Cannot insure peak hour Banfield

3c 75.4 133.5
city arterials. long-term transit

use

C/)
w
> Flexible to changes
~

Improved connec-

e( 4a 83.3 143.3 28.6 1.48
in operations Up to 630 buses tivity

Z Very safe on downtown in peak
IE:
w

Separated Would Would reduce growth in Banfield, but high Possible converti- hour High schedule
I-

support Similar to HOV
..J Busway 17.9 12.1 8.3 0.63 area economy traffic Slightly more than 947.7 (3b) and (3c)

19.2 annual mileage bility to LRT frequency
e( LCI and LRT options. increases chance of Up to 230 buses

4b 79.6 139.6 28.3 1.47
accidents Good assurance of routed off mall in Much duplication

10 ng-term transit peak hour of service on
use Banfield

119.7 159.9
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Separated Busway in flexibility
144.6 188.3 options. Rail system high in Up to 150 buses Transfers required

Light Would support
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Rail 5-2a,b 14.4 8.8 29.3 8.5 0.47 1.57 area economy
940.7 Higher than (5-1) 18.6 flexible to changes peak hour (as few town trips

Transit
Feeder buses safe in operations as 345 buses would

154.8 198.5 due to low annual be routed down- High connectivity

mileage High assurance of town if LRT lines

long-term transit are developed in Low r 0 ute

use two additional duplication

108.5 151.7 corridors) increases efficiency

Least effective of bU.ild Highest accident

5-3a,b 13.8 8.2 25.8 6.3 0.49 1.48 options in red ucing 971.4 level of all build 17.4 Good travel speeds

traffic growth. alternatives
118.7 161.9
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PREFACE

Environmental Impact Statement Focus

Section 102 (2) (c) of the National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA), enacted into law in January 1970, explicitly states that all

agencies of the Federal Government shall include in every proposal or

recommendation for major federal actions which have the potential of

significantly affecting the quality of human environment, a detailed

statement of alternatives to the proposed action. The Environmental

Impact Statement (EIS) has become the accepted form in which such a

description and analysis of projects requiring federal approval and/or

funding has been offered for approval, modification or rejection by con

cerned agencies and the public. This Draft EIS is prepared in conformanr~

with the NEPA and appropriate policy and procedural memorandums of the

Federal Highway Administration. Its purpose is to present in an objective

manner a description of the proposed Banfield project, an examination of

relevant and feasible alternatives to the project, and an analysis of the

anticipated effects of the project on the natural and human environment.

The Banfield Transitway EIS represents a concerted effort to

provide the reader with an easily understandable document. The report

format ~esponds to the unique nature of the project. Physically it is

divided into ~wo separate volumes.

The first volume summarizes the major finding~ of the environ-

mental study. It is divided into three parts. Part A provides the

reader with an overview of the planning and study process which has
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preceded the present volume. emphasizing the principal problems and

concerns giv1ng rise to the Banfield project. Part B focuses attention

on the project alternatives more specifically. Part C proceeds to

.. identify and analyze the impacts unique to each of the project a1ter-

natives. set in context of an existing environmental setting.

The second volume of the document contains the individual tech-

nica1 reports. which represent the primary base material for the analysis

presented in Volume One. These are arranged under individual topic head

ings corresponding to the major impact categories summarized in the pre

ceding volume. The reports are based primarily on support documents

pre~ared specifically for the Banfield Transitway EIS by MJ'ltnomah'County.

The City of Portland. Tri-Met and ODOT. All of these agencies have actively

participated in some phase of the current Transitway study.

Vo1uine Two of this study and additional support documents may be

revi ewed at the Metropo1i tan Divi si on Qffi ce ofODOTat 5821 N.f. Gl i san,

Street. Portland. Oregon. 97213.
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INTRODUCTION

The Region

The Portland Metropolitan Area is one characterized by a strong

regional economy. Situated at the juncture of the Wi11amette and Columbia

Rivers, the region has developed into a major finance and trade center

servicing a vast tributary area of the Columbia Basin. Settled within

4,400 square miles (4,700 square kilometers) of the five-county Co1umbia

Wi11amette region, the area is serviced by 375 units of local government

including all or portions of thirty-six cities, five ,counties. and two

states. (see Fi gure 1).

Based on data derived from the 1970 census, approximately 97 per

cent of the population of the State of Oregon resides in urban regions. af

this total some 81 percent (or 1,840,000 people) maintain residence in the

state's 13 most populous urban areas. Nearly half of Oregon's two million

residents live in the city of Portland, or in its immediate fringes. In

1975, the urbanized portion of the region extended over a land base of

620 square miles (1600 square kilometers). The population of the urbaniZed

area effectively doubled from 1940 to 1970, while the area devoted to urban

activitiy quadrup1edduting that period.

Approximately 360,000 people comprised the region's work force in

1970, of which 55 percent (200,'000) were employed within the c~ty limits of

Portland. Forty-five percent of those working in the city of Portland do

not reside there. Employment levels are expected to nearly double from
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.
360,000 to 700,000 between the years 1970 and 2000. A corresponding increase

in the region's population, ranging from 70 to 100 percent, would raise the

Portland urban area total to nearly 2,000,000 people.

Physically, the region is dominated by the riverine environment

created by the Columbia and Willamette Rivers and their associated basins.

The city of Portland is bounded on the west by the Tualatin Mountains

(West Portland Hills) which rise to heights of over 1,000 feet. To the

east of the Willamette River, a broad alluvial terrace, dotted by numerous

small wooded hills of volcanic origin, is the predominant geographic feature.

Land use patterns in the immediate Metropolitan Area are character

ized by their diversity. ihey range from fully developed urban patterns in

the central core, to rural non~farm and agricultural in the outlying regions.

The existing transportation network in the Portland metropolitan

area reflects an evolution of transportation modes. The majority of P0rtland's

city arterial streets were planned and built during a period when public

transportation dominated the Portland scene. These facilities formed the

basis of Portland1s current land development and transportation patterns.

The majority of the existing neighborhood commercial centers within the

city grew up around the early streetcar lines. These streetcar lines were

later replaced by city buses and larger volumes of automobile traffic, but

the majority of the arterial streets retain the width and alignment charac-

teristics they exhibited during the streetcar era.

Continuing'suburban growth, pressing oub~ard from the central

city, has brought with it the requirement of greater mobility. Suburban
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streets have been la'id out for accommodation of the private automobile';

neighborhood commercial growth and development continue, greater distances

are traveled and larger portions of land are brought within a theoretically

acceptable commuter range.

The regional transportation pattern has at its heart an inner-city

freeway loop which encircles the Portland core area. A network of radial

routes tie together the city core with an outer belt of circumferential

freeways. The two major east and west radials are the Banfield FreeWay and

Sunset Hi ghway, respectively, (see Figure 2).

The Banfield Corridor

The Banfield' Freeway corridor occupies a natural drainage depres

sion through East Portland, locally referred to as Sullivan's Gulch. The

Gulch itself, which begins at-grade on its easterly extremity near Rocky

Butie, winds through East Portland before reachirig the Willamette River:

between the present sites of the Burnside and Steel' Br'idges. The depres

sion attains a maximum depth of 20 to 30 feet below the adjacent terrain

in the vicinity of the Lloyd Center area.

This natural depression has long been utilized as a natural,

gentle-grade transportation route from the Columbia River floodplain west

to the Willamette River~ For practical purposes, the Banfield corridor

can be described as extending from the Willamette River, in the vicinity of

its juncture with Interstate 5 on the west, to the 1-205 corridor in the

east; a distance of roughly 6 miles. ·This primary radial artery presently
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connects the downtown Portland area with the easterly portion of the Metro

politan Region. It se~vices the greater East ~1ultnomah County area, one of

the fastest growing residential sections of the Portland region.

Sullivan's Gulch, as a distinct natural feature on the Portland

scene, can be viewed as an effective physical barrier between the northeast

and southeast portions of the city. Presently, the Gulch, is occupied jointly

by the Banfield Freeway and the Union Pacific Railroad. The Union Pacific

right-of-way consists of a single, well maintained, signalized track with

numerous sidings servicing adjacent industries, with space available for a

second track without requiring major structural revisions. There are no

at-grade crossings of public streets or roads east of the East Portland

yards. Approximately 5 to 8 westbound and 2 eastbound freight train move

ments currently operate over this track daily. In May of 1977, Amtrak began

daily operation of its Salt Lake City - Portland run utilizing the Sullivan's

Gulch route.

The Baniield Freeway, from N.t. Union Avenue to N.E. 82nd Avenue

currently consists of a 6- and 4-lane controlled-accessed facility, inclOding

a pair of high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes. The addition of· two HOV lanes

on the Banfield are the result of a demonstration project initiated in 1974,

and opened to the public in December, 1975 (see Figure 3).

In the westbound direction, the facility operates with two traffic

lanes and a single HOV lane west of 82nd Avenue to N.E. 37th Avenue, where a

fourth lane is developed. The fourth lane continues to' a point just west of

the Holladay (Lloyd Center) exit, where the facility reverts to three lanes.
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Eastbound, the lane .configuration on the Banfield consists of thr~e

lanes from Union Avenue to a Dointeast of the 39th Avenue entrance to the

freeway, where a fourth lane is developed. This fourth lane, continued to

approximately the 47th Avenue overcrossing, permits the development of a HOV
. -

lane next to the median barrier. The HOV lane, in turn, continues east to

a point beyond the 82nd Avenue on-ramp, where the third lane is dropped and

the HOV designation is terminated.

The Study Areas

The Banfield Transitway project has been physically separated into

four rather distinct study areas, (se~F1gure·4):

-the Downtown
-the East Portland area (inclusive of the Banfield Corridor)
-the East Multnomah County area, and
- the regi on.

The downtown study area is primarily coincident with the central

core of the city, between 1-405 on the west and the Willamette River on the

east. It is the principal terminus for all of the proposed transit facilities.

The East Portland study area is bounded by the Willamette River on

the west and the Portland city limits (or, the 1-205 corridor) on the east~*

This study area encompasses that portion of the city which provides the

. irrmediate service area for the Banfield freeway as well as those major

arterials which presently carry a large share of the current east-west commute

traffic.

*Holgate Boulevard and Foster Road on the south, Thompson, Fremont and Prescott
Streets on the north.
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The East County study area takes in that land area between East

Portland and the adopted urban gro~~h bpundary.** It is a major drawing

area for the suburban transit 1ines and for much of the traffic on the

Banfield Freeway.

The region itself is the four-county area of Multnomah, Clackamas

and Washington Counties in Oregon, and Clark County in the. State of Washington.

The Project

An improved transportation facility including a trans1tway, 'operating

within the Banfield Corridor has been part of areawide transportation planning

since at least the early 1970's. The f!~al report of the Governorls Task'

Force on Transportation, released in 1975, discusses the potential for both

buswayand light-rail options in the Banfield. The .regional IntE!.rim Transpor- ..
. . '. .'~" ;

tation Plan (ITP), adopted by the Columbia Region Association of Governments

(CRAG) in June of 1975, describes the proposed 1990 transportation system for

the greater Portland area as being one in which public transit will playa

major role. One of four principal transit facilities recommended for early

implementation is the Banfield Corridor project.
, .

The Banfield Transitway would essentially consist of an exclusive

pathway for some .form of high-occupancy vehicles (HOVis), bus, auto, or light

rail, which would permit fast, relatively congestion free travel through the

corridor. The existing Banfield Freeway presently serves the East Por~land . ....
. r·· ,

••. j

and East Multnomah County areas as a primary commuter arterial' to and ··fr-9m.."
. . -....' '\'.

, . ", .~

. " ..._... ~._ ...• ,..:...'.

- .'~: --":~'--'~."

**Bounded by Columbia Blvd. and I-BON on the north, and th{Multnomah County/
Clackamas County line. on the south. ~, .

. "~.."
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the major employment centers of downtown Po~t1and.and the north Portland

business/industrial complex. Completed in 1958, .the. facil ity pre~ently expe

priences the heaviest volumes of concentrated traffic in the Metropo1,itan Region.

The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT), in conjunction with

the Tri-:County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (Tri-Met) began

initial inquiries into the feasibility of locating a transitway in the Banfield

Corridor in the summer of 1975. Direction for the project study came from

the Interim Transportation Plan formulated by CRAG.

At its inception, project studies investigated numerous concepts;

including alternative locations within the corridor, and various modal. options.

Many of these original choices were found, -through the process of systematic

development, to be too expensive relative to the benefits anticipated,'imprac

tical from an engineering standpoint, or environmentally" unacceptable. These

we~ dropped from further consideration. Five major alternatives were retained

for further study. The present study investigates those five major al~ernatives.

One alternative would improve the existing HOV lanes on the Banfield.

Another option proposes the construction of an exclusive, separated busway

adjacent to, orin the median of, the existing freeway. Light Rail Transit

is emplored in several different arrangements including extending a rail line

directly to Gresham. Still, another alternative examines the potential for

utilizing major city arterials, in lieu of improving the freeway, to handle the

projected travel demand in the East Portlj!nd and, East Coun~y area. In addition

to these build alternatives, a base condition illustrating the consequences of

providing no major transportation improvements in the corridor is explored.

the "No-Build" alternative.

I

~
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A detailed discussion of each of these alternatives, their physical

features, operational characteristics and relative costs, is presented in

Part B of this volume of the Transitway Report.
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CHAPTER ONE I REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION CONCERNS

Any attempt to view transportation in relation to the pattern of

regional growth and development must first highlight the major problems

brought about. by a traditionally heavy reliance on the automobi·le. The

pattern of land development in the CRAG region, an expanding population

base, and the construction of an extensive highway network have ali served

to foster this dependence upon the auto to meet the vast majority of

transportation needs. The movement of people and goods by private vehicle

was the primary concern of many earlier transportation planning efforts in

the Portland area.

By 1970, a large majority of all households owned one or more

cars, with a significantly rising percentage owning two or more cars~ 'Auto

mobile ownership since that time has continued to rise. Investments il. auto

support facilities, such as highways, roads, streets, and parking facilities

have substantially outstripped investments in transit facilities. Massive

commitments of public and private expenditures to the automobile and its

support facilities have contributed to many of the growing problems recog

nizable in the metropolitan region today.

Perhaps the most critical concern is evidenced in the area of land

use and growth. In the past~ a rapid growth rate, coupled to healthy economic
. '..

expansion, has brought more land area under suburban development. The' opening

up of these new lands has created a reciprocal demand for more extensive trans

portation facilities. This in turn has fostered moresuburbaniiation arid has
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accelerated the effects of urban sprawl. As more transportation facilities

are built in the outlying areas, accessibility is increased. The subsequently

improved level of service has attracted more and more people to these new

fringes of development. ~ncreases in population require support services

where none had previously existed. Thus, the course of urbanization in

formerly underdeveloped areas takes place, compounding the process of orderly

growth, while necessitating more services and facilities to support it.
, ,

Such developments in the past have encouraged a public policy

which has responded by projecting future demands for urban and suburban

transportation needs based on this low-density growth pattern, and then

planning an arterial and freeway system to support them. One effect of

such a system is the continued dispersion of housing, employment, and

services throughout the region.

A second area of concern which directly affects the planning and

implementation of a regional transportation facility is that of air quality.

The Willamette Valley is a natural basin with a high tendency to trap air

pollutants. The quality of the ambient air at any give time is primarily

a function Jf specific pollutant emission levels, and a combination of

physiographic and meteorlogical conditions. The local atmospheric capacity

to either disperse or assimilate air pollutants is very limited. The

combination of frequent temperature inversions and low wind movement is

the major contributor to this restricted natural ventilation. It has been

found that 30 percent of all su'nmer hours are conducive to :invE;!rsion condi

tions; an identical figure to that found in the Los Angeles basin.
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Air qual ity problems in the CRAc; region are largely dependent

upon the level of automobile use. Based on recent studies by the Oregon

Department of Environmental Quality, it is estimated that, ,of the four

major pollutant categories, transportation ranks as the number one offender

in two, and ranks third in the others, as a principal contributor. Trans

portation sources account for 90 percent of the carbon monoxide emitted

and 72 percent of the nitrous oxides emitted in the region

MAJOR POLLUTANT SOURCES·

Nitrous Oxi des

Carbon Monoxi de

Su.l furous Oxi des

Total Particulates

1. transportation
2. industrial
3. space heating

1. transportation
2. slash and field burning
3. off-highway field use

1. space heating
2. industrial
3. transporation

1., agriculture and field burning
2. industrial
3. transportation

While total emission levels are expected todec1irie in the remain

ing decades of the century due to the implementation of currently authorized

control measures, it must be noted that a doubling of popul~tion in the

Willamette Valley by the Year 2000 would effectively negate' most of this

improvement. Continued ~mprovement in existing conditions will potentially
. , , . ,

require even more strict controls in the future. One method of assisting in
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this process is through the planning and development of a total transportation

system, which emphasizes a reduction in the amount of projected, vehicle trips

attributable to the private automobile; a current goal of the CRAG ITP~

A third major problem in this area, which holds significant impor

tance in the design and implementation of a transportation system, is that of

energy supply and utilization. Specifically, energy conservation has become

an important issue in the process of selecting an efficient transportation

mode for use by Portland area residents. While there are several modal

choices currently being considered, with varying degrees of 'energy efficiency,

it is a stated goal of CRAG that any future regional transportation system

will encourage the use of public transportation.

The existing transportation system in the Portland area, not unlike

many other large urban centers across the nation, has resulted in an ineffi

cient use of energy. As in the case of air quality, this has been bro~ght

about largely by the inefficient use of the private automobile. Notwith

standing the recent nationwide experience of petroleum scarcity in 1973-1974,

a significant rate of increase in private vehicle gasoline consumption has

been evider:ed in the Portland Metropolitan region, in excess of the increase

in number of automobiles in use. A recent CRAG report, entitled Critical

Energy Issues for the CRAG Region, documents that, between 1970 and 1974,

automobile registration increased 13 percent, while gasoline consumption

rose by 19 percent during the same period. This same report states that

energy per vehicle-mi1e-traveled increased by a factor of 2.6 percent over

the same time frame. This continued increase in the number of' autos and
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auto t~ips, and gasoline consumption, can result in an ever increasing

energy.use trend, particularly if highway congestion tends to decrease

overall vehicle operating efficiencies.

An additional factor which must be considered'when taking atcount

of the future transportation network for the Portland Metropolitan area is

that of the overall funding picture. One of the principal difficulties of

providing an adequate transportation system is that there are limited reve

nues to fund a11 the proposed projects. Thus, transportation agencies can

not carry out all desired highway improvements, and transit agencies are

constrained by the lack of sufficient operating revenues.

The problem of equity in transportation funding allocations is an

historic fact. Transit improvements have historically received a smaller

share of p~b1icdo11ars ~armarked for transportation expenditures. Previous

Federal investment in transportation {l956 to 1971} in Oregon has prov'; d~d

$521 per capita for highwaysa~d $1 per capita for transit. l Sinc~ 1964,

however, the federal government through the Urban Mass Transportation

Administration (UMTA), has begun to assist metropolitan areas in the

financing of public transit. Though public expenditures for transportation

are made possible through a variety of sources in all levels of government,

most are provided by the federal government. Traditionally, both public

and private investments in highway facilities have outweighed alternative

forms of transportation investments by awi de margin.

lFrom the C.R.A.G. Interim Transportation Plan (ITP).
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In summary, it can be said that the continuea expansion of land

development, the growth of the urban population base, and the construction

of an extensive highway system has resulted in almost total dependence upon

the automobile to meet the majority of regional transportation needs. The

difficultycre'ated by the imbalance between auto use and use of other modes

of travel, ind~cates the need for the development of plans and policies which

take into account alternative modes of transportation.

The current regional transportation plan (Iterim Transportation

Plan - ITP) calls for the use of four major corridors focusing on the CBO

to serve future traffic demand with a much greater proportion of transit

trips than in the past. These four major corridors are: (1) Banfield;

(2) Oregon City-Johnson Creek; (3) Sunset; and (4) 1-5 North. Implementation

of this policy will result in anticipated improved environmental conditions

in the greater metropolitan area, and a land use pattern which avoids future

urban sprawl and the rapid depletion of energy resources.

\
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CHAPTER TWO /REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION

PLANNING AND CORRIDOR DEFINITION

Pre-1900 to the Interstate System

A notable characteristic of the urban transportation scene in

recent decades has been the nearly insatiable growth ·in demand for services,

coupled with the relative inability of transportation supply to keep pace.

Visible expression of this malady is daily evidenced throughout the major

metropolitan areas of the country. Congestion, particularly in the peak

hour periods, clogs urban freeways and arterials. Increasing delays,

greater travel time loss, and an associated decline in the quality of the'

urban life style are conmon problems associated with contemporary urban

transportation systems.

Today, perhaps more than at any other point in the history of U.S.

transportation, planners and responsible policy makers are' faced with crucial

decisi.onsconcerning the future direction of urban transportation networks.

Community and public attitudes toward transportation are in an evolutionary

process of change. Standardized solutions once considered adequate or appro

priate ~re no longer held in high esteem. An examination of the pr~cess

,
contributing to these and other changes offers valuable insight into the

status of the current effort at providing an effective solution to the con

gestion problem presently experienced in the Portland metropolitan area.
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Historically, Portland has been a city whose name was synonymous

with progressive forms of transportation. Prior to the turn of the century,

city streets were regularly plied by such innovative transit forms as the

horse-drawn streetcar, steam-powered transit, 'cablecars, and electrically

operated trolleys. By the early 1900's, trolley lines and highways radiated

out in all directions from the rapidly developing downtown area. Many of

the City's neighborhoods were platted along the extensions of these transit

lines, and many of the existing ,commercial centers within the City had their

origins, and owe their physical characteristics, to the early transit lines.

The "golden age" of public transportation in the Portland area was

enjoyed in the decades between 1910 and 1930, reaching its zenith around

1920. In this period, Portland could boast of one of the country's leading

interurban electric rail systems which tied the downtown with many outlying

cOlTJnunities .

With the introduction of the automobile, public forms of transpor

tation began to decline. By the end of World War II, the transit lines were

overtaken by the auto as the basic transportation mode in the Portland

region. This, coupled to the shift in residential locating patterns brought

about by increasing incomes and federally assisted housing funds, fostered

the growth of the suburbs around the City of Portland. The new auto

dependent land use pattern reflected the fact that residents were no longer

bound to a location within easy access of fixed-route transit lines.

During this po~t-war period, the diesel bus replaced the earlier

streetcar system. While it offered the public a more flexible and conveni

ent operational mode, its inability to attract or recapture a significant
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volume of ridership in the Portland area is attributed in the main to the

ri sing domi nance of the pri vate automobil e.' Pub1i c fundi,ng and subs i di es

for automobi.le related needs began to increase dramatically. whiie little

or no funding was made available to maintain the transit system. The

relationship between freeway development and auto dependency is well

documented, as is the concurrent decline in the use of public transit. Urban

growth and the suburban residential boom have combined to tax the tranSllorta-

tion system beyond its capacity to efficiently serve travel demand. The con

gested conditions which characterize these periods not only handicap the

commuter (through prolonged travel times. and more hazardous driving condi

tions). but degrade the urban environment. with eroding air quality and

rising noise levels. as,wel1.

The chrono19gy of events which ties together much of the background

for area transportation planning begins in 1943 with publication of th~ ~oses

report. The report. entitled Portland Improvement. recommended many of the

major transportation facilities which presently exist in the Portland vicinity.

The emphasis throughout the document was one of freeway planning.

PVMATS

The year 1956 saw the federal government initiate the Interstate

Highway System. Large scale investment of dollars was earmarked for the

nation's most ambitiousfreewa'ybui1ding program to date. with over 90% of

total project cost borne by the federal government. The decision to advance

the inters tate program represented a hi gh water mark in roadway transporta

tion finance; capi.ta1 investments fora major upgrading of the-nation's
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highway system began to reflect the relative economic growth and prosperity

of the country in the immediately preceding years. Such a high percentage

of funding for one program (up to 75% of all federal dollars spent on highway

construction during this time) was indicative of the new federal commitment

to road\'/ay improvement on a nationwide basis.

\>Jith the substantial amounts of federal funds flowing toward free

way construction came an increasing awareness of the need for careful and

coordinated planning for such investments. As a result, the 1962 Federal-Aid

Highway Act specified that a "continuous, comprehensive transportation plan

ning process carried on cooperatively by states and local communities" be

adhered to if such programs and projects in urban areas were to qualify for

federal funding. This "3-C" process gave recognition (but rio funding support)

to the fact that there was a role for public transportation to play in recog

nized urban areas with 50,000 or more population.

The first Comprehensive Transportation Study for 'the Portland

. t/letropolitan Area was initiated prior to the "3-C" requirement. The Portlarid

Vancouver r1etropolitan Area Transportation Study (PVMATS) was begun in 1959,

but it was ,ot officially adopted until 1971. As originally conceived, the

study attempted to identify, and offer solutions for, the more basic transpor

tation problems in the Portland-Vancouver area. The improvements suggested

were considered necessary to achieve an adequate system of roads, streets, and

highways to handle the projected 1990 level of traffic in the greater Portland

region. The neo'/ork proposed was extensive, requiring large annual investments

in an effort to reach completion by 1990. The plan,as released in map form in

197p, proposed some 54 individual projects, including seven new freeways, at an
, I
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estimated cost of over $600,000,000 (l969 dollars). Already committed freeways

(at that time), such as the Mt. Hood (I~80N),I~205, and 1-505, were taken as

given and the costs are not included in the above estimates.

A principal assumption under which the plan was conceived was that

the level of transit ridership would remain relatively static, or at worst 

continue its then current decline. The plan foresaw no major investments in

additional transit equipment or operation.

The initial travel projections in the PVMATS were made with existing

land use and zoning information, while assuming an extension of current devel

opment trends. Thus, new development was anticipated to occur, as it had in

the past, constrained only by the availability of public services. Completion

of the already planned Interstate System for the metropolitan area was also

considered as given. The composite effect of these assumptions upon' the

recommended PVMATS plan was one which emphasized a transportation'syst~m"rely

,ing almost exclusively upon the private automobile to play the .dominantrole

in the future commuter transportation picture of the Portland area. '

The Re~Emergence of Transit

In 1969, the Oregon State Legislature, responding to the need to

'reverse the downward trend of statewide publi~ transportation use, passed

enabling legislation which provided a public tax subsidy for transit use

\'l1thin specified transit districts in the major urban areas' of the state.

In response to this action~ the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation

District (Tri-Met) was formed in the Portland area. Tri-Net, having pur

cha'sed the private bus companies then offering service to area residents,
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began an improvement program with the intent to increase ridership through

out the three-county (Multnomah. Clackamas. and Washington) service'area.

The regional planning organization - Columbia Region Association

of Governments (CRAG) - also began to pay increasing attention to the needs

of transit within the region. at approximately the same time. As part of a

continuing effort to foster a more intelligent atmosphere in \'1hich to guide

area growth, CRAG initiated a comprehensive long-range regional planning

process.

An important element in this plan was transportation pnd. in order

to provide some balance to the PVHATS plan. the CRAG Board hired. in 1970. a

consultant to conduct an analysis for both a short-range and ~ long-range.

transit, improvement study. Part II of this study, entitled The 1990 Public

Transportation r·1aster Plan, concluded that the metropolitan area should

greatly expand its public transportation network through the following ele~

ments: exclusive transitways. reserved lanes for buses. and an extensive

system 'of park-and-ri de stations. The system was to incl ude 75 express bus

stations, and 13 major park-arid-ride stations, designed to accommodate a

weekday rirl~rship of nearly 300,000 trips by 1990. Major assumptions

incorporated into this analysis included: the completion of the area's

committed Interstate Highway System; public ownership of the metropolitan

transportation system in association with large public investments in

transit system improvements; and a future land use policy reflecting no

significant change from that currently in effect. Perhaps the'major recom-
.

mendation of the study centered on the development of the express bus system

to be placed in operation by 1990; one that could easily be converted to a

newer technology as the situation demands or warrants.
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The approved PVMATS had proposed a high",ayimprovement system that

vias designed to handle the projected 1990 traffic volumes in the Portland

area. These projections had been advanced under the supposition that there

would be no drastic change in the scope and magnitude of area public trans

portation service. The Public Transp6rtation Master P1an~·on the other hand,

while accepting as its base many of the assumptions in the PVMATS, raised

questions concerning the capital resources required to accomplish the PVMATS

plan. As a result, theconslJltants' reportrecorrmended that the approved 1990

PVMATS plan be re-eva1uated, in view of the proposed transit improvements, and

modification to the highway system be made, accordingly•. A system which

included only those major existing highways and those for which funds were then

cOl1111itted (I-50S, 1-205, and the r1t. Hood Freeway) was utilized in developing

the Public Transportation MasterPlan.

Changes in Direction

During the early 1970's a strong desire for change began to find

surface expression concerning the direction that area transportation planning

should take. While the PVMATS remained the officially adopted plan for the

region (it was never adopted by local jurisdictions), many of its und~rlying

assumptions had come under increasing criticism by decision-makers and the

public, alike. r1ajor determinants responsible for changes in policy direc.;.

tion centered on the recognition that prevailing planning practices were

becoming insensitive 'to both citizen concerns, and apparent environmental

problems.
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Land Use Planning

Foremost among these changes was the concern on the part of respon~

sible agencies and many citizens about the continuing expansion of the urban

area. Concerns about the impacts of unrestrained growth on surrounding rural

land, and upon the ability of the community to effectively provide public

services to such an area, led to actions aimed at stronge~ land use planning.

The 1973 Oregon State Legislature passed legislation (SB 100) which estab

lished strong land use planning requirements throughout the state, established

the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission to administer such

requirements and regulations, and required that local jurisdictions and urban

regions accomplish comprehensive planning procedures which would assure that

the relationships between urban growth and service delivery were accounted for.

Environment

The 1969 National Environmental Policy Act provided the cornerstone

of federal government involvement in the protection of the environment - both

natural and man-made - by requiring that all projects utilizing federal funds

accc'~plish an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)~ It was the intention of

the law that the EIS would provide for a compilation of information describing

the environmental impacts of the proposed project - as well as any reasonable

alternatives to the project - which could then be used by decision-makers in

their deliberations. Subsequent court decisions not only supported the

original intentions of the NEPA, but actually expanded its breadth of concern.

As such, the NEPA, and the documentation which it required, became an important
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tool for citizens concerned about environmental impact of major capital proj

ects, and the focus of considerable attention on the part of decision-makers in

their discussions of such projects. '

In 1969, the Federal Environmental Protection Agency w~s established

{also by the NEPA} and began the task of defining and establishing regulations

pertaining to the environmental impacts of many sources, including the automo

bile. In response to this federal initiative, the State of Oregon established

the Department of Environmental Quality {DEQ}, charged \'lith the responsibility
/

of accomplishing similar actions within the state and with administering federal

performance standards.

Transportation

In 1964, the federal government made the first significant steps

toward effectively supporting mass transportation, when the Mass Trans~ortation

Act was passed, establishing federal funds for mass transit. In 1969, Congress

went a st'ep further by providing legislation which allowed for the withdrawal

of an Interstate segment and the use of the {Interstate mileage} funds on a

freeway segment elsewhere. This legislation allowed local jurisdictions and

states the opportunity to withdraw Interstate segments, including those which

had encountered formidable opposition from the coimnunity on the basis of their

environmental impacts.

In 1973, a Federal-Aid Highway Act was passed by Congress, and this

legislation contained provisions \A/hich substantially expanded the Interstate

\'Jithdrawal opportunities. For the first time, it became pos'sib1e to withdraw

an Interstate segment from the ,Interstate Sy~tem and utilize the available
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funds on "substitute ll mass transportation projects. Thus, corrmunities were

given the option of investing the federal funds in a mass transit system rather

than adding to the highway system. This legislation was to become a critical

element in not only the Portland area decision to withdraw the Mt. Hood Freeway,

but in the general direction of transportation planning and project development

as It/ell.

The r~t. Hood Freeway - Focus for Change

The Mt.Hood Freeway, one of the major highway projects proposed

in the PVMATS plan, was initially conceived by the (then) Oregon Highway

Department in 1955. With the initiation of the Federal Interstate System

in 1956, interest increased in the possibility of the Mt. Hood Freeway,

since the large capital cost could be largely borne by the federal govern

ment. Since the Banfield Freeway had been constructed prior to the

establishment of the Interstate System, and had not been constructed to

Interstate System standards, the opportunity existed to utilize the Inter

state program by constructing another east-west freeway on the east side

of the regiJn in order to provide a link between 1-5 and the (tentatively

planned) 1-205, which would be a continuance of I-BON, from eastern Oregon.

(Although the Banfield remains signed as I-BON, it is not a formal segment

of the Interstate System.)

The Oregon Highway Department and the City of Portland examined

three alternative corridors in southeast Portland for the location of the

proposed 1,1t. Hood Freeway. In r~ay, 1969, a public hearing'was held on the
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three corridors, and based on the resulting decision, the federal govern-

ment granted approval of the Division-Powell corridor later that same year •.

This opened the door for the development of specific designs for the pro-

posed freeway, however, since the NEPA was passed the same year, the process

to be followed in the development of such designs became the subject of the

NEPA provisions.

In 1971, the Oregon Department of Transportation hired a team of
.. .

consultants to conduct detailed investigations of the environmental impacts

of both the proposed ei ght-1 ane freeway and f1 ve a1ternat1 ves, to the full

freeway design. These alternatives were: (1) the eight-lane freeway with

transit; (2) a four-lane freeway with transit; (3) a depressed

transit facility, with two location options; (4) a dep~ssed transit

facility with boulevard highway. treatments, at two optional locations; and·

(5)· a surface street transit system with no major construction. In December,

1973, the Oregon State Highway Division released the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement for the Mt. Hood Freeway, and made preparations to hold a

public hearing on the project. This process however was to be affected by

several other activities underway at the same time.

Court Action

A group of ci ti zens \·,hose homes were to be affected by the con

struction of the r~to Hood Freeway filed suit against the Federal and State

Departments of. Transportation in Federal District Court in Portland to halt

the proj ect.
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The District Court, ruling on only one of many allegations of

plaintiffs, held that the defendants were pre-committed to a particular

route prior to the corridor hearing in violation of a federal regulation

and statute. The defendants and the plaintiffs both appealed the Federal

District Court decision to the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals,

primarily with respect to whether plaintiffs' attorneys were entitled to

attorneys' fees. The state, however, also challenged the correctness of

the Federal District Court's decision that the state was unlawfully pre

committed to a particular route. There has not yet been a final disposi

tion of these appeals.

Governor's Task.Force

While the study process proceeded on the Mt. Hood Freeway, politi

cal leadership within the region, reflecting the increasing concerns of mJny

citizens about the impacts and pre~umed benefits of additional urban freeways,

initiated a study process aimed at re-eva1uating the region's transportation

planning process and policy direction. In May, 1973, the Governor formed the

Governor's Task Force (GTF) on Transportation, which was established in the

Port1and region as a formal subcommittee of the Columbia Region Association

of Governments (CRAG) Board. The Task Force was composed of policy-level

representatives from Mu1tnomah, Clackamas, Washington, and Clark (Washington

State) counties, the Oregon Department of Transportation, Tri-Met, the

Port of Portland, and CRAG. The GTF was chaired by the Mayor of the City of

Portland.
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One of the principal charges to the Task Force was·to· identify and

clarify the major transportation and land use policy issues which were cur

rently facing the metropolitan area, and attempt to evaluate alternative

solutions to them. This meant a careful re-evaluation of the PVMATS plan,

which remained the region's adopted transportation plan. Additionally, the

GTF was asked to assist in the reorganization of the transportation planning'

process within the region through an upgrading of the CRAG role. At the

outset, the GTF indicated a new direction of transportation concern in the

region which would be the subject of its work. The Task Force established

its interest in the exploration of transit opportunities in the region, but

in doing so reflected the increasing environmental concern by concentrating

such exploration on existing right-of-way.

As a first step in this work, the GTF requested the Oregon Public

Utilities Commission (PUC) to accomplish a preliminary examination of e.:i·st-
I '. , , •

ing rail rights.:.of-way in the Portland region, in order to ascertain the

feasibility of using such routes for transit facilities. This work was

accomplished by the PUC, and a report produced in November, 1973.

However, in the same year, the Congress had passed the 1973

Federal-Aid Highway Act, inclusive of the expansion of the Interstate

withdrawal provisions, and the Task Force realized that its efforts

should at least partially focus on the potential opportunities provided

by the new legislation. Accordingly, the Task Force directed that IIsketch

planning ll work be undertaken to examine the feasibility of responding to

future travel demand in the region through transit investments which might
. . . .

in 'part be funded with Mt. Hood Freeway withdrawal funds. To accomplish
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this. the Task Force staff - consisting of consultants and the staffs of

involved local jurisdictions and agencies - began a sketch planning work

program wh i ch deleted the Mt. Hood Freeway as an ass umed facil i ty. and

instead focused on the identified rights-of-way which might respond to

the Mt. Hood-related travel demand. These corridors were two: The

Banfield to its intersection with the 1-205 corridor and then eastward

toward Gresham on local arterials; and. the Johnson Creek right-of-way.

which led from Gresham to downtown Portland via the rail line adjacent to

Johnson Creek and then along existing rail 1ines to the Portland CBD.

The GTF study effort. which began in earnest in December. 1973.

attempted through the sketch planning work to determine the general feasi

bility of a new transportation system in the region. placing emphasis upon

transit investments in existing rights-of-way. The Highway Division con

ducted engineering reconnaissance of the rights-of-way. in order to projuce

capital cost estimates. Utilizing these corridor opportunities which

appeared most appropriate from the standpoint of the re-evaluated popula

tion and employment forecasts (which were also developed by the Task Force
"

effort). ripership forecasts were developed. and operating costs assigned.

Additionally. research was conducted on the more detailed provisions and

mechanics of the withdrawal provisions of the 1973 Act. in order that local

decision-makers be fully informed. Task Force work examined a range of

possible transit modes which might be employed in the region. including

light rail transit.
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The Mt. Hood Freeway - Withdrawal Decision

Although the District Court decision regarding the Division-Powell
. . ..

corridor greatly complicated the Mt. ,Hood Freeway decision-making process

(for example, the Multnomah County Board of Commissioners had voted to with

draw its support of the corridor immediately after the Court decision), the

City of Portland chose to go ahead and hold a hearing on the freeway matter.

The first hearing was held in June, 1974, and the Council heard a range of

conments, including a report from the Citizens Advisory Committee on the

freeway (appointed by the Council) and the Governor's Task Fo~ce. The

Citizens Committee recommended against the freeway con'struction, and the,
, .

.Council heard the GTF report about the possible alternatives to the freeway.
, , '

Unable to reach adecision, but expressing interest in the withdrawal

opportunities, the Council recessed after passing a resolutionasking'the
. '

Governor's Task Force to return in .a month with more detailed analysis of

transit investment alternatives to the Mt. Hood Freeway.

On June 23, 24, and 25, 1974, the Portland City Council reconvened

to hear testimony and discuss the r~t. Hood Freeway situation'. For the first

time, fairly complete documentation existed for the Council to consider.

The extremely detailed DEIS covering the seven freeway alternatives had been

the subject of study for some time, and the GTF staff had completed the

requested additional analyses of transit investment opportunities utilizing

a withdrawal process. The Task Force studies indicated that transit oppor-
, '.

tunities, of a regional nature, existed in both the Banfield and Johnson

Creek rights-of-way,' and that these transit facilities {assumed to be high
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volume fad 1; t; es- either LRT or exc1us; ve bus lanes ) could. prov; de a high

level of service for the forecast travel demand from East Multnomah County.

Add;tionally. Tri-Met provided a report outlining a plan for improved transit

service within the southeast area of the City. which would also assist in

alleviating future traffic congestion and related impacts. Finally. the

Council· heard from many citizens and special interest groups representing

various points of view.

Given the understanding of the social and environmental impacts of

the proposed freeway. and having examined the work of the GT~. the City

Council voted to request withdrawal of the segment from the Interstate System.

with the formal understanding that the funds would be used to address the

transportation needs of the City's southe~st ~hrough, transit investments.

Less than a month later. on August 15. the Mu1tnomah County Commis

sioners held a hearing on the Mt. Hood Freeway, and following through ~n their

February disapproval of the corridor. took an action similar to the City's,

requesting withdrawal of the freeway. again with the' understanding that the

transportation needs of East Multnomah County would be addressed through

future tran~it investments, utilizing the withdrawal funds and following the

recommendations of Task Force study. The same day. the CRAG Board of

Directors passed a resolution concurring with the County and City actions.

and passing the withdrawal request on to the Office of the Governor for his

consideration. as required by federal regulation•.

While regional planning efforts changed direction on the basis of

the GTF wo·rk and the dec'ision to withdraw the freeway segment, the actual

completio~ of the withdrawal process took somewhat longer. In the fall of
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1973, then Governor McCall submitted a letter to the Secretary of Transpor

tation indicating his intention to concur with the requests of the local·

jurisdictions and request formal withdrawal of the freeway, given resolution

of details on the mechanics of the withdrawal process. Governor S~raub took

office in January, 1975, and on July 1, 1975, in accordance \'lith federal

gui de1i nes, formally reques ted the wi thdrawa1 of the Mt. Hood Free\'1ay. Subse-

quent to this date,a series of discussions and reviews by federal agencies, " \

took place, including discussions with Portland area officials. Finally, in

May, 1976, the withdrawal request was approved by the AdministratorS of the

Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) and the Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA), and approximately $200 million was set aside for sub

stitute transportation investments. The 1976 Federal-Aid Highway Act, which

contained a further expansion of the withdrawal provisions including the pro

vision for a continuance of the inflationary effect on the wlthdrawa1aHlount
. .

after the time of U.S. DOT approval, and the allowance of the use of 'the

withdrawal funds on highway projects administered by theFHWA, as well as on

transit projects administered by the UMTA.

A New Direction

The completion of the full work program of the Governor's Task

Force, in the Fall of 1974, and the local decision on the Mt. Hood Freeway

withdrawal, set the Portland region on a new course in regional transporta

tion planning, with a new and strong policy direction. Through the Mt.

Hood decision, and the subsequent acceptance of the GTF work, the region

had turned away from the emphasis upon freeway planning and had instead·
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chosen a direction ~/hich called for renewed emphasis upon transit system

development balanced against concerns of environmental impact, land use

control, citizen involvement, preservation of existing resources, and

energy conservation and efficiency.

The Interim Transportation Plan

As was intended at its creation, the Governor's Task Force, upon

completing its work program, was integrated back into the CRAG work program

and organization, with the responsibilities of the Task Force becoming

those of the CRAG staff and other local agencies. The first task of the

CRAG effort was the recommendation of a new regional transportation plan,

to be submitted for certification by the federal government, and to replace

the PVMATS plan which was now obsolete. Taking up where the GTF had stopped

and relying heavily upon the sketch" planning work accomplished by the

Task Force effort, the CRAG staff set about the task of developing a new

plan and associated goals and objectives statement. Further examination of

regional corridor opportunities was undertaken, aiming at a refinement of

the work acromplished by the Task Force.

Drafts of plan goals and objectives were also drawn and provided

to the public, local jurisdictions, and the CRAG Board for review and com

ment. The regional highway system was examined and all highways were
I

classified, with new highways or improvements limited to those which were

either programmed for construction or committed in terms of a six-year

capital program. The regional transit corridors examined by the Task

Force on the east side of the region were further examined, and both Johnson
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Creek and the Banfield were retained in the transit element of the plan.

The completed plan document. entitled the Interim Transportation Plan; was

formally adopted by the CRAG Board in June. 1975.

1-205

For some time. controversy had surrounded and delayed the comple

tion of the final segment of 1-205. due to differences over the specific

design of the segment from Foster-Woodstock in southeast Portland to the

Washington State side of the Columbia River. The new Interim Transportation

Plan {ITP} under d~velopment at CRAG indicated a change in emphasis for

Transportation Planning in the Portland Area. Lengthy negotiations between

the City. County. OOOT and FHWA resulted in a re-design of the freeway

segment. Several elements of the re-design were parti cul ary sfgni fi cant

to regional transportation concerns:

(l) The freeway was reduced from eight lanes to six lanes.

reflective of the diminished travel volume. forecasts.

which resulted from revised land lise plans and

projected growth in Multnomah County.

, {2} provi-sion was made in the 1-205 design for the fufure

inclusion of an exclusive transitway. which wOlild

link to downtown viaa connecting radial facility.

{3} The number of interchanges on the freeway was reduced

from prev; ous des; gns', and the speci fi c:: design of

the interchanges was modified in an attempt to
I . ~ l ~ : ! . .

facilitate the arterial street policies of the City

and the pl ans ~of -f1ul tnomah County.
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(4) Revisions were made to the design in order to mitigate

the environmental impacts of the freeway. The most

notable of these revisions are the sound barriers

and berms to Jiminish the noise impact.

With these changes, agreement was reached with Multnomah County

and the City of Portland, and the 1-205 segment proceeded to construction,

beginning in December, 1976.

City, County and CRAG Planning

>

City Planning

The years of procedure and discussion on the Ht. Hood Freeway

had, by its very nature, delayed transportation planning and other project
; I

development in the southeast neighborhoods of the City. The Portland Ci:y

Council recognized this during its deliberations over the r1t. Hood Free

way. The Council also recognized that the City's transportation planning

and implementation processes \'1ere not responsive to many of the same

concerns which had characterized the region's transportation planning

duri~g the early 1970's (environmental and social impacts, transit needs,

energy, etc.). Consequently, in order to provide a re-evaluation of and

. give new direction to the City's planning efforts, the Council authorized

the City Planning Bureau to begin" in April , 1974, a study of the City's

street system, pursuant to the development of a new planning approach for

City transportation activities. Called the Arterial Streets Program, the

study was undertaken;with the assistance of a consultant and staff from
, 1 :

other agencies in the City and in the region (Tri-Met and CRAG).
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The first stages of the study accomplished comprehensive data

collection and an historical review of the City's transportation system.

The study also examined existing land uses and considered the regional

transportation planning context. In the fall of 1974. City staff began

the first of what became a continuous and extensive process of citizen

communication and participation. by conducting a series of public meetings

with neighborhood associations, interest groups. and,the general public.

throughout the City. The purpose of this meeting process was to explain

the information which had been gathered regarding the City's transportation

system. and to acquire additional information in the form of citizen per

ceptions of transportation problems and needs. By the spring of 1975.

this process was completed and the staff was ready to move forward, to

planning stages.

Over the following two years. City staff developed - with the

close assistance of the community - the recommended Arterial Streets

Classification Policies. The intent of these recommendations was not the

adoption of a transportation plan in the traditional sense,of the term.

but rather the adoption of policies which would guide future operational

and capital investment decisions affecting the City's transportation

system. This was accomplished by assigning each street (and some

rights-of-way) in the City two policy classifications - one having to do

wi th the use of the street by automobi,l e traffi c. and one havi ng to do

with the use of the street by transit vehicles. Thus transit and traffic

classifications were developed for each street. for the purpose of pre

scribing the future intended use of the street. The draft classification

, !
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policies were examined. using ODOT analysis. in terms of forecast traffic

and transit movement. and policies were developed regarding land use

considerations. special problem areas. the regional transportation system,

and specific policies fur truck movements within the City. After lengthy

review by the community, review by the other City staff, and approval by

the City Planning Commission, the proposed Classification Policies were

formally adopted by the City Council in June. 1977.

It is noteworthy what the Arterial Streets Program concluded

regarding Division Street and Powell Boulevard, the locations of the previous

Mt. Hood Corridor. Powell was found to be somewhat exceptional among

streets in the southeast, having both excess capacity in certain segments.

and unused right-of-way in other sections, as well as many land uses which

are automobile-oriented. Consequently. Powell was classified as a Major

City Traffic Street, or the major southeast arterial (east-west) i'ntended

. to accommodate efficient movement of automobiles having at least one trip-

end (origin or destination) within the southeast neighborhoods. In keeping

with this definition in the policies, it was indicated that Powell should

link with ~-205. Powell was also classified as a Minor City Transit Street,

which meant that although transit movement should be provided for,the

automobile movement should have the more predominant importance in operations.

Division, however, was found to have very little capacity, no

excess righ~-ow-way. and land uses (both residential and commercial) which

had historically been developed in relation to transit. and even more

recently were oriented toward transit (e.g., many medium density residential

developments. and many relatively dense commercial·centers). Consequently,
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Division was classified as a Major City Transit Street, a prescription for

future use which would,ut,lize Division for an important transit route

serving transit trips with at least one trip-end within the City's South

east neighborhoods. At the same time, Division was classified as a

Neighborhood Collector for automobile movement, which meant, in contrast

to Powell, that the predominant future transportation use on Division

should be for local transit movement, per the definitions provided in the

City's adopted classification policies.

In reaching these conclLis ions, the Arteri al Streets Program

relnforced an earlier - 1974 - decision of'City Council to seek funding
" ,

to accompl ish capacity improvements on Powel'l Boulevard (from State Bond

financing),; With the adoption of the Arterial Street Classification

. Policies, City efforts turned to the P~weil project, as well as others in
, .

the southeast. The Powell Boulevard project, undertaken in two stages"

was expedited, with'the first stage, from the River to S.E. 52nd, receiving

Council approval in early 1977. At that time, preliminary 'engineering

'work' was' initi ated on the second stage of the project, from S~ E.'52nd to

1-205.,

Other work'was also undertaken, inclLiding the development of

neighborhood~level traffic, transit, and pedestrian projects on Federal

Aid Urban System (FAUS) routes which would utilize $5 million in Interstate,

wi thdrawal funds set asi de for such projects throughout the southeast part

of the City. Late in 1977,initial planning work was begun on a series

of projects on Division Street w~ich would have the objective of improving

the,st~et for locati,ng transit movements. Finally, in early 197}, a
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transportation planning study was begun in the Hollywood District, adjacent

to the Banfi~ld corridor, which in part was aimed at prov1d~ng the Holly

wood community an opportunity to coordinate local transportation improve

ments with the Banfiald project improvements.

Ci ty Pl anni ng

In 1975, the Multnomah County Planning and Development Division

began preparation of a Comprehensive Framework Plan to replace the out

deted 1959 County Plan and to address the land use issues, goals and guide

lines of the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission. The

County Comprehensive Framework Plan was adopted in September, 1977 by the

County Board of Commissioners.

The Comprehensive Framework Plan includes a Transportation

element. The previous Comprehensive Plan was based on the assumption of

the now defunct regional PVMATS and called for an extensive road system

involving substantial capital expenditures. The implementation of such a

system was not feasible from economic, social or environmental stand-

points. The new transportation element utilized work done in previous

studies, such as the Governor's Task Force Report and the CRAG Interim

Transt-'ortation Plan. A study was undertaken of the East Multnomah County

transportation system by the County staff with the assistance of a trans

portation consultant. The study utilized the previously mentioned sources

plus on-going land use and transportation planning of the region and a

numb~r of Multnomah County cities. A committee was established to involve.
. , . \

,

the five East County citi'es in the planning process. This work is described

in two technical appendices to the County Plan -- East Multnomah County
-- '!

Transit Corridors and East Multnomah County Road System.

i
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The transit corridor work completed since the adoption of CRAG

Interim Transportation Plan in 1975 was reviewed by the County. The current

planning efforts included the adopted CRAG Goals and Objectives and CRAG

Land Use Framework Element, the 1-205 design policies and subsequent i-205

Environmental Impact Statement, the Gresham subarea Transportation Analysis

and the on-going County and Cities' planning work.* .

Four transit corridors were examined east of I~205: the corridor

paralleling I-BON, the corridor paralleling the Portland Traction Cornpany

right-of-way, the Division Street corridor and the Burnside Street corridor.

The conclusions drawn were:

A trans i tway in the' Portl and Tracti on Company Corri dor
.' \ ~ , I

paralleling Johnson Creek is in conflict with adopted

CRAG Goals and Objectives and the CRAG Land Use Framework

Element. There are severe and worsening flood problems

of Johnson Creek. There is a lack of urban servi ces in

the area and since .a trans i tway requi res s upporti ve

development it would call for an extensive capital out

lay in servi'ces~ The corridor borders land designated

Rural in the CRAG and County Plans. The area has the

lowest population density of the four corridors.

The I-BON Corridor has sparse population patterns in

its eas tern porti on and access problems due to the

I-BON freeway.

*CRAG. Goals! Objectives and Implementing Rules. Portland, 1976.
CRAG. Landuse Framework Element~ Portl and, 1977.
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Both the Portland Traction Company Corridor and the

1-80N Corri dor are geographi ca lly located away from

the built-up and developing Central County are be

tween Halsey Street and Powell Boulevard.

The Division Corridor has the highest 1975 population

levels and is centrally located. Since Division Street

will interchange with 1-205, it will carry high volumes

of traffic and be the major traffic street serving the

Southeast County. A transitway along Division Street

would need to be intimately coordinated with traffic

movement 'due to the type of land use development and ,

existing use of the streets.

The Burnside Corridor is centrally located and has the

second highest ;975 population density. Burnside Street

will not interchange with 1-205. Traffic projections

indicate very little increase in traffic volumes on the

section west of 181st Ave. There is unutilized right-of

way in this corridor. There are parallel arterials with-

in about 1/4 mile to the north and south of Bums i de Street.

From the transitway and road system analyses done by the County,

an Arterial Transportation Plan was prepared as part of the Comprehensive

Framework Plan. It designates Division Street as a IIPrincipal Arterial II ,

that is, an arterial which can carry more than 25,000 vehicles per day

including IIthrough ll trips between 1-205 and the Mt. Hood Hi ghway east of

Gresham. Burnside Street is designated as a IITransitway ll, that is,
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providing an exclusive right-of-way segment for transit use between 1-205

and 200th Avenue with the Portland Traction right-of-way designated a .

"transitway" from 200thAvenue to the Fairgrounds site in Gresham.

CRAG P1annino Actions
"

By late 1975 and early 1976, planning work at CRAG was providing

support to the increasing level of preliminary engineering work beind

undertaken on the Banfield project•. Utilizing the technical and polley

base provi ded by the Interim Transportation Plan', the CRAG planni ng

activities and actions were responsive to the planning efforts of local

jurisdictions and agencies. The resolution of the 1-205 design controversy,

and the resulting inclusion ofa potential transitway in' the 1-205 corridor

pointed to the need for the previously analyzed east":west radial transit

corridor. Based on the comments and work by the City, County, and Tri-Met
. .

during the 1-205 work, plus the information provided by the City from ',-he

Arterial Streets Program the Banfield became the focus ofthe1:ransitway

effort. Given Multnomah County's comments on land use plans in East

Mu1tnomah County, and the City's findings regarding both its arterial

street system and development forecasts, it became clear that the Johnson
'. '. . .

Creek right-of-way did not have the advantages of the Banfield as a

. potential transit route•. This conclusion was recognized by' both the

Inter-Agency Coordin~ting Committee (ICC) and the Transportation Technical. .
Advisory Conmiittee (nAC) at CRAG, when it was determined ·in November 1976

that the Johnson Creek transitway assumption would be deleted from future

system planning analysis, in the sense that it was not considered to be

a viable corridor opportunity for the 1990 forecast year. The CRAG Board
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approved the action. For system planning purposes, other regional transit

corridors identified in the Interim Plan were similarly deleted, or care

fully defined, pending a more complete re-evaluation in future Plan

revision activities.

Transit Corridor Selection

The residents of the southeast neighborhoods indicated general

opposition to a Regional transportation facility that would likely cause

added noise, congestion and major disruption in this area. Because of

these concerns, and since an alternative corridor existed, local govern

mental agencies detennined that transportation improvements. in southeast

Portland (between Downtown and 1-205) would be directed toward providing

service for people who were living or doing business within that area.

It was further detennined that no east-west arterial in the southeast

would serve as a route for regional automobile or transit movement.

Because of these detenninations, the local governm~nt planning

agencies elected not to invest time or manpower resources in further

technical study of a IIDivision-Powell ll transportation facility in the

southeast, between Downtown and 1-205.

The Johnson Creek alignment, indicated as a transit corridor in

the ITP,was dropped from further consideration, because of non-supportive

land use and development densities projected for the design year. The

out-of-direction travel and type of development expected along Johnson

Creek were considered non-responsive to the major East County transpor

tation problem.
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As a result of these decisions, only one location corridor

between Downtown and 1-205 .is carried forward for detailed study in this

. Draft EIS. Sullivan's Gulch (Banfield) forms the single connecting link

in all options except for the low cost alternative.

The controversy resulting in withdrawal of the Mt. Hood Freeway

was due in part to the disruption and displacement which would have

occurred to residents in Southeast Portland.

As the Arterial Streets Program of the City of Portland progressed,
\

additional information was either generated or taken into consideration.

This effort further assisted in defining Transportation planning within the

southeast part of the City.

An examination of the physical characteristic of southeast streets

revealed very few opportunities for significant capacity improvements

necessary for a regional transit facility. These improvements could not

be made without major disruption of adjacent neighborhood a'reas, due

primarily to the·severe 1imitations of rights-of-way, and the proximity

of adjacent land use.

There are, however, numerous opportun i t i.es to improve 1oca1

streets for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of traffic· and transit
. .

movements serving local trip purposes. t4uch of this unused capacity will

be needed to serve future traffic and transit volumes with origin or

destinations within the Southeast.
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4. Other than the need for improved transi t servi ceo

throughout nearly all areas of the southeast, the.only

wide-spread "system" transportation problem identified,

was the movement of regional or through trips on local

streets and arterials, resulting in congestion and

environmental impacts to existing neighborhoods.

5. There was general support for the transportation

plan concept which called for improvements to 1-205 and

the Banfield, providing for the movement of regional

trip around the southeast neighborhoods; and conversely,

there was very little, if any, advocacy for the develop

ment of a fixed-guideway transit facility to serve East

Multnomah County, which would utilize southeast streets.
.. . .

The outgrowth of the foregoing planning process, wi th its mu·ititude

of interagency and citizen inputs, has yielded the following set of routes

and alignments which have been carried through the environmental impact

statement reporting process.

The central link in the project is the Banfield Freeway itself.

Extending from the Hollady ramp connection on the west to the 1-205 connection

on the east, the Banfield would be utilized under three of the four build

alternatives through the East Portland area. The Law Cost Improvements

option, the fourth build alternative, would utilize three major East Port

land arterial corridors, in li~u of the Banfield, to improve traffic and

transit fl~1 between the East County and the Central Business District

(CBD). These corridors are: 1) N.E. Broadway/N.E. Weilder/N.E. Halsey,·

N.E. Sandy. 2)S.E. Burnside/S.E.·Stark; and 3) S.E. Division
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In the East County area, three different alignments were investi

gated under the Light Rail Transit scheme. These are: 1) the Burnside

Gresham route; 2) the Division to Gresham route; and 3) the 1-205 to Lents

alignment. Each route configuration would connect with the Banfield Free

way through special ramps provided on the 1-205 - Banfield interchange.

The Downtown Portland area is to be accessed from the Banfield

Freeway via the Holladay Street off-ramp, on either Holladay Street, or a'

Mu1tnomah/Hol1aday combination, then over the Steel Bridge into the CBD.

Several options are available in the Downtown alignment for the

LRT lines. ACross-Mall alternative would employ a new ramp from the Steel
,

Bridge to the intersection of Everett and N.W. 1st Avenue. A loop would
. .

continue along 1st to Morrison, Yamhill and the west side of 6th Avenue.

The second option is th~ On-Mall/Pioneer Square route, which would descend'

from the Steel Bridge in a double track, turn south on 5th Avenue, and

return via Yamhill, 6th Avenue and Morrison Street. The third option, the

On-Mall/Oak Street route, is essentially the same as the previous option,

with the exception that, at Davis Street, a single track would continue on

. 5th to Oak, west to 6th, and return to Davis to close the loop.'



CHAPTER THREE
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CHAPTER THREE I NEEDS, GOALS AND OrJJECTIVES.

Population projections for the East Mu1tnomah County area

reflect a forecasted increase of 47,000 in the 20-year period 1970-1990.

Economic projections over the same time period indicate that an estimated
., ,

37,000 new jobs will be available in the downtown Portland area. These

increases will contribute to a total demand for 18,200 person trips in the

peak hour commuter period, through the East Portland Study area by 1990.

The existing Banfield Freeway and other parallel arterials at

28th Avenue, including existing transit service, have the capacity to

handle a total of 16,400 person trips per hour. Study of traffic flow on

the existing system indicates that it is currently being used at near

capacity (see Figure 5 ).

The Portland "Do\'mtown Parking and Circulation Policy,'· adopted

February 26, 1975, establishes a limit on downtown parking of 39,683

spaces. This action is part of the strategy developed to meet the require

ments of the Federal Clean Air Act of 1970, and has the concurrence of the

State Department of Environmental Quality as the recognized control agency.

Current assessment of the downtown indicates that util izationof existing

parking is rapidly approaching this establiShed limit.

Approximately 4,200 of the 1990 forecasted peak demand of 18,200

person trips per hour are expected to commute to the downtown Portland area.

Travel through East Portland to other destinations is expected to have a

nominal increase.
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The purpose of the Banfield Transitway Project is to provide a

multimodal facility that will accommodate the projected increases in

predominantly auto trips to non-CBD destinations, and accommodate the CBD

oriented cOlTll1uter trips with a higher level of transit service. The intent

is to provide such a facility, within the environmental constraints, that

is consistent with local and regional goals while having a minimum disruption

to local communities.

Various solutions to accommodate this increased travel demand
, .

have been suggested over the years. Most of these would have imposed

severe impacts upon ~he neighborhoods of East. Portland by requ~ring exten

sive demolition of homes, as well as increased noise and air pollution.

Yet the consequences of doing nothing are serious by themselves. Traffic

congestion on city streets is leading to additional environmental problems

for the community, with a subsequent decline in its economic, social and

environmental viability. Rising use of the automobile has also compounded

region-wide problems of fuel availability, air quality, and the development

of efficient patterns of urban growth.

Plans to accommodate anticipated increases in travel must contend

with a number of specific constraints. Proposed solutions should have mini

mal adverse impact on the local communities which they serve, in terms of

landtaking, community disruption, visual, traffic volumes, air quality, and

noise levels. Modes of ' transportation other than the single occupant auto

mobile are being encouraged. For the transit operating agency, an

additional constraint must be dealt with: the continuing problem of
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minimizing day~to-day operating costs of the transit"system wn1.le still

providing a level of service appropriate to the needs of the community

at large.

It is these problems and constraints which have led to ~ study of

transportation alternatives in the East Side. The opportunity exists to

refocus future growth· and travel patterns .in this region through a more

efficient network of public transportation. Service can be redesigned

to encourage increases in transit ridership and subsequent decreases in auto

related environmental impacts, energy consumption, and urban sprawl. The

Banfield Transitway Project is the first in a series of major development

proposals that seeks to redirect the course of transportation investments

throughout Portland. The overall aim is to develop region-wide solutions

. in a consistent and coordinated manner commensurate with the resour.ces of

the metropolitan area.

A comprehensive statement of goals and objectives was formulated

by the project Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) outlining three principal

purposes: to gUide the continuing devel'opment of service concepts and

facility designs; to insure that the project conforms with local and re

gional goals and desires; and to provide a mechanism for evaluating the

various alternatives under study. These elements are outlined in Table 1

under headings described as follows:

Goals are idealized statements about desired future
conditions. These conditions are rarely completely
achievable in reality.

Objectives are more ,specific statements which
describe how the project would attempt to, achieve
the goals. '
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Constraints are factors which inhibit goal achieve
ment. The list of constraints generally refers to .
undesirable aspects of the project which should be
minimized. .

Evaluation Criteria are those measures which can be
used to gauge the achievement of objectives and the
minimization of undesirable factors.

. I
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TABLE 1

GOALS AIID OBJECTIVES OF THE BANFIELD TRJlNSlT!'!~Y

GOALS OBJECTIVES

Encourage citizen p.rticip.tion
in project planning'

Conform with .pprop.fte policies
.nd objectives of LCOC. CRAG. .
Tri-Met. City of Portl.nd ••nd
other relevant agencies . .

3. Reduce peak-hour congestion on--{.1990PM pk-hr VIC ratio on B.nfield Fwy.
the B.nfie1d FreeW.y 1990 PM pk-hr overcap.city 1.ne mi. on

Banfield

4. Increase the proportion 0tE.st-. 199.0 orig. ES transit pass
side trips using tr.nsit (d.ily/.nnual) .
through: '. 1990 ""de sp1 it (ES tot.1 d.i1y/ES pk-hr/

downtown-ES pk-hr)2

. 1990 ES auto VMT

a. Shorter transit tr.ve1 times-1990 PM pk-hr .qQreg.te tr.vel time .""ng
, .. selected ES zones (composite/downtown) .

b. More extensive transit service-,-ES system line miles .

. L..1990-ES-transit VHT (d.ily/.nnu.l)'

c. More diverse transit system----ES system connectivity (cyclomatic no.)
orientation ..

5. Reduce the growth of tr.os- 1990 .onua1 ES tr.ffic .ccidents
portation-rel.ted .ccidents
in the E.st Side

r1.
I. Pursue region.1 and 1·cc.1 -I"l.2.

p1.nning objectives and
policies

I I. Provide the cap.city. for --...,,.-t
projected travel' demands in
• s.fe .nd efficient manner

Reduce through .uto and
tr.ffic on· E. Portland
arterials .

IL17
.

lB.

I

-i
1990 annual auto travel cost savings

Tr.nsit capital cost per 1090 tr.nsit
pass.

6. M.ximize the efficiency of 1990 .nnu.l ES transit oper. cost per
the East Side tr.nsportation p.ss. (gross/net)

system 1990 tot.l ES tr.nsit .nnual cost per
pass.

1990 annu.1 originatin9 ES transit
p.ss. per tr.ns it VMT

i
1990 .nnua1 .uto V~T on E. Port1.nd

transit arterials'. .
1990 .nnua 1 throu9h tr.ns it VMT on

. . E. Portl.nd .rter.i.1s .

. . 1990 PM pk.-hr overcaoacity lane mi. on
. E. Portl.nd 'rteri.1s .

Reduce tr.nsport.tion-rel.ted---....;.·1990 .nnu.l ES emi"si"ns (CO/HCiNOx)
• ir pollution in the East Side

Support urb.n activity centers----1990 pk-hr ES tr.nsit triP" to
in E. Portland through in- selected urb.n centers2 '
creased transit access.

Encour'ge the develnpment of-----1990 pk-hr ES tr.ns it tri ps to
transit supportive land uses travel zones "in affected areas 2
in centr.1 E. County 'and
.10n9 I -20S.

V. Reduce energy consumption ...,r-f-+-ll. Reduce tr.nsport.tion-re1.ted ----1990 .nnu.1 ES ener9Y consumption
energy consumption in the fro (BTU/g. I. 9aS01.ine/KWH) by •.utos
East Side . .nd tr.nsit .

CONSTRAINTS

rC'Pit.1 cost (project/tr.nsit)

12. Minimize project costs-----+I..... cost of tr.nsit 'vehicles required .in 1990

-+[1990.nnu'1 ES transit oper. cost
13. Minimize 10n9-term public costs (9ross/net)

I 1990 tot.l ES tot.l .nnu.l cost

-t[
properties .ffected (number/.cres)

14. Hinimize rroperty acouisition. I No. displacements (families/businesses)

Right-of-H.y Costs

--t.[1990 Tot.l Emissions Sunmary
(CO. HC & NOx)

15:. Minimize .ir quality imp.cts I 1990 signific.nt 10c.1 incre.ses in
CO concentrations

[

AVer.ge Ch.nge in L1D dBA for
selected ES. rece~tor sites (B.nfie1d/

16. Minimize noise imp.cts-----~ .rteri.1 streets' .

~
Average CBD L10 dBA ·levels .•ttribut~ble
to tr.nsit vehicles in 1990 for
se1ected receptor sites

Minimize tr.nsit energy
consumption

Minimize off-M.ll tr.nsit-~----1990 PM pk-hr ""vements .bove
oper.tion doWntown M.ll c.p.city

19. Minimize loss of neighbor- No. on-street p.rking spaces removed
hood p.rking sp.ces

~
LOSS of productive habitat (.cres)

. . Potential slope erosion .(.cres) .

20. Minimize i"".ct on .1.nd .'. Rock qu.nt. ities (eXcav.tion./surplus/
•.nd w.ter resources .ggregate) . .

. . Incre.sed runoff area (.cres)

Flood p1.in encro.chment (.cres)

]

7,
III. Improve the qu.lity of

the envi ronment

B.

IV. Coordinate transport.tion~9.
with 1.nd development . I I L

10.

NOTES: .1ES~E.si Side
. " 2To be included in Fin.1 EIS
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CHAPTER FOUR / EXISTING BArlFIELD cnrmInOR cor:nITIor:s

Summary Traffic Experience

The rapid growth of the East Portland ~etropo1itan Region, in

conjunction with increased employment opportunities in the downto\\ln, has

increased the demand for travel to and from these areas. With this

tremendous increase in demand has come little additional increase in

capacity. Existing facilities have become overcrowded, while average

travel times ar~ on the rise.

The most heavily traveled roadway in and through the East

Portland area is the Banfield Freeway, which presently handles almost

one-half of the ~ast-west oriented vehicular trips. In 1975, the Banfield

Freeway carried 102,000 vehicles per day on an average weekday on its most

heavily traveled section (Holladay Street to 33rd Avenue).

If one were to draw an imagi nary 1i ne across the freeway in the

vicinity of 28th Avenue, and count the number of vehicles crossing this

line in any given time period, a better picture of the volumes and capaci

ties on the facility can be dra\oJn. The hourly capacities for \IJestbound

traffic, where three unrestricted lanes are currently in operation, is

4,950 vehicles at a service level 110
11 condition. l The three unrestricted

eas,tbound travel lanes, at the 28th ~.venue location, have an hourly capacity

of 4,580 vehicles* at a service lp.vel "[111 condition.

lA IID lI level of service means that the flovl of traffic is anproaching
an unstable condition with average speeds of around 40 mph. Fluctuations
in volumes ,may occur vlith -temporary' restrictions to flo\'! causing a drop in
the average ~perating speeds.

*This eastbound capacity for three lanes is less than the westbound
capacity, due to a restri cti on at 39th I~venue Nhere the number of unrestri cted
auto lanes reduces from three to two lanes.
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From an imaginary line at·47th Avenue where the~'freeway has

narrowed to a t",o-lane section the hourly capacity in the westbound lanes

is only 3,300 vehicles at the same "0" level of service. The capacity of

the eastbound lanes just east of 47th Avenue is also 3,300 at the same

service level.

The preceding represents a picture of what traffic the Banfield

Freeway is capable of handling at a specific level of service. In actual

ity, the situation is even more congested. 1975 volumes at the 28th Avenue

line for the westbound lanes during the morning (a.m.) peak rush hour period

were 5,320. The eastbound lanes registered 4,980 vehicles during the

afternoon (p.m.) peak rush hour. Referring again to the relative capacity

of this section {4,950 and 4,580, respectively), it can be seen that the

actual volume of traffic exceeds the rated capacity. Translated in a dif

ferent way, the volume exceeds the rated capacity at a"D" service level,

providing avolume-to-capacity ratio of 1.07 in the a.m. peak hour and

1.09 in the p.m. peak hour. This relative excess volume in turn reduces

the service of the facility to an "E" level. 2

~~st of the 47th ,Avenue line in the four-lane portion of the

Banfield, the a.m. peak hour volume in the westbound lanes averaged 3,990

vehicles, while p.m. peak hour volume of 4,060 was recorded on the eastbound

lanes. The relative hourly capacity of this section, under "0" service

level conditions in both directions, was 3,300 vehicles.

2.a.n "E" level 'of service is one chara(:teri'zed by an unstable flo'" of
traffic, "lith average', speeds between 30 'and 35 m~h. S,hort ,periods of stop-
and-go traffic are 'e'xperienced. ,
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Therefore, the actual volume of traffic during these peak hour

periods again exceeds the rated capacity at "0" service level. A vo1ume-

to-capacity ratio of 1.21 and 1.23 is experienced respectively, bringing

the actual· level of service to an "F" condition. 3

As can be seen from the above description, traffic on the

Banfield can be said to be "over capacity" during both the a.m. and p.m.

peak hour periods. In general, the freeway operates at a level of service

of "'E" or "F" from 60th Avenue to the Eastbank Freeway (Interstate 5) in

the morning. In the evening rush hours, it is "over capacity" from the

Eastbank Freeway to 82nd Avenue.

Traffic congestion in the peak hour periods, however, is not

restricted to the Banfield Freeway alone. The major paralleling arterial

streets also carry heavy volumes of vehicles through the East Por~land

region. Principal east-west streets on the East Side which currently

handle a combined 51 to 57 percent of the peak hour traffic are: Broadway,

Weidler and Morrison (all one-way facilities), and Sandy Boulevard, G1isan,

Burnside, and Stark Streets. The other 49 to 43 percent of the peak hour

traffic is carried by the Banfield Freeway itself (See Figure 5).

3An "F" service level is one in which the traffic is operating at a
forced-flow, commonly referred to as a stop-and-go condition. Average
speeds vary from below 30 mph to 0 mph, with widely fluctuating volumes.
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HOV Experiment

.. ..

The increasing congestion problem on the Banfield Freeway and

associated east-west oriented arterials, led to an effort to improve the

traffic flow on the facility" itself. The fall and winter of 1973-1974

temporarily relieved this congestion problem when the gasoline shortage

struck the nation. But by late 1974, traffic volumes had again risen to

their previous levels of 102,000 average weekday traffic (AWD). Current

AWD on the facility is exceeding 110,000.

The Banfield FreewayHOV lanes project was conceived in Janua~y

of 1975. Initially proposed by OSHD to the City of Portland and Tri-Met,

the project was an experjment designed with the principal intent of reduc-
..

ing the peak-hour congestion problem. Upon receiving approval from the

CRAG Board of Directors, the demonstration project was designed, and sub

sequently contracted in July of 1975, with the lanes opened for operation

in December of that year.

The project itself consisted of a restriping of the newly paved

roadway surface to provide both a 4-1ane and 6-1ane section which would be

openpd to all traffic, plus the addition of two median lanes to be utilized

exclusively by buses and autos carrying three or more persons. An important

element of the project was that the HOV lanes were constructed without the

elimination of any of the currently utilized unrestricted lanes; the median

lanes were created by e1 iminating the shou1 ders on the freeway and narrowing

each lane. To compensate for the loss of shoulders along the facility,

emergency parking bays were built at approximately 2,OOO-foot intervals.
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Operationally, the HOV lanes were initially reserved 24 hours a

day for high occupancy vehicular use, though they remained heavily under

utilized in off-peak hours and on weekends. In March of 1976 the operating

hours were adjusted on the facility, providing exclusive HOV use between

the hours of 6 and 10 a.m. in the westbound (inbound) direction and between

3 and 7 p.m. in the eastbound (outbound) direction. The speed limit was

also raised at this time for the facility, from 45 mph to 55 mph. The

hours of restricted use were further reduced in October in 1976, from 6:30

to 9:30 a.m. in the westbound lane and from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the east

bound lane.

The effectiveness of the HOV lanes on the Banfield Freeway has

been mixed. Records maintained by the ODOT show tha~ a higher percentage

of persons using the facility in 1976 were commuting by carpool and bus.

Six percent of the peak-hour vehicles were carrying 20 percent of the

peak-hour travelers. Though the number of persons traveling the freeway

during the 'peak-hour periods increased by 20 percent in 1976, overall

vehicular use increased by only 8 percent. In this first full year of

operation, vehicle occupancy rates in the westbound lanes varied from 1.24

to 1.29, while in the eastbound lanes they varied from 1.28 to 1.40. Prior

to implementation of the demonstration project these rates were 1.22 and

1.28, respectively.

During the first year of operation the average weekday peak-

hour traffic increased by a factor of 8 percent. In contrast, the peak

.hour volume of traffic on three major parallel arterial streets (NE

Broadway, E. Burnside, and NE Sandy) registered a 3 percent decrease for
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the-same period. Thus the Banfield Freeway has absorbed some of the

traffic from nearby arterials during the peak hours. an occur'~~ce con

sistent with local transportation planning goals as we)la~ the B~nfield

HOV project goals and objectives.

Overall. levels of service on the Freeway were operating unsatis

factorily during peak-hour conditions for the year immediately preceding

the HOV project. These levels ranged from a forced "F" to an unstable "E"

flow, resulting in much stop-and-go traffic. While it cannot be shown that

the HOV lanes have been able to attract enough traffic from the unrestricted

lanes to greatly improve these unsatisfactory levels of service. it can be

stated that during the peak-hour periods the HOV lanes do provide a consider

ably better level of service than in the adjacent travel lanes.

As one would expect under conditions of better service levels.

average peak-hour speeds in the HOV lanes during 1976 were higher than the

speeds in the unrestricted lanes. Westbound speeds averaged 48.8 mph in

the HOV lane and 37.4 mph in the other lanes. Eastbound. average HOV speeds

were 37.0 mph. while the other lanes exhibited a combined average of 33.6

mph. The higher HOV average speeds in the westbound direction. in compari

son to the eastbound HOV lane. are thought to be the result of its greater

length: it is approximately twice as long as the eastbound lane. This

condition seemingly permits drivers to travel at a higher sustained speed

. for a relatively long period of time. Speeds in the HOV lanes have con

ti nued to average between 3 to 13 miles per hour faster than traffi c in .

adjacent lanes.
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The higher levels of service in the HOV lanes have also contributed

to a greater travel time savings for carpools and buses. In 1976 it took an

average of 5-1/2 minutes in the westbound HOV lane. to travel from NE 82nd

Avenue to NE Grand in the a.m. peak-hour period. Over the same distance in

an unrestricted lane, the average total travel time was approximately 7.2

minutes. In the eastbound direction, a p.m. peak-hour trip in the HOV lane

required 7.5 minutes, while a total of 8.3 minutes for the average time

recorded in the non-HOY lanes. The HOV demonstration project evidences no

discernable adverse impact on accident experience.

In surrmary, the Banfield HOV demonstration project has been able

to fulfill many of its objectives, though perhaps not to the level or extent

originally anticipated. It has provided a meas~re of short-term relief for

the peak-hour congestion problems at a relatively low capital cost, while

giving area commuters an initial exposure to an exclusive lane system.
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APPENDIX ONE / C~RONOlOGY. OF EVENTS
' .. -

Introduction

This appendix documents the chronological events leading to the

selection of the Banfield Transitway corridor by the CRAG Board of Directors

as the priority transit project in the Portlan~ Metropo11tan Area. Included
"

are a listing of events and a separate expansion of selected events emphasiz-

ing the importance of each in relation to the corridor selection process.

During the process by which the Banfield Transitway corridor was

selected t many alternate transit corridors in the Portland area were analyzed.

In addition, the current Banfield project has been established through the

analysis of approximatelY 30 Banfield corridor-related options. Five mile

stones of importance occurred during the chronology of events and exerte0

influence on the selection of the Banfield Transitway corridor. These were:

{l} PVMATS Study {1959-1972}t {2} the DeLeuwt Cather t Public Transportation

Study for CRAG {1970-1973}t {3} The Governor's Task Force {GTF} on Transpor-
..

tation formed in May, 1973 t {4} The CRAG Board adopted the Interim Transpor-

tati('ln Plan {ITP} in June 1975 t and {5} the formal withdrawal of the r~t. Hood

Freeway {I-80N} from the Interstate Highway System by U.S. Department of

Transportation {DOT}.fi na1i zed in r~aY't 1976.

Chronology of Major Events

1956

1959

Federal-Aid Highway Act passed

Portland-Vancouver Metropolitan Area Transportation
. Study {PVMATS} .initiated,



1959/1960

1960

1963

1964

1966

July 1968

1969

1969

1969

July 1969

1970

1970

October 1970

r1arc~ 1971

February 1972

1972

January 1973

May 1973
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Origin - Destination Studies of the Portland Region
undertaken by Oreqon State Highway Department (OSHD)
and Port1~nd'Metropo1itan Planning Commission

Land Use Analysis and Forecast Studies initiated by
OSHD

. PVMATS Factual Data Report published by Oregon State
Highway Commission .

Urban Mass Transportation Act passed

Columbia Region Association of Governments (CRAG)
formed on a voluntary membership basis

Planning AnaIxsis and Projections - PVMATS published
by OSHD and Wllbur~ith and Associates

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) passed

Circular No. A-95 issued b¥ the Federal Office of
Management and Budget (OMB)

Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of
Oregon (Tri-Met) formed

PVMATS 1990 Transportation Plan published by OSHD

Federal Clean Air Act passed

UrbanMas~ Transit Assistance Act passed

DeLeuw, Cather &Company began long-range 1990 trans
portation studies for CRAG

PVMATS 1990 Transportation Plan (interim report)
publi shecrand adopted by croor-
Planning Guidelines/Portland Downtown Plan. finalized
by City of Portland (adopted December ~)

Oregon's Clean Air Ac~ passed

Mt. Hood Park-and-Ride Draft Environmental Impact
Statement published by Oregon Department of
Transportation (ODOT):and Federal Highway Administra
tion (FHWA)

Governor's Task Force (GTF) on Transportation formed



1973

August 1973

Fall 1973

October 1973

October 1973

November 1973

November 1973

December 1973

February 1974,

April 1974

July, August
1974

November 1974

Janl.l~ry 1975

January 1975

January,
February 1975

June 1975
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Portland Transportation Control Strategy of 1913
produced by the Oregon Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ)

Federal Aid Highways Act passed

Mt. Hood Park &Ride DEIS published by ODOT

Arab Oil Embargo occurred

PVMATS1990 Public Transportation Master Plan
published by CRAG and DeLeuw, Cather &Company

CRAG offi ci ally gi ven authori ty by Oregon and
Washington Legislatures

LiTht Rail Transit - Portland Area Rail Corridor Study
re eased by Oregon Public Utility Commissioner .

I-BON Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Mt. Hood
Freeway) was published by ODOT andFHWA .

U.S. District Court ruled I-BON Mt. Hood Freeway was
not selected in accordance with Federal requirements

Arterial Streets Classification Study begun by City of
Portland

Portland City Council. r1ultnomahCounty Commission.
and CRAG Board fonnallywithdrew' support for r~t. Hood
Freeway (I-BON) .

Oregon Governor's letter to U.S. Secretary of Trans
portation which indicated Oregon's intent to withdraw
~1t. Hood Freeway from the Interstate System

The Cooperative Transportation P1anninq Process in the
Portland Metropolitan Area (final report) published by
GTF and Systems Design Concepts. Inc.

Public Discussion Materials for Developinq an Interim
Transportation Plan (ITP) published and distributed
by CRAG

Fareless Square opened in Portland and City Council
adopts Downtown Parking and Circulation Plan

CRAG Board adopted ITP
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July 1975

August 1975

October 1975

December 1975

February 1976

14arch 1976

May 1976

May 1976

May 1976

September 1976

September 1976

January 1977

February 1977

February 1977

1~1ay 1977

Governor officially requested U.S. DOT to withdraw Mt. 
Hood freeway (I-BON) from Federal Interstate Highway
System ~

ICC determined ODOT as lead agency on Banfield
Transitway Project and survey began

OOOT organized Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC)
Banfield Transitway Project

Banfield HOV lanes opened to the public

Construction began on Portland Downtown Transit Mall

ODOTand Tri-Met developed materials for first public
meeting on Banfield Transitway corridor

Federal-Aid Highway Act passed

U.S. DOT officially withdrew Mt. Hood Freeway (I-BON)
from Interstate Highway System

CRAG established Interstate Transfer Commitee (ITC)

ICC sent Banfield resolution to CRAG Board for approval

CRAG a~opted CRAG Regional land Use Planning Goals and
Objectlves

U.S. Secretary of Transportation approved transfer
funds (E-4) for Preliminary En~ineering on Banfield
Transitway corridor

Interim Report - l~9ht Rail Transit Feasibility Banfield
Transitway release by Tri-Met with consultants

CRAG Board approved inclusion of light rail transit (lRT)
as an alternative to Banfield Transitway Environmental
Impact Study (EIS)

Transeortation Technical AapendiX: -East Multnomah County
Translt-Corridors complete by Multnomah County Planning
&Development Division .

lDocument reviewed transit corridor work from public policy, land use and
traffic circulation standpoints.



May 1977

June 1977

June 1977

August 1977

August 1977

August 1977

2september 1977

December 1977
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ODOT compiled Documentati on of RanBe of Alterhati ves
(Banfield Transltway Projectr-for ~T~, U.S. Dol .

Tri-M:t pUb1i~hed 1990 ~ Report ~ Long-Range Public
Translt .Declsl0ns . .

Arterial Streets Classification Policy adopted by City
of Portland

Tri-Met with Wilbur Smith and Associates published
Regional Transit Development Alternatives (A Sketch
Planning Analysis) . . . -.

CRAG Board (per FHWA and UMTA request) added two additional
alternatives with LRT to Banfield Transitway Project Draft
EIS

CRAG Board assigned number 1 priority to Banfield Transit
Way Project for purposes of FHWA/UMTA planning activities

Mu1tnomah County Comprehensive Framework Plan adopted by
Board of Commissioners

Portland Mall ooened

Details bf Selected Events

1956 - The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1956 began the Interstate Highway

System and inHiated a sharing program wherein the State of Oregonassuined 8

percent and the Federal Government' assumed 92 percent of the shared cost of

buik1ing Federal Highways.

1959 - The Portland-Vancouver t1etropol itan Area Transportation Study

.(PVMATS) was the first transportation study in the Portland area after the

Highway Act of 1959. The study contemplated a transportation plan necessary

to accommodate the transRortation needs of the region by the year 1990. It

2Document includes an Arterial Transportation Plan Map designating transit
ways. A transitway is shown on I-205/Burnside St. to Gresham.
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was basically a "freeway building and street improving" plan without mass

transit being considered. The study was a cooperative effort by: The Federal

Bureau of Public Roads, States of Oregon and Washington, Counties of Multnomah,

Washington, Clackamas, Clark (Washington), and Cities of Portland and Vancouver

(Washington).

1969 -. The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) dictated that the-....- .

Envi ronmenta1 Protecti on Agency (EPA) mus t requi re federally funded programs

which significantly affect the quality of human environment to be accompanied

.. by an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).·

1969 - Circular No. A-95 issued by the Federal Office of Management 1nd

Budget (OMB) created "clearinghouses" to review federally assisted projects

and to foster a "climate of cooperation" among local, State and Federal

agencies to assure that metropolitan areas are treated as a whole and that. the

urban cores are not fragmented. CRAG is the designated "clearinghouse" for

the Portland-Vancouver metropolitan area.

July 1969 - The PV~mTS 1990 Transportation Plan was published and adopted

by OSHD as the official transportation plan. It was entirely a highway proj

ect plan advocating 54 new freeway and arterial construction projects without

high speed transit considerations or transportation system management alterna-

tives.
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1970 - The Federal .C1ean Air Act set air quality standards to bernet by

1975, and became the fundamental constraining factor in transportation planning.

March 1971 - The PVMATS 1990 Transportation Plan (Interim Report) was pub

lished and adopted by CRAG as the official transportation plan and was comp1ete1Y

highway-oriented and contained no proposals for transit-related improvements.

1972 - Oregon1s Clean Air Act (a spin-off requirement of the 1970 Federal

Act) adopted a State Air Quality Implementation Plan which required DEQ to con

si der maximum number of industries located withi n a gi ven area. In 1973 thi s

plan was amended to include the Portland Transportation Control Strategy.

Com~onents of the plan critical to transportation planning were: Motor vehicle

inspection and maintenance program, traffic flow patterns, public transportation

improvements and reorganization and manage~ent of parking. Additionally in 1973,

the Federal Clean Air Act was amended to require that all state clean air imple

mentation plans are to identify areas which potentially exceed air standards

following 1975. DEQ identified Portland as an area exceeding in four pollutants:

Suspended particulates, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide and photochemical

oxidants.

May 1973 - The Governor1s Task Force (GTF) on transportation consisted of

officials from City of Portland, Counties of Mu1tnomah, Clackamas, Washington

and Clark, Chairman of the, CRAG Executive Board, the Oregon State Highway Com

mission, the Board of the Port of Portland, and the Board of Tri-Met. Initially

the GTF goal was to reorganize CRAG to function better as the area1s regional

planning agency •. As the study progressed, an additional goal was defined which
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was to examine transportation alternatives to the Mt. Hood Freeway (I-BON) that

might be developed under transfer provisions of 1973 Federal Aid to Highways Act.

August 1973 - The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 permitted States to trade

Interstate Highway funds for .funds to build urban mass transit systems. The Act

provided means for the State to IIredefine ll its Interstate Highway System by add

ing new routes and eliminating previously selected ones. Busways were added to

the options for new routes. Federal Funds could be traded from the old routes

to the new ones. In accordance with this 1973 act, pressure was exerted on the

Portland area to complete supporting transportation studies by June 30, 1974.

October 1973 - The PVMATS 1990 Public Transportation Master Plan prepared

by DeLeuw, Cather and Company, for CRAG redefined long-term transportation

needs with a view of systems alternate to highways. The analysis included

reviewing current and proposed transportation equipment technologies. As a

result, the previously proposed 1990 highway improvement network was greatly

reduced and express bus lines·were added to the network including exclusive

bus roadways in six major corridors. The plan recommended that CRAG re

evaluate prP.vious street and highway plans in the light of the new bus rapid

transit plan. This publ1c transportation plan was never adopted•.

Fall 1973 - The Mt. Hood Park-and-Ride Draft Environmental Impact State

ment published by ODOT presented a low-capital cost bus and auto-oriented

transit corridor to East Portland employing basically Powell and Division

Streets with a parking facility east of 1-205. This project met strong public. ,

opposition and was never adopted.
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November·.1973 - CRAG became an official regional planning district by

passage of Oregon SB 796 (ORS197.705-795)~ The State'of Washington gave

Clark County and cities a~thority to engage in regional planning in a previ

ous Washington statute (RCW 39.34).

November 1973 - The Public Utilities Commission. (PUC) report Light Rail

Transit - Portland Area Rail Corridor Study was published and established

feasibility of three rail corridors for mass transit on existing or abandoned

rights-af-ways. The ~hree corridors were: Portland to Lake Oswego, Portland

via Johnson Creek to Gresham, and Portland to Oregon City. The report also

determined that further examination of Banfield route might be useful.
/

December 1973 - Thel-80N Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Mt. Hood

Freeway) was published by ODOT and FHWA and presented a new freeway extending

from the Portland CBD through Southeast Portland to East Multnomah County

basically in the Division/Powell Streets area. This freeway was designated

1-80N between 1-5 and 1-205. A range of alternatives to a full freeway were

presented but not in great detail.

february 1974 - The'U.S. District Court ruled that the Mt. Hood Freeway

(1-80N) corridor was not selected in accordance with Federal requirements.

The ruling forced cancellation of a public hearing scheduled for February 1974

and provided the initiative for regional planning authorities to withdraw

support for the program. ·As a result, the Governor of Oregon in 1975 formally

requested withdrawal of ·the Mt. Hood Freeway from the Federal Interstate Highway

System.
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January 1975 - The final GTF ,report The Cooperative Transportation Planning

Process in the Portland Metropolitan Area was published and it drew together

previous reports and presented infonnation on a systems basis. The, systems

analyzed by the report were: LRT corridors, bus corridors, and LRT and bus

corridor combined. The specific corridors analyzed were documented in a supple

ment of the final report entitled: Analyses ~ Transit Corridors Studied

prepared by System Design Concepts, Inc., in January, 1975.

These corridors documented by the supplement are as foll~/s:

1. Portland Central Business District (CBD) to Lake Oswego
2. CBD to Gresham
3. CBD to Oregon City
4. CBD to Troutdale
5. CBD to Beaverton and Hillsboro
6. CBD via Sunset Highway to Route 217
7. CBD to Gresham
8. CBD via 1-5 to Vancouver
9. Oregon City via 1-205 to Clark County, Washington

10. CBD via Mt. Hood corridor to Kelly Butte'
11. Downtown circulation '

Recommendations of the supplement were to continue the preliminary transit
program with emphasis on examining the following:

1. 'Banfield corridor
2. 1-5 to Vancouver corridor
3. Sunset corridor
4. Oregon City corridor
5. Downtown circulation

January 1975 - CRAG released the Public Discussion Material for Developing

~ Interim Transportation Plan (lTP) as a spin-off of the ~TF final report.

This document, serving as a vehicle for public involvement, outlined goals and

evaluation criteria for producing a regional transportation plan.
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June 1975 - CRAG adopted the draft p1 an for a 1990 ITP \.,rhi ch contai ned fi ve

major transi t projects \'Ii th four major corri dors i nvo1 ved •. Those fi ve projects

are: Banfield, Oregon City. Sunset. 1-5 North. and the OowntO'r'in Portland Transit

connections. By adoption of the ITP. CRAG officially rescinded the PVMATS 1990

Transportation Plan which was strictly highway-oriented.

July 1975 - The Governor of Oregon officially requested withdrawal of the

Mt. Hood Freeway (I-BON) from the Federal Interstate Highway System. This

action stimulated the regional transportation planning effort to develop plans

that would warrant transfer of funds under regulations of 1973 Federal Aid to

Highways Act.

August 1975 - CRAG established the ICC to manage further study on the

transit corridors based on the ITP. Priority status based on the culmination

of previou~ studies was assigned to the Banfield and Sunset corridors Qnd the

OowntO\'/nCBO Circulation and Feeder Transit Systems. .The Oregon City corridor

was added to the list in; September 1975. OOOT was made the lead agency on the

Banfield and Sunset projects with Tri-Met assigned the Oregon City project and

the City of Portland assigned the downto\'in study.

Fall 1975 - The Oregon Action Plan required organization .of the Citizen

Advisory Committee (CAC) for the Banfield Transitway Project. ODOT and Tri-Met

organi zed the CAC to represent a \'li de variety of citi zen backgrounds. It

became the, public, invo1v,ement forum on the Banfield projeCt.
I ' !

May 1976 - The Federal-Aid Highway Act ~f 1976 increased the level of .

\'/ithdrawa1 funds available from Interstate projects and expanded the manner
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in which funds could be used by modifying the percentages of shared costs

for construction, and by redefining types of construction which could use

transfer funds, and by adding inflation clauses.

May 1976 - The U.S. Department of Transportation officially withdrew

the Mt. Hood Freeway (I-BON) from the Interstate Highway System making

available a source of funds for transfer. CRAG established the Interstate

Transfer Committee (ITC) for the purpose of directing use of available

wi thdrawa1 funds. On recommendati ons from the lTC, CRAG affi nned pri ori ty

funding for the Banfield, Sunset and Oregon City corridors.

September 1976 - The ICC sent a resolution, establishing the Banfield

as the priority corridor, which included a list of alternatives to be studied

and proposed a method to address LRT to the CRAG Board for approval. The

resolution was based on ICC evaluation of development studies which had been

performed to date.

January 1977 - The U.S. Secretary of Transportation approved Interstate

Highway transfer funds (E-4) for preliminary engineering to begin on the

Banf~eld Transitway corridor under the direction of regulations which con-
I .

trol transfer funds established by FHWA.

February 1977 - The Interim Report - Light Rail Transit Feasibility 

Banfield Transitway was prepared for Tri-Met by consultants, and concluded

that the LRT mode compared favorably enough to other alternatives being

considered to warrant inclusion in Banfield Transitway Draft EIS.
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February 1977 - The CRAG Board approved LRT as an_alternative to be

included in the Banfield Transitway Study and Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) based on the conclusions of the Tri-Met report.

,

June 1977 - The Tri-Met Board recormnended an expanded regional transit

system, relying on a multi-destination bus network, with LRT in the major

corridors.

August 1977 - Tri-Met with Wilbur Smith and Associates published a report

entitled: Regional Transit Development Alternatives (A Sketch Planning

Analysis). The report identified some important trade-offs for consideration

in developing long-term transit development strategy and for selecting a pre

ferred project in the Banfield corridor.

August 1977 - The CRAG Board, on request from FHWA and UMTA, includ€j 'b/O

additional LRT alternatives in the Banfield Transitway Project.

August 1977 ~ The CRAG Board assigned the Banfield .Transitway Project

fi rst pri or.ity for purposes ofFHWA/UMTA p1 anni ng acti vi ties and the Sunset

and Oregon rity corridor~ were referred back to CRAG for additional analysis

alternatives prior to initiating further project development in these

corridors.
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APPENDIX TWO / ALTERNATIVE MODES AND DESIGNS

Introduction

The content of this appendix is the chronological documentation

of the mode and design alternatives which were reviewed, analyzed, and

finally led to the selection of the present set of alternatives. The list

of mode identification begins with the GTFstudies published in,January

1975. This point of departure was selected because the GTF studies were

the first to emphasize the use of existing highway and railroad'rights-of

way for transit projects, such as along the Banfield Freeway, rather than

relying on new construction projects on new routes which were primarily

automobile-oriented with the inclusion of some mode of mass transit added

on. Prior to the GTF studies, the 1990 Public Transportation Master Plar,

published in 1973 did suggest reserved lanes for express buses on surface

streets in the Banfield corridor, but the plan relied heavily on construc

tion of the Mt. Hood Freeway (I-BON) with related busway to serve as the

means of mass transportation for east Multnomah County. The plan was never

adopted.

Chronology of Alternative Modes and Design

January 1975 - The final report with supplement of the Governor's

Task Force (GTF) drew together the findings of several earlier studies and

presented the results in a systems context. The three basic systems ana

lyzed by the report were: Busways, Light Rail Transit (LRT) and a combina

tion of the two. The "Sullivan Gulch Transit Corridor ll
. (Banfield Corridor)
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was analyzed by two separate studies~ the combined results of which are

below.

Although the GTF final report indicated bus and LRT modes were

both feasible in Sul1ivanGulc;h, it ~rnphasized that, NEPA required "Equal

, and unbiased consideration ll of all alternatives including "no build" in

further project studies. Rationalizati'on for selection of the bus and LRT

modes was based on using reasonable existing technology. Some other modes

studied by the GTF, but eliminated from consideration due to excessive

cost or unproved technology, included: Heavy rail, 110norail, Jitneys and

Personal Rapid Transit Vehicles.

The alternative modes selected for further study in the Sullivan

Gulch Corridor (Portland Central Business District (CBD) to East Mu1tnomah

County via Troutdale or Gresham) by the GTFwere:

(1) Express Bus Service: Two-lane busway from CBD
to 1-205, north or south on 1-205, east on
I-BON to Troutdale, or on major arterial streets
to Gresham.
Option A - East from 1-205 on one or two-lane
busway along south side of East Burnside to
Gresham.
Option B - East from 1-205 on one or n~o-lane

busway in median of East Burnside to Gresham.

(2) LRT: Two-track LRT from CBD to 1-205, one track
from 1-205 to Troutdale or'to Gresham.
Option A - One or two tracks south along 1-205 to
East Burnside, one or two tracks east along south
side of East Burnside to Gresham.
Option B - One or two tracks south along 1-205 to
East Burnside, one or two tracks in median of East
Burnside to Gresham.

June 1975 - As a result of evaluating several alternatives studied
, ,

by the GTF, the,Co1umbia Region Association of Governments (CRAG) Board
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'adopted the Interim Transportation Plan (ITP) which included a descrip

tion of mode and design preferences in the Banfield (Sullivan, Gulch)

Transitway corridor.

The construction of a busway east of 1-205 along I-BON to

Troutdale was deleted from the study for several reasons. Land use con

siderations indicated a transit facility would be better located closer

to the center of population. The suburban area could be better served

by local buses or express buses on suburban streets. The need to tie in

a radial connection to 1-205 was satisfied by the transitway into the

downtown. The link east to Troutdale could be constructed in the future

if transit demand so warrants. A separated busway could be constructed

later as demand grows.

The LRT alternative along I-BON to Troutdale was not included

in this study for the same reasons the busway alternative was dropped;

i.e•• the land use/population density does not favor this high level mode

of transit service.

The resultant list of preferences is as follows:

~lternati ve Proposals.

(1) (Preferred mode) two. grade-separated. exclusive
lanes for buses and High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV)
from 1-5 to 1-205.

(2)

(3)

One-lane, separate. reversible busway next to .
Banfield Freeway from 1-5 to 1-205.

One or two-lanebusway in median of rebuilt free
way from 1-5 to 1-205.

(4) Anyone of first three modes plus redesign of
.freeway to six lanes east of 39th Street to 1-205.
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(5) Light Rail Transit (LRT) two tracks along freeway
from 1-5 to 1-205, extended south via 1-205 to
East Burnside Street or Division Street, east to
Gresham via one of those streets.

Alternative Modes/Designs

Buses: 1. Conventional buses (diesel)
2. Mini buses
3. Transbuses
4. Combination of all three

Light Ra.il Vehicles are rail vehicles with overhead electrical

pickups made by various North American and foreign designers. The trolley

bus was an additional mode discussed in the ITP, though a detai.1ed analysis

was not made at this time. The ITP, while selecting preferred modes,

recognized that further consideration would be given to other alternative

modes, and that rel ated fad li ties and extended corri dors for se1 ected modes

would probably be funded by other means.

November 1975 - CRAG upon the recommendation of the InteragencyCoordi

nation Committee· (ICC) and the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), selected

five alternatives to pursue. The five recommended alternatives were derived

from examination by ICC and TAC of 21 initial al~ernative modes/designs

suggested by the GTF, the ITP, and the Technical Advisory Committee. The

five 'recommended alternatives represented the broadest range of alternative

mode/des~gns practical for 1evelopment and environmental impact study in the

time available under the 1973 Federal-Aid Act as it pertained to Interstate
\ . \ .

transfer funding.
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The initial 21 alternatives modes/designs ·considered by CRAG are

as follows:

(These modes extend eastward from the Portland Central Business

District (CBD) through the Banfield corridor to 1-205 unless otherwise noted.)

Diesel Bus

. (1) Separated, two-lane, two-way bus\.,ay with stations

(2) Separated, two-lane, two-way busway with terminal
stations 0.n1y

(3) Separated, one-lane, reversible busway with sta
tions

(4) Separated, one-lane, reversible busway with termi-
nal stations. only

(5) Contraf10w freeway lanes for buses, no stations

(6) Reversible (moveable) two freeway' lanes

(7) low Capital Improvement, improve city streets only

(8) One lane reserved for buses

HOV lanes

(9) Separated, h'lO-lane, h.,o-Nay HOV lane with stations

(10) . Separated, two-1 ane, two-way HOV 1ane wi th termi na1
stations only

(11) Separated, one-lane, reversible HOV lane with termi-
nal station only

(12) Reversible (moveable) two freeway lanes for HOV

(13) Two preferential freeway lanes for HOV

(14) Separated, two-lane, reversible HOV1ane with stations

lRT

(15) Separated, two tracks \'l1th stations
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(16) Separated. one track with terminal stations only

Trolleybus

(ll) Separated. two-lane. two-way busway with stations

(18) Separated; two-lane. two-way busway with terminal
stations only

(19) Separated. one-lane. reversible busway with stations

(20) Separated. one-lane. reversible busway with terminal
stations only

(2l) One freeway lane. reserved busway.

All but two of the diesel bus alternatives were eliminated from

further study for the following reasons:

(2)* Intermediate stations between 1-5 anq 1-205 were considered

necessary for efficient systemwide bus operation in East Portland. Stations

\'lOuld link crosstown routes with the transitway. Terminal stations alone·

were not considered adequate.

(3)(4) These alternatives were determined to be operationally

unfeasible early in the study. Buses would have to operate in the off

peak on arterial streets, and continuity of bus routes would be lost.

Incr€:mental cost· of a two-l ane bus route is small compared to operati onal

benefits.

(5) Contraflow lanes were briefly considered in an effort to

reduce construction requirements by using the existing roadway. This alter-
. .

native presented severe operational problems that would have been extremely

*The numbers correspond to the specific alternative in the preceding
discussion.
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difficult to design safely. More critically was the safety hazard that would

have been imposed on freeway traffic operating adjacent to opposing direction

buses without a median barrier or a safe distance between opposing lanes of

traffic. Based on this concern for safety the 'alternative was dropped.

(6), This reversible (moveable) lanes concept would have removed

the median barriers; in their place, moveable pylons would have been placed

twice daily to provide peak-hour traffic with an additional lane at the

expense of off-peak traffic. Operational costs and reduction in,safety due

to removal of the median barrier eliminated this option from further study.

(8) This busway alternative is comparable to the current HOV

alternatives. Allowing carpools to use this lane increases the capacity of

the facility. Assigning HOV initially to this lane does not foreclose future

use for buses only.

All but two of the HOV alternatives were eliminated from further

study for the following reasons:

(9)(10) These alternatives require a 48'wide cross section,

20' wider than the other proposed build alternatives, to accommodate the

mixture of ruses and autos. This additional width escalated the costs and

impacts to property along the route to an unacceptable level. The joint

use faci li ty a1so imposes severe cos t increases for cons truct i on of the

1-205/1-80N interchange.

(11) This proposal has all the problems associated with the dis

cussion of alternatives (3) and (4) for the buses, with the added opera

tional complexities of HOV's. Because of the need to improve the transit
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operation and the operational problems inherent in that concept, this

option was dropped.

(12) Reversible (moveable) freeway lanes for HOV impose the

same reduction in safety as described in (6) above. In addition, there

would be additional operational problems imposed by the need to sort out

HOV's on the "moveable" lanes. Preference treatments at terminals would

be minimal and would not be attractive to HOV's.

The LRT alternatives were combined into one. Initially, a single

track LRT with passing bays posed operational uncertainties that indicated

it was probably not the best choice for LRT. The need for future potential

expansion to double track, warranted that alternative over the single track

option. Later study indicated that some limited sections of the LRT line

west of 1-205 would be feasible.

The trolleybus alternatives were under separate study by a cc.n

sultant (DeLeuw, Cather &Company) to Tri-Met during the process of refining

alternatives. Their final report was published in March 1976~ As a result

of that independent study effort, trolleybuses \'/ere tentatively dropped

from the list of alternatives.

The r·1arch 1976 study report on. trolleybuses indicates that such a

system would result in a. reduction 'of diesel oil consumption of approximately

850,000 gallons per year. Introduction of such a system would have a bene- .

ficial impact on noise and air quality while showing a marginal increase in

community acceptance. Conversely, there would be less operational flexibil

ity and higher operating costs as compared to the diesel bus system.

The trolleybus mode was not returned to the list of alternatives

to be carried forward in the EIS.
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The five alternatives selected by CRAG are as follows:

(1) Busway, separated, two-lane, two-way

(2) HOV roadway, separated, two-lane, reversible

(3) HOV, two preferential freeway lanes

(4) LRT, separated, two tracks

(5) No-Bui1d.

December 1975 - CRAG adopted a revision to the November 1975 list of

alternative modes upon urging from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA).

As a new alternative, a 48-foot wide, ~/o-1ane, separated HOV in the median

of the freeway was added. The two-lane separated reversible HOV was not

supported as a functional alternative on the Banfield Freeway because the

directional traffic split does not support its use. Peak direction traffic·

is 55 percent of the total traffic on the freeway. For advantage to be

gained, a directional split should be 65 percent or more to assure that the

off-peak direction of traffic will not exceed capacity. The split on the

Banfie1 d wou1 d result in the off-peak traffic di rections breaking down

operationally.

The set of alternatives was adjusted to reflect these changes:

(1) Busway, separated, two-lane, two-way

(2) HOV, separated, two-lane, two-way freeway median

(3) HOV, two preferential freeway lanes

(4) LRT, separated, two tracks

(5) No Build.
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June 1976 - CRAG, after 1a reevaluationj approved modifications to the

set of alternatives. This was partly necessitated by new information and

conditions available upon passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1976.

Modifications made were the addition of a low cost improvement alternative,

the deletion of the separate4 HOV corridor in the freeway median as being

too costly, deletion of the two track lRT mode because preliminary patron-

age use estimates were too low, and addition of six-lane freeway improve

mentfrom 39th Avenue to 1-205 to handle estimated traffic increase

generated by 1-205 completion.

Revised Alternatives of June 1976

Do nothing

low Cost Improvement (transit oriented)
(Transportation System Management - TSM)

Existing HOV lanes extended through lloyd Center
to CBD and to 1-205

(4) HOV - preferential lanes
(4a) HOV-two preferential freeway lanes, plus
six lanes for autos without shoulders
(4b) HOV-two preferential freeway lanes, plus
six lanes for autos with shoulders

(5) Busway, separated, two-lane, two-way, including
six-lane freeway from 1-5 to 1-205.

October 1976 - The ICC of CRAG, as the result of a Citizen Advisory

Committee (CAC) suggestion, approved an additional TSM alternative which

also \I/ould improve the Simfield to a minimum six-lane freeway from 1-5

to 1-205. This new alternative became identified as Alternative No. 2b,

and the original TSM became Alternative No. 2a.
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February 1977 - CRAG reinstated LRT as an alternative mode based on

results of a p~liminary report from Tri-Met ~onsultants indicating LRT

from CBD to Gresham to be viable. The new alternative became Alternative

No.6, and included two LRT tracks from the·CBD to 1.205, with track con

tinuing south along 1-205 to East Burnside, east in the center of Burnside

Street to Gresham. Alternative 6 also includes six lanes on Banfield

Freeway, with turnouts, but no shoulders, from 1-5 to 1-205.

April 1977 - CRAG approved addition of a variation of the LRT a1terna-. .
tive on the recommendation of the ICC and TAC, incorporating information

generated by CAC to provide safer highway conditions. The new alternative

included six standard freeway lanes plus shoulders along the Banfield; it

was desi gnated Alternative No. 6b, and the February 1977 LRT a1ternati ve

became No. 6a.

Alternatives as of April, 1977

(1) Do Nothing

(2) Low Cost Improvements
(2a) Improve arterial streets for transit
(2b) Construct six-lane minimum free~ay from
1-5 to 1-205 as well as improve arterial
streets

(3) HOV, existing lanes extended to Lloyd Center
and I~205

(4) HOV, preferential lanes
(4a) HOV, two preferential freeway lanes,
plus six-lane freeway without shoulders from
1-5 to 1-205
(4b) HOV, two preferential freevlay lanes,
plus six-lane freeway with shoulders from 1-5
to 1-205
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(5) Busway, separated, two-lane, two-way including
six-lane freeway from 1-5 to 1-205

(6) LRT, CBD to Gresham
(6a) LRT, two tracks CBO to 1-205, one track
south along 1-205 to East Burnside, east in
Burnside median to Gresham, inc1uding,six-1ane
minimum freeway, with turnouts, no shoulders
from 1-5 to 1-205
(6b) LRT, two tracks CBO to 1-205, one track
south along 1-205 to East Burnside, east in
Burnside median to Gresham, including six-lane
full wi dth freeway, wi th shou1 ders from 1-5 to
1-205.

August 1977 - CRAG broadened and renumbered the list of selected

alternatives for the Banfield Transiblay corridor on a request from the

FHWA and the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA). A

separated median busway alternative and two additional LRT alternatives

were added. The new LRT alternatives were Banfield to Lents via 1-205

and Banfield to Gresham via Oivision Street. The current list of

alternatives under consideration is as follows:

Current Alternatives - Banfield Transitway Corridor

(1 ) No- Bun d (Freeway in pre-1976 condi t ion)

(2) Low Cost Improvements
(2a) Improve arterial streets for transit,

, freeway put back to pre-1976 condi ti ons"
(2b) Construct'six-lane minimum freeway from
1-5 to 1-205, plus improve arterial streets
for transi t.

(3) HOV Lanes
(3a )HOV 1anes, center of freeway, CBD to
1-205, plus six-lane freeway from 1-5 to 37th
Avenue, four-lane freeway from 37th to 1~205

(3b) HOV lanes, center of freeway, CBO to
1-205, plus six-lane freeway with no shoulders
from 1-5 ,to 1-205
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(3c) HOV lanes, center of freeway, CBC to
1-205, plus six-lane freeway with shoulders
from 1-5 to 1-205

(4) Separated Busway
(4a) Busway, separated, north side of freeway,
plus six-lane freeway with shoulders from 1-5
to 1-205
(4b) Busway, separated, median of fre~/ay, pius
six~lane freeWay with shoulders from 1-5 to 1-205

(5) LRT·
(5-la) LRJ, two track CBD to 1-205, two tracks
south along 1-205 to East Burnside, east in
Burnside median to Gresham, including six-lane
minimum width freeway from 1-5 to 1-205
(5-lb) Same as 5-la with addition of standard
lane widths and shoulders along freeway from 1-5
to 1-205
(5-2a)· LRT, two tracks CBD to 1-205, two tracks
south along 1-205 to Division Street, east in
Division median to Gresham, including six-lane
minimum width freeway from 1-5 to 1-205
(5-2b) Same as 5-2a with addition of standard
lane widths and shoulders along freeway from 1-5
to 1-205
(5-3a) LRT, 'two tracks CBD to 1-205, two tracks
south along 1-205 to Foster Road including six-

. lane minimum width freeway from 1-5 to 1-205
(5-3b) Same as 5-3a with addition of standard
lane widths and shoulders along freeway from 1-5
to 1-205.
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APPENDIX THREE / CITIZEN PARTICIPATION PROCESS

Introduction

This appendix chronologically documents the efforts and

achievements of the Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) for the Banfield

Transitway Project. Although citizen participation in the project. as

mentioned below. has not been·1imited to the activities of the CAC. the

prime vehicle for citizen involvement has been and will continue to be

the CAC through the scheduled hearing in April 1978.

The CAC organized by ODOT in October 1975. based on guidelines

established by the Oregon Action Plan for Transportation dated 1974.

became the official citizen's advisory element of the project in December

1975. Organizational information. efforts and achievements follow in the

chronology below. Prior to the information of CAC. public involvement

in 'the project had begun in January 1975 when CRAG released materials for

developing an Interim Transportation Plan (lTP). Approximately 80

neighborhood briefings and 8 public hearings were held between April and

June 1975 to discuss regional transit developments including the Banfield

corridor. As a result of public input from those meetings. several

modifications were made to the ITP before it was officially adopted by

CRAG in June 1975. Between June 1975 and September 1976 citizen partici

pation continued in determining CRAG's transportation goals and objectives

in the form of meetings and special working sessions held by CRAG with

,local jurisdictions, special interest groups. neighborhood associations.
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and community planning organizations. In September 1976 CRAG Board

adopted CRAG Regional Land Use Planning Goals and Objectives reflecting

substantial changes resulting from public input obtained from those

meetings. Citizen participation continued in the Banfield project in

October 1976 by involvem~nt in a Tri-Met program in addition to the

official CAC. The program, to determine long-range transit devlopment in

. the region through 1990, was established to study limited and expansive

transit development with public information prepared for each approach.

Between October 1976 and May 1971 approximately 120 public meetings and

briefings were held by Tri-Met with the press, elected officials, planning

commissions, civic' groups, businessmen, and homeowners to discuss the

1990 program which included the Banfield Transitway Project as part of

that program. In May 1977, four public forums on the 1990 program were

held to hear public testimony, distribute questionnaires, and encourage

public correspondence regarding the program. As a result of continuing

public input from this program, responsible agencies will have some

regional public interest guidelines to follow when selecting future transit

a1ternative~.

Chronology of CAC Efforts and Achievements·

October, November 1975 - In October ODOT and Tri-Met solicited

members for creation of the CAC by preparing and distributing information

materials about the Banfield Transib~ay Project to local neighborhoods and

the news media. Two meetings were held in November to organize the CAe

with limited results. Additional public information material requesting

citizen involvement in the program,was relea~ed near the end of November.
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December 1975 - The official Banfield Project CAC, consisting of 15

members, was formed on December 18, 1975. Meeting frequency was

established to be every other week and 9 program goals and objectives

were established to:

(1) Identify specific impacts and problems.

(2) Define important public attitudes and concerns.

(3) Suggest improvements and public information feedback
programs.

(4) Suggest additional ways of involving the public in
the studies of alternatives.

(5) Assist OOOT and Tri-Hetin contact with affected
groups and individuals.

(6) Advise in the development of alternatives.

(7) Aid in project development through: (a) Frequent
and frank communications with ODOT at an early stage
regardi ng the project and p'l anni ng, (b) Continui'ng
exchange of all information, with notification of
citizens about available information, (c) Continuous
process for participation and review. .

January 1976- The CAC selected a chairperson on January 15, 1976 and

appointed a CAC member to sit on the Banfield Technical Advisory Committee

(TAC) as liaison between TAC and the citizens. Project involvement for

the CAC began on January 29, 1976 \then the subject of systems planning was

intensely examined. As a direct result of the CAC examination, ODOT

prepared a public information slide sho\'1 program presenting the scope of

the Banfield Transitway Project.
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March 1976 - The result of the March 4. 1976 meeting was a CAC

suggestion to investigate the inclusion of the project of a city street

improvement alternative (the subject had been discussed in January as

well) •. The official inclusion of the Low Cost Alternative No.2 by CRAG

in June 1976 was a direct result of this CAC involvement. In March the

CAC reviewed CRAG's goals and objectives and suggested more emphasis

should be given to auto transportation. The CAC reviewed the agenda and

supplied the chairperson for the public meetings. ODOT and Tri-Met had

arranged. to begin in March.

June 1976 - The CAC agreed to an ICC proposed removal of LRT as an

alternative in view of possible reinstatement upon conclusion of the Tri-Met

study of LRT.

July 1976 - The CAC suggested that the Banfield corridor be extend~d

to Gresham to afford a longer route' for LRT. but because of the June

decision no action was taken. Tri-Met's consultant studied and found the

LRT mode to be viable. It officially became Alternative No.6 when CRAG

reinstated LRT in February 1977. During July the CAC suggested that the

ODOT Banfield slide program was weak. The ODOT staff recognized this

problem and revamped the program to better fit public concerns.

September. October 1976 - A reorganization plan was presented to

the CAC by ODOT and Tri -11et in September as a res ul t of d\'1i nd1 i ng ci ti ze~

participation during the summer and increasing project complexity. The

CAC agreed reorganization was necessary and made positive suggestions to

accomplish it. The reorganization goal was January 1977. In October
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an announcement was sent to approximately 30 local groups, including city,

county, and state officials describing the Banfield Project and soliciting

new members for the CAC.

November 1976 - The first meeting under the new plan was held

November 4, 1976 at which time subcommittees were formed. As the project

became more complex, it became more difficult for all subjects of interest

to be discussed at CAC meetings. Under the reorganized plan sub

committees consisting of special interest groups were formed and these

subcommittes made status reports at CACmeetings. The .subcommittees

formed were:

(1) LO\'l Cost Improvement

(2) Homeowners

(3) East County

(4) General Interest

(5) Holladay Street/Lloyd Center

(6) Ho11YVIOod

Recruitment of new members to fill out the subcommittees by

January 1977 goal became necessary. Later in November the CAC expressed

concerns about the system planning and alternatives selection process.

ODOT reiterated that alternative selection was to be made by the State

and CRAG, but the CAe could influence the content of the alternative·

selected. The CAC revtewed andapp~oved anew ODOT public information

slide program.
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December 1976 - The CAC reviewed the Low Cost Improvement Alternative,

for the first time and suggested that express buses on 'city streets would'

cause problems. The review was assigned to the subcommittee on Low Cost

Improvements. A new meeting format adopted in December consisted of the

CACgeneral meeting to be held at the first part of evening then sub-
. '

cormnittee meetings to be held at the later part.

January 1977 - At the January 4 meeting the CAC agreed to the content

of finalized ODOT public infonmation·s1ide program. Recruitment of sub

committee members continued. On January 20, 1977, '36 members were present

to attend the first subcommittee meetings which were held after the CAC

meeting. The Homeowner's subcormnittee was adverse to alternatives which

entailed a great deal of new building, and suggested the LRT route should

be from CBD to Lents via Johnson Creek then to Gresham at the south end ooC

the county. As a result, OOOT and Tri-Met developed facts to show the

reasons why such an alternative was·undes1rabie.

February 1977 - The CAC expressed concern about the safety of narrow

Banfield la~es and the lack of shoulders as a result of the existing HOV

lanes. The Homeowner's subcommittee presented a plan to save houses on

Senate Street. The CAC did not take action on the plan. The East County

subcommittee suggested lighting for the entire length of the Banfield

freeway. Nearly 60 members and guests ",ere present at the February 17

meeting to review the Tri-Met consultant's presentation of LRT.
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Narch 1977 - The CAC meeting format was changed at the ~'arch 3

meeting. The CAC decided to meet once a month, and subcommittees to meet

on the second meeting date each month. The Homeowner's subcommittee

recommended that the interchange at 37th and Sandy should remain as is.

The General Interest subcorimittee proposed a full-\'/idth freeway' option in

the LRT alternative.

April 1977 - The CAC made a resolution for addition of a six lane

freeway with shoulders to be included in the LRT alternative. The TAC and

ICC agreed to the resolution and Alternative No. 6(b) was adopted by

CRAG. The CAC indicated that they were uncertain about the effectiveness

of· the pres~nt HOVlanes and questioned the desi~n of the proposed HOVs.

i'1ay 1977 - At the t1ay 5 meeti ng the CAe sugges ted some addi ti ona1
. .

\'/ays to improve citi zen invo1 vementi n the Banfie1 d program. Suggesti OilS

\'/ere to:

(1) Submit notices to community calendars of newspapers,
and radio stations.

(2) Put notices in local newpapers instead of large
ne\'/spapers.

(3) Use more maps ~nd sensational headlines in hand
out pamphlets.

June 1977 - The CAC discussed several LRT modes. No motion for

action was made. ODOT informed the CAC that the Banfield Transip·tay

Project Public Hearing was delayed to February 1978 in order to complete

study for the Banfie1d/I-205 Lents District LRT Alternative.
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September 1977 - The first CAC meeting after the summer:recess was·

held on September 6, 1977. The CAC decided meetings were to be of a

general nature for a while until the subcommittees could meet and prepare

information for the general meeting. OOOT informed the CAC that the· Public

Hearing was scheduled for April 1978. The CAC was informed that Tri-Met

was examining three LRT routes in the Banfield corridor from Gateway to

the CBO in order to meet FHWA requirements. CAe input was

solicited on the LRT study. The CAt determined items for continued study

were:

(1) Tri-Met alternatives analysis report.

(2) Downtown Circulation Plan.

(3) CAC subcommittee reports.

(4) Citizen involvement activity.

(5) OEIS outline.

(6) East County LRT issues presented by Burnside
residents.

At the September 22 meeting the Tri-Met 1990 Transportation

A1te~native Analysis Report was submitted to the CAC for review. The

three systems the 1990 report analyzed were:

(1) TSM (Low Cost Improvement on city streets)

(2) HOV and busways

(3) LRT

The CAC was to review the 1990 report and comment on it based on

the criteria Tri-Met used. Each system was to be examined to determine:
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(l) Quality of service to c~stomers

(2) Cost

(3) Environmental impacts

(4) Cost effectiveness

(5) . Energy requirements

(6) Social impacts .

(7) Opportunities for urban development

October 1977 - The CAC was given the Tri-Met Downtown Circulation

Alternative report for analysis and comment on October 6. The CAC

decided to meet through the April 1978 Public Hearing date and continue to

assist in getting information to the public. The CAC recommendation of
. .

a specific alternative is to come after the public hearing.

November 1977- On November 3, the CAC viewed a new ODOT publi c

slide presentation and were in general agreement with the content. Three

subcommittee reports were presented•. The Law Cost subcommittee were in

consensus that the LCI alternative (#2) was only a temporary solution

for the region and that one of··the Banfield build alternatives would

better serve the region on a long-term basis. The Holladay Street/Lloyd

Center subcommittee indicated their group believed that an alternative

should be selected that did not drastically change traffic patterns in

the Holladay/Lloyd Center area. The Homeowners. subcommittee reported that

regardless of which alternative was selected, walls should be used to

protect homes and absorb noise. They recommended that a noise study be

made prior to project construction and after project completion to
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identify and correct any noise deficiencies. The subcommittee made some

specific recommendations about bus and LRT alternatives as they affect

particular areas along the Banfield Freeway.

December 1977 - The CAC ~as presented a preliminary tabulation or ri9ht

of-way costs and impacts for the project alternatives on December 1 by

ODOT. Tri-Met presented preview information on operating costs of various·

alternatives and indicated a formal summary of East Side Operations was to

be presented to the CAC at the next meeting. Discussion was held on the

ODOT and Tri-Met information.

January 1978 -At the January 5 meeting the CAC was given Tri-Met's

East Side Transit Operations report to review. Tri-Met outlined the

report contents and cautioned the CAC that the report was not the only

report containing Operation information. A suggestion was made to the

CAC to review this report along with other reports in order to get a

better understanding for total operations of the proposed alternatives.

Voluntee~s. were enlisted for a ne\'1 subconmittee to help get more project

information to the public before the formal hearing in April 1978. At

the January 19 meeting the new subcommittee named the Public Information

subconmittee met and established goals. Their primary task was determined

to be to assist ODOT and Tri':~1et in preparing appropriate methods of

getting project information to the public.
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ALTERNATIVES DESCRIPTioNS

Introduction

The Banfield Transitway project investigates four basic transit

schemes and associated improvements to tne Banfield' Freeway to improve:transpor

tation accessibility between the Portland Central Business District (CBD), and

the area served by the Banfield Freeway in East Portland (between Interstate 5

and Interstate 205) and East Multnomah County (between 1-205 and Gresham, Oregon)~

Options involve a variety of design proposals for the construction of new transit

and roadway facilities •. ~1ost of the transit improvement proposals would also

widen the Banfield Freeway to six lanes out to 1-205. Of the four schemes, three

would rely exclusively upon the bus mode to carry public tra-nsit trips where the

fourth would use a L.:ight Rail Transit (LRT) mode supported by an extensive n~t-
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Both the busway and HOV options are very similar with respect to rout

ing and operations. The HOV alternatives offer a broader range of alternatives

for the Banfield Freeway lanes proper. but fewer options with respect to transit

service.

Light Rail Transit (LRT) routing and operation along and west of 1-205

is essentially the same as the Separated Busway. Unlike the bus or bus/carpool

options. however. the LRT options (5-l and 5-2) would extend exclusive transit

lines into East Multnomah County to Gresham via either East Burnside Street or

Division Street; an LRT line (5-3) alongside the 1-205 Freeway to the Lents

district (Foster Road) is also proposed.

All of the projeGt build alternatives would provide grid bus service in

East Portland and East Multnomah County. In the HOV. Separated Busway and LRT/

1-205 options. major east-west city streets would be connected to an 1-205 busway

with a series of transit stations located between Gateway and Foster Road.

The description of alternatives has been organized to give reviewers

insight into the general nature of each option in addition to specific informa

tion regarding routing. operations and transit stations. The intent is to keep

the narrative as brief as possible without sacrificing important detail. For

those desiring more information. appropriate supporting documents have been

referenced.

Alternative 1: ~lo-Build

General Description

By definition. the No-Build case involves no traffic capacity or opera

tional improvements to the street and freeway network. The Banfield Freeway

would return to its pre-1976 configuration (see Figure 6). This would entail
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elimination of the high occupancy vehicle lanes, some relocation of the concrete

median barrier and restriping the section ,for six travel lanes with shoulders

bet\'Jeen 1-5 and 37th Avenl,le and four lanes 'with shoulders bet\'leen37th Avenue

and 1-205 would be required., The I-205,busway \'Jou1d'notbeconstructed if this

alternative is selected.

No transit improvements would be implemented under No-Build conditions.

Transit vehicles would be required to operate on the e~isting street and freeway

system in mixed traffic with no preferential treatment, except in the Portland

Mall. In essence, the system as operated today would be continued through the

1990 study year. This would allow for the replacement of buses whose service

life is spent and the addition of' buses as necessary to meet increased demand.

The No-Build alternative serves as the basis of comparison for the four

basic "build" options. It illustrates the consequences of no major transportation

improvements bei ng undertaken in the area served by the Bantle1d ,Freeway between

downtown Portland and Gresham, in East Hulti10mah County.

Alternatives 2a and 2b: Lm~ Cost Improvements

General Description

The Low Cost Improvements alternatives are offered as options to a tran

sitway in the Banfield Freeway corridor. These alternatives would confine transit

improvements to the city arterial street system in East Portland, avoiding the

higher costs of comparable service in the Banfield Freeway corridor., The existing

High OccupanCy Vehicle lanes on the Banfield Freeway would be removed•. Further, a

busway on 1-205 would not be completed because no provision for express bus service

on the Banfield ~ould be made.
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The Low Cost Improvements alternative is based upon a systemwide network

of radially-oriented transit corridors for the metropolitan area. These corridors

would consist of several different bus routes funneled together onto the same

street. Vari ous "Transportati on Systems r~anagementll (TSM) techni ques woul d be

used on these streets to improve operational efficiency, including exclusive bus

lanes, traffic signal preemption, and regulation of curb parking. These tech

niques would provide preferential treatment for transit, with a minimum of actual

construction required.

In East Portland, three transit corridors would be established: (l)

along Broadway and Weidler Streets, forking in the Hollywood District to Sandy

Boulevard and Halsey Street; (2) along Burnside and Stark Streets; and (3) along

Division Street. In most cases, the roadway in question would be restriped to

create one lane at or near the center of the street to be reserved for buses

during peak traffic periods. At other times, the lane would revert back to use

for regular traffic or for left turns. In street segments where no traffic con

gestion is forecast, express buses would not need a reserved lane and could

operate in mixed traffic.

In the operation of this system, suburban buses would make local stops

in East Ccunty on the arterial streets. As they approached the more congested

urban area (west of 1-205), they would be channeled together onto the corridor

streets with reserved bus lanes. They would then operate as lllimiteds ll directly

into downtown Portland. A system of local buses would operate on the arterial

streets in East Portland to serve the urban area.

Since the exclusive lanes are designed to cope with traffic congestion,

they would be used by buses only during peak traffic hours in the peak direction
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of travel (toward downtown Portland in the morning, away from it in ,the evening).

Only the suburban limited buses would utilize the reserved lanes. Lpcal buses on

the same street \'/Ould operate in regular traffic lanes'so as not to block the

limiteds. The suburban limiteds would make stops only at 'transfer points as they

traveled through East Portland; special passenger waiting islands would be con

structed along the median bus ,lanes at these transfer points.

Suburban limited service would be operated throughout the day, not just

during peak periods. "This would provide the metropolitan area with a full-time

network of rapid transportation comparable to that in the other build alterna

tives. During off-peak hours (and during peak hours in the nonpeak direction)',

both the suburban limited and urban local buses would be operated in ordinary

mixed traffic lanes.

Auto-capacity on the select transit streets would be maintained at

approximately current levels by removing parking and operating buses in mixtd

flow during the nonpeak hours. In most cases the reserved bus lanes would func

tion as turning refuges for autos during off-peak periods.

The only difference between Alternatives 2a and 2b isin the number of

freeway lanes on the Banfield Freeway east of 37th Avenue (see Figures 7'and 8).

Alternadve 2a would restore the Banfield Free\'/ay to its 'original 6/4 freeway

lane configuration~ with shoulders, that existed prior to 1976 (~ix standard lanes

west of 37th Avenue and four standard lanes east of 37th). Alternative 2b would'

develop six minimum freeway lanes without shoulders between 37th Avenue and 1-205

{with shoulders from 1-5 to 37th Ave.} ~y converting the existing HOV lanes to

unrestricted use. Traffic operation on the Banfield Freeway could be facilitated

through ramp metering as a' low cost measure. Ramp metering is discussed in

detail in the following section.
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Ramp Metering

Ramp metering is a control strategy to improve traffic flow on a con

gested freeway. The primary objective is to optimize freeway capacity through

control of entering traffic. This results in uniform traffic flow on the

facility and reduced travel time. Metering limits the amount of traffic enter

ing the free~ay so that free flow is maintained at all times •. This has a

tendency to lengthen the peak traffic period.

In addition to a reduction in travel time, cities that have instituted

ramp metering have experienced substantial reduction in accidents--as high as

fifty percent on some freeways. This is due to fewer rear-end collisions because

stop-and-go traffic conditions are reduced, and decreases in rear-end collisions

on ramps at the "bridging" point because vehicles are released one at a time.

Another advantage of ramp metering is that mass transit and carpool

operations can be greatly improved. Many ramp control systems have included

bypass lanes on metered ramps so that bus and/or carpools can bypass queues of

waiting vehicles without stopping.

Ramp metering will usually encourage the use of a freeway for longer

trips rather than shorter trips. Faced with the prospect of a short delay at a

ramp signal, a driver who intends to use the freeway for a short trip will

usually decide to use a surface street instead. On the other hand, through

vehicles and trucks entering from outside the city are not delayed by ramp

signals and benefit from reduced congestion.

Several different levels of ramp control can be installed on a freeway.

The simplest and most expensive level is a pre-timed ramp metering signal on all

entrance ramps. The signs are controlled by time clocks and meter traffic based
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on historical volume data. These meters can be installed for about $15,000 per
. .

entrance ramp. The disadvantage to this type of system is that metering rates

. cannot be adjusted to handle special situat.ions such as freeway accidents which

block traffic lanes.

A higher level of ramp control would use an actuated signal controller

which would select a metering rate based on freeway volumes in the vicinity of

the ramp. This would require a system of loop detectors located in the freeway

lanes at each interchange. This system would be capable of detecting some free

way bottlenecks but could not divert vehicles which are already on the freeway.

This system is estimated to cost $25,000 per ramp.

The mbst ~ophisticated level of ramp control would be an actuated sig

nal control and freeway mainline detectors. Detectors located on the freeway and

on the interchange ramps would transmit data to a headquarters where computer ana

lysis of the data would determine the opti~al rates. The cost of this type of

system would be several million dollars depending on the level used.

Banfield Freeway ramp metering w)th transit bypass capability was not

included as part of the alternatives. It can, however, be implemented initially

as a future management strategy with any selected alternative. Arterial routes

investigated for the Low-Cost Improvement alternatives are described below.

The Broadway/Sandy/Halsey Corridor

Route Description. This route runs from the Broadway Bridge, along the

N.E. Broadway-N.E. Weidler one-way couplet to N.E. 21st Avenue, then east on

Broadway to the Sandy Bbulevard-Broadway intersection. At this point the route

branches--one leg proceeding northeast on Sandy Boulevard to the 1-205 Freeway

intersecti on, the second 1eg continui ng on Broadway to 41 st Avenue~ N~E. I

. ---~~~~~~---------------------
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Broadway and N.E. Halsey would form a one-way couplet between 41st and 67th

Avenues. The route would then continue east from 67th, on Halsey, to the 1-205

intersection (see Figure 9).

Proposed Operation. Westbound buses would operate in mixed traffic

lanes on Broadway between the Broadway Bridge and 24th Avenue. Eastbound buses

would operate in mixed traffic lanes on Weidler to 21st Avenue, then on 21st to

Broadway where they would operate in a contraflow lane along the south side of

Broadway to 24th Avenue.

From 24th and Broadway, an exclusive bus lane would operate in the

center of the street. Broadway would be striped for five lanes (two auto lanes

in each direction and a reversible, center bus lane). This five-lane configura

tion would continue east on Broadway to the Sandy Boulevard intersection. The

northeast branch would follow Sandy in a five-lane configuration out to the 1-205

Freeway junction. Pedestrian loading islands would be used at transfer points at

33rd and Broadway and 40th, 57th, Fremont, and 82nd on Sandy. All parking would

be removed on Broadway between 24th and Sandy Boulevard and on Sandy from Broadway

to the 1-205 Freeway junction. During off-peak periods, the center lane could be

used as a continuous left-turn lane or another traffic lane.

The east branch continues on Broadway to 41st Avenue, with the preferen

tial bus lane using the north curb lane during the inbound a.m. peak and the south

curb lane during the outbound p.m. peak. The outbound peak lane would turn right

into a preferential lane on the west side of 41st Avenue and proceed to Halsey. A

one-way couplet of Broadway and Halsey, from 41st to 67th, would be established

with Broadway two lanes westbound, and Halsey three lanes eastbound. Buses would

operate in mixed traffic. Parking on the couplet would be removed.
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A four-lane unbalanced flow pattern would be used on Halsey~ ben-/een 67th

and 84th Avenues, and \'/Ould provide three lanes in the peak direction. Parking

would be removed during peak periods only from 67th to 80th. No parking would be

allow~d between 80th and 84th at any time.

Buses would use a reversible, median lane onN.E. Halsey, from 84th·

Avenue to the 1-205 Freeway. The street would be striped for five lanes of traffic

from 82nd to 1-205. Autos would operate in two lanes each way from 84th to 1-205.

An island station would be used for transfers at 82nd and Halsey. From 84th to·

1-205, parking would not be permitted at any time. The bus lane would revert to a

continuous left-turn lane during the off-peak periods.
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three lanes of traffic in the peak direction. Parking would be prohibited during

peak periods only. During the off-peak periods, the streets would function as

two-lane, two-way routes, with parking permitted.

On S.E. Stark, from 74th Avenue to the 1-205 junction, buses would use

a preferential north curb lane in the morning and a south curb contraflow lane in

the evening. From 74th to 92nd, Stark would have three lanes during peak periods

(including the bus lane) with parking permitted on the opposite side of the bus

lane. From 92nd to the 1-205 junction, Stark would have four lanes of traffic

(including the bus lane) wi,th parking permitted.

Division Corridor

Route Description. The Division Street corridor begins at the Hawthorne

Bridge and utilizes the one-way Madison and Hawthorne ramps and streets to 7th

Avenue. The route proceeds in a southerly direction on 7th Avenue to Division

Street. The route then follows Division to the 1-205 Freeway junction (see Figure

11).

The lack of additional traffic capacity on S.E. Division Street west of

60th Avenue would require traffic operational improvements on 60th Avenue and Belmont

Street with Alt~rnative 2a. One westbound lane of auto traffic would be routed from

S.E. Division to Belmont Street via 60th Avenue. The rerouting would continue on

Belmont Street to the Morrison Bridge. Eastbound travel off the Morrison 'Bridge

would use Morrison Street to 25th Street, then proceeding on Belmont Street to 60th

Avenue (~'orrison Street and Belmont Street form a one-way couplet beb~een 25th

Street and the Morrison Bridge).

Proposed Operation. The preferential bus route would begin on the

Hawthorne Bridge, utilizing one or both of the bridge's center lanes. Buses
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would operate in contraf10w lanes on Madison and Hawthorne to 7th Avenue. Dur~

i ng the inbound peak, the buses wou1 d use a preferenti a1 north· curb lane on

Hawthorne between 7th Avenue and the Hawthorne Bridge (contraf10w). In the

outbound peak, buses would operate in the south curb lane on Madison between 7th

Avenue and the Hawthorne Bridge (contraflow). During off-peak periods, Madison

and Hawthorne would revert to their normal operation, serving as a one-way

couplet. No new parking restrictions would be made on Madison and Hawthorne •

. On 7th Avenue, between Madison and Division, buses would run in a

reversible lane using the second lane from the west curb. Parking along the

west curb would be prohibited during the peak hours. 7th Avenue would operate

wi thtwo lanes of traffic in each direction during off-peak hours.

Division Street, from 7th Avenue to 60th, would be striped for three

lanes, with the preferential bus lane in the center. There would be one lane of

auto traffic in each direction. All street parking would be removed on Division

from 10th to 60th Avenues. The center bus lane cou1d,become a c~ntinuous left

turn lane, during the off-pe~k periods, or parking could be reitored to one side

of the street.

From 60th to 80th Avenue, Division would be striped for four lanes,

providing an unbalanced flow in the peak direction (three lanes inbound in the
,

a.m. peak and ~ne opposed, and the opposite configuration during the p.m. pe~k).

The bus lane would operate to the left of the street center line in each case.

,All street parking \'Iould continue to be prohibited at ali times.

From 80th Avenue to the 1-205 Freeway junction, Division would be

striped for a five-lane pattern (reversible median bus lane and two lanes of
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mixed traffic in each direction). The center bus lane could be used as a con

tinuous left-turn lane or traffic lane during the off-peak periods. All street

parking would be permitted.

Sixtieth Avenue (between Belmont and Division) and Belmont (between 25th

and 60th) would be restriped for three lanes, providing an unbalanced flow in the

peak direction (see Figure 12).

Parking would be removed on Belmont from 25th to 60th during the peak

hours. Parking would probabl~ be permitted on one side of 60th (between Belmont

and Division) during off-peak hours. Sixtieth Avenue would require widening

from lincoln to Belmont. The streets would revert to their normal two-lane, two

way configuration during the off-peak period.

Belmont, from Grand to 25th, now operates with two lanes in the east

bound direction, with parking. It is proposed to operate this street with three

eastbound lanes during the p.m. peak period by removing parking from 4:00 to

6:00 p.m. Morrison is now operating with three lanes westbound and one lane east

bound from Grand to 12th, and two lanes westbound from 12th to 25th, with parking.

It is proposed that parking be removed in the section from 12th to 25th during the

a.m. peak hour to allow three westbound lanes in that segment.

The Morrison and Belmont ramps would each carry three lanes of one-way

traffic between Grand and the Morrison Bridge. The Morrison Bridge would be

striped for four lanes in the peak direction. The Morrison Bridge normally func

tions with six lanes of traffic (three lanes in each direction).
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Alternatives 3a, 3b, and 1c: High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lanes

General Description

These al ternatives are the same \/ith respect to bus transit servfce and

carpools. On the nanfield Free\'/ay the existing HOV lanes \'Iould be extended ~Jest-

i

erly to 16th Avenue (Lloyd Center' exit) and easterly to the Interstate 205 :bus\,iay;

connections at each end \'Iould be made via liftout rar.1ps.* Exclusive bus lanes

would continue between the Steel Bridge and the Canfield Freeway ("Downtc)\'In Cotmec

tion") on either Holladay Street or a ,nultnomah/Holladay combination. Carpools

\'Ioul dhave the option of continuing \'!esterly on the nanfiel d Freeway in mi xed

traffic or exiting at 16th Aven~eand continuing on city ~treets 'in mixed t~affic.

Inbound buses \"ould enter the downto\'In via the Steel f3ridge in mixed 'traffic, using

N.W. Glisan Street and Fifth Avenue to access the Portland Mall. Outbound buses

\'Iould use 6th Avenue and N.H. Everett to the ~astbound Steelnridge approach~s.

The HOV alternatives differ with respect to thenurnber and design of

free\'/ay lanes on the Banfield F~eway bet\/een 37th Avenue and 1-205 (see Figures

13 and 14). Alternative 3a \'Jould leave the, f'ree~'1ay beb/een 37th and 1-205 \'/ith

four minimum lapes ilnd no sl:ou1ders; Alternative 3b \/ould add b.JO additional lanes

with no~houlder,s; and Alternative 3c "Iould add t\·/o lan~s plus 'paved shoulders.

Emergency turnouts \'Iouldbe provided in lieu of shoulders under Alternatives 3a'

and 3b. In all cases the HOV traffic \/Oul d he open to gene~al traffic during

off-peak hours.

*Liftouts are elevated off ramps I'/hich rermit traffic to exit the free\'Jay
without \'/eaving across adjacent .travel lanes.
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Route Descri£tion

Each of the "HOV II alternatives would use the same route (see "Project·

Sketch r~apll). The bus route comnences at its western terminus in the Portland Hall

and proceeds outbound along 6th Avenue to N.W. Everett Street and then across the

Steel Bridge. Inbound buses would enter the Portland Mall from the Steel Bridge via

r~.\4. Glisan Street and 5th Avenue.

From the Steel Bridge eastward the inbound and outbound bus routes·would

use either N.E. Holladay Street exclusively to 13th Avenue, or a combination of

N.E. Holladay Street and N.E. Multnomah Street to 16th Avenue. With the latter

option buses would be routed from N.E. Holladay Street to N.E. Multnomah Street

via Grand Avenue, with buses proceeding eastward on N.E. Multnomah to 16th Avenue.

A bus/carpool liftout ramp and its approach would be constructed to con

nect the bus route along either N.E. Holladay Street or N.E. Multnomah Street with

the Banfield HOV lanes. From the liftout ramp eastward both buses and carpoo·,s

would Use the HOV lanes to the transitway terminus at Interstate 205.* Access to

and from the HOV lanes at the proposed 1-205 busway would be by a bus-only liftout

ramp. The 1-205 busway would serve to connect local bus service in East Multnomah

County with express service north and south along 1-205 between the Airport Inter

change an~ Foster Road and west to the Portland CBD via the Banfield Transitway.

Proposed Operations

Outbound buses on N.W. 6th Avenue would use the far right traffic lane in

the P.!'1. peak hour. This would requre P.~·~. peak-hour parking restrictions on the

east side of 6th Avenue between N.I~. Burnside and N.W. Everett (three blocks) and

*Carpools would not be given preferential treatment onece they leave the
Banfield Freeway HOV lanes.
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on the \'Jest side of the block beo'leen N.H. Davis and N.W. Everett; autos would use

the left-hand lane. ,Turning restrictions during the p~ak hours would prohibit

rigl1t turns across the bus lane between N.~/. Burnside and N.W. Everett.

On N.W.Everett Street between 6th Avenue and 1st Avenue, parking would

be prohibited during the peak hours to allow exclusive bus use of the far right

lane; autos would use the remaining two lanes.

Inbound buses would use the left lane of N.H. Glisan between 3rd and

5th Avenues; parking on both sides of N.W. Glisanduring the peak hour would be

prohibited between 4th and 5th Avenues.

On 5th Avenue parkingwot.i1d be prohibited on the west side between N.W.

Glisan Street and W. Burnside (5 blocks); buses would use the right1an~ a~d

autos the remaining left lane. Short sections of restricted parking would also

be required on the east side of 5th Avenue between N.W. G1isan and N.W. Burnside

to permit left turns at Burnside and N.W. Everett.

Buses would use the Steel Bridge under mixed traffic 'flow; ramp meter

ing could be used to control auto access to the bridge. Another ramp would be .

constructed at the east end of the Steel Bridge to' give outbound buses exclusive

access to N.E. Holladay Street at N.E. Occident Street; autos would use the

existing routing to N.E. Oregon Street. Inbound buses \'Jou1d share the Holladay~

Steel Bridge ramp with autos.

East of the intersection of Holladay Street/Occident Street to N.E~

Union Avenue, buses would operate two-way in the northernmost two· lanes (one~lane

in each direction) of Holladay; westbound auto traffic would occupy the remaining

two southerly lanes. Auto access to Holladay from local streets intersecting

from the north would be prohibited between 1st and Grand Avenues as would free
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right turns from Holladay to these streets. A three-phase signal would probably

be necessary at Occident Avenue to partially compensate for these restrictions.

At Union Avenue the Holladay-only route would add an additional bus lane to

develop both inbound and outbound bus-loading facilities between Union and 6th.

From 6th Avenue to 11th Avenue only two bus lanes are required. Between 11th and

13th Avenue the bus lanes would be expanded to two lanes in each direction; this

two-block section is to provide bus transfer facilities. Two replacement auto

lanes would be constructed between 11th and 13th to accommodate westbound auto

travel.

At N.E. 16th Avenue the bus lanes merge with the approach to the

Banfield Freeway HOV lanes; carpools would also be allowed use of the HOV ramp.

With the N.E. Multnomah Street route buses would be routed between

Holladay and t1ultnomah via N.E. Grand Avenue (northbound) and N.E. Union Avenue

(southbound); the far right lane would be used on these streets. The southerly

two lanes of N.E. Multnomah would be reserved for bus use between Grand and 16th

Avenues; eastbound buses would use the south curb lane and westbound buses would

use the second lane from the curb. Multnomah would be widened to the south

between 11th and 13th Avenues and Union and 6th Avenue provide a transfer station

and bus typass lanes. Access to the Banfield Freeway HOV lanes to and from N.E.

Multnomah would commence at N.E. 16th, Drive, curving southeasterly on structure

to the freeway median HOV lanes. N.E. 16th Drive is the point where carpool

traffic would be separated from bus traffic (westbound) and given the option of

proceeding north on 16th Avenue or turning east to N.E. Multnomah Street.

Upon entering the Banfield HOV lanes, buses would operate express, with

no transfers planned until the Gateway Station at 1-205 is reached. At this point
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a 1iftout structure would provide a connection between the HOV la-nes:"~nd the 1-205

busway for buses. only. Carpools would be required to ·use regular "exit/entrance
- . . .

ramps. Transit trips with origin and/or destinations in East'MiJltnomah County"

\'lou1d be made via the 1-205 bus\'/ay and· station access points at Foster Road, Powell

Boulevard, Division Street, r~al1 205, the Gateway Shopping Center, and Sandy Blvd.

Transit Stations

Transit stations in the Banfield HOV system (all alternatives) are pro

posed for the downtown connection portion only. On-street stations would be located

on N.E. Holladay between 1st Avenue and Occident· Street (Coliseum Statio~), 6th ahd

Union (Union/Grand Station) and between 11th and 13th (Lloyd Center). The Lloyd
.' .

Center Station and the Grand/Union Station would be located on N.E. r~ultnomahStreet

under the N.E.r'1ultnomah Street alternate; otherwis"e the stations are identical. (see

Fi gure 15).

Provi s ions woul d be made under HOV opti ons 3b and 3c for the fut!Jru poten

tial development of additional stations to serve the HOllywoodDistrlct,N.E. 60th

Avenue and N.E. 82nd Avenue. The Hollywood and 60th Avenue stations would be

. developed as either a liftout ramp to a station above the HOV lanes ora median

station at freeway grade. The station at 82nd would be developed in the median at

freeway "grade.'

Transit operations between East ~1ultnomah County and the Banfield HOV

facility would' be connected by the proposed 1-205"busway. which would operate

between the Airport Interchange and Foster Road. Transfer stations would be .;

located off 1-205 at Columbia/Sandy, Gatewa'y,r~all 205, Division Street, Powell

Boulevard and Foster Roads (Lents). Gateway would serve as the major transfer

station, being at the juncture of the Banfield and 1-205 (see Figure 15) •.
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Studies have not yet been undertaken to ascertain the design and opera

tion of bus transit stations along 1-205. Studies would be conducted as part of

final project design if a bus option is selected. At this earlier stage of

project development it is therefore possible to describe 1-205 stations in general

tenns only.

To varying degrees all 1-205 busway stations would have provisions for

park-and-ride facilities, auto passenger transfers {"kiss and ride"} and bicycle

and pedestrian access. The Gateway Station would be most intensively developed

due to its pivotal location. Local feeder buses from Halsey and G1isan Streets

would connect at Gateway with express buses destined for the Portland CBD. 1-205

busway connections would also join with Mu1tnomah Street and 99th Avenue, provid

ing access to the arterial street system.

The Mall 205 Station, which would be located east of 1-205 near Mall

205, would be less extensively developed than Gateway but would similarly pr01ide

for auto and pedestrian transfers, only on a smaller scale. This station would

access local bus routes running on E. Burnside, S.E. Stark, and S.E. Market

Streets, creating a major transit link between East Mu1tnomah County and the

Portland CBD.

The Division Street station would provide an important transfer func

tion between Division Street and the 1-205 busway. Several park-and-ride lots,

other than one of moderate size at the station itself {immediately west of 1-205

at Division}, would also be established along Division in the Division LRT Alter

native {5-2}. Proposed locations for these lots would be at 122nd, 136th, 148th,

170th, 182nd, 199th and the fairgrounds or at 1st and Burnside in Gresham.
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FIGURE 16
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A transit station \'/est of 1-205 serving Powell Boulevard and Holgate

Street would be located east of 92nd Avenue and south of Powell. Powell Boule

vard is not planned for major improvement by Mu1tnomah County, which limits its

capacity as a traffic artery•. For this reason, the Powell Station is expected

tofunction as an integral transfer point to the 1-205 busway.

The busway would terminate in the Lents District west of 1-205 at

Foster Road. This terminal station would primarily serve as a transfer point

between local buses from Foster Road, Woodstock Boulevard and 92nd Avenue arid

1-205. The station would also connect express buses to the 1-205 Freeway

sbuthbound~

Alternatives 4a and 4b: Separated Busway

General Description
. .

. These alternatives would establish an exClusive, Separated Busway

either parallel to the north side of the freeway (Alternative 4a) or in the median

between freeway traffic lanes (Alternative 4b); carpools would not be allowed use
. ..

of the bus lanes (see Figure 16). The bU5way would operate two-way with two.

fourteen-foot travel lanes.

The termini and routing of the Separated Buswayare that of the high

occupancy vehicle lanes (Alternatives 3a, 3b and 3c). The Banfield Freeway would

have two standard lanes added between N.E. 37th Avenue and 1-205 with both alterna

tives.· This improvement would provide the Banfield Freeway with six standard lanes

and shoulders between Interstate Sand interstate 205. Unlike HOVAlternatives 3b
. .

and 3c, which would also have six standard freeway lanes, the busway options do not

have the flexibility of using the bus lanes for general traffic in nonpeakhours

• (seeFi gure i6).
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Route Description

The route used by the busway alternatives is the same as described for

the HOV alternatives (see "Project Sketch Map").

Proposed Operations

Buses would operate in essentially the same fashion as described for

the HOV alternatives. The operationally significant differences between the

busway and HOV proposals are that the busway would have transit stations initially

constructed in the Banfield portion (Hollywood, 60th and 82nd Avenues) whereas the

HOV option would not. A final more subtle operational distinction between the

busway and HOV concepts is that in the off-peak the HOV option would provide eight

freeway lanes for general traffic east of 37th Avenue on the Banfield whereas the

Separated Busway would provide only six lanes. This difference results from the non

separated character of HOV lanes which allows their use by general traffic in the

non peak hours.

Transit Stations

Transit stations (platform transfer areas) in the downtown connection

portion of the project (between 16th Avenue and the Steel Bridge) are identical

to those already described for the HOV alternatives as are the proposed stations

along 1-205 (see Figure 15). Unlike the HOV options, however, the busway would

have stations located in the Banfield corridor at Hollywood, 60th Avenue (lift

out ramp to station at street level above busway) and 82nd Avenue (station at

busway grade). Crosstown bus lines would serve each of the areas. These stations

would allow a wider variety of destinations in East Portland to be accessible more

directly to suburban passengers. By the same token, more urban residents in East

Portland would have access to this exclusive transit link than would with the HOV

a1 ternative.
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In the, Hollywood area four sites 'are the subject of an ongoing study by

Tri-r'1et and the City of Portland, since it is felt that the ultimate location will '

,strongly influence the commercial vitality of the area. Sites under consideration

include a location onthe 39th Avenue overpass; an "off-line" site on the south

side of Sa'ndyand immediately east of 39th Avenue (Sandy/39th); an "off-lil1~" site

located' north of Halsey and west of 42nd (Halsey/42nd)/ and an "off-line" site

located south of Halsey between 41st and 42nd'Avenues (42nQ ramp). Access to the

39th site and Sandy/39th sites \,lOu'-d be by a liftout ramp from the busway to the '.

39th Avenue overcrossing, whereas the Halsey/42nd sites would require construction

ofa separate bus ramp and rel~cation of the existing 42nd Avenue autor.amp to.4,5th

Avenue (see Figure )7).

Alternatives, 5-la, 5-2a and5-3a and 5-lb, 5-2b and5-3b Light Rail. Transit

G~n~ralDescriptioh

These alternatives would utilize electrically powered light rail. vehicles

to serve trans; t tri ps between Eastr'1ultnomah County, East Port1 and and'downtown

Portland. The Banfield Freeway would have six traffic lane~ and no' HOV lanes' between

1-5 and 1-:205. The only differentebetween "a" and lib" options is that the Banfield

Freeway, hetween 37th Avenue and 1-205 woul d have minimum 1ane wi dths and no shoul ders

under "a" and standard lane widths "'lith shoulders under "b" (see Figures 18 and 19).

All the alternatives would use the same routing bet\'leen the Portland r·1all
. .

and 1-205. This' routing is that described for the Separated Buswayalternative using

N.E. Holladay Street only between the Banfield and the Steel Bridge. Three options

are proposed for accessing the Portland i~al1; t'heyare explained in' detail 'under

"routing.11 Unlike the other alternatives, the LRT options extend ~onstruction into

Eas t ~lultnomah County \'/; th .a lternateroutes proposed to Gresham (Alternati yes 5-1 and
\ .
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5-2} and a LRT connection proposed to the Lents District {Alternative 5-3} {see

Figures 20, 21 and 22}.

Route Description

Three downtown alignment options are being studied for LRT. The first

alternative {On-Mall/Oak Street} would descend from the Steel Bridge on the south

side of the Glisan ramp in a double track arrangement, turning south on 5th Avenue

to Davis Street. At Davis, a single track would continue on 5th to Oak, turning

west to 6th Avenue and returning to Davis to close the loop* {see Figure 23}.

The second alternative {on-Mall/Pioneer Square} is the same as first

except that the double track on 5th Avenue would be extended to a turnaround

loop using Morrison, Yamhill and 6th Avenue {see Figure 24}.

The third alternative {Cross-Mall} would employ a new ramp from the

Steel Bridge descending to the intersection of Everett and N.W. 1st Avenue.

Double track would continue along 1st to a loop closing on Morrison, Yamhill and

the west side of 6th Avenue {see Figure 25}.

N.E. Holladay Street between the Steel Bridge and the Banfield Freeway

would serve as the downtown connection for LRT. Two options for the location of

the LRT line on Holladay are proposed. Option 1 would locate the LRT tracks on

the north side of Holladay Street from Occident Avenue to the Banfield Freeway.

Option 2 would locate the tracks on the south side of Holladay Street as far

as Union Avenue; at Union, the tracks would cross over to the north side of

Holladay Street and continue to the Banfield Freeway. For both options, two west

bound travel lanes for autos and trucks would remain on Holladay Street.

*Downtown LRT alignments are described in "Banfield Transitway Project: Down
to~m Circulation Alternatives" {DeLeuw, Cather, June 1977, pp. 65-76}.
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A new ramp would be constructed to connect the N.E. Holladay route at

13th Avenue with the Banfield LRT alignment, which would lie between the freeway

and Union Pacific Railroad tracks. The LRT alternative would parallel the north

side of the Banfield Freeway to 1-205, where a "liftout" ramp would be constructed

to provide access to the Gateway Station. The line would continue running to

either E. Burnside Street, Division Street, or Lents.

The LRT line paralleling 1-205 would likely take the place of the

planned 1-205 busway. If the busway on 1-205 is constructed, however, a future

LRT line could be installed between it and the freeway right-of-way boundary.

Under Alternative 5-1 the LRT line would leave the 1-205 right-of-way

at East Burnside Street and proceed east on Burnside in a reserved median right

of-way to 199th Avenue, where the alignment would enter the Portland Traction

Company (PTC) right-of-way. The alignment would follow the north side of the

existing track until crossing over to the south at 202nd Avenue. The alignment

then turns into the median of 221st Avenue to enter the old Fairgrounds area.
-

Access to an alternate site at 1st and Burnside near Powell Boulevard would con-

tinue along the PTC alignment.

Alternative 5-2, the Division Street route, would leave the Gateway area

and also follow the 1-205 busway alignment to Division. In a median track on

DivisiDn the route would proceed east to the Fairgrounds site in Gresham identified

for Alternative 5-1. The alternate site in the vicinity of 1st and Burnside near

Powell Boulevard v/ould be accessed by the LRT alignment turning southeasterly off

Division at approximately 223rd, then following the PTC rail line in the same

fashion as Alternative 5-1.

Alternative 5-3 would operate along the 1-205 freewaybetween Gateway

and the Lents district. The line"would follow the busway previously planned as a
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component of the 1-205 Freeway. That alignment parallels the east side of the

freeway north of Division Street, and on the west side between Division and Foster

Road, passing below the freeway and a short tunnel near Lincoln Street.

Proposed Operations

Light Rail Transit is a form of electric rail transit that evolved from

the streetcar. It uses relatively large vehicles, powered by an overhead wire,

that can operate singly or in short trains of two or more cars. While Heavy Rail

Transit (such as BART or the subway systems of East Coast cities) has power collec

tion and train characteristics that require a fully grade-separated trackway, LRT

systems do not need to be grade separated. Consequently, they can operate on city

streets. transit malls, and street medians as well as grade-separated rights-of-way.

As a result of this versatility, LRT systems can be built for far less cost than

other forms of rail rapid transit.

The maximum speed of a typical light rail car is about 62 mph; howtver,

55 mph is more realistic given the spacing of stations on the Banfield. On arterial

street segments, the posted speed limit could be used as the maximum. The average

speed from Gresham to CBD would be about 25 mph under both the Burnside and Division

alternatives; the running time would be about 35 minutes. On the 1-205 alternative

the average speed would be about 26 mph with a running time from Lents to CBD of 25

minutes. Service levels would require 30 LRT vehicles (including spares) in the

Burnside and Division alternatives, and 22 LRT vehicles (including spares) in the

1-205 alternative.

The LRT line running from the downtown to Gresham via E. Burnside, is

about 14.4 miles long. It would have 15 stations east of the Willamette River and

2 to 6 stations in downtown Portland. The line would include double-track operation
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to Gateway and single-track op'eration from Gateway to Gresham. The Banfield/Burnside

LRTline (5-1) assumes a inain repair and storage facility located just east of S.E.

202nd Averiue ~nd south of the Portland Traction Company's B~ll Run line. The

'. Banfield/Division alternative (5-2) is 15.2 miles long with 16 stations east of the
. .

WillametteRiver. Like Alternative 5-1, there \'lOuld be double-track operation to

Gateway and single-track operation from Gateway to Gresham. A repair and storage

facility would be located at about 199th ..'\venue, just west of the PTC crossing of

Division·Street.

The Banfie1d/I-205 LRT line (5-3) is 10.2 miles long with 11 stations east

of the Wi11amette River. Itv/ou1d be double-tracked for its full length•.""mainte

nance facj1ity would b.e located north of Gateway, in the vicinity of the present

Rocky Butte Jail.

All LRT alternatives would have 5-minute peak period frequency of service

on the Banfi e1d segment and i O-mi nute servi ce beyond Gateway. r~i dday freql'erlcy

would be 10 minutes to Gresham (or 15 minutes to Lents). Automatic train protection

and speed control would be achieved through' use of a signal system on grade-separated

segments of the·system. Substations spaced approximateiy two miies (3.2 km) apart

supply high voltage DC power to the overhead electrical system. Crossing protection

and signal preemption would be provided at all grade crossings 'and intersections.

Transit Stations

The three downto\'m alignments have been described previously. For the

On-i'la 11 /Oak Street alternative, two pl atforms are located at Oak Street between'
. .

5th and 6th Avenues, and at 01isan between 4th and 5th Avenue {inboLind).For the

On-!1all /Pi oneer Square alternati ve the platforms are located bet\-leen 5th and 6th

Avenues at the Mallon b6th sides of the Morri~dn-Yamhi11100p,on 5th Avenue
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between Alder and Washington, Oak and Pine, and Burnside and Couch, as well as on

Glisan between 4th and 5th.

For the Cross-Mall alternative the Morrison-Yamhill loop would cross the

r~all and platforms would be on both Morrison and Yamhill beo1een the Mall avenues

and similarly between 2nd and 3rd Avenues. There would be two stops on 1st Avenue,

the first between Ash and Pine, the other between Davis and Everett.

On Holladay, platforms would be between Occident and First Avenues

(Coliseum), between Union and Grand, and at Lloyd Center at Holladay Park.

Platforms on the Banfield segment would be at Hollywood near 37th Avenue,

at 60th and just east of 82nd Avenue. There would be a multiple platform developed

~~~t of 1-205 in the Gateway area.

On the Burnside segment, stations are planned at 102nd, 122nd, 148th,

162nd, 172nd, 181st and 192nd; the terminal would be in the Fairground or at 1st

and Burnside. The average spacing between stations for the entire line is .,6 mile.

On the Division route, stations would be located at Mall 205 and Division

Street on the 1-205 portion and at 122nd, 135th, 148th, 170th, 182nd and 195th on

Division with the terminal at either the Fairgrounds or at 1st and Burnside.

On the 1-205 segment, stations are proposed at Gateway, Mall 205, Division

Street, Powell Boulevard and Lents (Foster Road). A terminal for bus lines would

also be constructed at either the Fairgrounds or at 1st and Burnside.

If the alternate station site at 1st and Burnside is developed, an addi

tional line station at the P.T.C./Main Street intersection would be provided.

In the downtown area, loading areas would be similar to the bus-loading

areas now used on the Mall. On Holladay the stations would be center island plat

forms. Design details of the platforms have not been determined. The Banfield
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segment stations at Hollywood, 60th and 82nd are functionally similar to those on

Holladay Street with the principal exceptions .being that all are located at freeway

level. Vertical access would be provided to overp·asses by means of stairs and

elevators for the handicapped. Station platforms would be 240 feet long to accom-

modate the vertical access structures at one end.

On Burnside and Division the inbound and outbound station platforms would

be split between the two sides of each major intersection to facilitate traffic

flow. This type of platform arrangement has side loading instead of island plato. .

forms. In other respects the statiohp1atform design is comparable to an isiand

platform design. The terminal stations at the Gresham Fairgrounds site would

have single island platform.

The following tabulation of station locations and platform types indi

cates the level of development proposed for each platform area. Distinction

between types of platforms is based on ridership potential, with considerat~on of

existing and potenti-a1 transit supportive developments. Abroad classification of

platform types is described below.

t1ajorAdivity Node .. Platform areas which wil) accom
.moijatehigh volume and intermodal transfers.

Minor Activity Node ~Platform areas which will accom
modate moderate volume and someintermoda1 transfers
~tith adequate provision for high-peak demands.

Local Area. Service - ·P1atform areas should accommodate
moderate volume patronage and little or no transfer
traffic.

{\. type A platform design 'lIou1dinc1ude such physical elements as shelters

\:ith enclosed \'Jaiting area, expanded transit information (including Tri-r~et informa-
. . '. '. .

tion in addition to basic transit information regarding routes and schedules), and
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full facilities, lavatories, water fountains, in addition to such facilities as aids

for handicapped, telephones, benches, waste receptacles, clocks, ticket dispenser,

signing, landscaping). Type B platforms would be less elaborate; partial shelters

':lith protective walls are sufficient, as are limited transit information and

limited facilities. Type C requirements call for still less elaborate facilities,

with partial or no shelters, also only requiring limited information and facilities.

Three downtown alternative routes with platform areas are included in the

following tabulation. They have all been designated as Type A, based on the under

standing that they would have high-volume patronage, especially at peak hours.

HOlt/ever, certain Type A platform facilities may not be necessary at some of the

downtown station locations (i.e., lavatories, enclosures and landscaping).

Table 2 summarizes the station locations for the lRT alternatives.
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TABLE 2

STATION LOCATION AND PLATFORM TYPES
DOWNTOWN

Designation

Oak

t11isan

r~a 11

Mall

Fifth

Fifth

Fifth

Glisan

~1orrison

~la11

Mall

Yamhi 11

First

First

Location

On-Mall (Oak Street)

Oak Street between 5th and 6th Avenue

On t11isan between 4th and 5th Avenue"

On-Mall (Pioneer Square)

Yamhill Street between 5th and 6th Avenue

Morrison Street between 5th and 6th
Avenue

5th Avenue between Alder and Washington
Streets

5th Avenue between Oak and Pine Street

5th Avenue between Burnside and Couch
Streets

Glisan Street'between 4th and 5th Avenue

Cross-Mall

Morrison Street between 2nd and 3rd Avenue

Morrison Street between 5th and 6th Avenue

Yamhill Street between 5th and 6th Avenue

Yamhill Street between 2nd and 3rd Avenue

First Avenue between S.W. Pine and Ash
Street

First Avenue between David and Everett
Streets

.'\*

A*

A*

A*

A*

A*

./\*

.A.*

l\*

A*

A*

A* '

A*

*Certainplatform design features not required (see preceding text).
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Designation Location ~

Stations East of Steel Bridge
(Burnside Option)

Coliseum Holladay Street between Occident and
First Avenues C

Union/Grand Holladay Street between Union and
Grand Avenue B

Lloyd Center Holladay Street at Holladay Park A

Hollywood Banfield r.o.\"I. at 39th Avenue A

60th Banfield r.o.w. at 60th Avenue C
no • __ ,.~ _ , ~

_... 0"_ .... 1\ .. ,,,,,,,_ •• ,.. r
ULIIU U\,AI'I ._._ I • _ •••• -_ .. - ... -"-'-

Gateway Gateway Center 97th Avenue and A (with park-and-ride
r1ul tnomah facilities for 418

spaces)

East Burnside Street-Gresham

102nd Burnside Street at lO2nd Avenue C

l22nd Burnside Street at l22nd Avenue B (park-and-ride facil-
ities for 250 spaces)

l48th Burnside Street at l48th Avenue C

l62nd Burnside Street at l62nd Avenue B (with park-and-ride
facilities for 250
spaces)

l72nd Burnside Street at l72nd Avenue C

l8lst Burnside Street at l8lst Avenue A (with park-and-ride
facilities for 250
spaces)

192nd Burnside Street at 192nd Avenue B (with park-and-ride
facilities for 250
spaces)

Fairgrounds Central Fairgrounds A (with park-and-ride
facilities for 625
spaces)



Designation

Gresham·
Alternative

Mall 205

Division

122nd

136th

148th

170th

182nd

199th

Fairgrounds
Alternative

Clresham
A1ternati ve
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Location

Burnside/Hogan Street·

Division Street-Gresham

East of 1-205 at Mall 205

Division Street at 1-205

Division Street at 122nd

136th Avenue and Division

.148th Avenue and Division

170th Avenue and Division

182nd: Avenue and Division

199th Avenue and Division

Central Fairgrounds

1st and Burnside

~

B

A (250 park-and-ride
spaces)

B (with 250 park-and
ride spaces)

C (with 250 park-and
ride spaces)

C

C (200 park-and-ride
spaces)

C

C (250 park-and-"ide
spaces)

C (200 park-and-ride
. spaces )

A (625 park-and-ride
spaces)

B (Unspecified number
of park-and-ride

. spaces)
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CHAPTER ONE / TRAFFIC AND PUBLIC TRANSIT IMPACTS

Introduction

The Banfield Freeway is the main transportation artery for east-west

movement between the Willamette River and East Portland and East Mu1~nomah County.

Because of this, changes in the Banfield corridor potentially have far-reaching

effects on transportation in the Portland region.

In this section, the proposed traffic and public transit improvements

will be evaluated from the standpoint of existing transportation conditions, fore

cast travel demand and future transportation conditions with the given project

a1ternati ves.

Future transportation conditions are evaluated for the year 1990, to be

consistent with areawide land-use planning forecasts of population and employment.

Existing conditions will normally pertain to the years 1975 or 1976, unless other

wise indicated.

Most of the information used to evaluate project transportation impacts

was derived from four major studies conducted during project development. These

reports are referenced where additional information may be of value to reviewers.

Study Areas

Study areas for the analysis of traffic and public transit impacts are

stmi1ar to those identified for other socioeconomic impact categories: Downtown

Portland, East Portland, and East Mu1tnomah County. East Portland and East

Mu1tnomah County together are referred to as the "East Side. I' The discussion of

impacts is organized by impact categories and project alternatives with impacts
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pertinent to a given study area called-out in the text. This format was chosen

because of the interrelated nature of the study areas with regard to traffic and

public transit· impacts.

Existing Conditions

Downtown Portland

~1ost traffic entering the downtown from points east of the Willamette

River cross one of seven bridges: Broadway, Steel, Burnside, Morrison, Hawthorne,

Marquam or Ross Island (see Figure 26). The downtown street system is basically a

one-way grid of east-west and north-south streets.

Traffic circulation and parking is guided by the "Downtown Parking and

Circulation Po1icy," adopted in February, 1975.* The policy designated downtown

streets according to their intended function--either traffic access, ·loca1 service,

or non-automobile-oriented streets (see Figure 27).** Traffic access streets are

to become the principal routes for autos, providing direct access to oarking,

especially off-street and public-use parking.*** Local service streets wouldpri

marily serve local circulation needs and access to retail outlets,: loading facili

ties, and some off-street parking; these streets may also provide pedestrian and

bicycle access.**** Non-automobi1e-oriented streets are intended to be used

primarily as existing orfuture public transit, pedestrian and bicycle routes.

*Do\'mtown Parking and Ci rcu1 ation pon cy (City Council of Port1 and,
February 26, 1975). ---

**Ibid., p. 24.
~**Ibid., p. 17.

****Ibid., p. 23.
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Towards this end, auto-oriented facilities potentially served by these streets

would be discouraged.*

Downtown Portland is subject to a Transportation Control Strategy (TCS),

developed in response to the regulatory requirements of the Oregon Department of

Environmental Quality (DEQ), which is charged with the responsibility of admini

stering the clean air standards of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The

Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy is part of the TSC. The TSC sets forth a

, broad range of actions on the part of the City, Tri-Met, and other agencies, which

would lead to conformance with the clean air standards, several of these actions

are noteworthy.

I"lrs't, a celilng on UUWIII.UWII ..,OI' .... lIly ~fJa'-c~
, ~ _ ~ .. __ ~ L_.&._' --,
\~"'\or.y~ ....... VI •• _ .... •• _

residences) was established, with about 40,000 spaces as the maximum number allow

able in the downtown. Secondly, a series of steps were taken to modify parking

operations, including increases in the cost of on-street parking, coordination of

shorter term on-street parking with locations where such demand exists, and initi

ation of an on-street carpool permit program. The over-all objectives are to

discourage long-term on-street parking, make available on-street spaces for short

term needs (thu3 reducing circulation congestion), and encourage the use of transit

trips to the downtown.

Other important elements of the TCS included synchronized signalization,

increases in transit service, and the Portland Mall, the combination of which has

already realized significant air quality improvements.

*Ibid, p. 20.
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The City's policies, the TCS, and other downtown planning efforts, have

resulted in significant. changes in downtown transportation. There has been a

dramatic decline in through traffic (the completion of 1-405 contributed substan

tially to this), a significant decline in auto circulation, and significant

increases in the use of transit. Future traffic increases in the downtown will be

moderated by these policies and associated actions.

Downtown Portland is the focus of the current Tri-Met transit system

since the greatest percentage of transit trips have downtown destinations. It is

estimated that eighty-five percent of regional transit trips terminate in or pass

through the downtown area.* In December, 1977, the Portland t1all on Fifth and

Sixth Avenues between Madison and Burnside Streets opened. Operation of the mall

will improve the efficiency of transit by concentrating bus volumes on the mall

streets and several intersecting east-west streets, relieving congestion on

streets no longer needed for. downtown trans it circu1at ion. Mos t buses en teri ng

the downtown will pass through the mall. A detailed description of bus circula

tion impacts of the Portland Mall is contained in the "Final Environmental Impact

Statement: Fifth and Sixth Street Transit Mall ," pages (l-d) 22-25.

*Banfield Transitway Project: Downtown Circulation Alternatives (DeLeU\'I/
Cather, June 1977) p. 23.
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East Portland

The Banfield Freeway section passing through East Portland is the most

heavily-traveled east-west route in Oregon. In 1974. over 102.000 average daily

vehicles were recorded in the most heavily-traveled section: Holladay Street to

33rd Avenue. Peak-hour volumes on this section averaged 5300 vehicles per hour

(vph) in the morning (westbound) and 5000- vph in the evening (eastbound) in 1975.

These volumes are in excess of the freeway "0" level design capacity (5000 west

bound. 4600 eastbound) which means travel is normally slow and interrupted.

Traffic volumes east of 33rd Avenue decline. but so does freeway capac

ity past 39th Avenue since the Banfield is reduced from six to four lanes. The

P.M. peak-hour "0" level capacity of 3300 vph is exceeded by more than 20 percent

with existing traffic averaging about 4000 vehicles per hour.

East-west arterials in the study area include Broadway and Weidler.

Halsey. G1isan. Burnside. Stark. Belmont and Morrison Streets. These streets

interconnect the downtown employment core with residential areas east of the

Wi11amette River and carry the majority of peak-hour traffic. although only

slightly more than the Banfield Freeway (51 percent versus 49 percent in the

morning and 57 percent versus 43 percent in the evening).

At 21st Avenue major east-west arterials carried about 5600 vph westbound

during the A.M. rush ~nd 6600 eastbound during the P.M. peak in 1975. These vol

umes operate at low levels of service on many of the arterials. although peak-period

on-street parking restrictions on some streets facilitate flow.

In sum. approximately 9.4 lane-miles of the Banfield Freeway and 24.5

lane-miles of arterial streets currently operate over capacity during the rush

hours in East Portland.

l
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East r~ul tnomah County Study Area

In suburban East Multnomah County traffic volumes on the Banfield drop

off sharply from the urbanized area to the west. 1975 weekday volumes averaged

about 28,000 just west of 122nd Avenue. Evening peak-hour volumes averaged 2000

vph eastbound (two lanes) in the vicinity of 122nd, with traffic volumes dropping

steadily to the east.

r·1ajor east-west arterial streets in the East County are Halsey, Glisan,

Burnside, Stark, r1arket-Main, Division and Powell. r~ajor north-south arteria1s

. are 102nd, 122nd, 148th, 162nd and 181st Avenues. These routes are used by com

muters traveling between the suburban residential areas in and around Gresham and

employment centers in and around Portland. With the exception of East Burnside

Street and Market-I·1ain, 148th and 162nd, all the arterials have access to the

Banfield Freeway or are proposed to connect with the 1-205 Freeway. All are four

lane except East Burnside Street, Market-Main Streets, Powell Boulevard and l48th.

\</h ich are two-1 ane arteri a1s.

Total traffic volumes on the east-west arterials west of 122nd (Halsey

to Stark Street) averaged 117,000 per day in 1975 and 6600 vph eastbound during

the evening rush. At 181st Avenue 1975 arterial traffic dropped to about 76,000

average weekday (AWD) and 3800 vph eastbound. Further east in the vicinity of

202nd Avenue 1975 arterial travel declined to 66,000 AWD and 3400 vph eastbound

during the P.M. rush.

Halsey Street, with its direct connection to the Banfield, serves large

volumes of East County commuter traffic. The evening peak-hour design capacity

of Halsey street is exceeded. Other arterials at or near peak-hour capacity are

Stark, G1isan, Burnside and Division Streets.
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In total. approximately 10.2 lane-miles of arterial streets are capac

ity deficient. On the other hand. the Banfield Freeway currently operates at a

relatively high level of service ("C" o~ better) east of the I~205 corridor.

East Side Public Transit

The material in this section is taken from the "East Side Transit Opera

ti ons" report. pp. 13-16.

The East Side Study Area used for transit analysis encompasses portions

of more than 30 Tri-Met routes. These follow the grid pattern of the arterial

street system. forming an interwoven network of north-south and east-west routes.

Fourteen radial routes and three crosstown lines comprise the core of the existing

East Side transit network {see Figure 28•.

Most of these routes provide service to both East Portland and East

County. However. certain trips on each route are "short lined" in order to give

extra service to the urban portion of the area. These trios operate from downtown

Portland to points near the edge of the City. such as Mall 205 or 92nd Avenue.

"Long line" trips continue eastward to destinations such as Gresham or Mt. Hood

Community College. During peak hours. most of the long line trips operate as

"limiteds" in the peak direction of travel in that they make regular local stops

in East County, but stop only to let passengers off (inbound) or pick passengers

up (outbound) as they pass through East Portland. In addition, the 1imiteds

stop at all transfer points in East Portland. where urban residents can board or

alight.

A few'of the lines provide service only within the urban area (such as

#12 - Foster). while others operate basically as suburban expresses {such as
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#18 - Troutdale). The latter utilize the Banfield Freeway and offer' suburban

residents a rapid trip through East Portland. The two Banfield Flyer routes

(#90 and #91) were added when the Banfield High Occupancy'Vehic1e (HOV) lanes

were opened late in 1975. These routes operate express from suburban park

and-ride lots to downtown Portland during peak hours. The HOV lanes are also

utilized by four other Tri-Met routes, but the shortness of the eastbound lane and

the weaving movements necessary to enter and leave the lanes have limited their

effectiveness to date.
\

The routes listed in Table 3 basically reflect East Side transit services

as they existed during 1976. They constitute existing service with the exception of

a few minor changes in routing which were too recent to be included in this study.

This exclusion does not significantly alter the comparisons of future transit

alternatives, however.

Impacts

1990 Peak-Hour Traffic Volumes and Capacity Deficiencies

Overview. Traffic volumes on the Banfield Freeway and city arterial

streets are expected to increase 10 - 14 percent over existing levels through

the 1990 project design year. These increases, as summarized in Table 4, stem

from forecast growth in population and employment in the Portland region and

continued use of the automobile as the principal travel mode.

All the build alternatives would reduce traffic volumes compared 'to

no-build conditions in 1990. These alternatives would result in similar traffic

reductions, as shown in Table 4.

In spite of these relative reductions' in traffic volumes, traffic associ-

ated with each build alternative would still exceed. the capacity of the Banfield
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SUMMARY OF EXISTING EAST SIDE TRANSIT SERVICE TABLE 3

RADIAL (DOWNTOWN-ORIENTED) LINES

Outbound Terminal No Daily Days of PM Peak Hour Total Daily
Route No. & Name Urban Suburban Bus Tripsl Operation Outbound Riders 2 Line Riders

21st Ave. 105th Ave.

9 - Powell Harmony Rd. Gresham 78 Ev. Day 420 140 5540
12 - Foster 105th Ave. 3 63 Ev. Day 300 3630
14 - Sandy Blvd. 86th Ave. Parkrose 82 Ev. Day 390 10 5260
17 - Fremont Express l45th Ave. 26 Mon-Sat 80 70 580
18 - Troutdale Troutdale 25 Mon-Sat 150 140 1080
19 - E. Glisan 110th Ave. Gresham 73 Ev. Day 400 200 4350
19 - Hawthorne l22nd Ave. Gresham 73 Ev. Day 600 280 4050
20 - E. Burnside Mall 205 Mt. Hood C.C. 65 Ev. Day4 370 170 4350
21 - Mt. Tabor Mall 205 l82nd Ave. 72 Ev. Day4 310 90 4650
26 - Holgate l36th Ave. 62 Ev. Day 340 100 2840
40 - Halsey 92nd Ave. 132nd Ave. 50 Ev. Day4 340 40 2070
44 - Gresham/Lloyd Gresham 32 Mon-Sat 130 130 1320
90 - Banfield Flyer Mall 2055 3 Mon-Fri6 50 100 I.......
91 - Banfield Flyer Mult.Ken.Club 7 Mon-Fri6 160 160 320 w

~
I

CROSSTOWN LINES
No. Daily Days of Total Daily

Route No. & Name Terminals Bus Tripsl Operation Line Riders

73- 92nd/l02nd Avenue Sandy Blvd. Hinkley St. 12 Mon-Fri 170
74 - Boring/Sandy/Troutdale Troutdale7 Boring,7 Sandy7 20 Mon-Fri 140
77- Northeast/Northwest8 NW 25th Ave. NE 47th Ave. 25 Mon-Fri 570

NOTES: lNumber of round trips per weekday;
2Number of riders crossing these points outbound during PM peak hour;
3Route splits at 84th Ave.; one terminal at 105th & Harold, the other at 103rd & Foster;
4Suburban trips operate Mon-Sat only; .
SMall 205 listed as "suburban" terminal because route caters to suburban park-and-ride passengers;
60perates peak hours only (A.M. = inbound, P.M. = outbound);
7Some trips operate directly to downtown Portiand via E. Glisan, E. Burnside, Hawthorne, and Powell routes;
8This route treated as a radial line in subsequent analyses because of its east~west orientation.

SOURCE: Tri-Met Operations & Scheduling Study, April 1976
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TABLE 4

1990 PEAK-HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUMES: EAST SIDE

\

East Portland Study Area East Mu Jtncmah County study Area. I

~ 11;n~s Screenl'nes
28th Ave, Combined 47th Ave, Combined 122nd Ave. Combined 181st Ave. Combined TOTALS

Alternatives Freeway Arterials Subtotal Freeway Arterials Subtota1 Freeway Arterials Subtota1 Freeway Arter1 a1s Subtotal Ft'eeways Arterlals Combined

Existing (1975) 4,980 6,080 11,060 4,060 4.270 8,330 2,000 6.630 8,630 1,720 ' 3,750 5,470 12,760 20,730 33,490

1 No-Buil d 5,850 6,750 12,600 4,400 4,720 9,120 2,820 8,480 11,300 2,540 ' 5,740 8,280 15,610 25,690 41,300

2a LCI 5,530 6,370 11 ,900 4,290 4,430 8,700 2,760 8,160 10,920 2,490 5,550 8,040 15,070 24,510 39,580

2b LCI 6,030 5,970 12,000 5,190 3,530 8,720 3,000 7,840 10,840 2,590 5,440 8,030 16,810 22,780 39,590

3a HOV 5,420+ 11 ,100+ ·4,100+ 7,830+ 15,860+ 38,890+
(620CP )* 5,680 (620CP ric (570CP)* ' 3,730 (510CP)'" 2,810 8,110 10,920 2,530 ' 5,510 8,040 (1190CP )iC 23,030 (l190CP) ".

3b HOV 5,950+ 11,220+ 4,900+ 7,820+ 16,490+ 37,880+
(630CP)iC 5,270 (630CP)iC (580CP)* 2,920 (580CP)'" 3,030 7,790 10,820 2,610 , 5,410 8,020 (1210CP)iC 21,390 (1200CP) *

3c HOV 5,950+ 11,220+ 4,900+ 7,820+ 16,490+ 37,880+
(630CP)o\t 5,270 (630CP)iC (580CP)iC 2,920 (580CP)* 3,030 7,790 10,820 2,610 5,410 8,020 (1210CP)* 21,390 (l200CP)*

4a Bus 6,200 5,870 12,070 5,210 3,370 8,580 3,010 7,810 10,820 2,600 ' 5,420 8,020 17,020 22,470 39,490-

4b Bus 6,200 5,870 12,070 5,210 3,370 8,580 3,010 7,810 10,820 2,600 i 5,420 8,020 17,020 22,470 39,490

5-1 a & b LRT 6,240 5,980 12,220 5,340 3,420 8,760 2,900 7,610 10,510 2,510 5,220 7,730 16,990 22,230 39,220
I

5-2a & b LRT 6,110 5,860 11 ,970 5,390 3,460 8,850 2,990 7,810 10,800 2,610 5,320 7,930 17,100 22,450 39,550

5-3a .& b LRT 6,300 6,000 12,300 5,550 3,560 9,110 2,970 8,320 11,290 2,560 5,800 8,360 17,380 23,680 41 ,060

* CP denotes carpools
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Freeway between 16th and 33rd Avenues, since' additional freeway lanes are not pro

posed in this section. The ratios of traffic volumes to capacity ~re summarized in

Table 5. On the other hand, the Banfield Freeway capacity east of 37th Avenue

would be increased by 50 percent with the proposed additions of two lanes (all

alternatives except 1, 2a and 3a). This additional traffic capacity would improve

1990 travel conditions between 37th Avenue and 1-205 compared to existing conditions.

Volume to capacity ratios on this freeway section are still high, however, indica

ting that poor travel conditions will become increasingly more frequent in future

years beyond 1990.

As shown in Table 5, traffic service east of 1-205 on the Banfield will

remain satisfactory beyond 1990, regardless of the alternative selected. The pro

posed project would have a'negligible influence on Banfield traffic conditions

outside the Portland urban area (east of 18lst Avenue).

All the build alternatives would improve travel conditions on Ea~t

Portland arterials compared to no-build conditions in 1990 (see Tables 5 and 6).

The HOV options which include six-laning the Banfield east of 37th (3b and 3c)

would benefit arterial travel the most.

East of 1-205, in Mu1tnomah County, arterial travel would be more con

gested than today, but slightly less congested than under no-build conditions.

There is little difference in the quality of arterial travel between the alterna

tives which include widening the Banfield Freeway {Table 5). This is due to the

strong influence of Interstate 205 in attracting auto trips and the similar

effectiveness of each alternative in attracting transit trips in suburban East

County.
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TABLE 5

PEAK HOUR VOLUME/CAPACITY RATIOS
EXISTING AND 1990 CONDITIONS

Screenline Location
28th Ave. 47th Ave. lUnd Ave. '181st Ave.

Freeway Arterials Freeway Arterlals Freeway Arterials Freeway Arterials

Existing 1.09 I 0.91 I 1.23 1.11 0.61 1.01 0.52 0.60
I I

1990
I INo-Build 1.28 1.04 1.33 1.23 0.85 1.24 0.77 0.91

I
I

Alternative

2a 1.21 0.93 1.30 1.09 0.84 1.19 0.75 0.88

2b 1.22 0.87 1.05 0.87 0.91 1.15 b.78 0.86

3a 1:18 0.85 1.24 0.97 0.85 1. i9 0.77 0.87

3b 1.20 0.79 0.99 0.76 0.92 1.14 0.79 0.86

3c 1.20 0.79 I 0.99 0.76 0.92 1.14 0.79 0.86:
I

4a 1.25 . 0.88 i 1.05 0.88 0.91 1.14 0.79 0.86I

4b 1.25 0.88 i 1.05 0.88 d.91 1.14 0.79 0.86

5-1 1.26 0.89 I 1.08 0.89 0.88 1.11 . 0.76 0.83

5-2 1.23 0.87 1.09 0.90 0.91 1.14 0.79 0.84

5-3 1.27 0.90 1.12 0.92 0.90 1.22 n.7R 0.92
,

NOTE: Capacity was measured at "0" level of traffic service.



TABLE 6

OVERCAPACITY LANE MILES: BANFIELD FREEWAY AND ARTERIALS

East Portland Study Area East MUltnomah County StudY Area
Banfield East-West North-South Banfield East-West North-South

Alterna t i ve Freewav Arterials Arterials Freewav Arterials Arterials Total

Existing (1975) 9.4 16.9 7.6 0 5.0 5.2 44.1

Alternati ve (1990 )

1 19.8 25.0 8.2 0 18.4 2.7 74.1

2a 18.7 13.9 7.1 0 11. 7 2.7 54.1

2b 11.1 8.2 6.8 0 10.7 2.7 39.5

3a 12.8 9.8 7.2 0 11. 7 2.7 44.2

3b 5.6 2.7 6.9 0 10.7 2.7 28.6

3c 5.6 2.7 6.9 0 10.7 2.7 28.6

4a 13.2 9.2 7.2 0 10.7 2.7 ll3.0

4b 13.2 9.2 7.2 0 10.7 2.7 43.0

5-1 17.1 8.8 6.8 0 10.7 2.7 46.1

5-2 17.1 8.8 6.8 0 22.1 4.7 59.5

5-3 17.1 8.8 6.8 0 14.4 2.7 49.8

I......
w
ex>
I
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F-uture traffic volumes in the downtown Portland study area, would ,increase

the most under no-build conditions since increased reliance on the public transit

mode is not encouraged. However, future traffic increases during peak hour~ would

be limited by the current downtown* parking policy which places a ceiling on parking

at approximately 40,000 spaces.

Alternative l(No-Build). Doing nothing to improve the quantity and

quality of east-west transportation in the areas served by the Banfield corridor

would result in the largest increase in peak-hour traffic volumes and vehicle miles

traveled of all options under consideration (Table 4). Since major traffic

improvements would not be constructed to accommodate the increased traffic volumes,

levels of traffic service would decline, being characterized by slow travel speeds

and interrupted flow during peak hours. Capacity deficiencies would be most pro

nounced west of 1-205, although congestion east of 1-205 in East Mu1tnomah County

would be significantly greater by 1990, compared to 1975 conditions. Major peak

hour congestion is predicted on east-west arterials between 1-205 and 122nd Avenue'

due to the attraction of 1~205. Traffic congestion east of 122nd would be less,

although traffic would increase substantially over 1975 volumes. Additional infor

mation on these impacts is contained in the "Banfield Transitway Study: Traffic

Analysis" (Oregon Department of Transportation).

Peak-hour traffic entering the downtown would be greatest under no-build

conditions because fewer trips would be via public transit or carpools. Major con

gestion is not expected during rush hours, because of the ceiling on parking spaces.

Downtown employment levels do indicate a 20-22 percent increase in downtown auto.

trips, which ~ans a deficiency would exist in 1990 between auto trips predictable

*The area enclosed by the west bank of the Wi11amette River, the Broadway Bridge
and Broadway ramp, Hoyt Street, Stadium Freeway and the Marquam Bridge.
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from forecast employment levels and available parking. It is probable that public

transit service would be insufficient under no-build conditions to offset this

deficiency.

Alternatives .f! and fQ.: Low Cost Improvements. Both Low Cost Improve

ment (LCI) alternatives would result in lower 1990 traffic volumes on the Banfield

Freeway and city arterials compared to no-build conditions (Alternative 1). Dif

ferences between Alternative 2b and other options are small in percentage terms.

however. and 1990 peak-hour volumes and volume/capacity ratios are similar to the

busway options (4a and 4b). LRT Burnside or Division options. and HOV Alternative

3a.

The most significant differences between Alternative 2a and Alternative

2b occur between 37th Avenue and 1-205 as measured at the 47th Avenue screen1ine.

since 2a would not increase the Banfield Freeway capacity. As a result. vo1ume/

capacity ratios are considerably higher for Alternative 2a. indicating substantial

peak-hour traffic congestion.

As with other alternatives. traffic on East Multnomah County arterials

generated by 1-205. would increase traffic congestion. although not as greatly

as the no-build (Table 4). Otherwise. traffic conditions in the East County area

would be satisfactory through 1990 with either LCI alternative.

A notable difference between the two LCI alternatives is the significantly

greater number of overcapacity lane-miles on the Banfield Freeway and east-west

arterials with 2a versus 2b (Table 6). This stems from the lack of additional

freeway lanes on the Banfield east of 37th Avenue with Alternative 2a. a deficiency

which causes diversion of traffic to several east-west arterials paralleling the

freeway.
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Traffic volumes entering the downtown are predicted to increase, although

not as much as the no-build. The LCI transit service level should be adequate to

accommodate transit trips induced by parking restrictions.

Alternatives 12., 3b and 3c: High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lanes.

Perhaps the most significant traffic impact of these options .is their comparative

effectiveness in reducing auto traffic on the Banfield Freeway and city arterials.

As shown in Table 4, HOV alternatives would generate the least auto traffic in

the lanes open to general traffic. Most noteworthy are volumes west of 1-205 as

measured at the 28th Avenue and 47th Avenue screen1ines. At these locations 1990

traffic service is substantially improved compared with 1976 conditions. The pri

mary reasons for the improved service are the additional freeway lanes and the

carpooling encouraged by these options in conjunction with high public transit

use. The availability of HOV lanes for carpool use attracts a number of person

trips which would otherwise occur in single-occupant autos and shifts carpool

traffic to HOV lanes.

In spite of these traffic service improvements, traffic service would

still be very poor during peak hours on the Banfield Freeway west of 37th Avenue.

(See Table 4). However, generally, peak-hour traffic service elsewhere would be

best with the HOV alternatives, with the e~ception of A1ternathe 3a and conditions

on east-west arterials in East Mu1tnomah County which access 1-205. In the East

Portland area, arterial traffic service would improve compared to existing condi

tions, and more so than other build alternatives, except Alternative 3a at the 47th

Avenue screen1ine (Table 4).
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1990 auto traffic in the Portland downtown area is predicted to increase

10-15 percent compared to existing volumes. Given the assumed routes for bus opera

tions, it is not expected that peak-hour downtown auto traffic would encounter major

bottlenecks, although increased congestion is likely.

The most significant difference between the HOV options is shown in terms

of overcapacity lane-miles in Table 6. The lack of additional free~ay capacity

east of 37th with Alternative 3a substantially increases the number of deficient

lane-miles on both the Banfield Freeway and on east-west arterials. In contrast.

Alternatives 3b and 3c cause the greatest reduction of all options under study.

Alternatives 4a and 4b: Separated Busway. Both "Separated Bus\<lay" alter

natives are the same with respect to peak-hour auto traffic volumes. Since carpools

would not be allowed use of the bus lanes. traffic volumes are somewhat higher than

the HOV options (Table 4). Traffic volumes are lower than predicted for the No

Bbuild condition and LeI alternatives, however. The busway would result in traffic

volumes somewhat higher. but similar to Light Rail alternatives 5-1 and 5-2.

As shown in Table 5. peak-hour volume/capacity ratios are high for the

Banfield section west of 37th Avenue (28th Avenue screenline). This poor peak-hour

traffic condition is not significantly different from other options.

The increased capacity of the Banfield east of 37th would result in

improved traffic flow compared to existing and 1990 no-build conditions. Freeway

traffic conditions east of 1-205 would be satisfactory through the 1990 design year.

The Separated Busway and increased Banfield traffic capacity would combine

to reduce 1990 arterial traffic compared to existing and 1990 No-Build conditions,
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except in East Multnomah County. -East County arterial traffic service would deteri

orate relative to existing conditions, but be somewhat improved in relation to the

1990 No-Build (Table 4).

The number of overcapacity lane-miles is somewhat higher than the HOV

options 3b and 3c and slightly lower than LCI alternative 2b (Table 6). The Busway

is similar to other build options in its effectiveness in reducing overcapacity 1ane

miles in East Multnomah County.

Downtown traffic would increase with the busway in operation~ although the

increase by 1990 would be lower than No-Build conditions. The level of public tran

sit service possible with the busway should be sufficient to serve potential transit

trips generated by 1990 downtown emploYment levels.

Alternatives 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3: Light Rail Transit (LRT). The Light Rail

Transit alternatives using Burnside (5-1) or Division (5-2) would result in traffic

conditions very similar to those already identified for a busway system. This stems

from similar effectiveness in attracting transit trips.

In East Portland, traffic on arterials and the freeway approximate the

peak-hour volumes predicted for the Separated Busway very closely, with the exception

of freeway travel in the vicinity of 47th Avenue where traffic volumes are slightly

higher for the LRT alternative. In East Mu1tnomah County, the screen1ine traffic

volumes for the Burnside or Division options are slightly lower (0-4 percent) than the

Separated Busway, HOV and LCI alternative 2b. This similarity accentuates the domi

nant influence of 1-205 as an attractor of peak-hour auto trips.

The Banfie1d/I-205 LRT alternative (5-3) would not reduce auto traffic in

East Multnomah County as much as the other LRT options because its direct service
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parallels 1-205 and does not extend to Gresham. As a result. fewer transit trips

are predicted which results in the higher auto traffic volumes.

1990 downtown traffic volumes would be similar to the HOV and Separated

Busway options. With LRT in the Banfield corridor only. between 109 and 130 fewer

P.M. peak-hour buses would depart from the downtown compared with the HOV and

Separated Busway options, respectively. While this difference amounts to a 18-20 per

cent reduction, the absolute number is probably not great enough to cause a noticeable

improvement in auto circulation. However. if LRT is eventually implemented in the

three corridors serving the downtown (Sunset. Oregon City and Banfield). bus

numbers would be reduced by 165. Less bus concentrations on streets outside the

Portland Mall would create fewer conflicts with autos.

Traffic Patterns and Circulation

Overview. The pattern of traffic circulation largely depends on tbe capac

ity of city streets and the Banfield Freeway to accommodate future. growth in auto

traffic and transit demand. Alternatives which include widening the Banfield Freeway

between 37th Avenue and 1-205 to six lanes (all but Alternatives 1. 2a and 3a) result

in fewer trips on east-west arterials in East Portland and more trips on the freeway.

This change would generally benefit traffic circulation. Leaving the Banfield Freeway

at its present traffic capacity (Alternatives 1. 2a and 3a) would basically maintain

existing patterns of circulation since diversion to the freeway would not be encouraged.

Alternatives 2b. 3a and 3b and the "all options for light rail transit would

include a Ilminimum" six-lane Banfield facility only between 37th and 1-205. As such,

lane widths would be less than standard (with the exception of 3b) and periodic emer

gency turnouts would replace continuous shoulders. Traffic operations would generally
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be satisfactory under this minimum design. However. restoring traffic flow on the

freeway from bottlenecks caused by incidents such as accidents and stalled vehicles

would be more difficult in the absence of shoulders for routing traffic.

Changes in future traffic circulation in East Mu1tnomah County would be

influenced primarily by the completion of 1-205 and turning restrictions on Burnside

Street (5-1) or Division Street (5-2) from operational requirements of light rail on

these streets. Bus-only alternatives would not significantly change traffic circu

lation patterns. 1-205 would distribute east-west traffic to the Banfield Freeway.

Division Street, Stark/Washington Streets and Glisan Street.* Park-and-ride stations

along either Burnside Street (Alternative 5-1) or Division Street (Alternative 5-2)

would attract traffic to streets serving the lots. Turning restrictions along the

proposed LRT routes would introduce some out-of-direction travel as left turns would

be allowed at only select intersections.

Traffic circulation in the downtown Portland area would not undergo major

changes from existing conditions. However, operation of an expanded transit system

(bus or bus/light rail) would require some lane use and turning restrictions which

would divert auto and truck traffic to adjacent streets. These restrictions. which

are limited in scale, should not significantly alter downtown circulation from the

No-Build condition.

Alternative 1: No-Build. Peak-period travel patterns in 1990 would change

slightly from those existing in 1975. In East Portland. the peak-hour capacity of

the Banfield is already overtaxed. which means traffic which would otherwise use the

*U.S. Department of Transportation. Federal Highway Administration and Oregon
State Highway Division and Washington State Department of Highways. Volume 1. 1-205
Final Environmental Impact Statement (Ju1y'1976), p. 111.
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Banfield would use city streets. Traffic diversions that do occur would result in

more travel on neighborhood streets, as vehicles seek alternate routes around the

most congested intersections.

The completion of 1-205 would be the principal cause of altered travel

patterns in the East County area. North-south traffic would be diverted from 82nd,

102nd and l22nd Avenues to 1-205. Downtown and regional traffic from East Multnomah

County using the Banfield Freeway would no longer need to converge on Halsey Street,

because Division, Stark and Glisan Streets would all interchange with 1-205 and

ultimately the Banfield Freeway. Thus, traffic on Halsey Street, 102nd Avenue and

l22nd Avenue is expected to decline, while increasing on Division Street, Stark

Street and Glisan Street.

Major impedence of auto circulation in the downtown is not expected because

of existing surplus capacity. Moreover, retention of existing limits on downtown

parking spaces imposed by the city of Portland should prevent major auto trip build

up in the downtown core.

Alternative 2a: Low Cost Improvement, Banfield Not Widened. Traffic

patterns would be similar to the No-Build alternative concept since improvements to

the Banfield would not be made. Less traffic would use city streets because of

. improved transit service. Operation of exclusive bus lanes on the designated arte

rials could result in some vehicle capacity reductions and diversion to other

streets. However, the parking removal proposed with the transit improvements would

largely maintain existing arterial street capacity.

The exclusive bus lane proposed on Division Street would require widening

60th Avenue and removal of peak-period parking on Belmont Street. Some traffic

presently using Division Street west of 60th Avenue would divert to 60th Avenue and

Belmont Street.
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'The proposed bus lane on Burnside Street would reduce the vehicle capacity

of the critical 12th Avenue intersection west to the bridge. Much east-west traffic

already avoids this intersection, increasing traffic on Ankeny Street, Stark Street

and other nearby streets.

Another express bus route is proposed on Broadway to Sandy Boulevard and

on Sandy Boulevard and Halsey Street to 1-205. To maintain streetcapaci ty on the

Halsey Street route, a Broadway/Halsey Street couplet is proposed from 42nd Avenue

to 67th Avenue. This proposal would increase travel on this section of Broadway

about five-fold.

Like the NO-Build, travel patterns in East County would be affected most

by the completion of 1-205. Less travel would take place on the major north-south

arterials than in 1975. Instead, traffic would use east-west streets to reach

1-205 before traveling north or south•. Also, as under the No-Build, Halsey Street

west of 122nd Avenue would attract less traffic than today. Much of this traffic

would disperse to or remain on Glisan, Stark and Division Streets.

Auto circulation in downtown Portland would be similar to that with'the

No-Build. However, with the Low-Cost Improvement (2b as well as 2a), more buses.

would enter the downtown which requires some modifications of bus operations and

routes. Major changes include the establishment of contraflowbus lanes on Yamhill

(eastbound) and r~orrison (westbound) Streets. The auto capacity of the contraf1ow

streets woul d be mai ntained since the bus lanes woul d use curbsi de space established

by parking removal.

Alternative 2b: Low~ Improvements, Widen Banfield. When compared to

the No-Build alternative or Alternative 2a, there would be increased freeway travel,

decreased travel on the parallel arterial streets and increased travel on'the north-
I

south arterials interchanging with' the Banfield. This occurs because of the widening
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of the Banfield between 37th Avenue and 1-205. Added transit ridership also

aids in decreasing arterial street travel in East Portland. As in Alternative 2a,

traffic would divert from Division Street (west of 60th Avenue) to 60th Avenue and

Belmont Street. Similarly, there would be an increase in travel on Broadway (42nd

to 67th Avenues) but not as great as under Alternative 2a because of a diversion to

the Banfield Freeway.

In East Multnomah County peak-period travel patterns would change slightly

compared with the No-Build. Although the completion of 1-205 would cause most

traffic pattern changes, the widening of the Banfield Freeway would attract addi

tional traffic. Some minor shifts in travel patterns would occur with greater use

of the Banfield Freeway and the interchanges at 102nd Avenue, 122nd Avenue and 181st

Avenue. Also, a minor shift to the 1-205 and Division Street interchange should

occur.

Traffic circulation in the downtown would be similar to Alternative 2a,

since the number of buses and routings are the same.

Alternative 3a: Extend Existing HOV Lanes. When compared to No-Build

conditions, 1990 travel patterns in the study area would generally be the same

except in the Lloyd Center area, where travel patterns depend on the option selected

for providing e~clusive bus lanes between the Banfield Freeway and Steel Bridge.

Because of increased transit ridership, there would be less arterial street conges

tion and less use of residential streets compared to the No-Build. However, not

widening the Banfield Freeway east of 37th would increase traffic on east-west

arterials accessing the downtown.

In 1990, peak-period travel patterns in East Multnomah County would be

similar to those under Alternative 2a, being affected mainly by the completion of
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1-205. The HOV lan~s on the Banfield extending to 1-20~ would change travel pat

terns only slightly in East County.

The operation of an HOV system would result in fewer peak-hour auto trips

to the downtown compared with either the No-Build or Low-Cost Improvement alterna

ti ves. " Regardi ng downtown traffi c ci rcul ation, changes are most criti cal outbound

on 6th to the Steel Bridge, since the number of buses requires a reserved lane and

restricted turning movements for autos. These impediments to auto circulation are

similar to those that currently exist, which have caused some diversion to less

congested streets outside the Portland r1all and its access streets.

Alternatives 3b and 3c: HOV Lanes." Widening the Banfield to six lanes

would cause a diversion of some traffic from arterial streets to the freeway •.

Diversions would mainly occur on the arterial streets east of 39th. There would,

however, be a slight increase in traffic, when compared to the No-Build, on the

north-south arterials interchanging with the freeway.

Like the other alternatives, travel patterns in East County would be

most influenced by the completion of 1-205 and by the widening of the Banfield

Freeway from 39th Avenue to 1-205. These travel routes would be most similar to

those described under Alternatives 2b,4 and 5, in"which the Banfield is also

widened. Adding both· freeway and HOV lanes to the Banfield would cause more

vehicle travel to take place on the freeway than with any other build alternative.

Downtown traffic circulation would be as discussed for Alternative 3a,

since the effectiveness of the alternatives in attracting public transit ridership

and bus routings are equal.
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Separated Busway. When compared to the No-Build

alternative, peak-hour travel on the arterial streets would generally decrease.

Travel on the freeway would increase because of the freeway widening and connection

to 1-205. The increased capacity of the Banfiel d Freeway east of 39th Av~nue would

change traffic volumes on streets accessing the Banfield. Like Alternatives-2b,

3b and 3c, volumes northbound on 39th Avenue north of Glisan would increase,

attracted to the eastbound on-ramp. Southbound traffic south of the on-ramp would

decrease as it is diverted to the freeway. All of the parallel east-west arterial

streets, especially east of 39th would have decreases in traffic. The north-south

streets interchanging with the freeway would have slightly increased traffic.

Future travel patterns in the Lloyd Center area will be similar to those under

Alternatives 3a, 3b and 3c.

Downtown traffic circulation would be very similar to that described for

the HOV alternatives- because the bus routes are the same. In general, decreased

auto capacity on several streets and turning restrictions at several intersections

would divert a portion of auto traffic to streets with fewer bus/auto conflicts.

Alternati ves 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3: Li ght Rail Transi t. All the Li ght Rail

Transit options would operate identically downtown. Differences in traffic circu

lation would depend upon which of the three alternative routing concepts is

selected: On-Mall, Oak Street; On-Mall, Pioneer Square; and Cross Mall (see

Figures 23, 24 and 25). In addition, whether or not the LRT mode is selected in

the other transportation corridors accessing the Mall would also affect the volume

of feeder buses, routings and subsequent impacts on traffic circulation.
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In general, all the proposed down~own LRT routes would benefit traffic

circulation in the downtown by reducing bus volumes and concentrating rem~ining

buses on the Mall and a few cross streets. Buses would not be required .. on,either

Morrison or Yamhill Streets, although some east-west arterial streets would be

utilized by certain routes. If turning movements across the LRT tracks are pro

hibited, traffic could be redistributed to parallel streets at either end of the

Mall.

Unlike the On-Mall options which use Everett Street to 5th Avenue, the

Cross Mall option would use Fi rst Avenue to Yamhill Street and share the street

with auto traffic except at S.W. Ash and S.W. Stark Street. Traffic would have to

make ri ght-hand turns from the easternmost 1ane at these intersections.

The most significant improvement in future downtown traffic circulation

would occur if LRT operated in all three transportation corridors serving the down

town (Sunset, Banfield and Oregon City). The number of buses in the downtown

would be reduced by 165 during the P.H. peak-hour,requiring fewer streets for

transit circulation. As a consequence, general traffic circulation would be eased

relative to the bus-oriented options.

In East Mu1 tnomah County, out-of-di recti on travel wi th ei ther the LRT

Burnside Street (5-l) or LRT-Division Street (5-2) alternati,ves is unavoidable. This

stems from right-hand turn restrictions across the light ra~l tracks from abutting.

property and certain cross streets. These restri cti ons are, necessary to provi de

maximum safety and operating conditions for the light rail facility.

On Burnside Street eleven north-south streets would remain open across

the rail line: l02nd, 113th, 122nd, 139th, 148th, 162nd, 172nd, 181st, Stark,
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199th and 202nd. Left-turn lanes on Burnside would be established where these

streets intersect Burnside Street. Traffic diversions from Burnside Street would

increase travel on these streets somewhat.

Vehicles leaving and entering abutting properties could make right turns

only onto Burnside Street; on the north side of the street, westbound turns would

be permitted and on the south side of the street, eastbound turns would be permitted.

Vehicular crossings of Burnside would be signalized with U-turns allowed

at each select intersection during the left-turn signal phase. Northside traffic

which is eastbound and southside traffic which is westbound would have three options:

1) Proceed to the nearest street whi ch extends north to Gl isan

or south to Stark and make the necessary turn onto those streets.

2) Proceed to the nearest vehicular crossing of Burnside and

make a U-turn and continue on Burnsi de.

'3) Proceed to the nearest vehicular crossing of Burnside and turn

southward to Stark or northward to Gl isan.

There are 541 property ownerships abutting Burnside Street where full east

west access to Burnside would be affected. In addition, there are 38 properties on

side streets which connect only to Burnside which would be affected.

On Division Street thirteen cross streets would remain open across the

light rail line. These include the seven streets serving proposed transit stations

(122nd, 135th-136th, 148th, 169th-170th, 182nd and 196th) and six additional streets

(l30th, 162nd, 174th,,190th, '202nd and 212th). Turning refuges would be provided

where Division intersects these streets as a means of facilitating traffic flow and

minimizingout-of-direction travel on Division Street. These streets would experi

ence somewhat higher traffic volumes due to diversions from Division Street.
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Most streets that intersect Division also tonnect to' collectors or

arterials parallel to Division. However, most of these parallel routes are one-

'half to one mile away from Division. 'Jraffic from the area between Division and

parallel routes would have a choice between free movement on the parallel routes,

or possible out-of-directiontravel on Division. Streets that connect only to

Division would require that traffic turn right onto Division and then select a

route in their desired direction of travel.

There are 1700 properties and 2950 housing units on Division andadja

cent streets that would be affected by out-of-direction travel. Depending on'

the direction of travel, 26-36 percent of all properties and 32-55 percent of
, ,

all housing units in the corridor would have out-of-direction trips of one-half

mile or more.

Accidents

Overview. Traffic accidents predicted for each alternative were esti

mated on the basis of vehicle miles of travel (VMT) in 1990 and 1975 accident

rates for freeways and arterials in the Portland area. The reportable rate for

freeways was 1.5 per million vehicle miles (MVM) and 8.0 per MVM for arterials.

With this large difference in accident rates, alternatives which most effectively

reduce arterial travel will correspondingly have the lowest potential for acci

dents. Accident 'potential is also diminished by increased public transit use.

Alternatives which include minimum freeway lane widths and no shoulders

on the Banfield Freeway between 37th Avenue and 1-205 (Alternatives 2b, 3a, 3b,

and "a" LRT options) should generally experience more accidents than options with

standard designs. Table 7 does not reflect this accident risk potential due to

the methology used and lack of empirical evidence which would allow a prediction



TABLE 7

VEHICLE MILES OF TRAVEL AND TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

East Portland Study Area East Multnomah County Stud Area Studv Area Totals
Vehicle Miles of Travel Accidents Vehicle Miles of Travel Accidents Vehicle Miles of Travel Accldents

Freeways Arterials Total Freewavs Arterials Total Freeways Arterials Total

Existing Conditions (1975) 199 218 417 2040 40 285 325 2342 239 503 742 4382

Alternative

1 276 225 501 2212 118 366 484 3109 394 591 985 5321

2a 259 212 471 2088 117 354 471 3005 i 376 566 942 5093

2b 281 193 474 1964 118 350 468 2978 I 399 543 942 4942
I

3a 266 206 472 , 2045 118 353 471 3000 384 559 943 5045

3b 292 187 479 1934 118 348 466 2963 410 535 945 4897 I

3c 292 187 479 1934 118 348 466 2963 410 535 945 4897

4a 287 194 481 1984 118 349 467 2967 405 543 948 4951

4b 287 194 481 1984 118 349 467 2967 405 543 948 4951

5-1 282 189 471 1936 113 343 456 2912 395 532 927 4848

5-2 282 189 471 1936 115 354 469 3004 397 543 940 4940

5-3 293 197
I

490 2015 117 365 482 3095 410 562 972 5110
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to be made. For example, accidents on the Banfield Freeway "HOV" section subject
:. . . - .

to these conditions today are not appreciably different from prior accident levels

under standard design conditions. Nevertheleless, the assumption is made that the

accident rate would be somewhat higher under-these less safe "minimum" conditions.

Table 8 'lists the alternatives according'to their effectiveness' in', ',,'

reducing accidents relative to the No-Build a1t~rn~tive. The Light Rail a1tern~

tive on Burnside Street (5-1) would be most effective in reducing traffic acci-'
....... ,:

dents, although all options which improve the Banfield Freeway have similar rates,~

varying by only two percent. Table 7, surrunarizes both vehicle miles of travel .. :
,

(VMT) and accidents for both arterials and freeways.

Alternative 1: No-Build. As shown in Table 8, not improving public

transit or traffic service on the East Side would result in the highest number

of accidents of the alternatives under consideration. Compared to existing con

ditions, the 1990 annual accident total would increase by approximately 170 in

the East Portland Study Area and 770 in the East Mu1tnomah County Study Area.

Total 1990 accidents amount to an estimated 5320, 940 more than occurred in 1975.

The large increase in East Mu1tnomah County is largely from the opening of 1-205,

which diverts suostantia1 traffic to east-west arterials accessing the freeway;

this diversion would occur regardless of the option selected.

Alternatives k and f£.: Low Cost Improvements. Alternative 2b would

be more effective than Alternative 2a in reducing traffic accidents since fewer

would be traveled on the arterial street system. Both alternatives, however,

would reduce traffic accidents compared to No-Build conditions because of greater

public transit use which produces fewer vehicle miles of travel.
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TABLE 8

1990 TRAFFIC ACCIDENT PREDICTIONS; BUILD ALTERNATIVES

Alternative Accidents Difference from No-Build

LRT - Burnside (5-1) 4850 -470 (8.9%)

HOV - 3b or 3c 4900 -420 (-8.0%)

Low Cost - 2b 4940 -380 (-7.1%)

LRT - Division (5-2) 4940 -380 (-7.1%)

Separated Busway 4950 -370 (-7.0%)

HOV - 3a 5050 -270 (-5.2%)

Low Cost - 2a 5090 -230 (-4.3%)

LRT - Lents (5-3) 5110 -210 (-3.9%)
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Alternative 2b, with 4940 1990 traffic accidents e~~i~~~d,i.s.~~~y..:

similar to HOV alternatives 3band 3c (4900), both busway optiolis:(4950}'and·the

Burnside Street (4850) LRT options. Traffic accidents estimated for 2a, however, '.

are only exceeded by the No-Build (5320) but approximately equal to Alternative' .

3a (5050) and Alternative 5-3 (5110).

Alternatives 3a, 3b and 1£: HOV Lanes. Alternatives 3band 3c are, ....

exceeded only by the LRT-Burnside alternative iriaccident reduction effectiveness.

The effectiveness of 3b and' 3c stem from the combined effects of significantly'

greater transit ridership, increased freeway travel and the operation of carpools.

On the other hand, Alternative 3a is only better than Alternatives 2a

and 5-3 of the build options being studied~ Arterial street travel is greatest

with these build options, which explains their comparatively poor traffic safety

standing.

Alternatives .1! and 4b: Separated Busway. These opti ons', whi ch i ncl ude

widening the Banfield between 37th and 1-205, would improve traffic safety rela

tive to the No-Build and Alternatives 2a, 3a and 5-3, but with slightly less

effectiveness than LCI Alternative 2b, LRT Alternatives 5-1 and 5-2 and HOV Alter

natives 3b and 3c.·

Alternatives 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. Extending light rail service into.

Gresham via Burnside Street is predicted to benefit traffic safety most greatly

of the alternatives under consideration. As explained previously,' this stems

from fewer vehicle miles traveled in East:f1ultnomah County; as thenlimber of

accidents in East Portland equal HOV options 3b and 3c. The LRT/I-205 opti.on. is "

less effective because of fewer trips by transit and higher vehicle miles of travel

in East Multnomah County.
..... ., . ". J' t "0 •

, : ~ ..
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Public Transit Ridership

Overview. 1990 transit ridership levels are summarized in Table 9.

Ridership forecasts were derived by using the U.S. Department of Transportation

IIUTPS" model to predict travel demand in the target year. 1990. A description of

the modeling process is contained in the IIEast Side Transit Operations" report.

pages 26-44. An analysis of these forecasts in relation to capital and operating

costs is contained in Chapter Two/Economics of this statement. Ridership forecasts

are not strictly comparable because each alternative would serve a slightly differ

ent segment of the transit market.* The Low-Cost Improvements and HOV alternatives

are oriented towards the peak-hour. downtown commuter. In the case of the HOV

alternative, limited stopping points along the Banfield would reduce transfer

opportunities in East Portland. This would affect both the suburban resident

destined for East Portland and the urban resident destined for East County. This

limitation is especially significant during nonpeak hours, when a greater variety

of nondowntown travel occurs.

Under the Low-Cost Improvements alternative. there would be numerous

transfer possibilities between urban and suburban lines in East Portland. but the

quality of service for nonpeak riders would be poor in several corridors.

The Busway and LRT alternatives would accommodate a broader market of

travelers. Passengers could access a wide variety of intermediate destinations in

East Portland. In addition. transit riders in the Banfield would experience the

speed and reliability of a right-of-way reserved exclusi~e1y for transit during

off-peak as well as peak hours.

*"East Side Transit Operations" (Tri-Met. December. 1977), page 58.
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TABLE 9

EAST SIDE PUBLIC TRANSIT RIDERSHIP AND
RELATED ANNUAL OPERATIONS DATA (IN MILLIONS)

Transi t Passenger Passengers
Originating 1990 Trips/ Veh. Miles Per Per

Alternative Trips '1976 Trips Miles 'Passenger' Veh~ Mile

1976 Existing 10.016 5.784 5.22 1. 73

1990 No-Build 13.518 1. 35 7.263 5.76 1.86

1990 LCI 15.316 1.53 9.799 7~20 1.56

1990 HOV 18.323 1.83 , 10.988 6.83 1.67

1990 BUS 19.238 1.92 12.572 7.53 1.53

1990 LRT Burnside 19.223 1. 92 8.781 7.16 2.19

1990 LRT Division 18.634 1.86 8.908 7.69 2.09

1990 LRT Lents (1-205) 17.430 1.74 8.356 6.78 ,2.09

SOURCE: "East Si de Transit Operati"ons" (Trf.. r~et), January, 1978.
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In the urban portion of the study area (i.e., East Portland), the same

local bus network is utilized by the build alternatives. Differences between

these options arise in how express travel through the area is handled.

In the Low Cost Improvements alternative, East Portland residents would

have a high degree of access to suburban limited buses. Some 25 stops would be

located in the three basic express corridors in East Portland. Frequent service '.

would be available at these stops, with one bus every two or three minutes during

peak hours.

The HOV, Busway, and LRT alternatives provide fewer locations for urban

residents to reach express transit service. This is most extreme in the case of

the HOV lanes, but is a CORmon element among all the Banfield-oriented alternatives.

The frequency of service at the stations in East Portland would be excellent, how

ever. The three stations served by theHOV alternative in the Lloyd Center area

would be served by one bus every 43 seconds during the peak. Under the Busway

alternative, there would be six stations in East Portland; ~hose served by all lines

(such as Lloyd Center) would have one bus every 33 seconds, while those bypassed by

certain trips (such as 60th Avenue) would have frequencies of about one or two

minutes. The LRT alternative would offer the lowest frequencies with peak-hour

service of about four minutes under the Burnside and Division alternatives and

five minutes under the 1-205 alternative.

In the suburban portion of the study area, almost identical coverage is

provided by each of the build alternatives. Once east of 1-205, buses would fan

out to cover all the major east-west arterials. The addition of north-south

crosstown lines is an important feature not found in the No-Build alternative.

Bus frequencies on east-west lines are greatest with the Busway alternative; this
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is necessary in order to accommodate forecast ridership for this option. Peak

hour north-south bus frequencies are greatest in the lRT alternatives which utilize

a Burnside or Division alignment. since the north-south lines act as feeders to

light rail stations in East County.

The most significant differences in suburban area service are between the

bus-oriented and the lRT-orientedalternatives. The former offer direct. bus

service to those traveling to downtown Portland. With the LRT alternative. however.

many bus riders in East County would have to transfer to a light rail car for

through trips to downtown Portland.

The Burnside and Division lRT alignments are the only project alterna

tives which extend a transitway facility east of 1-205. Either route would attract

more auto drivers than the other alternatives by providing more sites for park-and

ride lots in East County. If a transit-supportive land develonment strategy is

pursued. with apartments and offices planned around stations areas. there would be

greater potential for increased transit use comoared to that possible with other

alternatives.

Alternative 1: No-Build. The No-Build transit system would be essen

tially the same as it is today. As shown 1n Table 9. passenger miles per

passenger would be somewhat higher in 1990 than in 1976 due to ridership increases

from the forecast increases of population and employment on'the East Side. In other

words. the 1990 No-Build system would be utilized more efficiently due to higher

ridership and apnroximate1y static service levels. as shown in column 5 of Table 9.

Alternatives 2a and 2b: low Cost Improvements. The low Cost Improvement

alternatives would increase 1990 transit ridership approximately 13 percent more

than the 1990 No-Builda1ternative~ with 35 percent more annual, transit vehicle
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miles on the East Side. The 9.799 million annual passenger trips is least of all

build alternatives. A lower quality of service, in terms of travel time and

reliability, largely exn1ains the lower patronage level.

Alternatives 3a, 3b and 3c. Transit ridership does not vary among these

alternatives. 18.323 million passenger trips are predicted for 1990, which is 4.R

percent less than the Separated Busway and Light Rail-Burnside (5-1) a1terriatives,

which have the highest ridership of all options. This estimate does not iric1ude

the estimated 600 peak-hour carpool trips on the HOV facility. These trins account

for approximately 1800 peak-hour passenger trips in autos, which represent a reduc

tion of about 1400 peak-hour auto trips, assuming passengers would otherwise drive

in autos at the average occupancy level (1.3 persons/vehicle).

Alternatives 4a -and 4b. Both Separated Busway alternatives would be

equally effective in generating oub1ic transit trips. The predicted 1990 annual

originating transit passenger level of 19.238 million is the highest of all alter

natives, being approximately equal -to the Light Rail-Burnside option with 19.223

trips predicted. The 19.238 million trips constitutes a 42 percent increase over

the 1990 No-Build level, excluding carpool riders.

Alter"atives 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. The Light Rail alternative on Burnside

Street would attract 3.2 percent more 1990 passenger trips than the Division option

and 10.3 percent more trips than the 1-205 alternative.

The 1-205 line generates significantly fewer trips because of reduced

service east of 1-205, and additional transfers from buses to the light rail mode.

PUblicTransitSystemcoyetage~Fre9uenty~and:Connettivity

Introduction

All the "build" alternatives are based upon the same overall network

configuration, and are therefore quite similar in terms of coverage, connectivity,
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travel time, and many of the other network-related elements that affect the

convenience of a transit system to its users. ~hile differences among the Build

alternatives are subtle, the differences between the Build alternatives and
/

the No-Build are not. What follows highlights some of these network-related

differences to illustrate some of the advantages of improved transit facilities

in the East Side.

Areawide Coverage
r

The least difference among all the alternatives is in thei r areawi de

coverage. The coverage of the Build alternatives is better than of the No-Build

mainly in the northern and eastern sections of East County. In other areas of the

East Side, all the alternatives are similar in the areas they serve. This is

because most of the east-west streets suitable for transit operation were first

served long ago by previous transit companies. Much of. the north-south service

added in the build options for connectivity tends to overlap the coverage of the

east-west lines, resulting in little net increase in the area served.

Service Freguency

The frequency of scheduled trips is greatly improved with the Build

alternatives. The Busway alternative has the most frequent service, with many

east-west lines in East County receiving five-minute service during peak hours.

The LRT options with alignments on Burnside or Division have the best north-south

bus frequency, with ten-minute service on most lines. Otherwise, the Build

alternatives all have similar bus headways (5 to 10 minut~s for urban lines, 10

minutes for most suburban east-west lines, and 20 minutes for suburban north-south

lines, during peak hours).
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System Connectivity

Perhaps the most significant network advantage of the Build alternatives

over the No-Build is in their degree of connectivity. The build options are

more hi gh ly II connected" in the sense that they have a more elaborate network of

crosstown routes, as well as more locations where routes converge. Thus, more

transfers are possible, opening up a greater variety of travel opportunities.

One measure of network connecti vity is known as the "cycl omati c number. II Thi s

is simply the number of interchange points in a network subtracted from the

number of lines between these points. The higher the cyclomatic number, the

more highly connected--and, hence, more versatile--the network. As indicated in

Table 10, all the build networks are superior in connectivity to the No-Build

alternative. The Division and 1-205 LRT alignments have a slight advantage·

over the other build options in this respect.

TABLE 10

DEGREE OF CONNECTIVITY OF PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

Travel Time

A1ternati ve
No-Build
Low-Cost Improvements
HOV Lanes
Separated Busway
LRT: Banfield/Burnside
LRT: Banfield/Division
LRT: Banfield/I-205

Cyclomati c
Number

26
51
51
53
53
54
54

Transit travel times for the proposed improvements were calculated as

part of transit network modeling. These times are shown in Table 11. All

times are based on trips from downtown Portland to the destination shown, during
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TABLE 11

TRANSITWAY TRAVEL TIMES
(P.M. peak hour, Outbound)

Time from Downtown ·Portland," in "Minutes
Alternati ve HollYwood "." Gateway "Lents ""Gresham"

1976 Existing 19a 26a 42a 56a

1990 No-Build 21 a 29a 46a " 62a

1990 Low Cost Improvements 17b 24b 40b 39b

1990 HOV Lanes 21 a 14 21 34c

1990 Separated Busway 11 18 25 38c

1990 LRT: Burnsi de 13 18 30c 34

1990 LRT: Di vision 13 18 25c 36

1990 LRT: 1-205 13 18 24 ·40c

Notes : ~NO trans itway used for thi s -t ri p. .
Arterial street exclusive bus lanes used for all or part of this trip.

Cfransitway used for a portion of this trip.
(Numbers without footnotes are for trips made entirely on the transit-
way system.) .
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the P.M. peak hour. These estimates allow for transfer times necessary to reach

the given destination.

To compare the effectiveness of the alternatives on a broader scale,

travel times were analyzed among a number of selected zones in the East Side,

plus downtown Portland. These 'zones consist~d 'of neighborhoods within the Study

Area, such as Mt. Tabor, Lents, Rockwood, and Gresham. In addition, two neighbor

hoods in the East Side, but outside the Study Are'a, were included: Woodlawn, in

upper Northeast, and Woodstock, in lower Southeast. Travel to areas in other parts

of the region {such as Washington or Clackamas Counties} would involve transfers. .

to lines outside the domain of this study and were therefore considered constant

for all alternatives. Travel times utilized in the analyses were the in-vehicle

plus transfer times that would be experienced during a typical peak hour in 1990.

Table 12 data reflects the similarity in the network configurations of

the different Build alternatives. The significant trave1'time differences are

between the No-Build and the Build alternatives only. The column labeled "Composite"

illustrates the overall time difference for travel among the seven analysis zones.

The travel times for trips between all 49 interzonal combinations in the No-Build

alternative were added together to give one aggregate figure. Similar aggre-

gations were calculated for each of the Build alternatives and compared with

the No-Build. As indicated, travel times with the Build alternatives would range

from 80% to 88% of those experienced in the No-Build. The Banfield/Burnside and

Banfield/Division LRT alternatives would be most effective in reducing overall

transit travel times.
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TABLE 12

TPAVEl TI~F. C0MPARISION F0P. SEVEN SELECTED ZONES
(% of time incurred compared to No-Build)

.A.l ternati ve Composite Downtown

No-Build 100% 100%

low Cost Improvements 88% 90%

Separated Busway 13'3% 84%

lRT: Burns ide 80% 81%

LRT: Division 80% 83%

lRT: 1-205 86% 87%

Note: An HOV alternative was not tested as ·oart of the computer
modeling process. It would be approximately equal to the
Separated Busway, excent for greater time between East
Portland and East Mu1tnomah County.

The col umn 1abel ed IIDowntown" summari zes a simil ar ana1ysi s, in \'/hi ch

travel times from downtown Portland to each of the six East Side neighborhoods
-
was aggregated and compared to the No-Build. The Burnside lRT alignment was

the most effective in this case. It should be noted that the effectiveness of

all the Build alternatives are understated by this technique, since the No-Build

network model utilized 1976 transit travel speeds. The use of 1990 transit travel

speeds, which were not available at the time of analysis, would have resulted in

slightly longer travel times in the No-Build due to increased conqestion.

Individual trip times were also analyzed between certain pairs of the

seven zones to highliqht those trips which entailed particular high or low travel

times. There were few instances in which the effectiveness of the No-Build was

not exceeded by the Build alternatives. In some cases, a Build alternative saved
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up to 40% (up to 28 minutes) of the travel time between two zones. The onlY

exception was for certain trips between central East Portland and central East

County; the requirements of transferring between urban and suburban routes at

I-205 would result in a time loss of one to six minutes for certain of the build

options.

The Low Cost Improvements alternative was most effective of the build

options in servinq the aforementioned East Portland-East County travel. It was

somewhat less effective in accommodating several other trip patterns, particularly

those to and from Gresham. The Senarated BuswlY alternative was about average in

travel times as compared to the other Build alternatives. An HOV alternative was

not tested as part of the computer modeling process. It is anticinated to be equal

to the Separated Busway alternative, except for East Portland-East County travel,

where it would be less effective.

The Burnside and Division LRT alternatives were superior in serving

trips between ~resham and many of the other six zones. The I-205 LRT alternative

was least effective of the build options in accommodating trips to and from the

zones in East County, since a bus/rail transfer would be required for most suburban

passengers.

Schedule Reliability

Transit schedule reliability is considered critical in maximizing ridership.

People with a choice normally prefer their own car if transit does not orovide a

regular, predictable day-to-day performance.

No-Build

The No-Build alternative would subject transit riders to peak-hour dela.y

and congestion on city streets. According to traffic studies, the level of congestion
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in this alternative is expected to be greater than in any of the others, since

there is less incentive for motorists to use transit than with other alternatives.

Low Cost Improvements

Schedule reliability in the Low Cost Improvements alternative would he

somewhat better than in the No-Build, as congestion levels would be lower and the

bus lanes on arterial streets would provide potential free-flow conditions. Arterial

streets are, hOll/ever, suhject to haphazard events which can cause a slow-down or

blockage of movement, such as traffic accidents, street repair, and fires in ad

.iacent buildings. Illegal use of the lanes by motorists or crossing of them for

left turns may also cause problems. ~inally, non-peak limited buses may be blocked

by local buses and general traffic in one-lane street segments. While the actual

incidence of these conditions is difficult to forecast, more frequent operational

problems could be expected, which would tend to inhibit future ridership increases

on the system.

HOV Lanes

The HOV lanes offer a higher level of reliability, since the Banfield

Freeway would not be subject to the same kinds of haphazard situations as surface

streets. Use or the lanes by carpools would introduce some uncertainty into'

transit operations during peak hours. A carpool accident or breakdown could

disrupt bus operations, especially when adjacent lanes become too crowded to allow

buses to bypass the blockage. Weaving maneuvers would also delay buses as carpools

merge into and out of the HOV lanes. An additional source of problems is possible

congestion upstream from the lane drop at the Holladay Street exit; carpools

affected by this congestion could back up buses on the HOV lanes. During off-

peak hours,. buses traveling on the Banfield would not have the benefit of preferen

tial lanes, but reliability would still be higher than on city streets.
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Separated Busway

This alternative would provide a very high level of reliability on the

Banfield segment. An accident or breakdown on the busway would be rare and would

. only affect passengers on the buses involved. Since the busway would consist of

t~IO lanes, other buses would be able to pass disabled vehicles. Delays due to

merging would be non-existent because ramps at either end of the facility (as

well as at station areas) would be used by buses only.

Light Rail Transit

The light rail line would, for the most part, operate in its own right

of-way, free from interference by other traffic. Equipment failures are not

common on electrically-pm1ered,vehicles, assuming a reasonable level of maintenance.

Even if a motor failure occurs, other motors in the vehicle (or in the other vehicle

of a two-car train) have the capability of powering the car temporarily. Because

of its fixed gluideway, however, LRT would be less flexible than the bus in adjust

ing to blockages of the right-of-way. Switchback tracks and bypasses can be added

at regular intervals along the line to allow operation to be maintained on either

side of such blockages. Nevertheless, the deoendence of LRT on fixed rails and an

off-vehicle source of power leave this mode more vulnerable to interruptions.

Experience with existing LRT lines in other areas suggests that major interruptions

of service are rare but tend to be more severe than interruptions of bus service.

Transit Operational Safety

Overview. The traffic accident potential of each project alternative

has already been discussed. Transit operational safety is concerned with the

day-to-day safety hazards posed by different methods of operation. The frequency

of transit/auto accidents is largely related to the density of traffic and, hence,
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the frequency of potential conflict between vehicles. The severity of these

accidents is related to differences in the speed, size, and weight of the'vehicles

involved. Thus, any alternative which separates transit vehicles from the general

flow of traffic will, by its nature, contribute to an increase in operational safety.

Alternative 1: No-Build. The No-Build alternative i~ not ex~e~ted to

create safety advantages compared to existing conditions. The transit accident

rate for the Tri~Met system in 1976 was 55.62 traffic accidents per million bus

miles of travel and 12.91 passenger accidents per million passenger trios served.

These rates include all reported accidents, regardless of whether or not an injury

or claim resulted. The accident rate in 1990 could be higher under the No-Build

alternative, due to the increased East Side traffic ·volumes.

Alternatives £! and 2b: Low Cost Improvements. The Low Cost Improve

ments would extensively use exclusive transit lanes on arterial streets. In

general, such lanes elsewhere have resulted in decreased accident rates, since

the vehicular mix is more uniform and a low volume of vehicles is operated in

the bus lanes. Nonetheless, arterial street operation does face particular

problems, especially at intersections, where conflicts can occur with both general

traffic and pedestrians. Transit patrons walking to and from the transit islands

planned for the .center· of certain streets \'JOu1 d be subject to the hazards of

automotive traffic, although this would be mitigated to some extent by pedestrian

signalization. Cars crossing the transit lane unexpectedly would pose an

additional safety hazard.

Alternatives l!, 3b and 3c: HOV Lanes. TheHOV alternative would mix

carpools and buses in a generally free-flowing lane. The present Banfield HOV

lanes have a good safety record, in part because of low volumes in the lanes (161)

250 vehicles per hour, of which 10-15 are buses). The Banfield lanes pass only
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the 42nd Avenue and Holladay Street exit ramps westbound and the 58th, Halsey/67th,

and 82nd Avenue exit ramps eastbound. With increasing HOV lane volumes and the

westerly extension of the eastbound HOV lane past the 33rd and 39th Avenue ·exits,

the transit accident rate on the Banfield can be expected to increase. Ramp

metering could help mitigate this problem.

Alternatives 4a and 4b: Separated Busway. Because there are few

separated busways currently in operation, little data are available on the safety

records of these facilities. The Busway alternative would potentially provide a

high level of operational safety due to its complete separation from all other

traffic. The busway would also provide full-time separation, as opposed to the

HOV and arterial transit lanes which would only be used in the peak hours for the

peak direction of travel. Busway accidents would be rare events due to driver

training, good vehicle maintenance, uniformity of vehicle mix, and low vehicle

volume. Accidents would be most likely to occur on the street-running portions of

the lines. The ramp areas at 60th Avenue and Hoolywood stations would also be

potential accident areas; special signal and design measures would be incorporated

at certain locations.

Alternatives 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3: Light Rail Transit. Light rail accidents

rates vary considerably given the experience in other cities. An analysis was

conducted of six systems from which data were available to compare the accident

rates of LRT and buses. The accident ~ate of light rail transit ranged from a low

of one-tenth that of buses to a high of two and one-half times the bus rate. This

variance seems to depend largely upon the degree of separation of LRT from auto

motive traffic. The three alternative LRT alignments being considered in the
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East Side each have over 90 percent ofthei~~ighis-of-way separated from auto

traffic, leading to a high probability of good op~rationa1 safety.

However, conflicts with auto traffic or pedestrians could occur in the

downtown and at grade crossings along Holladay, Burnside, and Division Streets.

The likelihood of rear-end peak-hour collisions between LRT vehicles would be

quite low because of the low frequency of vehicles (a maximum of one train every

4.3 minutes versus one bus on the busway eve~y 33 seconds) and because of the

added protection of signals and automatic train stops.

Downtown Transit Operations

Overview. Downtown transit operations is the topic of a separate report

entitled: "Downtown Circulation Alternatives." This report describes and evaluates

bus operation and possible light rail alignments in the core area. Several major

conclusions can be derived from the reported results.

First, the evaluation of the transit operations in the downtown must

consider the entire regional system, not just operations from the Banfield portion.

This is because the downtown functions as a transit terminal and interceptor of

transit trips from other transportation corridors in the region.

Table 13 shows the importance of systemwide impacts. "Namely, peak-hour

bus departures to the East Side only would not overtax the capacity of the Portland

Mall; nor would systemwide departures if tra~sit improvements in other corridors

are not made (column 2). However, bus-oriented improvements systemwide would"

exceed the peak-hour Mall capacity, requiring substantial bus circulation off the

Mall (column 5). This would require revision of the existing downtown circulation

plan, which attenpts to minimize off-~a11 transit circulation.
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TABLE 13

P.t1. PEAK-HOUR BUSES on AND OFF THE PORTLArlD r-1ALL

No
r·1a11 Systemwide Sys tem\-/i de

Capacity Improvements Improvements
(Buses Buses Buses Buses Buses

Per Hour) On-ria11 Off-Mall On-r1a11 Off-Mall

400 295 50 295 50

400 299 50 345 55

400 335 50 . 370a 215

400 350 50 379a 230

400 371 50 400 230

Existing System

1990 No-Build

1990 Low-Cost
Improvements

1990 HOV Lanes

1990 Busway

1990 LRT (Banfield
Corridor Only)
On-r1a11 Alignment
Cross-11a11 Alignment

1990 LRT (3-Corridor System)
On-Hall Al ignment
Cross-Mall Alignment

350b
400

225c
400

265
266

50
50

350
400

225
325

150
100

120
20

NOTE: aHal1 capacity is exceeded in southbound direction; certain bus lines
must therefore be routed onto other streets, even though some excess
capacity still exists northbound on Mall.

bApproximate bus capacity of na11 if buses run b/o-way on 6th Avenue
and one-way (southbound) on 5th Avenue, and LRT cars run two-way on
5th Avenue.

cApproximate bus capacity of r1a11 if buses run b/o-way on 6th Avenue
and LRT cars run two-way on 5th Avenue.
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A second conclusion emerges upon evaluation of Table 14. As shown

in column 5, total bus departures increase sharply with all Build alternatives

except the three corri dor 1i ght rai 1 transit system, whi ch woul d keep bus departures

at approximately existing levels. This is possible because light rail vehicles

are able to accommodate approximately three times as many passengers as buses.

Alternative 1: No-Build. Since the No-Build alternative would basically

maintain the present level of transit service, significant differences from current

downtown bus operations and volumes would not occur. During the 1990 P.M. peak

hour, approximately 315 buses would circulate on the Mall and 50 off the· Mall if

no system improvements are made. These numbers would increase to 365 and55~

respectively, if systemwide bus-oriented improvements are made.

Alternatives 2a and 3b: Low Cost Improvements. The higher level of

transit service provided with the low cost improvements would require approximately
r

20 additional buses on the Portland Mall and the same number (50) off the Mall as

1990 no-build conditions with no systemwide improvements. Low cost improvements

systemwide would slightly increase the number of buses on the Mall relative to the·

1990 Banfield No-Build with transit improvements made in other corridors. System

wide low cost improvements would substantially increase the number of buses off
. .

the Mall (215 versus 55 with the No-Build). This level "of off-Mall transit use of

city streets is not compatible with existing downtown transit circulation policies,

which are aimed at minimizing off Mall bus use of city streets. In this respect,

however, the LCI alternatives are no different than the HOV and Separated Busway

options.
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TABLE 14

P.M. PEAK-HOUR BUS DEPARTURES FRm1 DOWITOHTl PORTLAND .

No
Systemwide Systemwide

Improvements Improvements
Buses to Buses to Buses to

East Side Other Total Bus Other Total Bus
Study Area Areas Departures Areas Departures

Existing System 107 238 345 238 345

1990 No-Build 111 238 349 289 400

1990 Low-Cost
Improvements 147 233 385 438 585

1990 HOV Lanes 162 238 400 447 609

1990 Busway 183 238 421 447 630

1990 LRT (Banfield
Corridor Only) 78a 238 316 422 500

1990 LRT (3-Corridor
78a 267bSystem) 345

NOTES: aIn addition, up to 16 LRT departures would be scheduled to the East
Side.

bIn addition, up to 18 LRT departures would be scheduled to other areas.
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ments with an HOV lane system are essentially the same as those described for the. , .. ,. " , .

LCI alternatives. The onlydifferen~e is in the numbero,fbuses on-Mall given

systenwi de improvements, as 9 additionalpeak-hpur buses are requi red with the HOV.

operation (379 versus 370)~

-Alternatives 4aand 4b: Separated Busway. The Separated Busway options

require the most intensive use of buses in the downtown of any alternati~e under

study. With no transit improvements made in other corridors serving the· dowrtown,

approximately 20 additional buses would be required on-Mall compared with the HOV

option and 35 more than the LCI alternatives. This relationship remains\lbout

the same with systenwide improvements are assumed. The busway system would require

the same number of buses off the Mall in 1990 as the HOV options (230) and about

15 more than the Low Cost alternatives.

Alternatives 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3: Light Rail Transit. Downtown transit

operations are the same regardl.ess of the light rail option selected. Of the

three basic light rail routes being considered (two on-Mall .and one cross-Mall),

the cross-Mall option would. require. the fewest buses off the Mall under ~oth the

II no systenwi dell and II sys tenwi dell improvement conditions. The most stri king contrast

between route opti ons woul d occur under. the conditi on of a sys ~enwi.de 1i ght rai'l

network. Under thi scase the cross-Mall route. would require fewer peak-:hour buses

operating off the Mall than do today (20 versus 50) and fewer buses on-Mall than

1990 No-Build conditions. In these respects the cross Mall routing concept is.

superior to on Mall routes which require greater. bus usage of .off Mall streets.
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Short-term Uses Versus the Maintenance
and Enhantementof Long~term Productivity

Alternati ve 1: No-Buil d

By definition, the No-Build alternative would lido nothing ll to improve

transportation service in the study area. In this sense, the no-build establishes

benchmark conditions from which transportation gains associated with build options:

can be compared and evaluated.

While the no-build does nothing in terms of construction to facilitate

travel, it does allow the present level of transit services to be maintained.

This results in greater utilization of the existing transit'system since transit

demand is assumed to increase proportionately with future population and employ

ment growth.

Alternatives 2a and 2b: Low Cost Improvements

These improvements supplement the no-build system by employing reserved

bus lanes on city arterials in East Portland. The proximity of bus service to the

more densely populated urban area west of 1-205 provides excellent service. How

ever, poorer connections east of 1-205 and the lack of express service on the Ban

field downgrades the low cost improvements in terms of transit productivity and

daily ridp.rship.

Of the two low cost options, 2b would perform best in terms of overall

transportation service since the Banfield Freeway would be widened to six lanes

between 37th Avenue and 1-205. ,The additional freeway capacity provides traffic

service on the freeway and city arterials in East Portland at levels similar to

the Separated Busway and Light Rail alternatives.
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Alternatives 3a, 3b and 3c: High-Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Lanes

Unlike Alternatives 3b and 3c, Alternative 3a would not increase the

capacity of the Banfield east of 37th Avenue. As a consequence, traffic service'

on the Banfield and east-west city arterials would continue to deteriorate in the

long-tenn. Conversely, traffic service possible with Alternatives 3b and 3c is

highest of all build options. This stems from the allowance of carpools in the

HOV lanes and the additional travel 'lanes, a condition which eases traffic flow in'

the general traffic lanes during peak hours.

The ease of converting the HOV lanes to general traffic use, and their

comparatively freer-flowing condition during peak hours, may generate a public

action for the conversion of these lanes to general traffic use during all hours.

In this regard, the HOV options are more vulnerable than other options, which

threaten their effectiveness in the long-tenn. On the other hand, if carpooling

and public transit use become increasingly more popular as alternates to the private

auto, maintaining the lanes is more probable.

Alternatives 4a and 4b: Separated Busway

These alternatives would generate the most daily passenger transit trips

of bus-oriented. alternatives. However, since carpools would not be allowed use of

the lanes at any time, a busway would produce somewhat lower traffic service on

the Banfield Freeway and city arterials in East Portland.

Public pressure to convert the bus lanes to general 'traffic use could

emerge since the lanes would appear underusedat all times, especially during off

peak periods. In this respect the north si de option (Al ternative 4a) may be least

vulnerable since it would be less visible due tri its physical ,separation from the

freeway.
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Alternatives 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3: Light Rail Transit (LRT)

The Light Rail alternatives are similar to the Separated Busway options

with respect to 1990 transit ridership and potential conversion to use by general

traffic. A major difference between the Light Rail options and bus-oriented

options in terms of long-term transportation productivity is in the downtown. As

previously discussed under downtown operational impacts, a light rail network

systemwide (Banfield, Oregon City and Sunset corridors) would substantially reduce

the number of buses operating both on and off the Portland Mall in 1990. This

would improve overall transportation circulation downtown and would allow for

further system expansion without major construction. Light rail operating only

in the Banfield corridor would also benefit downtown circulation by reducing off

Mall bus circulation, but the Mallis capacity would be exceeded as with the bus

oriented options.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

Neither the No-Build alternative or Low Cost Improvement Alternative 2a

involve major commitments of transportation resources. Additional traffic lanes

on the Banfield Freeway would not be constructed nor would an exclusive busway on

1-205. These transportation options and others could be implemented at a later

date.

Alternative 2b would widen the Banfield Freeway from four to six lanes

between 37th Avenue and 1-205. This improvement in auto-capacity would not pre

clude the future development of a transitway in th~ Banfield corridor, since

freeway lanes could be converted to an exclusive busway, light rail facility

or HOV lanes. However, with the exception of HOV lanes with a minimum Banfield
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Freeway facility, the conversion would be costly, as, witnessed by the expenditures

necessary for alternatives which would implement such facilities, 'in the present.

Alternative 3a is flexible with respect to adding future' freeway lanes

on the Banfield and potential conversion of HOY lanes to either general traffic

use or conversely, exclusive bus lanes on light rail. Some public pressure

already exists to revert the existing Banfield HOY lanes back to general traffic

,use.

Alternative 3b and 3c would include additional freeway lanes initially.

The HOY lanes are technically convertable to either traffic use or other public

transit use as discussed for Alternative,3a. However, the desirability of doing

so would be the subject of future decision-making, as reversion to traffic use

or conversion to exclusive bus use or light rail is not assumed in thi~ proposal.

Separated Busway Alternative 4b would be positioned in the center of

the Banfield Freeway, being separated from traffic lanes by concrete barriers.

It is physically very similar to the HOV alternatives and is therefore potentially

convertible to either general traffic use, HOV use or light, rail transit. Some

materials committed to the busway facility are "sunk" and would be irretrievably

lost in conversion efforts, and additional materials would be required to complete

conversion, especially to a light rail facility.

On the other hand, Separated Busway Alternative 4a would be positioned

on the northside of the Banfield Freeway, making it considerably less convertible

to general traffic use because of limited access and major operational and safety

defeciencies. The busway, however, )is convertible to the light rail mode, although

doing so at a future date maybe confounded by the required disruption of transit
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service. In addition, some land development opportunities in East Multnomah

County would be lost in the interim period before conversion takes place, decreas:

ing the light rail transit service potential.

The light rail alternatives are less vulnerable to conversion to general

traffic than other options. The line along the Banfield Freeway would be separated

from general traffic and is designed for potential use ~Y general traffic (for the

same reasons as stated for Alternative 4b). Moreover, the higher cost of imple

menting a light rail system would represent a major commitment on the part of local

government to the rail mode, making conversion politically infeasible. This also

holds true for other transitway options, although to a lesser degree.

\ '/
\
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CHAPTER TWO/ECONOMICS

The Existing Setting

The Study Areas

The Region, also known as the Portland-Vancouver Standard Metro

politan Statistical Area (SMSA), consists of Clackamas, Multnomah, Washington

Counties in Oregon and Clark County in Washington State. Located at the

junction of the Columbia and Willamette Rivers, the Region has grown into

a major port and distribution center for much of the Pacific Northwest, and

presently has a higher proportion of trade and service employment than

many other SMSA's of its size.

The Region's population and employment growth has been fairly

rapid in the past few years. This growth is expected to slow down in the

next few decades.*

As in most urban areas, substantial growth has been in the suburbs.

Much of the population growth in the Oregon portion of the SMSA has occured

on the east side of the Willamette River, where there are few geographical

obstacles to development. This development has created transportation prob

lems east of the Willamette River as described in the impacts section.

Portland's Downtown consists of the Central Buslness District

(CBD) with numerous high-rise office buildings, both a campus of the state

university and an urban renewal area south of the CBD, and a less developed

area to the north. This northern portion of the Downtown contains some

industry as well as housing, retail and wholesale trade.

*See the Economic and Social Environment Research Reports for a more detailed
discussion of employment and population trends.
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In the past few years Portland's CBD has been enjoying an economic

renaissance. The seventies have witnessed a boom in office development with

several new high-rises, and Downtown has regained some of the retail activity

it lost during the sixties. There is an ongoing effort to develop select

older portions of the Downtown, including the waterf~ont area and the Old

Town historical area. The recently completed Portland Mall through the CBD

has improved Downtown transit service, encouraging further development.

Downtown population is expected to increase slightly by the end of the
" ,

century as additional housing is provided; employment is expected to in

crease by about 80 percent between 1970 and 1990.

The East Portland Study area has many characteristics of "inner

city" portions of urban areas. lPopu1ation in this area dropped during the

first half of the seventies, but has stabilized and is expected to remain

so for the last quarter of the century. In contrast, employment is pro

jected to grow over fifty percent by 1990, compared with 1970 levels.

Existing single-family residential areas, particularly along arterials,

should continue to gradually convert to a combination of multi-family

residenti~l and commercial uses. This trend will augment similar uses,

which already exist along arterials.

There are two major retail centers in the East Portland Study

Area: Lloyd Center and' Hollywood. Lloyd Center is a regional shopping

center with several high rise offices and condominiums. It is the

second largest concentration of office and commercial activity in the

Region. Hollywood is an older, less developed retail and office center.

In contrast to Lloyd Center, which has a service area encompassing most
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of the urban area, Hollywood's service area draws principally from East

Portland.

The East County Study Area is one of the fastest growing. areas

in the Region. Population and employment densities are lower than the

areas west of the 1-205 corridor and a steady infilling of people and

jobs is projected. Population is expected to grow from a 1975 level of

less than 150,000 to over 200,000 by the end of the century. Employment

is expected to more than double (26,000 to 53,000) by 1990 compared with

1970 levels. Much of the employment is industrial, and is located near

the I-80N freeway.

Economic Conditions of the Corridors and Transit Station Areas

Downtown. Plans call for most transit routes now through 1990

to terminate or pass through the Portland Mall. The Mall runs through

the high-density office area of the central business district (CBD).

Several large retail outlets, such as the Meier and Frank store, are

also located on the Mall.

The proposed "On-Mall" bus and LRT alignments between N.W.

5th and 6th avenues and N.W. Glisan and N.W. Everett streets pass

through an older area with shops, wholesale outlets and low income

residential hotels in the northern part of the Downtown. The proposed

"Cross-r~al1" LRT alignment on N.W. and S.W. First Avenue and S.W.

Morrison and Yamhill streets passes through a lower density area with

numerous parking lots, and includes the eastern part of the Old Town

historical area north of the City's core.
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East Portland. In the East Portland Study area there are

two proposed transit alignments: (a) the Downtown Connection and the

Banfield Corridor and (b) the lrn~ Cost Improvements routes.

1. Downtown Connection and Banfield Corridor. The economic

characteristics of the three transit stations of the Downtown

Connection in the lloyd Center Area, as well as the three

station areas in the Banfield corridor, are summarized in

Figure 30.

The Banfield corridor presently consists of the Banfield

freeway and the Union Pacific rail line. This rail line is one

of ~he main routes for the Union Pacific railroad, handling

about eleven percent of their total freight as well as serving

over forty industries on the north side of the corridor. The

Union Pacific Company has long-range plans to install an aci1i ..

tion mainline track within their existing right of way. The

addition would increase present movement capacity over four

times.

2. low Cost Improvement Routes. The low cost improvement (lCI)

routes would increase transit capacity on three routes and auto

capacity on one route. These routes are delineated on the project

sketch map which follows page (iii). All the routes are on

established arterials, except for N.E. Broadway Street between

N.E. 41st Avenue and N.E. 67th Avenue, which is a local street.

Generally, the routes are lined with a combination of retail

and residential activities, with some wholesale and industrial
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activities at the west end of the routes near the Willamette

River. The routes tend to have higher density concentrations

of both business and residential near the Downtown, becoming

less intensive further away from the core of the city.

East County Study Area. The build alternatives offer several

transit alignment alternatives in East County. Light rail alignment

alternatives include the following three routes: Burnside Street (alter

native 5-1); Division Street (alternative 5-2); and 1-205 (alternative 5-3).

The HOV Lanes or Separated Busway alternatives would include a busway along

the 1-205 route. In addition, all the build alternatives would have a

transit station in Gresham, either at the Fairgrounds site or at the First

and Burnside site.

The 1-205 route is within the 1-205 freeway corridor. There are

two major shopping centers--Gateway and Mall 205--as well as the Adve.ltist

. Hospital within this corridor. The character of the corridor is changing

as 1-205 is being built. Currently there is pressure for highway-orientated

development near the soon-to-be-constructed 1-205 interchanges.

The Burnside Street route is a low density corridor, predominately

single-family and multi-family residential with some commercial and multi

family development at the major intersections. The Rockwood shopping center,

a major retail area, is located at the intersection of S.E. 181st. The

eastern end of this route runs along an existing rail line.

In contrast to the Burnside Street route, the Division Street

route would be located within a four lane arterial lined by auto-orientated
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commercial activity. This commercial activity is more intense at the west-

ern end and the major intersections of the route.
,

A summary of the characteristics of the transit station areas in

East County is shown in Figure 31.

Impacts

Introduction

This section consists of two parts: the General Economic Impacts

and the Costs and Measures of Economic Performance or Effectiveness. The

General Economic Impacts are discussed by region and by alternative, and

include parking removal, access changes and developmental impacts. The

Costs and Measures of Economic Performance or Effectiveness consists of

summaries of two technical studies, one analyzing the 1990 ridership, costs,

and revenues of the transit portion of the alternatives and the other ana

lyzing the 1990 monetary benefits to the private vehicle user.* A complete

discussion of the impacts is found in the Economic Research Report of Volume

General Economic Impacts

Region

1•. No-Build. Under this alternative, few or no transit

improvements would be made in the Region. The Banfield

Freeway, and East Portland in general, is one of the more

congested areas in the Region•. Increased congestion,

*The studies are "East Side Transit Operations" by Tri-Met and "Traffic
Ana1ys is: Barifie1d Transitway" ODOT.
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particularly during rush hours, could cause employment

to become more diffuse as employers would tend to locate

in places closer to their workers and customers, and at

the same time, workers would live closer to their work

places. In the long-term, overall productivity in the

Region would suffer.

2. Low Cost Improvements. If this alternative is chosen

for the Banfield Transitway, it is possible that low cost

improvements would be implemented elsewhere in the region.

In comparison with the no-build, there would be slightly

bettwer transportation at a relatively low implementation

cost, employment would be more concentrated particularly in

the CBD, and productivity in the Region would be higher.

3. Busway and High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes Alternatives. At

the regional level, the economic impacts of these two alterna

tives would be similar, although the HOV lanes would provide

greater auto capacity and encourage the use of carpools.else

where the Region.

Exclusive bus lanes elsewhere in the Region, particularly

in the Sunset and Oregon City corridors, would involve higher

construction costs than the No-Build or LCI alternatives but

would substantially increase the overall level of service.

4. Light Rail Transit. The selection of the LRT option for

the Banfield Transitway would make LRT more attractive in other

parts of the R~gion. If extended to other parts of the Region,
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it could, with Supportive land Use Policies, concentrate some

suburban population and employment around the transit stations,

decreasing traffic and costs of providing public services.

Downtown

1. No-Build. This option would provide the lowest level of

access to and from the Downtown. Transporation costs would

increase within Downtown and between other parts of the Region

and Downtown. Since there would be no new incentives to use

transit, auto usage would continue to be high, causing added

congestion. Over time, congestion could discourage the influx

of shoppers, and more importantly, the influx of office-type

activity. By making the Downtown less attractive than with the·

other build options, it would also be more difficult to obtain
-

the desired residential demand in the downtown. Businesses would

tend to locate elsewhere in the Region where transportation costs

would be relatively lower. Of all the options, the No-Build

would be the least beneficial to the continued growth of Downtown

because of the high transportation costs it would impose.

2. low Cost Improvement. In Downtown, the impacts of this

alternative would be similar to those of the HOV and the

Separated Busway alternatives. Approximately the same number

of buses would travel to the ,Downtown with Alternative 2 as with

Alternatives 3 and 4. Since the Portland Mall would be at capacity,

many of these buses would be required to use cross-mall streets,

particularly S.W. Morrison and S.W. Yamhill streets. These streets
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would experience more bus traffic providing greater,access and

exp~sure to adjacent businesses. This alternative would also

remove about 30 on-street parking spaces, located between the

Steel Bridge and the Portland Mall. The Downtown parking removal

with any of the.build alternatives would not be a net loss in total

Downtown parking since the parking would be replaced elsewhere

until the designated maximum parking is reached.

3. HOV and Busway Alternatives. In the Downtown, these two

alternatives would have virtually the same economic impacts.

Buses would be routed between the Portland Mall and the Steel

Bridge via N.W. 5th and 6th avenues and N.W. Glisan Streets.

This could encourage development along these streets, and would

support the use of the proposed Union Station Transportation

Center. At the same time, the influx of transitway buses wo~ld

exceed the capacity of the Mall and would require increased

routing of buses on non-Mall streets. As with LCI alternative,

this could moderately increase economic activity along S.W.

Yamhill and S.W. Morrison streets with much the same impacts

on these streets as with Alternative 2.

The HOV and Busway alternatives would require exclusive bus

lanes on N.W. 5th and 6th avenues and N.W. Glisan. To provide

the bus lanes, approximately 150 parking spaces would be removed.

Parking removal might cause a loss in sales for some businesses

as shoppers go elsewhere where parking would be more available.

4. LRT. In contrast to the bus alternatives, the light rail

alternatives would allow more transit usage in Downtown, since
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the light rail vehicles would handle more passengers than buses.

One light rail vehicle can carry as many passengers as three

buses. Further, the LRT alternatives could bring more riders into

the downtown area at lower noise levels. An advantage of the LRT

alternative would be the reduction in the number of buses in the

Downtown which would lower noise, diesel fumes and congestion

created by buses, making the Downtown more attractive for business

men, employees and shoppers.

There are three routes for the LRT in the Downtown: the Oak

Street (On-Mall), the Pioneer Square (On-Mall) and the Cross Mall

alignments, each is examined in turn.

a. Oak Street. This route would increase the number of riders

onto the Mall and decrease the noise levels by decreasing the

number of buses on the Mall. These conditions would enable

economic development along the north of the Mall to· continue,

which otherwise would be constrained by lack of access. This

option would also remove about 100 parking spaces.

b. Pioneer Square. The impacts of this alignment would

be similar to those of the Oak Street alignment. By extending

the route an add~tiona1 five blocks into the Mall, this align

ment would better service the activities adjacent to the Mall.

This option would remove about 100 parking spaces.

c. Cross-Mall. In contrast with the other two LRT align

ments, this route would impose a major transportation corridor

onto N.• W. and S.W. First Avenue and S.W. Morrison and S.W.
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Yamhill streets. By doing so it could, in the long run,

encourage development along this route, particularly along

N.W. and S.W. First Avenue. In particular, the planned develop

ment of Old Town and the west end of the Morrison Bridge

probably could occur more rapidly with this alternative.

As with the other LRT alternatives, access would be

increased into the Downtown. Fewer buses than the other LRT

options would be placed on non-Mall streets, although about

the same number buses would be on the Mall as today. This

alternative would not serve the full length of the Mall and

the area north of the Mall including the Union Station

Transportation Center, and these ,areas might not grow as

rapidly as with the other two LRT alternatives. This option

\'/Ould remove about 235 parking spaces along the route.

East Portland

1. No-Build. With this option the existing transit system

in this area would remain about the same. No new bus routes

would be created; transit demand would increase only slightly

since there would be no additional incentives to utilize

transit. With increased congestion on both arterial and

local streets, many parts of East Portland would experience

deterioration and lower land values. Some households

~ould likely choose a residence in the central city areas

such as East Portland because of the high costs of reaching

the Downtown and other cl ose-i n employment centers. l~ith
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improved transportation this tendency could be discouraged

since access to outer areas would be eased.

Other impacts associated with the build alternative,

such as right-of-way acquisition and extensive parking removal,

would not occur with this alternative, although some on-street

parking may be removed to improve traffic flow.

2. Low Cost Improvement. This alternative would change the

character of parts of East Portland. Several east-west

arterials would be converted from auto-oriented streets to

express bus routes with auto traffic. The extensive parking

removal and reduction in access with the exclusive bus lanes

could reduce the sales levels of numerous businesses along

the routes as customers may shop elsewhere where parking and

access is better.

Access via transit would improve for travellers along the

LCI routes. Because of the increased access, some multi-family

development could be encouraged along these routes.

3. _High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes. By widening the Banfield

Freeway to six lanes during the peak hours (Alternatives 3b

and 3c) and possibly eight lanes during the non-peak hours for

general traffic, a greater volumn of traffic. could be accommo

dated on the Banfield than any other option, and through traffic

would be reduced on East Portland streets. This could make the

area a more attractive place to live and shop and should raise

its overall quality and economic well-being.
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This option would include the Coliseum, Union/Grand, and
. .

Lloyd Center transit stations. By making these ,areas, more

accessible, they would be tied more closely to Downtown. In

particular, it would be much easier to travel between the

employment, retail, and hotel concentrations in the Lloyd

Center area to Downtown.

4. Busway. The Busway alternative would concentrate transit

movements along the Banfield Transitway by allowing East Port

land local buses to become express vehicles on the Transitway.

,With the exclusive bus lanes and a minimum of transfers, this,

alternative would make transit very attractive, especially to

those near the Transitway and feeder bus routes. Activity

\~ould tend to concentrate near the transit stations. This

area would be tied more closely to the Downtown, than with the

HOV option because of bette'r service afforded by the additional

stations at Hollywood, 60th and 82nd.

5. Light Rail Transit. In East Portland, the LRT alternative

is similar in many respects to the Busway option, having the

same transit stations and routing. This option would tie the

station sites more closely to other parts of the Region, than

the other alternatives, particularly East County. For example,

if the Burnside or Division LRT alignment is chosen, commuting

to employment centers near the East Portland transit 'stations

would become more convenient. Commuting would enhance these
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centers, particularly the Lloyd Center Area. As with Alterna

tives 3 and 4, it would tie the Lloyd Center area more closely

to the Downtown.

East County

1. No-Build. With this option there would be only minor

transit improvements in East County. The existing system of

transit would remain the same with a slight increase in transit, ,

route mileage. The heavy dependence' on the auto in East County

would continue with few incentives to ride the bus.

Because of the costs resulting from congestion in traveling

to other parts of the Region, particularly the Downtown, this

area would tend to become more autonomous. Employers would

tend to locate here, particularly along 1-205, the one transpor

tation corridor which would not be congested during 1990 pea~

hours.

2. Low Cost Improvement. None of the arterial street bus

lanes of the low cost improvement alignments would extend

into East County. However, this alternative would provide

better transit service and relieve congestion slightly more

than the no-build alternative. The only major construction

in East County would be for a transit station near the center

of Gresham. This would encourage development around the

station.

3. HOV Lanes and Busway. The impacts of these two alternatives

in East County would be virtually the same. The major difference
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between these alternatives and the low cost improvements is

that the 1-205 busway would not be constructed with the low

cost option. As noted in the section on transit stations, there

would be major transit stations along 1-205 at Sandy Blvd.,

Gateway, Mall 205, Division, Powell and Lents. In addition,

a transit station would be built in Gresham. This station

would have express bus service to the 1-205 busway.

Development of business and residences would concentrate

around the transit stations. In the absence of land use

controls which support transit-oriented development, this

development would likely be auto-oriented. The potential is

discussed in more detail in the following chapter on Planning

on Land Use.

With the 1-205 busway, better transit service would also

be provided to the customer and employees in and around the

Portland International Airport.

4. Light Rail Transit. The LRT alternative would provide the

most substantial economic impacts in East County. It is the

only alternative which includes a fixed transit facility east

of 1-205. The extension of light rail to Gresham via Burnside

or Division would encourage the focusing of more intensive

economic activity, such as multi-family housing and commercial

'clusters, around transit stations rather than dispersed along

East County arterials.
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With this type of development, the cost of public services

should be considerably reduced in East County•. As shown in the

work,~ Costs of Sprawl (Real Estate Research Corporation,

1974), the cost of providing public services to more concentrated

development is less than for providing the same level of

service to lower density. land use.

In the comparison between higher density development around

transit stations and lower density urban sprawl, The Costs of

Sprawl concluded that capital costs of public services can be

reduced approximately one-third. In addition, it was concluded

that more land can be made available for open space--requiring

less public expenditure for open space and park land. Based

on these results, it can be assumed that the more concentrated

development around transit stations in East Multnomah County

possible with LRT options 5-1 and 5-2 would lower the cost of

providing future public services--compared to the cost of

serving lower density development associated with the non-LRT

options.

Because of a different alignment, each route in East

County is addressed in turn.

a. Burnside Route. Most of the economic impacts of

this route would occur along E. Burnside Street between 1-205

and the Portland Traction Line segment. East Burnside Street

would be changed from an arterial which is primarily residential

to a minor arterial route with extensive development around the
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stations. All on-street parking would be removed on E. Burn-

side Street to avoid more extensive right-of-way requirements.

Of the three East County LRT routes (including 1-205) this

route would have the greatest potential for concentrating

population and employment around transit stations.

b. Division Route. This alignment would run along S.E.

Division, one of the most extensively developed east-west

arterials in East County. Additional development would not
. .

be as great as with the Burnside route. While there would be

a similar clustering of population and employment at the transit

stations, much of the increased trade from the transitway

would accrue to existing businesses.

All parking would be removed along S.E. Division between

1-205 and Gresham, and access to the remaining business would

become more difficult because of the separated LRT facility

along the median of this arterial. The combination of parking

remova1 and reduced 'access i bi 1i ty coul d lower the sales of

many businesses along this section ofS.E. Division Street.

c. 1-205 Route. The overall economic impacts of this

alignment would be less than with either the Burnside or
,

Division routes. The route lies within an existing transpor

tation corridor, separated from adjacent activities by fencing

and in many places by sound berms. Developmental impacts

around the transit stations would, in general, be smaller than

the other two routes because the transit station area would
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have the 1-205 Freeway on one side, serving as a barrier to

economic development. Developmental potential would be greatest

at the Division and Powell stations, and would be enhanced at

the existing retail centers at Gateway and Mall 205.

Unlike the 1-205 busway, there would be no extension (at

this stage) of the transitway in the 1-205 corridor north of

Gateway. Those areas between Gateway transit station and the

Columbia River, particularly the Portland International Airport,

would be served in a manner similar to the 1-205 busway.

Costs and Measures of Economic Performance or Effectiveness

This section evaluates project alternatives on the basis of

dollar costs and benefits. Cost are divided into several categories to

assure propert consideration of each alternative. In the first evaluati~n,

project costs and the 1990 transit costs and revenues are presented. The

second evaluation looks at 1990 auto user benefits from improvements in

traffic conditions.

Both derive data from models, which are simplifications of the

real world. The numerical results from each of these models are based

upon a set of assumptions, which are summarized in each section below.

It is especially important to note that the options which involve lower

initial investments require higher operating costs over time while the

options which involve higher intial investments require lower operating

costs over time.

The information in this section is useful for those interested

in evaluating major tradeoffs between project alternatives in terms of
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costs. For these comparisons refer to thellSummary Matrix"which follows

page (xiv). This matrix contains the major cost categories in addition to

summaries of other project impacts.

Evaluation of Transit Operations. This evaluation was done by

Tri-Met and is discussed in detail in the report entitled "East Side

Transit Operations." The U.S. Department of Transportation UPTS model

was used to forecast transit demand for the 1990 target planning year.

The assumptions of the analysis include:

1. All radial transit routes are assumed to terminate

in Down town.

2. Several types of service, such as the LIFT service

for the transportation handicapped, is assumed invari

ant for all alternatives and left out of the analysis.

3•. Prices are assumed to remain constant. This is a:

common analytical technique to allow costs and revenues

(i.e., fares) to be judged in terms of the present bUy

ing power of dollars.

4. CRAG 1990 forecasts of population and employment

distribution are used. Major trip attractors assumed

built by 1990 are also considered, such as hospitals,

schools, shopping areas, low income housing, large

employment concentrations and major visitor attractions.

5. Transit vehicles are allocated to the various lines

in East Portland and East County according to Tri-Met's

servi ce standards •. Peak hour headways* were set at 10

*Time intervals between buses.
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minutes for most lines and 5 minutes for heavily used

lines.

6. The 1990 no-build is a slightly modified 1976 system

with additional buses provided for increased population

and employment in Downtown, East Portland and East County.

Tables 15 and 16 show major results of this analysis. Column

(1) of Table 15 gives'the direct construction and right-of-way costs of

the various alternatives. Costs are relatively low for Alternatives 2a,

2b and 3a, because no extensive widening of the Banfield Freeway is

required. Conversely, Alternatives 3c, 4 and 5 require extensive

rebuilding numerous overpasses in Sullivan Gulch and correspondingly

higher costs. The Division LRT ~oute is higher than the other two LRT

routes largely because of right-of-way costs along the route (approximately

$20 million). All costs in this column include both transit and auto

improvements.

Column (2) consists of costs required to complete an East Side

transit system, but not assigned to this project. These consist of:

1. $1.5 million for the Gresham transit for all the build

alternatives.

2. $39.9 million for the 1-205 busway which would be built

with alternatives 3 and 4.

3. $1.4 million for additional construction in the 1-205

corridor for the Burnside LRT route.

4. $5.95 million for additional construction in the 1-205

corridor for the Division LRT route.
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5. $11.6 million for additional construction in the 1-205

corridor for the 1-205 LRT route.

The third column is the sum of the first two columns and gives

the total dollar construction costs of (including right-of-way) the vari

ous alternatives. It is evident from column (3) that large differences

in construction costs exist between project alternatives. The most

expensive alternative to construct is 5-2b, Division LRT, at 160.3 million

do11ars--which is approximately 30 million dollars more than the 1-205 or

Burnside LRT options.

The Separat~d Busw~y option on the north side (4a) would be the

most expensive bus-only option, costing $123.2 million ~ollars--approxi

mate1y the same as the LRT options on 1-205 or Burnside, which do not

include shoulders on the Banfield Freeway. The HOV options are least

expensive of the bus-only option which include a transitway in the Banfield

corridor. The construction cost (53.6 mi~lion dollars) of HOV Alternative

3a would be about one-half that of Alternatives 3b and 3c.

Low cost improvements are substantially lower in construction

costs since a transitway would not be constructed on the Banfield. Alter

native 2b, which would add lanes to the Banfield Freeway, is estimated to

cost 11.2 million dollars, which is 2.6 million dollars more than option

2a but one-fifth the cost of the least expensive HOV option, 3a.

Column (4) lists the costs of the vehicles required through 1990.

These costs reflect the 125 transit vehicles required with the No-Build

alternative, 223 transit vehicles with the Separated Bus\~ay alternatives,

and fewer but more costly vehicles with the LRT alternatives.
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The vehicle cost estimates stated for the year 1990 overstates the

true cost di fferences between the bus and 1. i ght rai 1 modes. 5i.nce the

service life of light rail vehicles are approximately twice that of buses

(25 versus 12 years), a longer planning period, encompassing the service. life

of the more durable mode, would require buses to be purchased twice. To

eliminate this problem, annualized costs were used as discussed below.

Column (5) consists of the total capital costs associated with the

project up to 1990. Again, the Division LRT route is most expensive and the

low cost improvements least costly in terms of total construction and vehicle

costs. Division LRT route, with standard treatment of the Banfield Freeway

("b" options), costs nearly 30 million dollars more to construct and equip,

compared with the Burnside option, which offers similar levels of service.

This large of a cost difference does not occur between any of the other

transitway options which entail similar treatment of the Banfield (4a and

4b or 3b and 3c).

Table 16 is a summary of various costs, revenue and ridership

data. Column (l) gives the annual originating passenger trips {in

millions)--the number of transit trips (less transfers) over the period
,

of a year. The annual operating costs for 1990 (column 2) are based upon

the ridership estimates from the model. The annual operating revenue

(column 3),'is based upon the 1977 fare structure. Column (4) is the costs

less revenue; it gives the subsidy required for each alternative for the

design year. Presently, the net costs are financed by a combination of

payroll tax and federal grants. Columns (4) and (5) give operating costs

per passenger and net costs per passenger.
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TABLE 16

SUMMARY OF 1990 ANtlUAL RIDERSHIP COSTS AND REVENUES
AtlD PER PASSEtlGER COSTS

(1 ) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6)
Annual

Originating Annual Annual Annual Operating Net
Passenger Operating Operating Net Costs Per Costs Per

Trips Costs Revenue Cost Passenger* Passenger*
(Mi" ions) ($Million) ($Mi" ion) (2)-(3) (2) .. (1) (4) .. (1)

\

(1976
Existing) 10.016 9. 161 3.005 6.156 .91 .61

1990
No-Build 13.518 12.090 4.055 8.035 .89 .59

1990
Low Cost
Improve. 15.316 15.342 4.595 10.747 1.00 .70

1990 HOV
Lanes 18.323 15.893 5.497 10.396 .87 .57

1990 Busway 19.238 17.876 5.771 12.105 .93 .63

1990 LRT:
Burnside 19.273 14.369 5.767 8.602 .75 .45

1990 LRT:
Division 18.639 14.411 5.590 8.821 .77 .47

1990 LRT:
1-205 17.430 13.770 5.631 8.139 .79 .49

*Note that the difference between column (5) and (6) is $0.30--the revenue per
passenger. This is less than the current fare of $0.40 because some passen-
gers, such as children and those with monthly passes, pay less than $0.40 per
trip.
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The 1990 figures are based' upon the assumption'of constant prices.

With increasing costs, the 1990 costs will undoubted1ybi{higher than the

1976 costs. Based upon the same re1 ative buying power' as 1976 dollars ~ how

~ver, the costs of the 1990 alternatives would be at the levels shawn in

Table 16.
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The annualized 1990 construction and vehicle costs were added

to the 1990 operating costs to give the 1990 total annual cost (TAC)

shown in Column (1) of Table 17. Among the 'build options, the lowest

TAC ($18.1 million) would be experienced with the low cost Alternative,

while the highest would be the Banfield/Division LRT Alternative ($29.3

mill ion).

Columns (2) and (3) of Table 17 show the TAC per passenger

and TAC per passenger mile. "TAC per Passenger" is a cost effectiveness

measure which indicates the total cost of each alternative per 1990 rider

served. The characteristics of capital costs and operating costs

counteract each other in this indicator in a variety of ways. For example,

the capital-intensive build alternatives have cost effectiveness ratios

mostly within the range of $1.21 to $1.48 per passenger (except for the

Banfield/Division LRT Alternative, which is highest at $1.57). The LOt'I

Cost Improvements option is close, at $1.18 per passenger, because its

high per passenger operating costs overshadow its low capital cost.

Most cost-effective of the remaining options are the three HOV

Alternatives and the Banfield/Burnside LRT Alternative. In "TAC

per Passenger t1i1e," the differences between the alternatives are

smaller, especially betw~en the No-Build and build options. This is

another reflection of the greater utility provided to riders in all the

build alternatives, due to their ability to attract trips of greater

length. (East Side Operations ·Study, p. 50.)

Evaluation of Traffic Operations. In addition to the benefits

of additional transit, the build alternatives would improve traffic flow,
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TABLE 17

1990 TOTAL ANNUAL COST DATA

TOTAL
ANNUAL COST TAC PER TAC PER

(TAC) in MILLIONS PASSENGER PASSENGER MILE

No Build 1 $ 13.7 $ 1.01 $ .18

LeI ·2a,b $ 18.1 $ 1.18 $ .16

HOV Lanes 3a $ 22.1 $ 1.21 $ .18

3b,c $ 25.8 $ 1.41 $ .21

Busway 4a $ 28.6 . $ 1.48 $ .20

4b $ 28.3 $ 1.47 $ .19

LRT: Burns1de5-1a,b .$ 27.0 $ 1.40 $ .20

LRT: Division 5-2a,b $ 29.3 $ 1.57 $ .20

LRT: 1-205 5-3a,b $ 25.8 $ 1.48 $ .20
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particularly in East Portland, either by diverting travelers to transit,

improving capacity on the Banfield, or both. An analysis was done to

determine the monetary benefits accruing to the private vehicle user in

the target year, 1990. The results are summarized in Table 18. The

benefits consist of time savings, vehicle operating savings and accident

savings over the No-Build option. To ca1cualte the monetary savings with

each build alternative, the following key assumptions were made:

The annual savings will be converted to dollars by assuming the
worth of time at $4.20 per vehicle hour. The calculated savings
for the build alternatives will be about five percent high be
cause travel time costs for persons diverted to transit has not
been inc1uded•.• ln this analysis, operating costs for each
vehicle mile of travel by automobile will be 7.2 cents on the
city streets and 6.0 cents on the freeway. These costs include
fuel, oil, maintenance and taxes. For trucks (combination of
light and heavy trucks) the average operating cost will be 19.0
cents. Because of better gas mileage on the freeway, the
average operating cost for passenger cars was estimated at .1.2
cents less than the operating cost on the city streets. The
same rate for trucks on freeways and arterials was assumed be
cause better gas mileage for trucks on the freeway would be
offset by a greater percentage of heavy trucks with higher
operating costs •••• Because of the complexity of predicting
accident changes, this analysis will predict 1990 accidents
based only on total study area VMT and accident rates by faci
lity type--freeway versus arterial street. Based on accident
data for the years 1973, 1974 and 1975 on the Banfield Freeway,
1.5 reportable accidents occur per million vehicle miles of
travel. The rate on the arterial streets based on accident
data for the same years on Union Avenue, Sandy Boulevard,
Burnside Street, 82nd Avenue, and P~/e11 Boulevard is 8.0
accidents per million vehicle miles of travel. Data are avail
able from the National Safety Council regarding accident costs
involving property damage only. Based on the occurence of
these types of accidents in the Portland area, an average cost
per accident of $3,000 has been calculated.

Column (1) shows the travel time savings. The extended HOV

lanes (3b) gives the greatest benefit in this category because it provides

the best traffic flow on the Banfield Freeway, diverting autos from city

streets onto the freeway.
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TABLE 18

SUMMARY OF 1990
ADDITIONAL USER BENEFITS

Annual Annual
Travel Vehicle Annual Total .
Time Operating Accident savi"fs
Savings Cost S~vings Savings (l)+(2 +

Alternative ($Ml1l1on) ($Mlll1on) ($Ml1l1on) (3)

1990 No-Build (l) None None None None

1990 Low Cost
Improvement (2a) 2.9 2.8 0.684 6.4

1990 Low Cost
Improvement (2b) 4.4 3.2 1.137 8.7

1990 EXisting HOV
Extended (3a) 3.6 3.0 0.828 7.4

1990 Preferential
HOV (3b,c) 4.9 3.9 1.272 9.2

1990 Separated
Busway (4a,b) 4.4 2.8 1.11 8.3

1990 Bumside
LRT (5-l) 4.4 4.3 1.413 10.1

1990 Division
LRT (5-2) 4.2 3.2 1.134 8.5

1990 1-205
LRT . (5-3) 3.5 2.2 .630 6.3
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Column (2) gives the vehicle operating cost savings. The LRT

Burnside route gives the greatest· benefits because of the improvement of

traffic flow on the Banfield Freeway, the increased access in East Port

land and East County, and the reduced number of auto trips because of the

potential for added transit trips due to more concentrated population and

employment levels around the transit stations. In other words, those

living and/or working in the transit station areas would make somewhat

fewer auto trips, which would reduce annual auto operating costs. For the'

same reason, accident savings (column (3)) are highest for the LRT Burnside

route; less congestion plus fewer auto trips result in fewer accidents

and the associated cost savings. These factors combine to give the LRT

Burnside Street alternative the greated auto-related savings.

The transit analysis shows that the No-Build and LCI alternatives

are least expensive to build, but provide relatively poor level of service.

The other alternatives are substantially more costly to build, but provide

a significantly higher level of transit service (and transit and traffic

benefits) to the community.

The total project costs are highest for the LRT alternatives,

particularly the Division LRT alignment at almost $200 million. On the

other hand, the 1990 annual operating costs are lowest for the LRT alterna

tives, particularly the Burnside LRT alignment.

The total annual costs (including TAC per passenger and TAC per

passenger mile) are lowest for the No-Build and LCI alternatives, but
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these. options also provide a lower level of transit ~ervi.ce and less rider

ship. The total annual costs for the other alternatives are roughly

equivalent, with the highest transit ridership provided by the Burnside

LRT alignment and the Separated Busway options.

The 1990 private vehicle user savings, computed as the increase

in savings compared to the No-Build, are highest for the Burnside LRT

alignment, followed by the HOV option.

The comparative costs presented in this economic section are

developed from models which in turn are based upon the assumptions previously

listed. It is important to remember that if one or more of the assumptions

change, su~h as a change in transit service which in turn changes ridership,

then the comparative costs change. An addition, in the event of a drastic

decrease in the availability of fuel and an increase in its cost, transit

ridership could substantially increase, making the more costly alternatives

economically more attractfve~

Short-Term Use Versus Long-Term Productivity

For a public investment of this cost, size and complexity, the

shor~~term impacts would be relatively small, compared to many other

public investments of similar cost, size and c~~p1exity. The build impacts

would cause some disruption during construction but all build options,

with the exception of the Division LRT. would have relatively small right

of...way impacts.

The 10ng.term consequences of this project would be substantial.

Wh1chever a1ternative is chosen (and buil t) will determine the type and
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level of public transportation and level of service on roadways in East

Portland and East County for several decades. It will also set a pre

cedent for transportation projects, particularly transit projects, in the

Region.

No-Build. If this alternative is chosen, virtually none of the

construction and right-of-way impacts associated with the Transitway would

occur.* In the long-term, congestion costs would increase in the Downtown,

East Portland and East County and regional productivity would be less

because of higher transportation costs.

Low Cost Improvement. The major short-term economic impacts would

be the removal of on-street parking and the impact on thos businesses which

rely on this parking. There would be no major construction or right-of-way

impacts with this alternative.

In the long-term, productivity would increase with this alter

native as transportation costs are lowered and goods and people move more

efficiently throughout the urban area.

HOV Lanes and Busway. Both the HOV Lanes and the Busway would

involve right-of-way acquisition and major modifications on the Banfield

Freeway and the structures above the freeway.

Productivity in the long-term would increase substantially.

Travellers in East Portland and East County would have better transit

·Several minor projects, such as the repair of the Steel Bridge
would be undertaken.
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access and the area's streets and roads would be less congested, in-
.' .

creasing the Region's productivity.

Light Rail Transit. In the short-term, this "alternative would

involve fairly extensive modifications of the Banfield Freew~ and some

right-of-way acquisition. In addition, extensive facilities would be

constructed in East County, including transit stations.

With the proper development controls, the transit stations

could attract population and employment, concentrating development around

the transit stations. These concentrations would be achieved largely by

land use controls. This would" decrease traffic in East County, as well

as reduce the costs of public services.

In addition, the use of transit would reduce traffic on the

area's streets and roads. This traffic reduction, in conjunction with

the reduced requirements of public services, would increase the Region's

productivity.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitment of Resources

r:Je funds for this project are mainly from the monies fonnerly

earmarked for the Mt. Hood Freeway. If these funds are not used on the

Banfield Transitway they will probably be used on other transportation

projects in the Region. Hence, in terms of the Region, the resource

commitment, measured in monetary terms, will either be on the Banfield

Transitway or on other transportation projects.

There are differences in types of resource commitment between

the various alternatives. The no-build and LCI alternatives would free
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up funds which could very likely go to auto-oriented improvements, giving

the Region a greater commitment to auto and other private vehicle use.

The other alternatives would commit the Region more heavily to public

transit and less toward auto usage.

The HOY Lanes and Busw., options would commit much of the

eastern part of the Region to bus transit; the LRT alternative would

involve a commitment to light rail. In addition, the Burnside or Division

LRT would commit the East County to a land use pattern which could con

centrate population. and employment around transit stations.

It would be difficult to convert the LRT line to private auto

usage. Conversion would be easier with HOY lanes or a busway and easiest

with the LCI options. In this sense, the LRT option is more of an

"irreversible commitment" than the other options.



CHAPTER THREE
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CHAPTER THREE / LAND USE

Introduction

Transportation facilities have both direct and indirect impacts on

land use. Direct impacts are caused by the removal of property from existing

uses in order to construct the facility; these impacts are discussed in Chapter 5

(ARight-of-Way"). Indirect impacts pertain to those changes in land use which
) ,

follow construction, being stimulated by changes in access and transportation

service. Through time, indirect changes often outweigh the significance of

di rect effects.

, Future changes in land use can significantly affect the use and

utility of the transportation improvement itself. Recognition of this inter

related nature of land use and transportation continues to be a major focus
, ,

of coordinative planning by state, regional and local governmental units ,

involved with the subject proposal.

This chapter is divided into six major sections for the description

and assessment of land use impacts. Section one describes the planning

responsibilities of local governments and the status of current planning

efforts as background for evaluating the conformance of project alternatives

with current plans and policies. Existing land use and land use trends are

discussed in section two to provide the basis for and insight to the evalu

ation of developmental impacts, which are discussed in section three, "Land
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Use Impacts." Section four. "Steps Taken To Minimize Adverse Land Use Impacts."

describes means of assuring that positive steps are taken between the proposed

project to accentuate beneficial land use impacts (namely those which lend

direct support to public transit) and that adverse consequences are minimized.

The remaining two sections address the temporal nature of the major land use

impacts. and are entitled: "Short-Term Use versus Long-Term Productivity"

(section five) and IIIrreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources. Ii

Planning Responsibilities and Plan Status

Regional Area

The Columbia Region Association of Governments (CRAG) was designated

in 1973 as the agency responsible to coordinate planning efforts in the

Portland metropolitan area. CRAG's Regional Plan which is estimated to be

completed by mid 1981. will be used as a basis for regional decisions relat

ing to land use. In the interim. CRAG has adopted a set of region~l Goals

and Objectives (September 1976). and a Regional Land Use Framework Element

(December 1976), which will be incorporated jnto the final Regional Plan.

The purpose of the Goals and Objectives is to guide regional planning

efforts to assure compliance with state land use planning statutes.* Among

*The Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) was created in 1973
by the Oregon legislature. Its basic responsibility is making statewide
comprehensive planning policy decisions. In January 1975 the statewide
planning goals were enacted. In association with LCDC. local jurisdictions
have arrived at schedules to bring local comprehensive plans into confor
mance with these goals and guidelines.
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other .things, the Goals, and Objectives emphasize the need for compac.t"effi

cient and orderly land use deve10pment.and improvement in the ratio of p~b1ic

transit trips to auto trips.

The Land Use Framework Element estab1 ishes land .deve10pment

policies and designates urban, rural and natural resource area~. This

plan element has legal authority to direct conformance of local planning,

zoning and extension of services. Compatible planning and zoning has been

adopted by Mu1tnomah County. The land use designations of the framework

element, as well as local jurisdictiQna1 boundaries, are graphically

presented in Figure 32. Policies call for staging growth through an

orderly extension of services; in-filling of partially developed urban

and suburban areas; and urban development which would enhance the efficiency

of existing transportation resources. and the feasibility of public transit.

, Further refi nement of the framework el ement wi 11 identi fy urbani zab1eland

:forecasted to meet urban population. needs for a minimum of twenty· years.

Within a year from the adoption of the framework element, urbanizable

lands are to be specifically categorized by local jurisdictions as immedi

ate ~rowth areas or future urbanizable lands. Areas relevant to the· sub

ject project are presently designated urban.

The focus of long-range transportation planning in the Portland

region since 1973 has been on the development of exclusive transit corridors

radiating fro~ downtown Portland. The Interim Transportation Plan (ITP)

was ad~pted by CRAG in 1975 to 'guide long-range transit and highway develop

ment decisions within the region until a complete transportation plan is
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developed. The plan. which" is' geared to 1990. emphasizes the role of public

transit in providing mobility in the urban area.

The ITP identifies four major transit corridors which radiate

from the downtown area: the Banfield. Oregon City-Johnson Creek. Sunset

and 1-5 North. The location of these corridors is shown in Figure 2 of

"Part A." The Banfield corridor in the ITP is considered to consist of

an exclusive busway between 1-5 and I~205. As a statement of transporta

tion policy. the ITP recognizes that project development can alter mode

and route considerations in light of new information. It was in this

context that the light rail mode was introduced and that the corridor

extensions along 1-205 and either Burnside or Division Streets into

Gresham were made.*

Suburban transit stations are also specified in the ITP as focal

points for transit service to major residential areas of the region. Major

transit stations are indicated in the project study area for Gateway. Mall

205. Gresham and Lents.

Downtcwn Portland

The Downtown Study Area is under the political jurisdiction of

the City of Portland. The City is currently preparing a comprehensive plan

which conforms to LCDC goals and guidelines. It is estimated that the plan

~Interim Transeortation Plan for the Portland-Vancouver Metropolitan Area
(Columbia Regl0n Association-oT Governments. June 18. 1975). p. 5. ----
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will be adopted in 1980.

Although Portland does not have a comprehensive plan, the Portland

Downtown Plan was. adopted in December 1972, before LCDC goals became manda

tory considerations in the planning process. This plan isa statement 'of'

goals and objectives intended to serve as aframework'formakingland use

decisi ons. '

In essence, these goals emphasi ze enhancement of the downtown"

as the retail, office. cultural and entertainment center of the metro~

politan area. The plan also calls for the provision of open space;

utilization ,of the river asa community focus; and an increase in the

number of residential units 'in the downtown area.

The transportation goal in the Portland Downtown Plan includes

emphasis on a balanced transportation system which is supportive of the

other downtown goals; provision for more efficient use of righi-of-way 3nd

vehicles; and reduction in reliance on the automobile with 'corresponding'

increase in transit ridership. The goal also specifies development of a

mass transit system which is fast, economical, convenient, comfortable, "

quiet and non-polluting. I!"provement of pedestrian access and increased

use of bicycles are also emphasized•.

In the absence of an ,adopted comprehensive plan, the City of

Portland's Arterial Streets Classification Policy, adopted in June 1977,

functions as the basic transportation policy instrument for the City,

guiding investments in transportation improvements within the City of

Portland and designing specific solutions to transportation-related

problems as they arise. It is also intended to guide certain aspects
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of private development as it occurs adjacent to arterial streets within-

the Ci ty.

For the purposes of the Arterial Streets Classification Policy,

city streets have been grouped into two basic classifications: traffic

streets and transit streets. Separate facilities are designated for

trips of different speed, volume and length. Ideally, high speed, through,

traffic would be discuraged from using local neighborhood streets, and

local traffic would be discouraged from using expressway facilities. This

would not only add to the overall efficiency of the system, but also be

the liveability of the city neighborhoods. The Arterial Streets Classi

fication Policy also provides for pedestrian, bjcyc1e, or trucking

classifications for streets.

The Arterial Streets C1assificiation Policy calls for planned

land use in areas surrounding transit stations which would reinforce

existing development and provide good station access. Increased housing

and employment are encouraged in areas within one-fourth mile of transit

stations.

The Downtown Parking and Circulation Policy was adopted in

February 1975, and provides the necessary parking and circulation elements

to the Downtown Plan. The intent of this policy is to provide guidelines

and incentives for development of efficient, adequate and convenient

parking which supports the goals and guidelines of the Downtown Plan

and encourages desirable land use, zoning goals and policies. The

following policies are emphasized for the downtown: improvement of
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public transportation services to downtown; separation of public trans

portation routes and pedestrian bicycle ways from automobile traffic

to the extent feasible; and reduction in the need for parking•. 'A

limit is placed on the total number of parking spaces available for· use

in the dm'Jntown area. This "l id" requires that publ i c transportation'

take on an increased role in the transport of cummutersto downtown'

Portland; the Banfield Transitway would be a major step in this .direction.

The Downtown Parking .and Circulation Policy classifies downtown

streets i.nto traffic access, non-automobile oriented, and local service,

streets. Traffic access streets. are intended to become the principal·

downtown routes for automobile traffic.' Non-automobile oriented streets

are to be protected from further development of automobile-oriented

facilities which require access to new parking. These streets may

become public transit, pedestrian or bicycle routes in the future.

Local service streets are intended to serve local circulation, access

and service requirements.

East Portland Study Area

The East Portland Area is predominantly under the local

political jurisdiction of the City of Portland. Planning activities

for the City of Portland were discussed above. In terms of the

Banfield corridor planning activity, however, a City planning effort

which affects the Hollywood commercial district is significant. This

commercial center is an older, sub-regional shopping area located

adjacent to the Banfield at the intersection of Sandy Boulevard and

N.E. 39th. It has declined economically since the opening of the
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lloyd Center in 1960. Transportation problems such as traff.jccon-.

gestion, pedestrian safety and parking difficulties have been recog

nized by both Hollywood businessmen and the city as serious impediments'

to the continued vitality of the commercial activity. To help reverse'

this trend, the city initiated detailed study activities in the Hollywood

area in January 1977, for the purpose of determining the exact nature

of the problems facing the area, and recommending" specific methods by

which the problems. could be ameliorated. Recommendations for solving

some of the traffic problems in this area concentrate on transit-

related improvements. According to the Draft Hollywood Transportation

Study Report the highest transit priority is the transitway project

in the Banfield and the associated transit station in the district.

Improvement of pedestrian safety and reduction of traffic congestion

are considered essential.

The Banfield and 1-205 corridors are classified in the

Arterial Streets Classification Policy as both regional trafficways

and regional transitways. An important land use objective to be

served by these classifications is to focus new land development

adjacent to the regional facilities. New development in proximity

to transitways would improve future opportunities for trips by public

transit.

Another objective of the Arterial Streets Classification

Policy is to reduce traffic volumes by emphasizing transit service

improvements to the Downtown, Lloyd Center, the Hollywood business

district, and within inner-city neighborhoods.
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The 'pol icy a1 so' states that IIr~ajor City Traffi c Streets II '.

and IINeighborhood Collector Streets ll within the City of.Por1tand:.

shou1 d not serve' as alternate routes for regi ona1 tri ps~ -The, Low

Cost Improvement streets (Alternatives 2a, 2b) are all classified

as either IIMajor City Traffic Streets ll or IINeighborhood Collector "

Streets. 1I Broadway, Weidler, Sandy and the'eastern portion of Ha1sei

are classified as IIMajor City Traffic Streets,1I while Burnside,'

Stark, 7th, Division, 60th and Belmont, and a portion of Halsey are

i ndi cilted as IINei ghborhood Co11 ector Streets. II These· routes are

also classified as IIMajor City Transit Streets,1I with the exception·

of 60th Avenue, v-Ihich carries the designation of IIMinor City Transit

Street,1I and Broadway between 41st Avenue and 67th Avenue, which is

designated as a "Local Street. 1I

The Arterial Atreets C1ass'ificationPo1icy also lists

classifications and policies for truck traffic•. Prov·isionis made

for adequate truck access to commercial and industrial land uses,

with minimal impacts' on residential areas. The Banfield and 1-205

are designated IIThrough Truck Routes." Truck di~tricts, located

adjacent·to the river, contain a large amount of truck traffic.

The only truck district east of 1-5, south of Columbia Blvd., is

west of 12th and north ~f Division.

East County Study Area

A large portion of the East County Study Area is outside.

municipal boundaries and is under the jurisdiction of Mu1tnomah County.
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Portland, Gresham, Troutdale, Wood Village and Fairview also have

jurisdiction responsibilities in the eastern portion of the study area.

Multnomah County. Mu1tnomah County is in the process of pre

paring a revised comprehensive plan which will comply with state and

regional goals and guidelines. Completion of the plan is expected in

1979 or 1980. The plan is being developed in three stages: A IIFramework

Plan," a "Development Plan," and an "Operations P1an. 1I The Framework

Plan, adopted in July 1977 established an urban growth boundary; defines

urban, rural and natural resource areas; and designates goals, policies,

strategies and standards to be applied in the development and operations

plans.

Essentially, the "Development P1an ll will be an amplification

of the Framework and includes IIFunctiona1 Communityll plans. The urban

and future growth areas are the primary focus. Contained in the plan

will be all of the statewide goal requirements not addressed in detail

in the IIFramework P1an. 1I Because community issues, needs and values will

vary, the plan will be individualized for local areas. The 1I0perations

Plan" would consist of measures designed to carry out the "Framework"

and IIDeve10pment P1ans. 1I

A refinement of the urban growth boundary is to be completed

by February 1978. Immediate and future growth areas will be identified,

and a plan for staging growth through the orderly provision of urban

services will be defined. The area contained within the proposed urban

boundary drawn at the eastern city limits of Gresham and Troutdale

includes land already committed to urbanization and the emphasis will
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be on infilling the area" increasing density levels and supporting
. ~..

increased public transit u,s~ge through proper exercise of land use" ,.: .....

policie~ and controls.

Adoption of the ~as tern urban growth boundary removes a· vast' '.

acreage from potential suburban low-den~ity '$prawl. It also provides

the framework to proceed with, higher density land use development within

a contained area.

Upon completion of urban area planning, which will identify

the location of more intense development areas,. appropriate water,

sanitary sewer, lighting and road improvements will be ,programmed to

support the p~iorities set,f,orth in the plans.

The county' s transportati on policy is to, implement il balanced"

safe and efficient transportation system. It is the county's policy to .

support transportation proposals which implement the cqmpr~hens,;'ve;pJa";,,.

protect or enhance water and air quality, and reduce noise levels; ,protect

s'ocial values and the quality of neighborhoods ,al1d communities; ,and support
.: I ," • ,< • ;..... " .-'.' -... •

economic growth. The county is also, committed to equality of access to .'
'-.;., • ~ i._ • • •

urban opportunities; t~e degree of Illobility avialable to a.ll people. in, ".
,,~. ~, .

.:~frms of.alterna~ive types of transportation; energy conservation and

.efficiency; system flexibility; and pedestrian crossing and safety.:
; ~;: ~\ .- ' ." .

In orger to achieve the best possible public transpor~ati.on:
': . .: .. . . . .

syst~~, policies support increased density levels in the. urban ar~a;

concentrated population, co~ercial and employment Genters andpubli~
... ": ...... .." . .

facilities to promote public t17an.sportation use; and improve the. transit.
"";t;· '.', '. •..

system to make it a more attractive and ~ffective transportation option.;~,
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Local Jurisdictions. Portland, Fairview, Gresham, Maywood

Park, Troutdale and Wood Village also have jurisdictional responsibilities

in the East County study area. These local jurisdictions have arrived

at schedules to bring local plans into conformance with the state planning

goals and guidelines; the compliance schedule is as follows:

Maywood Park November 1977

Gresham June 1980

Fairview June 1977

Wood Village June 1980

Troutdale June 1978

Preliminary work on the transportation sections of the plans by key

jurisdictions, such as Gresham and Mu1tnomah County, has emphasized

an increased role for transit.

Existing Land Use and Land Use Trends

Regional Study Area

Generalized land use on a regional scale is shown in Figure 33.

The pattern of existing land use is typical of most urban regions.

Heavy strip commercial activity radiates from the CBO along major arterials.

Most industrial activity in the region is concentrated along the Wi1lamette

River and along Columbia Boulevard south of the Columbia River. Residential

uses are dispersed throughout much of the region, with densities decreasing

as distance from downtown Portland increases. Parks and public facilities

are interspersed throughout the metropolitan area. Agriculture, forests,

and open space are generally on the fringes of or beyond the urban growth

boundary.
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Current trends indicate continued employment growth and possible 

residential decrease in·the downtown area. Residential development will

continue east of the river, with most of the growth occuring in East

County. Population is projected to stablize and employment to rise in

the East Portland Study Area.

Downtown Study Area

The Downtown Study Area is the major retail and employment

center for the Portland metropolitan are~. Activity in the central area

is concentrated along a commercial core running north/south from Burnside

to Harrison Street, with concentration along the Portland Mall. The

majority of urban renewal and redevelopment investment has occurred in

this area.

Existing land use in the downtown area is shown in Figure 34.

Office development has become the dominant land use in this area. Retail

activity throughout the downtown area is concentrated in the retail core,

bounded by Third, Tenth, Stark and Yamhill Streets.

The increasing cost of property in the downtown area has led

to a gradual decline in residential land use. More intensive use has

gradually displaced residential activity. The city is currently devel

oping a program to actively promote housing and to stabilize existing

housing by the designation of a housing zone· area in which commercial

properties would be limited and medium and high density housing would be

encouraged; these steps should reverse the decline. The boundaries of

this zone, known as the Portland State/West of 10th Housing Area (AX
<0 •

Downtown Apartment Area), are delineated 1n Figure 35.
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Figure 35 also outlines the boundaries of the South AUditorium,

Waterfront, and Portland State University Urban Renewal Districts. These

districts have officially designated boundaries and development restrictions

are imposed on the properties within these boundaries. In terms of urban

renewal activities, the Portland State University Urban Renewal Area is

completed; the South Auditorium Urban Renewal Area is virtually completed;

and the Waterfront Urban Renewal Area is underway.

Industrial use is minimal in the downtown area. Some ware

housing and light industrial use is located north of Burnside. However,

heavier industrial activity is concentrated northwest of the CBD, outside

the bounds of this project.

The majority of the public or semi-public land use in the down

town area is concentrated south of Burnside Street. The waterfront area

(between Front Street and the Wi11amette River) is open space. Park

Avenue is also lined with park blocks. The other major park/open space

land uses in the CBD are the park blocks along 3rd and 4th Avenues, east

of City Hall and the County Courthouse.

Figure 36 illustrates the land use plan for the central area as

described in the Portland Downtown Plan. Office development has become

the dominant land use in the downtown area. During the 1960's, office

space doubled and it is still rapidly increasing. The downtown plan .

calls for a reinforcement of the existing high density concentration of

offices extending from Burnside to Market between Fourth and Broadway,

oriented to the Portland Mall, together with medium density office de

velopment adjacent to major access points to downtown and related to
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peripheral parking structures. Office development is specifically dis

couraged adjacent to the waterfront and the south park blocks.

The light industrial use north of Burnside has been gradually

declining due to high property values, poor freight access, and anti

quated buildings. This trend is anticipated to continue. However; in

recent years numerous small shops and restaurants have opened in the

Old Town portion of this area. The downtown plan calls for the gradual

replacement of the l1ghtindustrfal portion in this area by medium

density office and residential development.

The enhancement of the waterfront area by the removal of Harbor

Drive has led to increasing developmental pressures on the area east of

the Portland Mall. High-rise development near the waterfront would be

contrary to goals in the downtown plan, although high density uses could

be allowed.

Development regulations specifying height restrictions on the

downtown area should go to the City Council by early 1978. If passed,

these limitations would have the force of law and would demonstrably"

affect the design of future construction. These height restrictions

would be particularly relevant to the waterfront area.

East Portland Study Area

Existing land use for the various transit routes in the East

Portland study are is shown in Figure 37, Parts A, B, C and D (Part D

also shows the 1-205 corridor, which is in East Mu1tnomah County). The

East Portland area is basically urbanized. Residential land use pre

dominates, with· commercial activity concentrated along the major'arterials:
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Broadway, Sandy, Burnside, Hawthorne, Division, Powell, 82nd and Foster.

Industrial activity basically occurs along the Wi11amette River, while

public services/institutions and parks/open space are dispersed.

Banfield Corridor. Land use throughout Sullivan's Gulch is

strongly oriented towards the freeway and railroad facilities. Both

the railroad and the Banfield Freeway have historically attracted busi

nesses and industry because of the superior transportation access afforded.

This influence is seen by the fact that industry is a predominant land use

along the corridor.

Commercial uses in the vicinity of the Banfield corridor tend to

concentrate west of 15th A'venue and along Sandy Boulevard. Of particular

significance is the Lloyd Center, located along Multnomah betwe~n 9th-15th.

It is a regional shopping center containing numerous private and public

office buildings in addition to the retail complex.

Residential land use becomes more predominant east of 15th Avenue,

north of the Banfield, and east of 28th Avenue, south of the Banfield.

This usage presents a mix of older single-family ann relatively recent

multi-family structures. Public/semi-public uses, as well as parks and

open space serving this area, are dispersed along the corridor.

Banfield Transit Station Areas. The same six transit stations

are proposed in the Banfield corridor for Alternatives 4 and 5. Exsisting

land use in the vicinity of each station is summarized in Table 19 and

shown in Parts A, Band C of Figure 37. Land use becomes less intensive

and more mixed (residential, commercial and industrial) as one proceeds

eastward through the Banfield corridor. Most of the area within one-fourth
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EXISTING LAND USE:
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TABLE 19

EXISTING LAND USE SUMMARY: BANFIELD TRANSIT STATION AREAS

TRANSIT STATION

Coliseum

Union-Grand

Lloyd Center

Hollywood

60th Avenue

82ndAvenue

LAND USE DESCRIPTION (1/4 MILE RADIUS)

Located in an industrial and commercial area.
The Memorial Coliseum and Holladay Park Hospital
are located in this area. Residential use is
minimal.

Retail and commercial office use predominates.
Area contains Holladay Park Hospital and high
rise office buildings. Residential use is
minimal.

Densely developed site with regional shoPPlng
center, high rise office buildings, Holladay
Park, Benson Polytechnic and parking lots.

Located near an older retail and office center.
Pedestrian-oriented commercial uses predominant
north of the Banfield and along Sandy Blvd.
South of the Banfield, single-family residential
land use is prevalent. .

Large industrial complexes north of the Banfield.
Normanda1e Park and a mixture of single and
multiple family residential uses located north of
the industrial uses. Single and multiple family
residential state office.faci1ities and- commercial
activity along G1isan located south of the Banfield.

Concentrated commercial development along 82nd,
backed by single-family residences. Light indus
trial uses along the Banfield. An elementary
school is located in the northwest quadrant.
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mile of the stations is developed, which limits redevelopment opportunities

oriented towards increased public transit use.

Low Cost Improvement Routes (LeI). All of the LCI streets have

. a predominance of industrial and/or commercial uses ~n the western portion

of the routes. Residential activity increases east of 21st along most

routes, while many commercial properties are located intermittently along

the arterials. Residential activity also increases to the north and south

of these routes.

Of particular significance on the Broadway/Weid1er/Sandy/Ha1sey

route is the Memorial Coliseum, a regional sports complex and recreation

center located at the west end of the alignment on Broadway and Williams.

Some industrial activity has also developed along Broadway and Halsey

where these routes are in close proximity to the Banfield. Sandy (from

Broadway to 1-205) is characterized by strip commercial activity.

The scattered commercial uses along the LeI rout~s are noticeably

absent along Burnside between 32nd and 47th Avenue in the Laure1hurst resi

dential area. The Belmont/Morrison route has the least intensive devel

opment of the LCI routes. Sixtieth Avenue is a narrow residential street

with the exception of the hospital and Mt. Tabor Park, a regional park and

recreation area located east of 60th from Madison to Division.

The East Portland study area is urbanized and is already exten

sively developed. Population projections for the year 1990 indicate only

a slight increase in population, however, while employment is forecast

to increase approximately 53 percent over 1970 levels. Most of this

employment is expected in commercial and light industrial uses. Expansion
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of heavy industrial uses should be minimal because of the lack of large

parcels. A general infilling of underutilized properties and.an overall

intensification of use is the trend. Single-family residential use· is

declining slightly, particularly along major arterials, where a conversion

to commercial use and, multiple-family housing is occuring. Many large,: '

older, single-family dwellings are undergoing this type of transformation-

a trend which is expedted, to continue ..

Th~ City of Portland does not have an adopted land use plan for

this area. Neighborhood groups have formed or are in the process of forming.

Neighborhood plans which have been completed to date have emphasized pro

tection of single-family dwellings from commercial/multi-family ~ncroachment.

East County Study Area

The East. County study .area consists of suburban and rural sections

of Multnomah County•. Single-family residential use is predominant. However,

the number of multiple-family dwellings is increasing, especially along

major arterials. Most of. ~he concentrated commercial land use in the East

County study area is loca~ed along Halsey, Stark, Division, Powell, l02nd,

l22nd and lR2nd.. Gresham, the largest city in East Multnomah County, is

a growing commercial center.

Some industrial use has developed adjacent to the Banfield and

immediately east of l8lst Avenue•. Parks, recreation areas, and publici

semi-pUblic land uses are dispersed in the study area. Glendover Golf

Course, Gresham Golf and County Club,. and Powell Butte are prominant

par~s/recreational areas, as indicated ,on the regional land use map.

Lands in agriculture, forest or open space are domi~ant us~s in the
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remote sOlJtheastportion of the study area.

East County study area growth has been steady for many years •.

taking the form of leap-frog development since the early 1960's. Devel

opment in East Multnomah County is presently continuing at a stable rate.

There is a substantial amount of vacant and redevelopable land proximate

to existing urban services which continues to be converted to residential,

commercial and industrial uses. Population forecasts for the Portland

metropolitan area indicate that most future residential development in

the East Side will occur east of 1-205.

Between 1960 and 1976 the number of multiple-family units has

grown dramatically. In 1960 multiple-family units made up three percent

of the housing stock of the study area. By 1976. 26 percent of the

housing was in multiple-family units. The increase in multiple-family

units accounted for 53 percent of the growth in housing units. This

multiple-family unit increase accounted for 57 percent of the multiple

family unit increase in the East County study area.

The Urban-Rural Growth Management Policy in the Multnomah

County Draft Comprehensive Framework Plan is intented to direct growth

into appropriate locations, which will lead to an infilling of urban

uses. The urban. rural, and natural resource designations for Mu1tnomah

County's jurisdiction in the East County study area is shown in Figure 38.

The majority of the East County study area has been designated urban.

with smaller rural residential, multiple-use farm and multiple-use

forest designations indicated in the southeastern portion of the study

area.
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According to CRAG's regional Land Use Framework Map, most of

East t4ultnomah County which is not under county jurisdiction isclassi;'

fied as "urban." Small sections of "rural" and "study area" have been

designated in the southeast portion of the East County study area.

Burnside Corridor. Parts 0, E, F and G of Figure 37 show

existing land uses in the Burnside corridor•. Burnside Street is largely

single-family residential, althol,lgh east of l60th Avenue medium density

multi-family residences incre~se, especially at intersections up to

199th Avenue.

Commercial use along the Burnside route is clustered near

Gateway, 102nd, l22nd and Stark. Commercial uses also increase as the'

central area of Gresham is approached.

Light industrial use i~ mixed with commercial and single-family

residential uses between 1-205 and 102nd Avenue in the Burnside corridor. '

A 9-acre industrial parcel, is located on Glisan and l20th. HO\'Jever,

most industrial use is concentrated at the juction of' Burnside and the

Portland Traction Line and further east along the traction line, where

the rail facility prOVides for transport of materials.

Community services are located intermittently along' the

corridors. Recreational area is provided in this corridor by open

space connected with school properties.
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Vacant properties are almost exclusively located east of the Stark!

Burnside intersection, along the Portland Traction Line. Other vacant properties

are widely dispersed.

Burnside Street Transit Station Areas. The predominant land uses in

the vicinity of the proposed transit stations are summarized in Table 20.

These uses are graphically shown in Figure 37, Parts D, E, F and G.

Future land use in the Burnside corridor can be expected to consist of

single and multiple-family residential development with some commercial retail

development. The form this development takes will depend on whether or not the

light rail mode using Burnside Street is selected. If light rail Burnside is

selected, si.gnificant opportunities exist to orient future development to support

transit, especially in the transit station zones. These opportunities are evalu

ated in the discussion of land use impacts under "Land Use Development Oppor

tunities."

Division Corridor. (Alternatives 5-2a, 5-2b) Land use in the Division

corridor is mapped in Figure 37, Parts D, E, F and G. The existing land use

pattern along Division is highly auto-oriented. Division Street, as a major traffic

street, has far more intense land use and a wider variety of uses along the

arterial than does Burnside Street. Residential use tends to be located off the

Division Street frontage. Most of the multiple-family dwellings are located west

of l74th Avenue, and many are in the form of large complexes. Commercial use in

the corridor consist of a spatter of strip commercial development which intensifies

somewhat in the vicinity of major intersections.



TRANSIT STATION
LOCATION

l02nd

122nd

14Bth

162nd

172nd

lBlst/
Rockwood

192nd

Fa i rgrounds

1st &Burnside
(Alternative
to Fairgrounds)
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TABLE 20

EXISTING LAND USE SUMNARY: BURNSIDE
STREET TRANSIT STATION AREAS

LAND USE DESCRIPTION

Low density single-family develop
ment with some commercial, small
industrial and community service
uses.

Located on a north-south arterial.
Substantial strip commercial with
single-family behind the commer
cial uses. Some vacant land.

Predominately low density single
family with some multi-family
development at the intersection.
Large amounts of vacant land
scattered throughout area.

Predominately multi-family resi
dential. Some single-family
residential and open space and
community service. Commercial
uses along Gl isan. and Stark.

A transition area from single
family to multi-family with some
commercial activity along Stark.

The triangle of .Burnside, lBlst
and Stark contains major auto
oriented mixed uses. Multi~

family and single-family resi
dences lay adjacent to this
center.

A mix of vacant land, commercial
and industrial uses J as well as
scattered single-family and multi-

. fami ly res i dentia1•

This site is under single owner
ship and is scheduled to be
developed into a multi-use center,
including an auditorium, offices,
and multi-family residential use.

Ongoing commercial development in
this area with a major shopping
center, several new restaurants,
and multiple family development.
Large amounts of undeveloped land.
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Most of the industrial use occupies large parcels. Heavy industry is
,

dominant due to two large gravel pits located in the corridor: one at 106th on

Division and the other to the north of Division on 190th Avenue.

Community services are located intermittently along the Division Street

corridor. There is less vacant property in the Division corridor than in the

Burnside corridor. Most of it is located east of 182nd Avenue and is often located

in the center of large residential blocks.

Division Street Transit Station Areas. Table 21 describes existing

land use around proposed Division Street transit station areas. These uses are

mapped in Figure 37, Parts D, E, F and G.

Division Street, being a major four-lane intra-county arterial with a

full interchange planned with 1-205, will probably continue to attract auto

oriented commercial uses in the future without the selection of the LRT-Division

Street option and application of strong land use controls. Other major land

development in the corridor should largely consist of multi-family dwelling units

and to a lesser extent, single-family residences.

1-205 - Lents Corridor. (portions of Alternatives 5-1a, 5-1b, 5-2a,

and 5-2b; all of Alternatives 5-3a and 5-3b) A generalized land use map for the

1-205 corridor is shown in Figure 37, Parts C and D. As evidenced by the maps,

residential land use predominates in the area between proposed transit stations.

The corridor itself is largely vacant, since it consists of right-of-way to be

used in the future construction of 1-205 (fully operational within five years).

Existing land use in the vicinity of the proposed transit stations is summarized

in Table 22.
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TABLE 21

EXISTING LAND USE SUMMARY: DIVISION STREET
TRANSIT STATIONS

TRANSIT STATION
LOCATION

l22nd

136th

l48th

170th

182nd

199th

Fairgrounds

1st &Burnside
(A1temati ve
to Fa i rgrounds)

LAND USE DESCRIPTION

Strip commercial on both division
and 122nd, with single family and
some multi-family behind the com
mercial properties.

A multi-family residential core
with some retail, and a wrecking
yard.

Strip commercial on both Division
and 148th, with some multi-family
uses.

A multi-family residential core
with a 300-unit trailer park, as
well as some commercial activity
in the station area.

Some locally-orientated commercial
development with a school and
single-family residences in the
area.

Largely undeveloped open land with
a gravel quarry in the area.

This site is under single owner
ship and is scheduled to be
developed into a multi-use center,
including an auditorium, offices,
and multi-family residential.

Ongoing commercial development in
this area with a Fred Meyers
Shopping Center, several new
restaurants, and multiple .family
development. Large amount of
vacant land.
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TABLE 22

EXISTING LAND USE SUMMARY:
I-205-LENTS CORRIDOR: TRANSIT STATION AREAS

TRANSIT STATIm,
LOCATIOfl

Gateway
(East side
of freeway)

Mall 204
(East side
of freeway)

Division
(West side
of freeway)

Patlell
(West side
of freeway)

Lents
(West side
of freeway)

LAND USE DESCRIPTION

Commercial core on Halsey and
Weidler Streets and single and
multiple family development to the
south.

Amajor shopping center, a private
school and hospital, as well as
other commercial uses are located
to the east of 1-205. To the west
of 1-205, single-family residences
are predominant. Commercial uses
along Stark, Berrydale Park, and
Clark School are also on the
fringe of the station area.

Residential and strip commercial
along Division. There are also
several areas of vacant land.

Considerable vacant land exists,
much of it dedicated to the
defunct Mt. Hood freeway inter
change. A bowling alley, school
and State Police Office building
are also in this area.

West of the station is the Lents .
commercial center, a deteriorating
commercial area. Single-family
residential is predominant to the
east of 1-205.
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Future land use in the 1-205 corridor, and especially surrounding proposed

transit stations, will largely be ·influenced by whether or not a busway or LRT

facility is constructed and whether land use controls will be sufficient to minimize

land use non-supportive of public transit. Present comprehensive plan designations

and zoning would allow a proliferation of auto-related uses such as motels,

restaurants and service stations to occur. Opportunities to reorient future develop

ment in a manner consistent with improved public transit productivity is discussed

in the impact section under "Land Development Opportunities. Ii

Probable Land Use Impacts of Project Alternatives

Introduction

Changes in accessibility caused by transportation improvements influence

land use, but do not determine particular types and patterns. Ultimate uses of

the land are guided by policies and plans set forth by local governments. In

the case of the subject transportation proposal, major opportunities exist to

orient future land use to support local public transit and the efficient provision

of other public services such as sewer and water. These opportunities stem from

the multi-modal nature of the project in addition to land use policies adopted in

Mu1tnomah County1s Comprehensive Framework Plan.

In part, these policies call for "locating population concentrations,

commercial centers, employment centers and public facilities where they can be

served by public transportation, -and increasing density and intensity of develop

ment to rei nforce trans i t corri dors ••••• "* These pol icies provi de the framework

from which mutually reinforcing land use and transportation plans can be implemented.

*Multnomah County, Comprehensive Framework Plan, (Portland, Oregon:
Multnomah County, 1977), pp. 300-316.
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What follows evaluates the conformance of proposed alterantives with adopted plans

and policies and probably changes in land development opportunities given past

trends and the present context of plans and policies.

Conformance With Plans and Policies

This section covers the project alternatives as they reltate to state.

regional. county and city planning goals and objectives. When evaluating con

formance with transportation plans. it is necessary to consider the fact that

planning is an ongoing process and that alternations to the plans are often

deemed appropriate. Specific designations. such as the ITP projects and some of

the classifications in the Arterial Streets Classification Policy (ASCP). only

are indications of alternatives developed at the time the documents were prepared

and are subject to reevaluation and change within the policy framework. It is

within this context that conformance evaluations are made.

Alternative 1 - No-Build. The no-build alternative does not encouruge

greater use of public transit and. by implication. reinforces the existing princi

pal reliance on the automobile. In this respect. the no-build is inconsistent

with all of the current planning documents. with emphasize reliance on various

modes of transportation and the increased use of transit. In addition. traffic

congestiol~ predicted to accompany the no-build is in conflict with policies aimed

at strengthening the local and regional economY by facilitating the flow of goods

and services. and with city and county policies encouraging improved transit and

traffic movement.

Further. the no-build alternative is not in conformance with the ITP

transit corridor system designations. Contrary to the ITP. congestion associated.
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with the no-build would force increased future traffic onto existing auto and

local bus facilities. This alternative could also generate regional trips on

Major City Traffic Streets and Neighborhood Collector Streets. which is in conflict

with the Arterial Streets Classification Policy.

County policies call for orderly growth and increased density in the

urban areas. and for locating population concentrations. cOmmercial and employ

ment centers and public facilities where they can be served by public transit.

The incentives necessary to promote this growth and location policy would not be

fostered by the no-build alternative.

Alternatives 2a and 2b - Low Cost Improvements. The LCI alternatives

conform with planning policies of increasing reliance on public transit and im

proving traffic flow because 2a'would not improve the Banfield Freeway east of

37th. This would force increased future traffic onto exisitng auto and local bus

routes. conflicting with the ITP and the Arterial Streets Classification POlicy.

The LCI alternatives are generally 'consistent with the city's land use

and transit policies in downtown Portland. In this regard. the LCI options are

similar to the HOV and Separated Busway options. which would have similar bus

routes and numb(rs in the downtown area.

The Art~rial Streets Classification Policy (ASCP) calls for the con

struction of exclusive transitways i'n the Banfield corridor. LCI Alternative 2a

does not conform with this designation. Alternative 2b is in partial conformance

with this policy. however. in that traffic movement on the Banfield. east of 37th.
,

would improve. Both alternatives are inconsistent with the ASCP regarding pro-

hibiting the reservation of lanes on city streets for express transit trips.
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Alternatives 3a. 3b. and 3c - HOV Lanes. The HOV alternatives are in

conformance with planning policies emphasizing multi-modal transportation and

improvement of the flow of goods and services with resultant strengthening of the

local and regional economy. Alternative 3a would be the least effective in im

proving travel because it does not provide for widening the Banfield east of 37th.

The HOV alternatives are not in conformance with ITP if a strict interpre

tation is made, since an exclusive bus or rail corridor was recommended. The

HOV alternatives may conform. however. if a broad definition of "exclusive bus"

corridor is used. In any event. these alternatives could eventually be in

conformance with the ITP if a convers,ion to an exclusive bus or rail facility

occurred. This future conversion would result in additional costs and construction

delays. In addition. the land use intensification envisioned with the LRT option

in East County may not be possible in the short-term due to lost developmental

opportunities. Therefore, if implementation of an LRT system is postponed. tIle

transit-supportive land use response to it would be more difficult to develop.

The HOV alternatives are in partial conformance with the Arterial Streets

Classification Policy in that improved transit and traffic movement on the Banfield.

east of 37th. would result if these alternatives were initiated.

Since selection of an HOV alternative would also include the construction

of a busway and transit stations along 1-205, HOV options conform with county policies

aimed at concentrating population and employment in support of public transit.

Neither the No-Build or Low Cost Improvement options have this opportunity. although

the Separated Busway, and LRT options do.
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Alternatives 4a and 4b - Separated Busway. The Separated ~usw~y alterna

tives are in confonmance with planning goals emphasizing ~lti-moda1 transporation
.' . .

,

and improvement of the flow of goods and services,. The Busway alternatives. are

predicted to be comparatively more effective in attracting public ridership,and·

in improving traffic and transit than the .other bus .al.terna~ives. The Busway

alternative, however, is in strict confonmancewith the ,Banfield exclusive transit~. ,

way designation in the ITP. In addition, the, addition~l transit, stations in the ..

Banfield corridor are more consistent than the HOV options with policies aimed at.

concentrating development to support public trat1s~t.

Alternatives 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 - Light Rail Transit., The lRTa1terna

tives are similar to the busway alternatives in confonming with planning .documents.

However, light rail transit would be most effective in,su~stantiating downtown

Portland's role as a regional center because, of inherent transit capacity advantages

and environmental factors which would be more favorable •. The lRT options would ..

also create the greatest opportunit~es, for compliance with state, regional and

local policies for orderly growth and increased den~ities in urban areas. This

stems from the positive land development opportunities whic~ would, exist in the

vicinity of light rail transit stations along Burnside or Division Streets. None
'. ,

of the bus alternatives would extend a fixed transitway facility into t~e county

nor would express bus lanes be established. Opport~nities for intensifying l~nd

use in support of transit are therefore limited reJative to the light rail potential.

land Development Opportunities

Since the .land use impact potential is significantly different in each

study area, the alternatives h~rein are separately evaluated, by study area (Down

town Portland, East Portland and East Multnomah County). More~ver"particular
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attention is given to East Multnomah County, including the 1-205 corridor, since

major revisions in the present direction of future land use would be required

around transit stations to assure uses compatible with increased public transpor

tation use.

To better understand the importance of these changes, especially in

regards to the light rail transit alternatives, two future land ~ases are presented

for the 1-205 corridor and the Burnside Street and Division Street corridors east

of 1-205:*

1. Continuation of present trends in land use in conformance with

existing plans.

2. Reorient existing trends toward increased densities and uses which

support public transit utilization.

This contrast underscores the significance of positive land use controls {compre

hensive plan designations, etc.} whose purpose is to achieve maximum compatibility

between land use and transportation productivity.

Downtown Portland. None of the proposed alternatives are expected to

generate developmental opportunities significantly different than no-build con

ditions through 1990. However, in comparison with no-build transit service

potential, build options provi~e superior service to the downtown. Consequently,

build options are more compatible with 1990 projections of population and employ

ment in the downtown. What follows is a brief description of developmental oppor

tunities, by like alternatives, which was taken from the Banfield Transitway:

*Banfield Transitway Project: light Rail Transit: land Use Considerations
Tri-Met, November 1977}, unpaged.
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Downtown Circulation Alternatives study.*

1. No-Build. Direct development stimulus is not expected without

changes in the status quo. Through time fewer developmental

opportunities would arise, since transportation access to the down

town would be progressively constrained•.

2. Low Cost Improvements, High OccLipancyVehic1e lane and Separated

Busway. While these alternatives would not by themselves generate

redevelopment opportunities, they might become the impetus for

future extensions of the PQrt1and Mall to create additional transit

capacity. The provision of more intensive transit service on streets

outside the present mall could cause some redevelopment of adjacent

buildings.

3. Light Rail Transit. The On-Mall LRT alignment alternatives (Oak

Street and Pioneer Square) offer redevelopment opportunities for the

north half of the block between Fourth and Fifth at G1isan, which

would possibly be acquired for constructing a transit station. The

station would occupy about half of the ground level area of this

parcel, permitting redevelopment of the remainder, and the air

rights above. This would require the displacement of a building

of historic significance potential, however. The location of this

station, together with other supportive developments, could also

affect redevelopment opportunities in the area between the Transpor

tation Terminals and Burnside.

*Banfie1d Transitway: Downtown Circulation Alternatives (De1euw, Cather,
June 1977), pp. 95-96.
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The LRT Cross-Mall alternative does nGl; present any signifi,cant, direct

redevelopment opportunity. Indirectly, it could stimulate redevelopment in the

north waterfront area, including the Northwest National Gas blocks, and along

First Avenue between the Steel Bridge and Morrison and Yamhill Streets •. Redevelop

ment on First Avenue could include use of the street air rights, for instance

over the proposed station between Pine and Ash Streets.

East Portland. Developmental opportunities possible with the proposed

alternatives are limited in this largely built-up urban area.* Some minor changes

could occur in association with transit stations proposed in the "Downtown Con

nection Q (along N.E. Holladay Street and/or N.E. Multnomah Street) or in the Ban

field corridor. Transit stations in the Banfield corridor would be constructed

only with a Separated Busway or Light Rail lane 9 however.

1. No-Build. Doing-nothing to improve traffic or public transit

service in East Portland would decrease developmental opportunities

since mobility in the area would be restricted as traffic congestion

grows worse.

2. Low Cost Improvements. Development opportunities stelTlJling from

these alternatives would be largely lacking. The increased use of

,~ity arterials for peak-hour express bus service is not expected to

encourage development. However, Alternative 2b, whi ch incl udes wi.den

ing the Banfield Freeway, would establish a better atmosphere for

development, in general, since congestion on city arterials would be

somewhat relieved.

*Tri-Met, Ope cit., Section IIID.
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3. High Occupancy Vehicle lanes. These options (3a, 3b 'and 3c)'

would,supportminor developmental opportunities in the:"Do~ntOwn

Connection'" portion of the transitway in the vicinity of'the

Coliseum, Union/Grand and lloyd Center transit-stations. in

this respect, the HOV options 'are similar to the separated

busway'and light rail options, which also would have transit

stations at these three locations. Wide'ning of ' the Banfield,

which would occur with Alternatives'3b or 3c, could also'

promote general development in the broader area since traffic

mobility on city streets would be improved.

4. Separated Busway~ light Rail Transit. These alternatives are

the same with respect to developmental opportunities in the "Down

town Connection~and Banfield corridor proper. As'with the HOV

options, developmental opportunities from transit operations and
, ,

station development would be minor in the "Downtown Connection."-

Unlike the HOV options, transit stations would be constructed in the

Hollywood area, 60th and 82nd Avenues., These stations increase

public transit accessibility to and from East Portland relative to

existing conditions and other build alternatives. "However',the

predominately built-up nature of the station zones would make land

conversion costs high, restricting major redevelopment opportunities.

General improvements in public transit service and traffic ~obility

in East Portland possibly with these options'would be' ~on'slstent '

with promoting general development trends in the area.
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East-Mu1tnomah County

1. Introduction. The alternative selected potentially has a

significant bearing on the future direction of land use in the

Burnside, Division and 1-205 corridors. It is well documented that

mass transit facilities can help reorient deve10pment--especia1ly

fixed-route systems supported by a series of transit stations. This

potential creates opportunities for land development and public

transit to be mutually supportive. On the other hand, general mass

transit operations which have poor survice and only minor-transfer

points instead of stations, generally offer little potential in terms

of supportive land development opportunities.

This section addresses developmental opportunities or their lack

in East Mu1tnomah County. Extensive use was made of the "Light

Rail Transit: Land Use Considerations," prepared by Tri-Met in

cooperation with Mu1tnomah County.

2. No-Build and Low f2!! Improvements. These alternatives would not

generate land development opportunities from the operation of public

transit, since service would be similar to that of today. County

policies which stipulate that future population and employment

concentrations are to be served by public transit would still be

in effect. However. major opportunities for concentrating housing

and employment in support of transit would be lacking since an 1-205

busway would be excluded under no-build and low cost improvement

conditions. The transit supportive development potential present
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today in the 1-205 corridor would largely be replaced by auto

oriented development, as evidenced by land use along many urban

freeways in which transit-supportive land use controls have been

applied.

It is recognized by local planning authorities that effective

planning in the 1-205 corridor is required to minimize otherwise

strong pressures to orient development around the interchanges to

the private auto.* Planning tools, such as comprehensive plan land

use designations required to prevent substantial auto-orientation,

would be ve~ difficult to apply or enact in the absence of major

public transit service along 1-205.

3. High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes and Separated Busway Alternatives.

These alternatives are identical with respect to transit service in

East Multnomah County; both would include an 1-205 busway between·

Sandy Boulevard/Columbia Street (north) and Foster Road (south).

It is along the busway, at the various transit stations, where transit

supportive land development opportunities exist. Opportunities for

intensifying land use in a manner compatible with increased utilization

of public transit are sunmarized in Table 23 for the five stations between

and including Gateway and Lents. The table also includes a description

of existing land use and future development probable without a bus-

way in operation, which represents a continuation of present land use

trends.-

*Ibid., unpaged.



LOCATION

Gateway
(East side
of freeway)

Mall 205
(East side
of freeway)

Division
(West side of
freeway)

Powell
(West side of
freeway)

Lents
(West side of
freeway)

DESCRIPTION OF STATION ZONES

Commercial core on Halsey and
Weidler Streets and single
and multiple family develop
ment to the south.

A major shopping center, a
private school and hospital, .
as well as other commercial
uses are located to the east
of 1-205. To the west of 1-205,
single family residences are
predominant. Commercial uses
along Stark, Berryda1e Park,
and Clark School are also on
the fringe of the station area.

Residential and strip com
mercial along Division. There
are also several areas of
vacant land.

Considerable vacant land exists,
much of it dedicated to the
defunct Mt. Hood freeway inter
change. A bowling alley,
school and State Police Office
building are also in this area.

West of the station is the
Lents commercial center, a
deteriorating commercial area.
Single family residential is
predominant to the east of
1-205.

TABLE 23

TRANSIT STATION IMPACTS
EAST COUNTY STUDY AREA

(I-205-Lents)

LAND USE WITH CONTINUATION OF
CURRENT TRENDS (No-Build case)

On-going multi-family development
should continue along with in
creased commercial activity with
the opening of 1-205 freeway.

Increased activity at the shop
ping center with the opening of
the freeway.

Considerable development could
occur once Division becomes a
major interchange at 1-205.

Land conversion could be con
siderable with the opening of
1-205.

Should undergo change from a
neighborhood and pedestrian
oriented shopping district
to a commercial center serv
ing 1-205.

LAND USE WITH REORIENTATION TO TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE USES

A high density activity center is possible with
2000 new residents and 500 new jobs in the area. High
density residential south of the planned commercial/hotel
complex would be appropriate and consistent with existing
plan designations.

An additional 1500 jobs and 400 persons could be accommodated
in this area. Land uses west of the alignment are quite stable.
Development of a large amount of potentially developable and
redeve1opab1eland, as we 11 as commerc ia1 expans i on of Ma 11 205,
could be expected. Multi-family and office uses could also
develop.

Medium and high density residential development would be emphasized;
approximately of 2640 residents could be situated in this area.
Removal of some single family housing would be necessary. Upzoning
of single family and strip commercial to higher density levels
would be necessary.

As with Division, medium and high density residential development
and local commercial would be emphasized with a possible increase
of 2200 persons in_this area. Upzoning of some single family areas
and limiting of strip commercial development would be necessary.

Approximately 14nn new residents and 350 new jobs are Dossib1e for
this area. Moderate and high density housing surrounding a
neighborhood commercial core would be appropriate.

I
N
U1
~
I
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As mentioned previously, without strong land use controls"many ,

transit-supportive opportunities would be lost to freeway-:oriented

uses, whereas a major transit facility in the cor~idor should provide

the impetus for applying the required controls.

The transit-supportive potentials are, approximately equal for a

busway or light rail line in the corridor, so opportunities pertaining.

to LRT are discussed herein.

It is important to note that the problems and opportunities for

devising and implementing transit-supportive land development in

this corridor are much different than those in the Burnside or

Division LRT alignments. This stems from the large difference in

transportation capacity between 1-205 and the Burnside and Division

arterials and the fact that the freeway will not be fully operational

until 1982. What follows is a summary of the m~jor developmental

opportunities and constraints in the vicinity of the 1-205 tran.sit

stations, assuming a reorientation of future development to uses·

which support transit. Reviewers desiring further detail are

referred to the technical report entitled Light Rail Transit: Land

Use Considerations, published by Tri-Metin November, 19.77.

a. Gateway Station Area. Situated between I~205. and the,

proposed expanSion to the south of the Gateway Shopping Center,

this station is potentially the most important station.10cation,

in the 1-205 corridor•. Due to its strategic position at the inter

section of existing and proposed regional transportation systems, and

adjacent to a growing regional commercial center, the station is
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well-suited for major transit activity area with a high level of

auto, feeder bus and pedestrian traffic.

A large undeveloped parcel makes land conversion susceptability high.

In addition, an existing high density residential area south of a planned com

mercial/hotel complex would support transit. ,Moreover, existing plan designations

are consistent with high density development in which public transit can be

effectively integrated.

b. Mall 205 Station Area. This station would be located between

the 1-205 Freeway and the Mall 205 Shopping Center. Mall 205 is

a good example of private sector response to a new urban freeway,

but its full potential has not been attained because of area

competition and delays in constructing 1-205.

The major emphasis for future development would be automobile-

related uses because of accessibility to 1-205. Expansion of office

and multiple-family development would be encouraged along with planned

commercial expansion as transit-supportive development consistent

with the function and orientation of the Mall 205 area.

c. Division Station Area. This station would be positioned

in the northwest quadrant of the I-20S/Division Street interchange and

east of S.E. 92nd Avenue. Preliminary study indicates opportunities

to deve10p extensive medium-density housing as the first phase of any

redevelopment strategy. This would require the removal of some

existing housing within the site and primarily along S.E. 92nd

Avenue. The existing zoning, which is predominately single-family

residential with some strip commercial, would need revision if
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full redevelopment opportunities are to be realized.

d. Powell Station Area. The proposed station would lie w~st

of the 1-205 Freeway near Powell Boulevard. Considerable vacant

property exists in this area. Immediately adjacent to the proposed

station are two parcels, one owned by the State of Oregon .whichis

being Qeveloped as a State Police office building, and a se~ond which

currently houses a bowling alley. This latter site, along with·

property across S.E. 92nd Avenue, would be a suitable location for

housing opportunities due to the good access to the transit station.

However, the presence of the bowling alley could curtail this

potential. Current zoning, which includes single-family areas and

some commercial strip development, is inconsistent with the potential

development of medium to high density residences. Zoning conforming

with these residential designations would require support in the

comprehensive plan and eventual "Up zoning" of the single-:family

residential areas.

e. Lents Station Area. This station would be positioned. ,

between the 1-205 Freeway and the Lents commercial center. In

recent years the Lents commercial district has deteriorated

and its role as a neighborhood-oriented shopping center diminished.

Moreover, given existing zoning and the usual market reaction to the

opening of the 1-205 Freeway interchange, it can be anticipated

that the Lents commercial center will undergo further decline,

changing from a neighborhood and pedestrian-oriented shopping

district to a commercial center serving a broader commercial market
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from its access to the 1-205 Freeway. Such freeway-oriented change

would likely foreclose important opportunities for directing land

use in support of public transit and the surrounding residential

community.

In spite of these formidable drawbacks, the Lents area is otherwise

suited for both commercial and residential deve1pment. Opportunities

exist to encourage moderate-density housing (16-20 units per acre)

in areas currently zoned commercially which are undergoing abandonment.

Such uses would not only be compatible with public transit service.

but would also blend with surrounding residential neighborhoods.

4. Light Rail Transit - Burnside Street. A light rail facility

fixed in the center of East Burnside Street. and supported by eight

transit stations at or near major intersecting streets. offers high

potential for land development in support of transit. Three zones

are particularly well suited for more intense development: Gateway/

102nd, Rockwood (162-192nd) and Gresham (Fairgrounds site). Each

zone would be planned as a mixed-use center with high intensity

residential, neighborhood/community commercial; office/professional/

public service; and light industrial (labor intensive) uses. By

establishing such transit-supportive zones. a basis for an efficient

combination of residential, commercial and light-industrial development

could be created. Table 24 is supplemented with the following discussion.

a. 102nd Station Area. It is not likely that commercial/

office development could be supported within the station service

area, given the proximity to Mall 205 and Gateway. Future use of the



LOCATION

102nd

122nd

148th

162nd

172nd

181st/
Rockwood

192nd

cai r9rounds

1st &Burnside
(Alternative
to Fairgrounds)

DESCRIPTION OF STATION ZONES

Low density single-family develop
ment with some commercial. small
industrial and community service
uses.

Located on a north-south arterial
with substantial strip commercial
with single-family behind the com
commercial uses, some vacant land.

Predominately low density single
family with some multi-family
development at the intersection.
Large amounts of vacant land
scattered throughout area.

Predominately multi-family resi
dential. Some single family
residential and open·space and
community service. Commercial
uses along Glisan and Stark.

A transition area from single
family to multi-family with some
commercial activity along Stark.

The triangle of Burnside, 181st
and Stark contains major auto
oriented mixed uses in East
County. Multi-family and single
family residences lay adjacent
to thi s center.

A mix of vacant land, commercial
and industrial uses, as well as.
scattered single'·farnily and multi
family resirle~tial.

This site is under single owner
ship and is scheduled to be
developed into a multi-use center,
including an auditorium. offices.
and multi-family residential.

Ongoing commercial development in
this area includin(1 a major
shopping center. several new
restaurants. and multiple family
development. There are large
amounts of as yet undeveloped
land.

TABLE 24

TRANSIT STATION IMPACTS
EAST COUNTY STUDY AREA

BURNSIDE CORRIDOR

LAND USE WITH CONTINUATION OF
CURRENT TRENDS

Some infilling of residential and
commercial uses on vacant parcels.

Some additional commercial devel
opment with perhaps some multi
family development on vacant land.

Additional multi-family perhaps
some commercial development.

Further infilling of multi-family
deve1opment.

Additional multi-family with per
haps some additional commercial
development.

This commercial center would con
tinue to develop and perhaps
expand with some additional multi
family residential.

Gradual infilling of vacant land
to other uses.

Center would probably develop,
but would not be transit oriented.

Continued development of this area
to commercial and multi-family .
uses.

LAND USE WITH REORIENTATION TO TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE USES

Some 50 acres of land could be converted to multi-family resi
dential, supporting approximately 2,000 persons, Would require
upzoning in southeast quadrant to allow for multiple family.
Some conversion of single family uni.ts would be anticipated.

Approximately 900 jobs and 1400,residents could be supported
at this station. Intensive residential along with some office.
public service or neighborhood commercial uses are desirable,
May require change of zoning from commercial and single family
to multi-family.

Approximately 1300 additional residents on about 40 acres of
land could be anticipated. Upzoning of single family to multi
family/medium density residential would be necessary. Multiple
family infilling and some single family conversions would be
anticipated.

The station could support up to 1700 additional residents, in
multi-family units. Expanded multiple family and some local
convenience commercial uses would be appropriate, Some upzoning
of existing single family areas will b~ necessary.

Development could include 2300 additional residents and 1800
new multi-family dwelling units into the area. Coulu su~~cr~

medium to high intensity residential uses. Upzoning of single
family to multi-family would be necessary.

The center would be oriented to transit-supportive commercial
uses and high density residential uses. Approximately 700 new
jobs and 1300 new residents could be accommodated. Upzoning
of single family areas would be necessary.

Good potential for development with 1700 new residents and 700
new jobs possible·in the area. A mix of intensive residential.
community commercial and industrial uses would be a~~ro~riat,.

.Major zone changes would not be necessary.

High density residential, office/professional and community
commercial can be assumed. No change in land use policy is
expected here.

Approximately 2215 new residents and 1000 np.~ jobs could be
supported at this station site. High density residential.
office/professional and community commercial can be assumed.

I
N
U1
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area is probably moderately intensive multiple-family residential.

drawing on the catchment areas of the commercial nodes to the north

and south. and the presence of an LRT station.

Land conversion opportunities susceptibili~yin the area is. high, but

limited in extent by the small parcel ownership pattern. Current
','

planning is largely consistent. b~t may require ·up.zoning" in the
, ,

southeast ,quadrant to allow for multiple-family. Some conversion

of single-family units with low improvement-to-land value ratios

would be required to maximize the influx of transit-supportive

multiple-family use.

b. l22nd Station Area. This area offers good opportunities

for future transit supportive development due to large vacant parcels

of cOllJl1ercially zoned land. Future development would be well-

served by high accessibility to light rail transit and feeder bus

service in addition to park and ride facilities for automobiles.

Suitable future development could include a mix of medium density

residential. office. public service and neighborhood 'comnercial
-

uses. A trans~tion of these preferred uses would require some

rezoning of commercial and single-family zones to multiple-family.

In addition~ maximum development of multiple-family complexes would
. .

require some displacement of existing single-family units •.

c. l48th Station Area. The area is currently stable low

density single-family residential with limited duplex/ap~rtment

development adjacent to l48th south of Burnside. Large amounts of

vacant land are scattered through-out the station service area.
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Current plan designations reflect existing conditions. Medium

density residential development would be'necessary to support a'

. station, however. This would require extensive '''up zoning" in the

station area.

d. l62nd Station Area. More than any other proposed station

site along, the Burnside alignment, the l62nd station service:area

has in place an existing core of multiple-family residential develop

ment, which can be expanded upon. ' The 'area also contains some single

family residential and open space, some of which could be converted

to create a medium density community oriented to the lRT station.

Expanded multiple family and some local convenience commercial would

also be appropriate for future uses.

land susceptibility is good with over 50 acres of vacant and low

value parcels of 'small to moderate ownership patterns in the service

area. Some rezoning of existing single-family areas would be necessary

to realize full developmental potential.

e. l72nd Station Areas. The station is located in the center of

a proposed high intensive activity corridor extending from l62nd to

194th and could support medium to high intensity residential uses.
, .

limited convenience commercial within this residential area maybe

appropriate to service the' immediate neighborhood. land use in

this station zone is undergoing a transition from uniform' low

density residential to higher intensity multiple-family. Single

family uses are supported by current plan designations which would

have to be substantially 'changed to support an lRTstation. low'
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improvement value parcels held in reasonably large ownerships make

conversion opportunities good, although most lots lack arterial

frontage. Existing plans allowing only single-family use would have

to be rezoned to multi-family reflecting observable trends. '

f. l8lst/Rockwood Station Area. The triangle of Burnside,

l8lst and Stark represents a major auto-oriented mixed ,use center in

East County and would represent a major origin and destination for

LRT patrons. The station service area is largely built up with a

mix of multiple and single-family residential uses along with the

commercial pocket. With LRT the area will have very high accessibility

(automobile, LRT, and feeder bUs) allowing high density residential

and transit-supportive commercial to be effectively integrated into

the area to fonn the core of the Rockwood transit development'~.

Amix of intensive residential to the west of l8lst, office and,

community commercial to the east could be integrated into the existing

activities to create a balanced center. Some rezoning of single

family areas to the west would be required.

g. 192nd Station Area. This station service area currently

lacks a definable focus. Existing uses include large amounts of

open space, scattered single-family and multiple-family residential,

some commercial, and limited industrial activity on the southeast

periphery of the station area.

Amix of int~nsive residential, community commercial, and industrial

uses would be transit-supportive uses here. Over SO acres of
;

susceptible parcels could be converted to multiple-family dwellings.
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Further, potential transit-supportive uses are consistent with existing

zoning designations.

h. Gresham Station Areas. Two alternate sites are being

investigated for a transit station in Gresham: Fairgrounds and 1st

and Burnside. Adjacent to ~he existing commercial core of Gresham,

the Fairground site is under single ownership and is scheduled to

be developed as a multi-use center. A large auditorium, some

commercial office and multiple-family development are assumed in

the plans. The developers of the site have been consulted with and

are supportive of an lRT station within their site; accordingly their

master plan would be revised to reflect the rail alignment, facilities,

and supportive development once a decision on an alignment and mode

is detennined.

Situated on the east~rn edge of Gresham in a rapidly developing

area, the 1st and Burnside station area contains large amounts of

undeveloped land, new automobile-oriented commercial/suburban

shopping centers and multiple-family development•. Both sites contain

adequate vacant and susceptible parcels to accommodate potentials

from transit-supportive development.

5. light Rail Transit: Division Street. Division Street east of

1-205 is a distinctly different transit environment than the

Burnside alignment previously discussed. Whereas Burnside Street at

present and in the foreseeable future is a minor two-lane arterial

street, Division is a major four-lane intra-county arterial, which

will be supported by a full interchange with 1-205.
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The realization of future development potential on the Division

Street LRT Branch presents a number of constraints that were not'

present in the Burnside LRT alignment. In particular. development

patterns along Division Street. especially around major intersections.

are dominated by uses heavily dependent upon automobiles. In these

areas transit-oriented development would be difficult to promote due

to severe competition and high land use conversion costs. In

addition. Division Street lacks parallel arterials. like those near

Burnside Street. which can efficiently provide local feeder'transit

service.

In spite of these limitations. there are several zones which are

well-suited for more intense. transit-supportive development.

These areas are Division/I-205. l36th Avenue. l70th Avenue. 195th ,

Avenue and the Gresham site alternatives. Because of the comnitment

of existing resources. development patterns. and anticipated future

trends. it is expected the development activities around the Gateway.

Mall 205. l22nd. l48th. and the l82nd transit stations as well as

the rest of Division would have a minimal transit support potential

and would continue to be dominated by development oriented primarily

to the automobile. Table 25 sumnarizes developmental opportunities

that do exist at transit station sites.

a. l22nd Station Area. Future development options are limited

by the lack of redevelopable parcels; however. a continuation of

existing trends--continued commercial infilling with a swing to

multiple-family residences--is anticipated to capture the opportunities



LOCATION

122nd

136th

148th

170th

182nd

199th

DESCRIPTION OF STATION ZONES

Strip commercial on both Division
and 122nd, with single family
and some multi-family behind the
commercial properties.

A multi-family residential core
with some retail, and a wreck
ing yard.

Strip commercial on both Divi
sion and 148th, with some
multi-family uses.

A multi-family residential core
with a 300 unit trailer park,
as well as some commerci.al activ
ity in the station area.

Some locally-orientated com
mercial development with a
school and single-family resi
dences in the area.

Largely undeveloped open land
with a gravel quarry in the
area.

TABLE 25
TRANSIT STATION IMPACTS
EAST COUNTY STUDY AREA

DIVISION CORRIDOR

LAND USE WITH CONTINUATION o~

CURRENT TRENDS

Some additional commercial and
multi-family possible.

Additional multi-family and
commercial uses.

Some increase in commercial
activity possible.

Some increase in multi-family
development and/or commercial
uses is probable.

Relatively small increases in
commercial activity.

Some conversion to urban uses
can be expected.

LAND USE WITH REORIENTATION TO TRANSIT-SUPPORTIVE USES

An additional 400 residents and 250 jobs is possible. Develop
ment options limited by lack of redevelopable parcels. Continued
commercial infilling and increase in multiple family residences.

Some public development may be necessary here. A maximum addi
tional 1500 residents could be put into this area. Intensive
redevelopment of the area to high and medium density multiple
family development with some local commercial would be beneficial.

IIs consistent with plan policies. N
0\
U'1Approximately 500 additional residents and 100 jobs is possible. I

Redevelopment opportunities are constrained by existing single
and multiple family development immediately to the north.
Further i nfi 11 i ng of vacant 1and and red eve1opment to medi um
density residential and local commercial could be expected. Is
consistent with plan.

Redevelopment would require considerable property assemblage
and plan policy changes to achieve an increase of 2400 persons
and 50 jobs.

Approximate increase of 300 persons and 150 jobs could occur.
Minor impact on development patterns expected. Continuation
of existing trends with some intensification of automobile
oriented commercial anticipated. Consistent with plan:

Because of the amount of undeveloped land, an approximate in
crease of 500 jobs and 2000 persons is possible. Upzoning of
strip commercial and single family residential would be neces
sary.
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from increased automobile and transit access. The encouragement of

the trend for office/professional development to the north along

l22nd would be consistent with support of public transit.

b. l36th Station Area. The transit station is situated in the

mid-block as a means to encourage the development of a transit node

with Division's automobile-dominated environment. Given proper planning,

it is possible to segregate automobile and transit uses here,

emphasizing public transit and creating an attractive pedestrian

environment.

The area has an existing core of new multiple-family and better than

average opportunities for redevelopment. Existing uses generally

are on large lots, many with low imporvement values.

Intensive redevelopment of the area to high and medium density

multiple-family development with local commercial to serve transit

patrons and area residents would be consistent with planning objectives

for the station area. Public development of some parcels together

with advanced land acquisition may be necessary to stimulate private

transit-supportive development schemes. This scenario is consistent

with Multnomah County's framework plan policies.

c. l48th Station Area. This station area is unique in that it

could have an equal influence from both transit and automobiles on

the shape of development in its service area. Redevelopment oppor

tunities are constrained somewhat by existing single and multiple

family development immediately to the north. Further infilling of

vacant land and redevelopment to medium density residential and
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local commercial would be consistent with the objectives of the

revised land use case.

The new County Framework Plan has policies to discourage strip

development; hence, the plan as it exists appears consistent with the

elimination of strip development and an enlargement somewhat of

multiple-family into single-family areas is an observable trend which

has already begun to occur.

d. l70th Station Area. Similar in many respects to the-136th

Station, the 170th Station is situated in the mid-block and segregated

from the automobile areas as a means to facilitate the establishment

of a nodal development zone. The objective would be to build on

existing conditions which are conducive toward the establishment of a

pedestrian environment oriented to the light rail transit station.

The area has a core of multiple-family development, the most

significant being a 300-unit trailer park adjacent to the proposed

station location. Redevelopment would require considerable property

assemblage, a task which is eased somewhat at l70th, based on an

existing structure of development with many large lots with low

improvement values.

The existing comprehensive plan shows strip development with multiple

family development acting as a buffer for single family. Transit

supportive land use would require significant changes to be consistent

with the adopted County Fr'amework Plan policies. To achieve a

reorientation to medium and high density multiple-family development,

a package of government development programs and incentives may be
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necessary to stimulate the private market.

e. l82nd Station Area. The presence of a transit station at

l82nd is anticipated to have a minor impact on development patterns.

The station area has some neighborhood commercial development oriented

to l82nd, the scale-and intensity of which is much less than at l82nd

and Burnside immediately to the north. Future development opportunities

on the periphery of the station service area are limited by the presence

of a school in the southwest quadrant and solid single-family develop

ment in both northern quadrants.

It has been assumed that automobile oriented development trends would

be difficult to reverse. Moreover, these trends are consistent with

the existing County comprehensive plan.

f. 195th Station Area. This station zone offers significant

opportunities for attracting transit-oriented growth. In its existing

condition the area is largely undeveloped open land, a greenbelt

between urban pressures from the east, north, and the west. Further,

part of the station area is being quarried for gravel and may be

available for development in the future.

Land development opportunities which support public transit key on

the Portland Traction Rail Line adjacent to the station as a potential

industrlal link, together with vacant land zoned industrial.

City of Gresham zoning for the station area, however, is inconsistent

with the type and intensity of development desired. The plan which

shows strip commercial and extensive areas of single-family would

need uniform rezoning in the undeveloped single-family areas and the

elimination of strip commercial zones.
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g. Gresham Station Area. See Section on "Light Rail Transit

Burnside Street."

Land Use Implementation Mechanisms

Developmental opportunities discussed in the previous section require a

concerted effort on the part of local government and the citizenry if the maximum

transit-supportive potential is to be realized. In this regard the Oregon Depart

ment of Transportation or the Federal Highway Administration have only indirect

involvement. As discussed previously, the areas of greatest potential are in the

vicinity of transit stations in the 1-205 corridor and along either Burnside Street

or Division Street in East Mu1tnomah County. While some of the area surrounding

these stations have existing or proposed plan designations which are compatible

with uses supporting increased public transit ridership, much area is left

vu1verable to future development of non-supportive uses. The mere fact that ~hese

uses would be inconsistent with county policies which call for "increasing density

and intensity of development to reinforce transit corridors and employment and

commercial centers"* is not sufficient to preclude such uses. Instead, positive

guideness through public involvement and the mechanism of land use planning and

control is required.

The Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (Tri-Met)

in conjunction with Mu1tnomah County and the City of Portland have comprehensively

studied means of encouraging transit-supportive development.* What follows

describes the general nature of these alternative land use control mechanisms.

*Op. Cft. Multnomah County, p. 305

*Ibid., Section 111.0.5.
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Interim Development Controls

These controls can be applied through the enactment of a temporary

ordinance. The intent of the ordinance would be to prevent further imcompatible

development until the planning process is completed and permanent controls (e.g.,

plan designations and zones) -to implement the plan are adopted. Development.

which is in accord with policies the contemplated plan is to implement could

proceed. These controls are therefore a short-term means of minimizing the

intrusion of nonconforming uses in proposed transit station zones.

Long-term Controls

These controls normally take the form of comprehensive plan designations

with zoning as the implementing mechanism. While these are necessary conditions.

in the pursuit of desired land use goals, they are not suffic~ent to assure a

timely response on the part of the land development market. Potentially developable

land can lie dormant and in non-support of the transit system.

A number of local governmental responses of a more permanent nature can

be made which provide the incentives to stimulate the private development market.

A notable technique is the creation of transit station development or zoning

districts. Mult~omah County has proposed the use of this concept as a means of

instituting greater design and development flexibility in station zone areas.

In addition, the district could remove zoning restrictions that may otherwise

dampen the private market development response to a major public investment in

transit facilities.

A number of additional developmental controls could be enacted if

deemed prudent by units of local government and if; supported by the·public.

These include such entities as a "Transportation Corridor Development Corporation;"
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(an agency which would have a board of directors drawn from both the public and

private sector, as a means of centralizing planning, funding and administration)

or powers enabled by urban renewal programs, "Urban Development Action Grants,"

site value taxation incentives and joint development/value capture techniques.

Further information on these concepts and others is contained in the Volume II

Land Use Report and in the technical report entitled Light Rail Transit: Land

Use Considerations (Tri-Met, November, 1977).

While some of the aforementioned means of implementing desirable land

dev~lopment in the vicinity of transit stations may be provocative, local units

of government feel they nonetheless establish an important basis from which

transit-supportive development can proceed. Many of the techniques such as interim

zoning, development moratoria and urban renewal are available under existing

statuatory powers of local jurisdictions, which enhances the feasibility of their

use and acceptance of the general public. Others such, as ,transportation corridor

development corporations would require special cooperative agreements between

governments if not new enabling legislation possibly at the State level. In any

event, a range of tools are currently or potentially available to better guarantee

the success of t~ansit-supportive development in the study areas.

Unavoidable Adverse Land Use Impacts

Project a1ternative~ a~ largely free of,adverse land use impacts.

The exception to this general conclusion are land use conversions required for,

project right-of-way. 'These losses of existing uses are normally considered

adverse since other private uses are precluded as long as the transportation

facility is serviceable and in public ownership. It is generally recognized,
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however, that such unavoidable conversions are for the good of the general

public, and are therefore justified.

The light rail options which would extend service into East Multnomah

County on Burnside Street or Division Street, would require the greatest conversion

of private land uses. LRT-Burnside requires approximately 45 acres of additional

right-of-way compared to about 70 acres with the Division option. The Separated

Busway, HOV and LRT:I-205 alternatives each require about 20 acreages of new

right-of-way. The LCI alternatives would 'require very little new right-of-way,

since a transitway in the Banfield corridor would not be constructed. The

social-economic implications of these conversions, including mitigation stemming

from relocation payments and assistance, are discussed in Chapter 4, "Right-of-Way."

Secondary land use change from the implementation of anyone of the

alternatives has the potential to be adverse, although not unavoidably so. In

the sense intended here, adverse secondary land use change would be that which is

inconsistent with the goals, policies and plans for land use in the affected

areas. While this potential exist, it is felt to be comparatively insignificant

given the positive framework from which local government intends to approach land

use decisions brought about by the project.

Nevertheless, some existing plan designations and developmental pressures

(especially in the 1-205 corridor) could be counter-productive in terms of

creating transit-supportive land uses. This potential, while real, is avoidable

given the commitment to transit-supportive development witnessed in local policies

and current cooperative planning efforts between Multnomah County, the City of

Portland and the Tri-Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (Tri-Met).
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To a large extent the No-Build and Low Cost Improvement alternatives do

not support the policy direction for land use in the study areas. This stems

from their comparative lack of transportation capacity and services and associated

elements, such as major transit stations, which are necessary to attract higher

density, transit-supportive land uses in future years. The comparative inability

of these alternatives to support land use intensification, especially along the

major transportation routes, is an unavoidable outcome.

Mitigation of Adverse Impacts

Land use impacts were discussed previously in two categories: (l)

conformance with land use plans and policies and (2) land development opportunities.

Adverse land use consequences are those caused by non-conformance with plans and

policies and/or the lack of developmental opportunities which support public

transit.

The selection of either the No-Build alternative or a Low Cost Improve

ment option would result in both of these adverse impacts. Mitigational

measures per ~ are not available since the impacts are tied to unrealized plans

and policies or developmental potentials. Selecting an alternative which conforms

with plans, policies and'developmental objectives would avoid these adverse conse

quences. In this regard the HOV, Separated Busway and LRT options largely conform,

with the light rail options on Burnside Street (5-l) or Division Street (5-2)

having the greatest developmental opportunities.

Short-tenn Use of the Environment Versus the r1aintenance and Enhancement of Its

Long-term Productivity

Short-tenn land uses refer to those changes directly brought about by

the project. These include land necessary for right-of-way and the construction
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of the facility. These impacts are discussed in the chapter entitled "Socio

Cultural Resources," under the heading of "Right-of-Way." Long-tenn changes

pertain to secondary conversions in land use caused by the operation of the

facility. Productivity in the sense used here refers to potential land use

change which is consistent with implementing goals and policies governing land

use and transportation planning in the study area.

No-Build

This alternative has the least direct impact on land use since additional

right-of-way is not required. Through time, however, the No-Build would be

counter-productive since opportunities to intensify future land use to allow the

provision of more efficient public transit service would be largely foreclosed.

This stems from the high probability that areas were higher density transit·

supportive uses could be developed (especially around proposed transit stations)

would be converted to less intensive uses. Moreover, without major capability

on the part of local government to increase transit service, the impetus for

enacting land use controls which support public transit would be forestalled.

Low Cost Improvements

These alternatives are similar to the No-Build except that existing land

use in East Portland would be better served by transit. Widening the Banfield

Freeway allowed with Alternative 2b would improve traffic circulation on East

Portland arterials, encouraging past trends in land use. In the long-term, major

opportunities to provide improved transit service would be lacking due to the

overall improvement in traffic circulation and absence of major transit stations

along the LCI routes.
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High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes

These alternatives would include the construction of High Occupancy

Vehicle lanes in the Banfield corridor and the operation of an exclusive busway

in the 1-205 corridor between Sandy Boulevard and Foster Road. Immediate land

use conversions are not great as little right-of-way is required. In the long-term.

however. opportunities exist to establish transit-supportive land uses around

stations in the 1-205 corridor, but less so in "Downtown Connection" portion of

East Portland, since the area is largely developed. Overall. these opportunities.

provide moderate potential for increased transit productivity from supportive

land use change in East Portland.

Alternatives 3b and 3c would also improve traffic mobility in East

Portland due to the combined effect of additional lanes on the Banfield Freeway

and improved transit service. In general these improvements in traffic service

would tend to support past land trends in land use which have been auto-oriented.

Separated Busway

The transit improvements proposed with these alternatives {4a and 4b}

offer moderate-high potential for establishing transit-supportive land use in the

vicinity of transit stations. This potential is somewhat higher than with the HOV

options since minor redevelopment opportunities exist near the three additional

transit stations in the Banfield corridor {Hollywood. 60th and 82nd}; otherwise

the transit-productive land use potential of the option is virtually the same as

the HOV alternatives.

The Separated Busway options would also include two additional lanes on

the Banfield Freeway between 37th Avenue and 1-205. This traffic capacity improve

ment~ which is aimed at auto-trip demand. would also support land use trends

oriented toward the auto.
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Light Rail Alternatives "·i·•..

These options are very similar to the Separated Busway altem'ati"ves

in the East Portland study area' and the 1-205 corridor with respect to transit

station location and developmental potential. However, in East County, the.

transit-supportive developmental potential with either Alternative 5-1 (Burnside

Street) or Alternative 5-2 (Division Street) is substantially greater· than othe·r.

options. This is due to the construction of transit stations at major inter

sections and the resultant improvement in transit service.· In net, these" additional

transit-supportive opportunities generate the highest potential for increased ; '.

transit productivity of all alternatives. Along Division Street, however, these

potential long-term gains could only be achieved with considerable disruption of

existing uses from the required right-of-way.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Resource Commitments

Land use conversions from the purchase of right-of-way and construction

of the physical facility are generally considered irreversible in the short-term

and in many cases the long-term, as evidenced by the durability of major transpor

tation investments nationwide. In this regard the light rail options which extend

into Gresham via Burnside or Division are considered most durable and permanent.

Mass transportation services per ~, and bus services in particular, are

somewhat transitory in nature and vary widely in their potential to influence land

use~ Transit stations, on the other hand, are visible, fixed facilities~ as such,

they have the air of permanence necessary to influence developers to make invest-·

ments which depend upon greater reliance of continuity in the future.

Transit stations increase the attractiveness of adjacent parcels of land

by improving their accessibility. This, in turn, tends to increase the value of
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these; parce1s ;Higher 1and ;'values' and, goodaccessibi lity; in' turn' attract hi gher

densi,ty activities, such as multi -fami lyres identia'. retai 1t conmercial ,.;'and",

office developments.' These higher density activiti"es'provide the transi:t',sytem,' "

with a steady market of riders. Equally 'important, high'density facilHies-,:have/,:,·,·

been shown to be more efficient in terms of resource and energy consumption

(especially through decreased per capita auto usage). Transit station area

development, if planned and coordinated in advance, can thus become a mechanism

for assuring future transit patronage as well as a powerful tool which local

conmunities can use to influence more compact and efficient land development

configurations.

In the case of both bus and light rail transit stations, the positive

land development effects (i.e., encouragement of denser, more efficient, transit

oriented activities) can be fully realized only with a concerted local program

of development management, as outlined previously under ItLand Use Implementation

Mechanisms. 1t Without this kind of public guidance system, growth is likely to

occur on a more haphazard and less effective basis. Some high-density develop

ment would probably be attracted to station areas through normal market forces,

but the full developmental potential would be lost. Increased auto-oriented

development may, in fact, proliferate in order to take advantage of both the

auto and transit markets available at certain station sites. It therefore bene

fits both the transit system and the community at large to couple the construction

of mass transit facilities to a balanced program of land management, especially

if a rail alternative is chosen for the East Side.
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land use changes ultimately brought about by the various opti'ons would

be irreversible in the short-term, ~nless public policy and/or economic conditions

dictate otherwise. The degree of irreversibility would largely depend on market

conditions and the cost of converting to other uses.



CHAPTER FOUR

SOCIO-CULTURAL RESOURCES
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CHAPTER FOUR' / SOCIO-CULTURAL RESOURCES

Introduction

The socio-cultural section of this environmental study examines

the various effects tha~ project implementation and operation would have

on the social and cultural fabric of the Portland metropolitan area.

The numerous alternatives under consideration would cre~te a wide range

of diversified impacts upon the existing socio-cultural environment.

Major areas of concern which this chapter treats are:. population,

a~cessibility, proximity and the neighborhoods, cultural resources, and

right-of-way acquisition and displacement. Additional impacts ()f socral

consequence, those which foster change in the social environment b!Jt which
.. "

are perhaps considered secondary effects, are discussed "under<"s~patate!

headings included in this document (i.e., Economic, Land Use, etc;).

Existing Setting

Population Change and Forecasts
"' .

..\.

" "',,'.
J

. : f
Between 1960 and 1975 the population of the Portlan~ S~ndard

Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) increased from 821,897 to 1,090,700,

an increase of 32.7 percent. Specific growth rates, however, haVe

differed in the various counties of the the SMSA. Multnomah County, which

contained about half of the SMSA popuiation in 1975, experienced the

slowest rate of population change. Washington County has the largest

increase in population in the SMSA, followed in order by Clackamas and

Clark counties. Between" 1970 and 1975, both Multnomah.County and the

City of Po~tland had small losses of population (see Table 26).



TABLE 26

POPULATION CHANGE

PORTLAND, OREGON-WASHINGTON,
STANDARD METROPOLITAN STATISTICAL AREA

(Period from 1960 to 2000)

---------------------------Population-----------------
1960 1970 1975 1990 2000

Clackamas County 113,038 . 166,088 202,900 295,150 364,900

Multnomah County 522,813 554,668 547,900 615,500 648,600

Washington County 92,237 157,920 190,900 303,575 348,350

Clark County 93,809 128,454 149,000 183,775 246,550

TOTAL
SMSA 821 ,897 1,007,130 1,090,700 1,398,000 1,608,400

------~--~-Rate of Change {%)----------
1960-70 1970-75 1975-90 1975-2000

46.9% 22.2% 45.5% 79.8%

6.1% -1.2% 12.3% 18.4%

71.2% 20.9% 59.0~ 82.5%

36.9% 16.0% 23.3% 65.5%

I
N
co

22.5% 8.3% 28.2% 47.5% 0
I

Source: (a) U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing: 1960, Census Tracts, Final Report PHC(1)-121,
Portland, Oregon-Washington SMSA, Washington, D.C., 1962; (b) U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population
and Housing: 1970, Census Tracts, Final Report PHC(1)-165, Portland, Oregon-Washington SMSA, Washington, D.C.,
1972; (c) CRAG, General Planning Da~a and Projections: Population, Employment and Land Use for the CRAG Region,
Portland, 1976; and (d) CRAG, P1annlng and Adoption Process of the Land-Use Framework Element of the CRAG
Regional Plan, Portland, 1977. - - -- -- - - ----
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CRAG population forecasts for the Portland SMSA anticipate an

increase of 307,300 persons between 1975 and 1990, a 28.2 percent change.

By year 2000, the SMSA is expected to have a population of ',608,400,

a 47.5 percent increase over the 1975 population. Mu1tnomah County's

growth rate would be well below the total SMSA growth rate. Population in

Multnomah County is expected to increase by 12.3 percent from 1975 to

1990, 18.4 percent from 1975 to 2000.

The City of Portland has maintained a near static population in

recent years. Between 1960 and 1970 the City's population increased from

372,298 to 380,060; a change of 2.1 percent. Portland's present population

is estimated to be 384,500.

The Downtown Study Area contains a very small population. This

decreased by 34.3 percent between 1960 and 1970 and continued a declining

rate through 1975. Most of this decline can be attributed to the reduction

in housing stock by urban renewal projects, Portland State University

expansion, and private development, such as 1n the Old Town area.

Population forecasts for the downtown to 1990 and 2000 show a reversal in

the population trend. Population is expected to increase slightly as new

housing is added in the south and western portions of the downtown.

The well-established inner-city area of East Portland has a
, .

stable population. Little anticipated population fluctuation from the

current figure is expected in East Portland. Suburbanization trends in

the East County Study Area, however, are expected to continue. Population

in this study area is expected to increase by 37,264 between 1975 and

1990 (25.2 percent) and 62,264 by the year 2000 (42.1 percent change).
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The highest rate of growth would occur in the incorporated cities of

Gresham, Troutdale, Fairview, and Wood Village.

Socio-Economic Characteristics

American population is increasing in age with the trend toward

smaller family and increased life-expectancy. Figure 39 indicates the

distribution of person aged 65 and older within the project study areas.

The highest percentage of senior citizens live in the downtown, with a

proportionately lower percentage as one moves through the East Portland

Study Area and into the East County. Conversely, the largest percentage

of persons under 18 years of age is present in the East County Study Area;

this percentage decreases as one moves toward the Downtown.

The Portland SMSA has a small percentage of blacks and other

minority populations. The highest percentage of blacks is in the Downtown

area 3.0 percent. Figures of 1.2 percent and 0.3 percent have been recorded

and 0.3 percent have been recorded for the East Portland and East County

areas, respectively.

Figure 40 reveals the median family incomes for the census

tracts in the study areas. In 1970, the median family income in the Port

land SMSA was $10,458. Only the East Portland Study Area of the three

study areas contained a median family income ($10,846) higher than the

SMSA. Income is lowest in the Downtown Study Area. The highest percentage

of poverty level persons and families reside in the Downtown Study Area,

and in the older parts of the inner-city, near the Willamette, in the

East Portland Study Area.
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Educational attainment, like income, tends to increase outward

from the Downtown, but not as evenly as income levels. The lowest

percentage of high school graduates is in the north end of the Downtown

and in the near-river portion of the East Portland Study Area.

Figure 41 indicates the change from 1960 to 1970 in the

proportion of owner-occupied and renter-occupied housing units in the

Portland SMSA and the study areas. Housing in the Downtown ;s almost

exclusively renter-occupied. The East County is predominantly owner-.

occupied, while the East Portland Study Area contains a mixture of

approximately 50 percent owner-occupied and 50 percent renter-occupied

dwellings. Between 1960 and 1970, the proportion of owner-occupied

housing decreased in East Portland and East County due to increases in

rental apartments and townhouses. Between 1970 and 1976, 11,405 new

dwelling units were added to the housing stock of the East County Study

Area. Multiple family units made up 53 percent of this number.

Neighborhood Associations

In recent years, CRAG, the City of Portland, and the residents

of Portland have shown renewedinteres~ in preserving, restoring, and

enhancing the established neighborhoods. Currently, sixty-one neighpor

hood associations exist (or are at some stage of forming) in the City of

Portland. These associations are recognized by the city as political

units with delineated boundaries. Five of these neighborhood associations

have developed neighborhood plans that were adopted by the City Council.
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The neighborhood associations in the three study areas are

shown in Figure 42. Neighborhood associations are developing in the

East County area. In the interim, community planning groups have been

formed in unincorporated East County.

Community Institutions

The project study areas contain a well developed system of

public, quasi-public and private facilities and services which supports

the population.

Six public school districts are represented: Portland School

District 1, Parkrose District 3, David Douglas District 40, Lynch District

28, Reynolds District 7, and Gresham District 4. The location of all

public or private schools, as well as the colleges and universities, is

shown in Figure 43.

The study area contains many small neighborhood parks, used

largely by local residents (Figure 44). The regional parks with broader

service areas include the Downtown Waterfront Park (under development),

Laure1hurst Park,.Mt. Tabor Park, and Rocky Butte Park.

Mu1tnomah County has 21.8 miles of established bike routes.

The longest new bicycle route in the metropolitan area is presently under

construction in the 1-205 corridor. This bikeway will be 12.2 miles long,

running from the new 1-205 Columbia River Crossing to Sunnyside Road in

Clackamas County.

Emergency services in the study area include hospitals, ambu

lances, fire departments, and police protection. Seven hospitals are
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NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS Arm
MULTNOMAH COUNTY COMMUNITY PLAN AREAS

SOURCE: City of Portland. Office of
Neighborhood Associations, 1977;
Multnomoh County. Division of Planning
and Development, 1978.
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FIGURE 43

SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
IN THE PROJECT STUDY AREAS
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FIGURE 44
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located in the project study areas. All of the hospitals, with the

exception of Shriner's Hospital for Crippled Children and Portland

Adventist Hospital, at 60th and Belmont, have emergency room facilities.

The location of hospitals is shown in Figure 45. Holladay Park Hospital,

Providence Medical Center, Woodland Park Hospital; and Portland Adventist

Medical Center are located near the Banfield Freeway or 1-205 and benefit

from the accessibility provided by these transportation facilities.

Several private ambulance services operate in the stu~ areas and provide

emergency transport and care.

Fire protection is provided by the Portland Fire Department,'

Mu1tnomah County Rural Fire District 10, and Gresham Fire Department.

Figure 45 delineates the boundaries of these fire departments and locates

the fire stations. Fire stations are distributed rather evenly in the

study area and fire response times to any point is short.

Police protection is the responsibility of the Portland Police

Department, Mu1tnomah County Sheriff's Office, Gresham Police Department

and the Oregon State Police.

Population growth, particularly in the East County Study Area,

will necessitate theexpans ion of emergency services inthat area'.

Transportation Modes and the Transportation Disadvantaged

The primary mod~s of travel within the metropolitan area ~~e:

private auto, bus, taxi, bicycle and walking. The 1970 U.S. Census

indicated that 83.4 percent,of the workers in the Portland SMSA used the

automobile to get to work. The Downtown Study Area had the lowest percent
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of workers using automobiles (24.7 percent). East Portland Study area had

77.2 percent and East County the highest rate of automobile work use,

88.1 percent. It is currently estimated that over 96 percent of all person

trips (to work, shopping, entertainment, etc.) in the Portland region

are made by automobile.

The 1970 Census also estimated that 5.8 percent of the workers

in the SMSA used Tri-Met bus transit for getting to work. The highest

rate of bus use was in the Downtown (19 percent) with the East Portland

Study Area next at 12 percent. Only 4.8 percent of the East County Study

Area residents used the bus to get to work in 1970.

In 1970, Tri-Met carried about 60,000 passengers on the average

weekday~ By 1976, that figure had nearly doubled, 110,000 passengers.

Tri-Met, in conducting sample surveys of its ridership, has found that the

largest percentage of ridership are women, young adults (18 to 29 years

of age) and older adults .(50 and over), persons without a car, and white

collar employees with middle to lower family incomes. About ten percent

of Tri-Met's passengers are over 65 years of age.

Certain elements of the popu1ation--the poor, the young (age

10-15), the elderly, and the disabled or handicapped--do not share the

same level of mobility enjoyed by most of the population. These groups,

for physical, economic, or legal reasons, are unable to drive their own

car and are thus defined as "transportation disadvantaged. 1I

A 1977 Oregon Department of Transportation Study, The Transpor

tation Disadvantaged ~ Oregon, estimates that nearly 39 percent of

Oregon's population is included in this group. That study identified
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29.5 percent of MultnomahCounty's population is transportation

disadvantaged due to age, income and physical disability.

Tri-Met is currently taking part in an Urban Mass Transportation

Administration, U.s. Department of Transportation, demonstrations'project

which will test some special transportation services for 'physically

handicapped persons. 1.n conjunction with, the demonstration project,;:it

was found from a household survey that 5.75 percent of Portland,citizens

are transportation handicapped. The number is divided between<thosewho

.are severely handicapped (3.2 percent) and those who are moderately - ;'; ...

h~ndicapped (2.55 percent).

Cultural Resources
> •

The Portland' Metropolitan area has a wealth of historic
.: ..

buildings and' structures which are components of the city's'cultural

heritage. Many of these properties have been given national recognition

through being listed, nominated or declared eligible for the Nation

Register of Historic Places, an official record of each state's most

important historic and archeological resources.

At the state level, the State Historic Preservation Office

compiles the Statewide Inventory of Historic Sites and Buildings, a

continually updated listing of historic and archeological properties in

each county. In the Portland area, significant historic places are further

identified by the Portland Historical Landmarks Commission (established

by the City Council and administered by the City Bureau of Planning).
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An additional category in the identification of historic

resources lists those properties which have no current official recog

nition, but which may have future potential or which are of local historic

interest in the community.

Properties which have been given official historic desig

nations are afforded protection by Federal laws and implementing regu

lations, including the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and

Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966. Compliance

with these laws requires agencies to consider the effects of any Federally

funded project on those historic and archeological resources involved.

The following list of historic structures in the three major

study areas identifies only those properties which are adjacent to any

given alternative and which have been given official recognition.

Downtown Portland

1. Skidmore/Old Town Historic District

a. Listed in National Register and designated National

Historic Landmark.

b. Sixteen buildings within the district are Portland

Historic Landmarks and included in the Statewide

Inventory.

2. Yamhill Historic District

a. Listed in National Register.

b. Eleven buildings within the district are Portland

Historical Landmark and included in the Statewide

Inventory.
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3. Q..S. Courthouse and Custom House, (Pi oneer, Pos't Offi ce) ,

520 S.W. Morrison.

a. ' Listed in National Register and designated National

Historic Landmark. '

b. Portland Historical Landmark. '" ,;'

c ... Statewide' Inventory~

4. Old First National' Bank, Oregon' Pioneer: Savings', ,_r~

409 S.W. 5th Avenue. '. I

a,. ' Listed in National Register'.

b. Portland Historical Landmark.

'c. ,Statewide'Inventory •

. ,~ "',
'. .• r:

, ,.' ,., .... -:,t;'"

.. A number of buildings in' the Downtown and ,East Portland' areas

are regarded. as having future ,potential 'for historic recognition.: 'Some

of these properties are directly adjacent to ,project al ternatives (as ',';

described in the Cultural Resources Report, in Volume II).
.... ~ .. _ " .~ •• 4

The urban natu~e of both these areas precludes the necessity
. '! . , ... ~

for an archeological reconnaissance survey. The land has been extensively
"', .

developed, eliminating the potential for discovery of undjs~urb~d,a.rch~o

logical sites.

East Portland

1. Lone Fi r Cemetery, bounded Ex. S. Eo Stark, S. Eo Morri son,
',; . f -' ,

S. Eo 20th and 26th Avenues.
:- '.' .

a. Portland Historical Landmark.

b. Statewide Inventory.
.-.'. .'

, , .'.. ~ .: '., .. '.

;, . t

. ~ ~ _.
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2. Ladd's Addition, bounded by S.L Division, S.L Hawthorne,

S.E. 12th and 20th.------
a. Portland Historical Landmark Conservation District.

b. Statewide Inventory.

East Mu1 tnomah County

No properties in the vicinity of the alignments have been given

historic designation as of this date.

Depending upon the alternative chosen and the final design, an

archeological reconnaissance survey may be required northwest of the

Gresham city limits. A portion of this land is undeveloped and may have

the potential for discovery of archeological materials. Although formerly

in the Columbia River floodplain, the area was known to have been inhabited

by the Cascade tribe of the Chinook Indians prior to, and during, the time

of the Lewis and Clark expeditions.

Socio-Cultural Impacts

Population

Population growth or decline in any given area is caused by a.

multitude of factors, including the health of the economY, demographic

characteristics (fertility, mortality, and migration), available land

and services, accessibility, and governmental controls on land use.

Since transportation improvements may make major changes in accessibility,

a discussion of the project impacts on population is warranted. Nonetheless,

generalizations about the effects 9f the improvement on population should

be reviewed continuously because of the multitude of influencing factors.
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Alternative!~ No-Build. The population forecasts in the exist

ing setting for the Portland metropolitan area were prepared by CRAG in 1976
, '

(CRAG 208 Forecasts) and are based on the Interim Transportation Plan and

available land use information. These forecasts assume a convenient and sup

portive transportation system for the region, but make no explicit assumptions

concerning the influence of transportation facilities on the distribution and
" '

focus of development. The CRAG forecasts, as such~do not reflect the no-build

condition. If the no-build were selected, CRAG would be required to adjust the

forecasts based on the economic and land use patterns anticipated to result

from a no-build.

1. Re9ion. Alternative 1 would have a mall influence on

reducing the 'total SMSA forecasted population. Decreased accessibility

between the downtown and East Multnomah County would tend to retard some

of the residental development slated for East County. Nonetheless,

completion of 1-205 will exert its influence in contributing to growth in

East County. Without the Banfield project~ the magnitude of total

forecasted population growth for Multnomah County may not be realized.

Multnomah County's portion of the forecasted SMSA growth may be reduced

while other areas of the metropolitan region (Washington, Clark or

Clackamas Counties) with better relative access would experience growth

currently planned for the East 'County portion of Multnomah County.

2. Downtown. CRAG forecasts for the downtown population showed

only a small increase to 1990 and 2000. The no-build would have an

insignificant effect on population, in this area. By decreasing the
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economic vitality of the downtown, the no-build may not facilitate

downtown apartment development. The no-build could contribute to reduced

population growth (already forecasted as small) in the downtown.

3. East Portland. The East Portland Study Area has experienced

and is forecasted to have only a small change in population. The no-build

would not change the population amounts in this study area. Increased

traffic volumes and congestion along the major arterials in East Portland

would create pressures for conversion of single-family residential land

use to multiple-family or commercial along these arterials. Land use

within the established neighborhoods not bordering the major arterials

would remain single-family residential. The area is developed to urban

densities now, and the no-build would not affect the population magnitude

nor distribution of the area.

4. East County. Population increase for this area may be less

than forecasted by CRAG. East County·s growth is based on convenient

and attractive access to the central city. A no-build condition would

reduce the interdependence of the two areas. Population in the East

County would experience a slower rate of change with somewhat lower

population long-term magnitudes.

Build Alternatives. The Banfield Transitway project includes

four build alternatives and each of these alternatives have two or more

subalternatives which involve design variations in the Banfield Freeway.

These design variations pose no significance differences in the social

analysis of population change and accessibility.
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1. Region. All of the build alternatives provide major improve

ments for moving pop1e between the East County and downtown~ "with transit

playing an increasing role in this accessibi1ity~ A1though"improved

transit service would not likely stimulate and significantly increa'se

regional population growth," it would direct growth along partrcu1ar ..

corridors in the east sector of the SMSA~ the improvement would facilitate

and encourage planned growth for Multnomah County,"' particularly tn the

East County. On a regional (SMSA) basis, the effects of each of the build

alternatives would be similar and'indiStinguishab1e.

2. Downtown. The effect on 'downtown population from Alternatives

2, 3, 4, and 5 would be small and insignificant. By increasing the: .

economic vitality of the downtown, some new residential development (e.g.
. "

apartments) may occur which would change the population.' 'However, tho'se

population increases would, not appear to be dramatic.

3. East' Portland. Development of this inner-city area can be
. . .

considered in population magnitude over and above what now exists. The

build alternatives would contribute only to'moderate increases near 'the

transit stations' estab'lished fn the Banfield corridor (Alternatives 3, 4,

and 5), particula~ly w'heie ,conversions from 'single-family toinultiple::'family

housing can occur. There is no discernible difference between alternatives,

except that Alternati'ves 4 and 5 contain more stations than Alternative 3.
. ,

Sma1i population increases may occur around transfer points on "the LCI
, ,

alternative (Alternative 2),'if the points function as major accessibility

nodes for express "transit service.
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4. East County. Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 assume a system of

collector and feeder buses in the East County, which tie into express

bues service through East Portland. This is consistent with CRAG population

forecast assumptions which provide for dispersed growth and scattered

development along the major arterials in East County. The population

increases associated with these alternatives would facilitate the fore

casted distribution and magnitude of growth for East County. No busway

or transit stations would be constructed on 1-205 with Alternative 2.

Alternatives 3 and 4 would interconnect with a separated busway and stations

on 1-205. Population increases would occur within the drawing areas of

these stations.

Alternative 5 (LRT) would have a major impact on population change

in the East County. Fixed rail facilities would contribute with creative

land use controls to higher density, compact development along either

the Burnside, Division, or 1-205-to-Lents route and station areas. To

a lesser degree, higher densUies would also occur along feeder bus routes

leading to major stations on the transit route. Population increases

above and beyond CRAG ITP forecasts would occur along LRT routes and

major station areas. Tables 27 and 28 compare CRAG ITP forecasts with

prel iminary.population forecasts prepared by Mul tnomah County, City

of Portland, and Tri-Met. These LRT forecasts assume that rail would

affect development patterns and that progressive land use policies would

be required to shape and direct development oriented toward rail. As

noted, population increases at station areas and in the corridors with

LRT'sinfluence are much higher than the forecasts for dispersed growth
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TABLE 27

LRT STATION AREA POPULATION INCREASE

1990 Average 1990
Number pOfulation Population Population By

of 1975 (Re ocation) Increase Difference Station
Corridor Stations Population Forecast) No. % (Reallocated),

..

Banfiel d 6 5,042 5,063 21 0.4% 843

Burnsidel 9 7,789 24,023 16,234 208% 2,669

·Divisionb · 10 6,588 22,128 15,540 236% 2,212

1-205 to
Lents 6 3,788 12,428 8,640 228% 2,485

SOURCE: Tri-Met, Banfield Transitway Project: Light Rail Alternative Report on Land
Use, Portland, 1977 .

NOTE: The population forecasts are for the areas within 1/4 mile of the
stations, with the exception of the Gresham stations which are
1/2 mile.

alncludesGatew~ Station

blncludesGateway, Mall 205 and Division Street Sections
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TABLE 28

LRT CORRIDOR POPULATION
INCREASE IN EAST COUNTY

Corridor

Burnside

Di vis ion

1-205 to
Lents

- - - Population - - - - - Change - -
1976 1990 1990 1976-1990

(CRAG 208 (ITP Forecast) (Reallocation
Forecast) Forecast to (No

Revised Land Use) Reallocation) (Reallocation)

64,983 81,550 88,0195 25.5% 35.4%

73,301 91,800 98,400 17.2% 25.7%

63,124 69,730 76,130 10.5% 20.6%

SOURCE: Tri-Met, Banfield Transitway pr~ect: Light Rail Alternative Report on
Land Use, Portland; 197 • - -

NOTE: The corridor areas consist of the census tracts surrounding the LRT
route. The Burnside corridor consists of 12 census tracts; Division,
15; and 1-205, 16 censes tracts. The boundaries for these study census
are contained in the referenced report located in Volume 3 of this
DEIS.
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and development•. Growth outside the·lRT corridors ~ou1d occur at slower

rates than CRAG forecasts indicate. Selection of lRT would require a

major new effort to forecast population distribution and magnitudes in

East County due to the population effects of fixed rail.

Accessibility

Transportation projects modify existing accessibility to local

and regional services and facilities by either increasing or decreasing

the travel time, comfort, convenience or cost. The incidence and extent

of changes in accessibility vary for different groups and for different

modes of travel.

Alternative 1 - The No-Build- - - --.--------
1. Region. Traffic conditions in 1990 under the no-build

indicate that most of East Portland's streets will become increasingly

congested. Transit traffic would be forced to compete in this congestion.

With increased congestion and lower levels of traffic service. there

would be an adverse effect on accessibility in the East Portland Study

Area. Without major improvements in transit opportunities, there would

be no increase in transportation options for the transportation disadvan

ta·ged in the region, downtown, East Portland, or East County Study Areas.

2. Downtown. Access into and within the Downtown would decrease

with the no-build. Pedestrian travel would have to compete with increasing

volumes of automobile traffic, which would in turn reduce the ease and

safety of pedestrian travel.
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3. East Portland. The no-build condition would have an adverse

effect on accessibility in th~ East Portland Study Area. Increases in

through-traffic, when coupled with local traffic, would lessen access to

major community institutions. Particularly significant for the people

dwelling there would be the reduced accessibility to emergency services-

hospital, ambulance, police and fire protection. Congestion and

increased traffic on major East Portland arterials traversing elementary

school attendance areas would tend to decrease student safety and

necessitate the readjustment of some school attendance boundaries.

Increased auto traffic congestion would conflict with mass transit use

and thereby reduce potential transit gains. Bicycle and pedestrian

movements would not function safely in traffic congestion.

4. East County. The no-build would have a small adverse effect

on local access, but would have a severe impact on access between the

East County and Downtown. The East County is heavily auto-oriented,

and the no-build would tend to increase the dependency on the auto-

mobile.

Build Alternatives

1. Region. All of the build alternatives would improve regional

accessibility by increasing transit options, was well as increasing

vehicular traffic flow. There is no discernab1e difference in accessi

bility on the SMSA region for the various build alternatives.

2. Downtown. Accessibility to the various institutions in the

Downtown and pedestrian travel would be beneficially affected by the

build alternatives. The differences among alternatives in the Downtown
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would be small and indistinguishable. Alternatives with higher levels

of transit use would result in slightly higher levels of accessibility.

3. East Portland. The multiple express bus routes with Alterna

tive 2, and the numerous transfer points, would provide a beneficial

improvement to accessibility in the East Portland Study Area. Those

residents near the transfer points would have better access to the down

town. Alternative 2 would affect those residents more favorably than

the other build alternatives.

The access improvements on Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 would

benefit those residents along the Banfield Corridor and the station

locations. Alternatives 4 and 5 would provide the best access due to

the larger number of stations than Alternative 3.

The build alternatives {particularly 'Alternatives 3, 4, and

5} create major new transit facilities and stations in the Banfield

corridor which could improve the opportunities for mobility of those

classified as "transportation disadvantaged". Special vehicular and

station design features {such as ramps and lifts} would assist the

handicapped transit user.

Alternative 2 would bisect several school attendance areas in

East Portland. However, the impact of this alternative on school traffic

. safety would be less than in the no-build condition. By reducing traffic

on arterials in East Portland, Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 would reinforce

the Portland School attendance areas and not interfere with its current

boundaries.
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The numerous transfer points under Alternative 2 would provide

convenient pedestrian use of Tri-Met buses. All of the build alternatives

would be compatible with the existing and proposed bicycle routes in

East Portland. Bike storage facilities at some of the stations in the

Banfield (Alternatives 3, 4, and 5) would facilitate combination bike/

transit commuting trips.

4. East County. Alternative 2 would make only a minor change

in access in the East County Study Area due to the lack of a busway and

stations on 1-205, except in Gresham. This alternative would afford the

least benefits of the build alternatives.

Alternatives 3 and 4 would include a busway and stations on

1-205. The collector and feeder bus system in East County would facilitate

greater access to the institutions and neighborhoods in the area.

Alternative 5 would make a very beneficial change in access

from the East County to the Downtown. The numerous stations proposed on

the LRT routes under considerations would provide convenient access to

this transit mode.

The restricted number of north-south crossings of the Burnside

and Division LRT routes would have a minor adverse impact on local

accessibility since some out-of-direction travel would result. The

primary means of transportation for school students along the corridors is

by school bus. Although changes in school bus routings would be required,

there would be little change in access for bus riding students. There

would be some out-of-direction travel to pedestrian crossings by students

who walk to school and other pedestrians. Bicycle travel would be

required to adjust to new crossing locations.
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The delivery of emergency services would be adversely affected

by the degree of out-of-direction travel. Several fire stations are

located near the LRT corridors. However, out-of-direction travel would

affect fire protection in that it may increase the distance to the nearest

fire station. Both Mu1tnomah County Fire District 10 and the Insurance

Services Corporation, which establishes fire insurance ratings, feel it ;s

very unlikely that the overall quality of fire protection service to the

corridors would change enough to influence its rating nor consequently the

fire insurance rates of individual property owners.

Proximity and Neighborhoods

Alternative 1 - No-Build

1. Downtown. Proximity and neighborhood effects would be

minimal.

2. East Portland - The no-build alternative would increase the

volume of traffic on the east-west arterials in the East Portland Study

area. With increased congestion on these major arterials, traffic spill

over onto neighborhood streets can be expected, as less congested routes

are sought by drivers. Increased traffic within the neighborhoods, and

on arterials which cross neighborhood association boundaries, would

adversely affect them and would not be compatible with neighborhood

association goals of enhancing liveability in these areas.

Increased traffic would have adverse proximal effects (noise,

vibration, localized air pollution) on those institutions and residences
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bordering the m@jor arterials. Proximity effects in the Banfield corridor

would be minor since the corridor is largely separated from sensitive

land uses by the nature of its topography and current use as a freeway

and major rail line.

3. East County. Proximity and neighborhood impacts would be

negligible in the East County area. Since traffic increases would be

less.

Build Alternatives

1. Dm/ntown. Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 would have minor proximity

impacts on the Downtown. The introduction of more buses and autos in

the Downtown area would create increased noise levels on those institutions

bordering the Downtown Connection Routes. The LRT, on the other hand,

would be less intrusive on bordering institutions during operation, though

its construction would constitute a prolonged, if temporary, adverse

impact. The laying of fixed rail, erection of overhead wiring, building

of stations and removal of traffic would temporarily interfere with

normal activities along the route.

Alternatives 3 and 4 would displace the Athens Hotel, a low

income residential hotel in the Burnside area. This displacement is

discussed more fully under the sub-heading of Right-of-Way in another

section of this Report. Relocation of the hotel's residents would be

difficult.

2. East Portland. The LeI Alternative would cause minor proximity

impacts on the institutions and residences bordering its routes. These

impacts would not accrue because of the construction of the facility,
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but rather from its operation. Tri-Met estimates that about 30 to 50

buses per hour would operate on the exclusive bus lanes during peak

hours. This increase in bus traffic and its associated noise would

interfere with nonnal activities at bordering institutions and resi-

'dences.

Alternative 2could·contribute in ~he long-tenn to the severance

of established neighborhood boundaries in East Portland. However, the

no-build impacts on neighborhood severance would be greater than in

Alternative 2. Table 29 lists the neighborhood associations that are

separated by the LCI routes. As previously indicated, the Banfield Free

way is a logical neighborhood boundary. If in the long-tenn the LCI

routes would tend to separate neighborhood populations, it may be necessary

to readjust boundaries or to adapt to part of the neighborhood population

being so estranged. However, the extent of the impact would be signifi

cantly less than the No-Build Alternatives.

Alternatives 3, 4, and 5 would contribute beneficially to the.

health and vitality of the neighborhood of East Portland by funneling

traffic through the Banfield Corridor and not along city arterial streets.

A detrimental impact of these alternatives would be the residential and

non-profit institutional displacements caused by the widening of the 

Banfield Corridor.

3. East County. Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 would have insignificant

neighborhood and proximity effects on the East County Study Area.

Alternative 5, the LRT Alternative, would have the greatest

adverse neighborhood and proximal impacts of the build alternatives in
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TABLE 29

EAST PORTLAND STUDY ROUTES
AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATIONS

Study Route

Banfie1d Freeway
(including Holladay and
Multnomah/Holladay
Connection to Steel
Bridge)

Broadway/Weidler/
Sandy/Halsey LCI
Routes

Burnside/Stark
LCI Route

Morrison/Belmont/
60th LCT Route
(Non-Transit)

Division LeI
Route

Bordering Neighborhoods

Rose City Park
Gregory Heights-Madison
Kerns
Laurel hurst
Center
Montav1l1a
Grant Park

Eliot
Irvington
Grant Park
Wilshire-Beaumont

Kerns
City Center
Buckman

Richmond

Mt. Tabor
Foster-Powell
South Tabor
Montavil1a

Dividing/Separating

Rose City Park
Gregory Heights-Madison

Laurel hurst
Mt. Tabor
Montavilla

Buckman
Sunnyside
Mt. Tabor

Hosford-Abernathy
Richmond

SOURCE: City of Portland, Office of Neighborhood Associations, 1977.
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the East County area. The LRT construction period would adversely affect

the Burnside and Division Street residential areas and institutions,

whichever route is selected. Residential displacement would be very

severe on the Division Street route. Restricted access, out-of-direction

travel, and on-street parking removal on the Burnside or Division route

would decrease the liveability of those single-family residences near

the route. Single-family housing would tend to be replaced with multiple

family housing or commercial land uses at station areas.

None of the build alternatives would require right-of-way from

public park, open space or recreational facilities. Consequently, the

project requires no Section 4(f) involvement for park property.

Cultural Resources. The impacts on National Register, Historical

Landmark and Statewide Inventory properties are principally related to auto

traffic and congestion under the various alternatives. None of these offi

cially designated structure~ will be removed by any of the alternatives

selected.

Because of the specific nature of these cultural resources,

and their geographic concentration in the Downtown, the following

treatment is oriented to a discussion of impacts by study area, rather

than by project alternative.

Depending upon the location and use, properties could be

affected by increased air pollution and/or noise levels, alternation of

aesthetic appearance or setting, or a change in traffic patterns,
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parking and access. (Topics such as Air Quality, Noise, Traffic

Analysis, etc., are more fully treated under their respective sub

headings in the Impact Section of this EIS.)

Downtown Portland

1. Skidmore/Old Town and Yamhill Historic Districts. Under the

No Build and Low Cost Improvements alternatives, increased auto usage can

be expected to cause problems due to increased congestion, and therefore

have an effect on future development (see Figure 46).

Alternatives 3a-c and 4a-c would decrease congestion through the

use of mass transit vehicles, although an expanded bus system (4a-c) is

expected to raise noise levels and necessitate some removal of streetside

parking.

The On-Mall LRT alternatives would facilitate some development

of these districts, but the Cross-Mall option would provide the greatest

opportunity by providing direct access through the area. Since compatible

development and restoration of historic buildings is well protected by

Federal regulation and city ordinances, the Portland Landmarks Commission

has endorsed proposals for light rail transit by a means of revitalizing .

the districts.

Effects of trackage and overhead electrical systems along First

Avenue are important considerations in proposed construction of the LRT

alternative. Changes in traffic patterns and curbside parking would be

compensated for by increased transit use and access to adjacent buildings.

Since light rail requires fewer vehicles and permits more efficient channel

ization of traffic, this transit mode has an obvious advantage over an
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expanded bus system. The quieter and less polluting operation of light

rail transit would also enhance the attraction of .the districts. In the

event that economic or environmental factors require curtailment of private

auto travel in the city, the existence of an established alternative mode

would prove a valuable .asset to district development.

2. ~~ Courthouse and Custom House (Pioneer Post Office) and

the Old First National Bank. Since these two historic structures are

located on the transit mall, they would benefit from the construction of

any of the LRT alternatives. Light rail vehicles would provide better

access than the No-Build or bus alternatives, which would increase conges

tion and foster adverse air quality changes.

Other, less critical, concerns relating to effects of the LRT

alternatives are those which involve changes in traffic patterns, parking

,availability, and the installation of loading platforms near the court

house.

3. Most Downtown buildings which have future potential for

historic recognition will not be severely affected by the Banfield Transit

way Project. The one exception is the block of structures bounded by

N. W. Glisan, N. W. Flanders, N. W. 4th and N. W. 5th. These buildings

do not presently have official historic recognition. Due to the possi

bility of future recognition, greater emphasis is placed on this impact,

which would result from construction of either On-Mall LRT alternative.

The Portland Historical Landmarks Commission is currently considering

designation of this block and approximately eight additional blocks to the
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east and south as an Oriental Community District, a designation of historic

significance and possible National Register potential.

Both the On-Mall, Pioneer Square and the On-Mall, Oak Street

alignments would require removal of at least two of the seven 19th

century brick structures in this block o The severity of this impact

relates to the entire block, however, since its historic significance

depends primarily on its value as a contiguous grouping of buildings,

without the intrusion of modern architecture.

The historic value of these buildings is based upon their origin

as a portion of Portland's first Oriental Business District, established

in the late 19th Century in the area just north of Burnside Street. This

block and others adjacent and to the south and east, contain most of the

structures of the original district, some of which are now being restored

and developed for use as offices and retail outlets.

Future historic district designation depends upon preservation

of these blocks of buildings while they still exist and have the capacity

for rehabilitation. Removal of any portion of the district is an impact

on an historic resource which cannot be replaced or retrieved.

Specific mitigation measures in the historic districts will

be required primarily under the LRT Cross-Mail alternative. Construction

plans must be coordinated with the State Historic Preservation Office and

the Portland Historical Landmarks Commission. Under this transit mode,

every precaution will be taken to protect the integrity and cohesiveness

of the historical districts.
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,

location of trackage in the center of the street'protects

property access. but such refinements as cobblestone track inf111,s and

appropriately designed loading platforms would enhance the period quality

of the area.

The required overhead electrical systems pose an aesthetic

problem in regard to historic buildings with finely detailed facades.

Integration of wire supports with light standards and traffic signal

equipment is a means of reducing the aesthetic impact. Placement of span

wires and distributors on poles or buildings must be carefully considered

in order to 'prevent visual distraction and protect delicate ornamentation~

Since the lRT On-Mall alternatives do not route through the

districts, consideration should be given to subsequent installation of a

cross mall connection. An additional lRT spur could provide a transfer
. ,

in the vicinity of the Steel Bridge and follow the cross mall alignment

to the transit mall.

Increased congestion under the No-Build and low Cost Improve

ments alternatives will require more efficient routing of traffic and

necessitate additional parking lots and/or structures.

loading platfonms, required by the Cross-Mall alternative in the

Courthouse vicinity, should be carefully located and designed to be

compatible with the building's architectural style.

Since the historic value of the buildings in the block bounded

by N. W. Glisan, N. W. Flanders, N. W. 4th and N. W. 5th relates to the

entire block, the only possible mitigation under either On-Mall alternative

.is a change of ali gnment.
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The blocks to the north contain some vacant land adjacent to

the alignment which may permit widening of Glisan on the north rather

than the south side of the street. Engineering feasibility and design for

a change in alignment would be thoroughly explored before construction

plans are finalized.

East Portland

1. Banfield Freeway. There will be no impacts on cultural

resources in the Banfield Freeway Corridor, since no significant historic

or archeological sites are located in the area. This applies to all ramps

and transit stations associated with Banfield Freeway construction under

any of the proposed alternatives.

2. Low" Cost Improvements Routes. The historic Ladd's Addition

district would not be appreciably affected by construction of Alternatives

2a or 2b. The possible removal of parking on Division in the vicinity of

the two churches would decrease the available spaces which are now restricted

to limited time. The proposal to remove parking only during peak hours

would not affect use of these facilities.

Under the Low Cost Improvements alternative. final design

preference should be given to retention of parking except during peak

hours adjacent to Ladd'sAddition.

East Multnomah County. Since no officially designated or signi

ficant historic properties are located adjacent to alignments in this area,

construction of either LRT alternative will not affect such resources.

Construction of any LRT alternative may affect potential

archeological sites northwest of Gresham if final design alignment trave~es
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sections of previously undisturbed land. In this event, an archeological

reconnaissance survey will be scheduled by the Museum of Natural History

at the University of Oregon.

Prior to initiation of construction activities, any required

archeological reconnaissance surveys will be performed at appropriate

locations on either LRT alternative selected. All mapping, evaluation of

sites and necessary salvage or recommended mitigation measures will be

completed before construction begins.

Record of Coordination. The State Historic Preservation Office

and the Portland Historical Landmarks Commission Office were contacted to

obtain names of properties which are listed, nominated or eligible for the

National Register, Portland Historical Landmarks designations or the

Statewide Inventory. Interviews were conducted with George McMath, Chair

man of the Historical Landmarks Commission and Alfred Staehli, Preservation

Specialist for the Oregon Chapter, American Institute of Architects (A.I.A.).

The Oregon Historical Society was contacted for information regarding

Portland structures and availability of appropriate photographs.

All proposed mitigation measures involving National Register

properties or other buildings considered eligible for listing will be

coordinated with the Historic Preservation Office. Archeological surveys

and salvage or other mitigation procedures will be coordinated with the

Historic Preservation Office and the State Archeologist.

Official historic records and publications were researched and

a field survey conducted to assess properties with historic potential.

Local organizations and individuals were contacted for information
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regarding community history and pioneers. Designation of significance

and mitigation of adverse impacts were discussed with the Historic Preser

vation and Portland Historical Landmarks Commission Office.

Visual Considerations

Alternatives 1, 2a, 2b will have little direct visual impact on

city streets.

Alternatives 3 and 4 will have a visual impact only insofar as an

increased number of vehicles. The streets north of Burnside will change

somewhat as they are adapted to permit the efficient passage of large numbers

of buses, while the construction of counter flow lanes on Morrison and

Yamhill will also change the nature and pace of those streets.

The principal visual effect of LRT will be the requirement for an

overhead power supply.· The care taken in designing this overhead system

can significantly influence its visual appearance. So too the location,

visual background and observer's position will markedly affect perception

of the overhead. Since wires are conspicuous only in silhouette, in many

places, such as on much of the mall and on other streets, the wires will be

conspicuous only to pedestrians standing close to the curb line and looking

upwards. At street intersections, the LRT overhead will be somewhat more

noticeable, in the absence of buildings or trees.

At locations where the tracks change direction, additional "pull

off" wires are required to keep the contact wire within reach of the panto

graph. Since LRT overhead has only single polarity, and no switches, it

is only at the changes of direction that significant visual impact is

anticipated.
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The appearance of LRT overhead is susceptible to good design

techniques. Possible methods of mitigation include:

o Integration of visual design into the technical design process for the
power system.

o Planting of street trees and other techniques to "manage" wire silhou
ette in sensitive locations.

o Use of eye bolts in buildings rather than poles. where possible. for
span wire support.

o Integration of poles. where required. with poles needed for street
lighting and traffic signals.

o Development of system-wide design standards for important design ele
ments such as overhead. which consider both technical and aesthetic
requirements.

o Use of underground feeder cables. and the avoidance of dual wire
catenary on city streets.

Right-of-Way. Acquisitions and Displacement

Right-of-Way impacts were described and analyzed on the basis of

maps and data from the Metro office of the Oregon Department of Transpor

tation. Measures utilized to assess impacts include estimated: acreage

needs; displacements of people. businesses. and institutions; costs of

purchase and relocation; and tax base reduction (See Table 30).

Alternative 1 (the No-Build) requires no additional land. In

the case of Alternative 2. only a minor amount of small land strips would

be needed. along the Banfield Freeway and at 60th Avenue and Belmont

Street. Two or three houses at 39th Avenue would lose some yard area.

Alternative 3 would displace. or modify. a low-rent apartment

hotel. presently housing ninety people. at 6th Avenue and Everett Street.
/

These tenants might conceivably find it difficult to find other dwellings



TABLE 30

BANFIELD TRANSITWAY PROJECT RIGHT OF WAY

2 3 4 5
a b a b J a b la 2a 3a lb 2b 3bc

New Right of Way
Property (in acres) 0.4 0.4 2.4 20.5 20.5

1
22.7 22.7 43.6 67.8 18.4 47.0 71.2 21.8

Displacements:
Residential

Single Family Units 8 45 65 57 65 23 73 12 51 101 40

Multiple Family Units 90 100 110 111 110 4 78 4 19 93 19

TOTAL Residential Dis-
placement # 98 145 175 168 175 27 151 16 70 194 59 I

w
Businesses 4 13 13 12 13 5 57 4 11 63 10 ...

~

I
Non-Profit Organizations 2 3

Right-of-Way Costs
Property Acquisition
($1,000,000) .01 .01 1.0 11.4 12.4 12.1 12.4 11.7 29.3 9.9 14.2 31.8 12.4

Relocation .4 .6 .8 .8 .8 .2 1.3 .1 .5 1.6 .4

TOTAL Estimated Cost
($1,000,000) .01 .01 1.4 12.0 13.2 12.9 13.2 11. 9 30.6 10.0 14.7 33.4 12.8

Estimated Tax Base
Reduction ($1,000,000) 0.1 2.4 4.1 4.2 4.3 NO 'NO NO 5.0 8.0 NO

SOURCE: Metro Office Design and Right-of-Way Sections, ODOT

#lncludes both partial and entire acquisitions.
NO - No Data
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within their means. Few other residential or business properties would

be affected by the 3a option. Both of the other HOV lane options (3b

and 3c) would involve considerable impacts from right-of-way purchases.

These would require 20 acres and displace as many as 175 households and

a dozen businesses. These preliminary estimates are generally based on

the maximum amount of property which might be needed; in some cases only a

portion of a building or parcel would be required.

The most important single impact for these, and for several

other alternatives, is the need to acquire Union Pacific Railroad land.

Forcing the company to shift its proposed second track tq the north side

of its existing alignment would cost approximately $6 million. A great

percentage of this money is for special construction of walls and structures

to permit a northside alignment. Non-profit organizations affected are

the Bethlehem Lutheran Church at 39th Avenue, and a medical clinic on

47th. Both of these facilities would have some difficulty in finding

another site while maintaining their present ties (to congregation or to

hospi tal).

The single-family houses needed are generally in locations where

street access would be cut off. The largest business affected is a

contractor east of 33rd Avenue. Other firms include a bottling plant, a

pipe manufacturer, and a construction company. Costs of land and relocation

for options 3b and 3c are estimated at $12 million or more.

Impacts from Alternatives 4a and 4b are nearly the same as for

3c. Option 4a would have a slightly lower cost and associated displace

ments.
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Alternative 5 has three main alignments east of 1-205: 5-1

(Burnside Street), 5-2 (Division Street) and 5-3 (Lents area). All these

LRT variations share the same route along the Banfield Freeway from down

town. Purchase of the downtown parcel needed for a terminal would take

away a parking lot and two substantial buildings at G1isan Street and

4th Avenue. Relatively few households and businesses would need to

relocate under the no-shoulder (a) option along the Banfield Freeway.

However, 50 families could be affected under the plan which include full

shoulders (b). Impacts to the Union Pacific Railroad are the same as

under Alternative 3b and 3c.

The Burnside extension to Gresham would need few relocations,

because the present aO-foot right-of-way is sufficient in most cases.

Several parcels of land, mostly unimproved, would be purchased for park

and-ride lots. The eastern terminal would probably be on the old fair

grounds in Gresham, as part of a planned development. Total cost for the

Burnside alignment from downtown to Gresham is estimated at $12 million or

more. This includes the $6 million cost of the Union Pacific relocation.

Alternative 5-2 along Division Street requires a 110-foot right

of-way, where there is now much commercial and residential development.

Thus, the number of displacements is much higher; a total of almost 200

households and 60 businesses might have to relocate. Among those displaced

would be the East Hill Church in Gresham and a Social Security office. The

church already owns a site on which to build a new facility. Most of the

busine$ses affected are fairly small; including restaurants, service
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stations, offices, and retail stores. Necessary purchases along Alternative

5-2 could amount to $33 million.

Option 5-3, the Lents connection, would need only one parcel out

side the 1-205 right-of-way, in Gateway area. Total displacements would

approximate 60 family units and 5 businesses, with a cost of $13 million

or less.

Potential 4(f) Involvement

Two of the Banfield Light Rail Transit alternatives may require

removal of several buildings in the 400 block of N. W. Glisan, according

to current design proposals. Although not officially designated at the
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present time, these properties are regarded as historically significant

components of a future Oriental Community District being considered by

the Portland Historical Landmarks Conmission. (See Figure 47r. This

historic district designation would acknowledge the ethnic background

and c;vicimportance of this area as Portland's first Oriental business

corrmunity.

Portland Historical Landmarks and districts are also listed in

the Statewide Inventory of Historic Sites and Buildings and may be

considered by the State Historic Preservation Office as eligible for the

National Register of Historic Places. (See Figure 48).'"

Proposed plans for the On-Mall, Pioneer Square and On-Ma):1,

Oak Street alignments indicate removal of the three-story Enterprise

Building, a brick structure at 406 N. W. G1isan, and the small building

adjacent and to the west. Depending upon final design, the two-story

brick building at 431 N. W. 4th may also be required for the transit

station at this location.

The impact on an historic resource, in this instance, relates

to the individual buildings, but greater importance is attached to the

integrity of the block as a whole. This contiguous groupingo'f 19th

Century brick structures without the intrusion of incompatible styles, is

a valuable contribution to the character and cohesiveness of the proposed

district.

The degree of historic significance attributed to these

structures implies a possible involvement with Section 4(f) of the Depart

ment of Transportation Act of 1966, in the event of its removal for



FIGURE 47
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VORTLAND HISTORICAL·' LAI~D/V1ARKS COJ\t1MISSION
... \, .."

. ,
.. : •• t .. " .

25 November 1977

l-iaxine Banks
Environmental Section
Room 412
Transportation Bldg.
Salem, OR 97310

Dear Ms. Banks:

This letter is a response to your inquiries rega~dingthe

historical significance of the Portland block bounded by
NW Glisan, 5th, Flanders, and 4th Avenues. This block is
outside the Skidmore/Old Town Historical District.

\ .

Even though this block is outside that historical district,
it is of historical significance.· It is within an area that
is under consideration by the Portland Historical Landmarks
Commission for designation as an Oriental Community District.

I have enclosed a downtown map delineating possible study
boundaries of this district and another possdble district
that future transportation corridors might affect. This

·district is the South Park Blocks and would be affected by
any corridor crossing those blocks.

If you have further questions concerning the impact of these
. projects, please contact me.

Sincerely,

.\..-~~
L. Rudolph Barton
Urban Design

LRB:ww
Enclosure

cc: George McMath

424 SW Main Street Portland' Oregon 97204 (503) 248-4468
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FIGURE 48

Department of Transportation

STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE
Parks and Recreation Branch

525 TRADE STREET S.E., SALEM, OREGON 97310

December 21,1977

Ms. Maxine Banks
Environmental Section
412 DOT Building
Salem, OR .97310

Dear Ms. Banks:

This is to confirm the interest of our office in the seven
buildings on the block in Portland bounded by NW Glisan, 5th
Avenue, Flanders, and 4th Avenue.

. It is our understanding that the buildings fall within a
seven or eight block area adjacent to Skidmore/Old Town National
Historic Landmark presently under consideration by the Portland
Historical Landmarks Commission for designation as a historic
district honoring the city's early Oriental community.

We would hope that these and other Portland buildings
falling within areas under consideration for possible district
designation would remain intact until their landmark status can
be duly evaluated. Because of our prior knowledge of buildings
bordering Portland's South Park Blocks, we can say that, in
our opinion, the South Park Blocks district is eligible for nomin
ation to the National Register of Historic Places.

I hope these comments will be helpful.

Sincerely,

D.W. Powers III
Historic Preservation Coordinator

EWP:ko
cc: George McMath

Leo Wi 11 i ams
Rudolph Barton

.,'
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project construction. This law requires certain proceduies~~t'o :1S1! Clnitiated
,

when a Federally funded project has an adverse effect on historit' ':resoiJrces

of national, state or local significance, as determihedby offfcfals:

maintaining jurisdiction over the area. In this case', such officials would

be the Landmarks Commission and the Historic Preservation Offfce. ,'.

If final design of either On-Mall alternative 'necessitates'

removal of these buildings, Section 4(f) requires, a, documented determination

that there are no prudent and feas ib1e alternat i ves to the' proposed ali gn

mente Additi onal data must be provi ded to support adetermination"'that

the prop'osed action incl.udes all PQssible planning' to minimize:harmto

the affected property. A11 ~ocumentati on and recommended .',proc~dOres'· for

mitigation must be coordinated with the agencies having jurisdiction.

Mitigational Measures For Adverse Impacts

The Build alternatives of the Banfield Transitway project are
• '"Ot •

anticipated to create several adverse socio-cultural impac~s. Final

design of the selected alternative will incorporate positive measures to
, ' ,

reduce to the extent possible, many of the adverse effects.
"

Population and economic growth induced by the project is a

concern of CRAG, Multnomah County, the City of Portland and other political
, ..:.: l<

jurisdictions in the affected project area. Except for coordinated

planning goals the form and timing of these effects are beyond the control
...-, .. ~. ~ t :

of, this projects. Land use controls such as zoning, permits" etc. would

guide and control growth in accordance with local desires.

This project may not be compatible with some fire districts,
n, .

other service districts, and community institutions. The incompatibility
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can be resolved through planning assistance which would involve the

analysis and adjustment of existing public service boundaries to reflect

changes in levels of accessibility created by the improvement.

The safety and movement of pedestrians and transit riders at

the transfer points and stations will be investigated more thoroughly

after a project alternative has been selected.

An unavoidable impact of this project is the adverse effects of

construction. During the construction period, short-term and localized

adverse impacts would occur. Noise, dust vibration and congestion resulting

from construction would temporarily degrade the environment for those

residents and institutions near or in the construction area. The construc

tion would be controlled by the standard specifications written for the

contract. In addition, the contractor must conform to all pertinent

statutes, laws, ordinances, rules and regulations of the Federal, State

and local governments.

Although right-of-way for this project would not remove any of

the officially designated cultural resources, the properties could be

affected by increased air pollution and/or noise levels, alteration of

aesthetic appearance or a change in traffic patterns, parking and access.

Mitigation of many of those impacts are discussed elsewhere in this

statement under the appropriate topic. Specific mitigation measures in

the historic districts will be required primarily under the LRT Cross-Mall

alternative in the downtown. Under this transit mode, every precaution

will be taken to protect the integrity and cohesiveness of the historical

di stri cts.
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Appropriate archeological surveys wi ll'be 'made prior'to ',.;

implementing the selected alternatives.

One of the unfortunate, but unavoi dabl e consequenceS! of a' "

transportation project is the displacement of a comparatively small

percentage of the area population. These displacements limit the

. residential "freedom of choice" for the affected displacees s,incethey

are required to relocate. Also, for 'those persons directly affected by

thefacHity, there is often a prolonged.period of'uncertaintyas,·to when

displacement will occur. It is the policy of the Oregon Department ,of

Transportation that displaced persons should receive fair and:human"

treatment, and should not suffer unnecessarily asa result of such highway

improvement programs designed for the benefit of the whole. Property

required for the project is purchased at fair market value, and no family
: '. ~ - .

or individual is required to vacate' any dwelling until adequate replace

ment housing has been found and offered. Those displacees affected by the

project would also be eligible for relocation benefits and assistance. A

summary of the procedures for the acquisition of property and the services

and benefits of the relocation assistance program is contained in the Right

of-Way Appendix.

Relationship Between Short-Term Use Versus Long-Term Productivity

In the short-term, this project would require the acquisition of

additional right-of-way causing some displacement of residences, business

and non-profit institutions. The magnitude of the ,right-of-way displace

ment varies with the five Build Alternatives. Regional and local accessi

bility would be improved. The construction and operation of transit stations
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would focus growth and development. Those neighborhoods through which the

LCI and LRT routes would pass would be exposed to a different transportation

operation or facility and would be affected by the construction period and

by its operation.

In the long-run, the project would beneficially affect accessi

bility in the Downtown, East Portland and East County areas. Population

growth for these areas, as forecast by CRAG, would be accommodated.

Neighborhoods, school districts and other public districts and facilities

would be required to adjust from the influence and effects of the project.

Implementation of the project would cause an intensification and increased

density of development along the transit route and stations under Alternatives

3, 4, and 5.

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources

This transportation improvement would require the conversion of

private property to publicly-owned right-of-way. The acquisition amount

varies by alternative and subalternative with a minimum of 2.4 acres to a

maximum of 7.2 acres. The land acquired would be committed to transportation

use, thereby closing the options for other uses of this urban space.

The persons, businesses and non-profit organizations displaced by

this project would be required to relocate elsewhere, possibly outside

their present neighborhood areas. Their contribution to the local area

would be lost.



CHAPTER FIVE

AIR QUALITY

/
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CHAPTER FIVE I AIR qUALITY

Introduction

There are two major parts to the Banfi.eld Transitw~y Project. air qual i ty

analysis: collection and analysis of data on ambient air qual i ty; ,and. air quali ty

impact prediction on both a local and regiona1·level. Since. the project deals with

modifications and improvements to the existing Banfield Freeway, a.facility with

traffic volumes presently exceeding 110,000 vehicles per day, ,application will be
. . .',. .'

made to the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) for an I~direct Source Con-
.. . . .!

struction Permit in accordan~e with OAR 20~115(2)(a)(B'>.

Air Quality Analysis and Impacts

Worst Year Determination
. .

'Anana1ysis of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and lead was conducted for

all study years from the estimated year of completion through the year 2003. It

was determined that 1983 would be the year that potential maximum air quality impact

would occur.

Ambient Air Quality Monitoring

The Oregon State Highway Division is currently conducting a study to deter

mine local meteorology and pollutant levels in the Banfield Transitway study area. A
. .

monitoring site initiated for the 1-205 study is located in the eastern section of

the study area and provides for continuous monitoring of all major automotive pollut

;ants and complete meteorological conditions. This site at 89th and Main Street 1s

considered by the DEQ to be the most reliable source of background data in the
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Portland area.* An additional ~Qntinuous monitoring station has been located near

the L1 oyd Center complex adjacent to the Banfiel d corridor.

Three monitors have begun operation to coll ect informatior(on' 'bad<~round

carbon nxmoxide in the study area. Located at 44th' and Royal Ct." '54th and Mul tno-

. mah, and 24th and Davis, the sites collect hourly samples frorilf2 noon 'to 12',"

midnight. Additional meteorological information on wind speed anddi~ectio~ is also

being obtained from a portable weather station at 21st and Sandy.
~. ;,..

Work is currently underway on"processihg and analyzing the d~ta being col-

lected.· The results will be incorporated into the more comprehensi've air quaiity

analysis to be completed for the Final Environmental Impact Statement and 'Indlrect

Source Permit application.

Ambient Air Quality.

Based on data supplied by DEQ, the Portland area is experiencing viola

tionsof the a-hour average standards for carbon monoxide, photochemical oxidants,

and total suspended particulates. The levels of oxides of nitrogen and lead .are..

below standards and no violations are being reported.

Total Emission Summary

Predictions of total pollutant emission from motor vehicles for all proj

ect alternatives were made using EPA Supplement No. a (AP-42) factors for .all road

ways in the study areas which would experience traffic v01ume changes under any ..

project alternative. Three study areas were analyzed: 1) central business district,
. .

2) East Portland (link-by-link analysis), and 3) East ~1ultnomah Coun~y (link-by-link

analysis).

*Reported in a letter from DEQ dated September 3, 1975; and in subsequent
telephone conversations.
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The results of the total emissions analysi~ for the CBD, .East Portland and

East,Multhomah County are shown" in Figure 49 and Tables 3l·~through ~3t respectively.
yO ",

,With respect to Regional air quality ,1mpatt~:; all th~ bUJ,ld'alternatives

reduce total vehicle miles traveled as compared to the no-build, which is one of the

keys to reducing violations of standards and assuring cleaner air for the future. 2

While modeling of photochemical oxidants for the region was not done,
. ,

total emissions analysis indicates a possible decrease in oxidant potential by
. " ,. . . '.:' ';

Transit Vehicle Emissions ,- .

Presently trye emissions of carbon monoxide and hydrocarbons from diesei;., .

powered vehicles (i.e., buses) are less than one~half those for automobiles·.'· Also,

diesel fuel' contains no' lead, so··no emission of lead result from buses. Total".

oxides of nitrogen is the only pollutant factor substantially higher for buses.

By 1990, there will be little difference in emissions between buses and

automobiles, except for nitrogen oxides, when bus emissions will be 10 times as

great as those from automobiles.
f

Transit vehicles powered by electricity eliminate gaseous pollutant emis-

sions except for some insignificant amounts of ozone generated by transmission and

2Vehicle miles of travel area based on private automobile and truck usage.
Transit vehicle trips were not included in this study, however, the effects of a
reduction in the number of private, vehicle trips resulting from increased use of
,public transit, are reflected in the analysis.,',



TABLE 31
- --

BANFIELD TRANSITWAY STUDY
TRANSIT MALL - 102nd AVENUE

TOTAL EMISSIONS
ALL FACILITIES

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES STUDY YEAR CARBON MONOXIDE HYDROCARBONS NITROGEN OXIDES
TONS/YR PERCENT TONS/YR PERCENT TONS/YR PERCENT

#1 DO NOTHING 1975 33227.58 100.0 4168.24 100.0 2521.32 100.0
1983 22576.72 67.9 2435.67 58.4 2489.01 98.7
1990 16208.80 48.8 1415.79 34.0 2325.42 92.2

#2A LCI 1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1983 22047.82 66.4 2374.75 57.0 2443.97 96.9
1990 15218.76 45.8 1319.80 31.7 2235.21 88.7

#2B LCI - 6 LANE 1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1983 21644.54 65.1 2344.72 56.3 2512.56 99.7
1990 14899.90 44.8 1289.44 30.9 2308.07 91.5

#3A EXTEND EXTG.HO 1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 I
1983 21928.01 66.0 2364.12 56.7 2452.80 97.3 ~
1990 15310.65 46.1 1329.91 31. 9 2291 .71 90.9 f

#3B SIX LANE W/HOV 1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1983 21859.84 65.8 2372.34 56.9 2569.20 101.9
1990 14976.78 45.1 1289.34 30.9 2373.82 94.1

#4 SEPARATED BUSWAY 1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1983 23191. 81 65.8 2446.51 56.9 2526.42 100.2
1990 15897.93 45.1 1373.82 32.0 2317.01 91.9

#5-1 LRT 1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1983 22952.46 65.1 2422.86 56.4 2521.75 100.0
1990 15936.05 45.2 1377.58 32.0 2325.55 92.2

#5-2 LRT 1975 0.0 O~O 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0
1983 21880.34 62.0 2297.69 53.5 2411.44 95.6
1990 15596.30 44.2 1352.80 31.5 2272.28 90.1

j§-3 LRT 1975- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1983 23024.92 65.3 2429.03 56.5 2541.64 100.8
1990 16017.96 45.4 1383~26 32.2 2336.94 92.7

PERCENT SHOWS EACH POLLUTANT RELATIVE TO THE FOLLOWING
ALTERNATIVE AND YEAR #l DO NOTHING 1975
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TABLE 32

BANFIELD TRANSITWAY STUDY
1-205 MAIN ST. (E. MULT)

TOTAL EMISSIONS
ALL FACILITIES

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES STUDY YEAR CARBON MONOXIDE. HYDROCARBONS NITROGEN OXIDES
TONS/YR PERCENT TONS/YR' PERCENT TONS/YR PERCENT

#1 DO NOTHING 1975 26667 ..04 100.0 3248.27 100.0 1885.18 100.0
1983 2~982.54 89,.9 ·2516.55 77 .5 2509.99 133.1
1990 18926.33 71.0 1659.48 51.1 2450.56 130.0

#2A LCI 1975 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
,1983 231,82.79 86.9 2440.22 75.1 2479.57 131.5
;1990 18088.88 67.8, 1582.42 48.7. 2416.22 128.2

#2B LCI - 6 LANE 1975 ' , 0.0 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0 .' .0.0
1983 23154.29 86.8 2440.1:1 75'.1 2500.77 132.7
1990 17864.02 67.0 1561 .58 48.1 2413 ..29 128.0

#3A EXTEND EXTG HOV 1975 ' 0.0 O~O 0.0 0.0, 0.0' ,0.0
I1983 23146.54 86.8 2437i92 75.1 2493.36 132.3 ;

~1990 17948.82 67.3, 1569.80 ~8.3· 2423.90 128.6 ....
I

#3B 6 LANE W/HOV :1975 . 0'. .0 0.0 ; 0.0' 0.0 0.0 . 0.0
,1983 22985'. 18 86,.2 ,2423.42 7,4.6 2487.49 131 .9
1990 17772.70 66.6 1554.59 47.9 2406.55 127.7

#4 SEPARATED BUSWAY 1975 ' , 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 : '0.0 '0.0
1983 23562.78 88.4" 2477.62 76~3' 2508'.47 ,133.1
19,90 17835.24 66.9 1559'.28 48.0' 2417.87 128.3

#5':'1 LRT 197,5 0'.0, 0.0 . 0.0, Oi.O 0.0 ',0.'0
1-983 23576.54 88.4 2480".30 76.4' 2508.92 ;13'3;1
1990 18032.,31 67:6 , 157-5.87 48:5 '2397.8'7 1·27.'2

#5-2 LRT 1975 0.0 ) 0..0. ," 0.0 . .0.0 '. " 0...0, ,: ; ;0.;0'
1983. 22764~6lJ ;' 85.,4 . '''2396.34",: 73.8 ,24,5~~:58" .'1,130,.3

'.. ' '1990 17545.02 ; 75;'8 i'532~;63: 47.2 ' 2365.55 V' '125.5
#5-3 LRT 1975 0..0' ".: 0.0: ' ", 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1983 23,803. 38·! ',' 8913 ; , ',i',f': . 24499.56 77 .0 2514.14 133.4
1990 18720.68 70.2 1640.19 50.5 2434.21 129.1

PERCENT SHOWS EACH POLLUTANT RELATIVE TO THE FOLLO'WING
." i'

ALTERNATIVE AND YEAR #1 DO NOTHING 1975 > ' ,



TABLE 33

BANFIELD TRANSITWAY STUDY

TOTAL EMISSIONS SUMMARY
ALL FACILITIES

PROJECT ALTERNATIVES STUDY YEAR CARBON MONOXIDE HYDROCARBONS NITROGEN OXIDES
TONS/YR PERCENT TONS/YR PERCENT TONS/YR PERCENT

#1 DO NOTHING 1975 59894.62 . 100.0 7416.51 100.0 4406.50 100.0
1983 46559.26 77.7 4952.22 '66.8 4999.00 113.4
1990 35135.13 58.7 3075.27 41.5 4776.10 108.4

#2A LCI 1975 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0
1983 45230.61 75.5 4814.97 64.9 4923.54 111 .7
1990 33307.64 55.6 2902.22 39.1 4651.43 105.6

#2B LCI - 6 LANE 1975 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0 0.00 0.0
1983 44798.83 74.8 4784.83 64.5 5013.33 113.8
1990 32763.92 54.7 2851.02 38.4 4721.36 107.1

#3A EXTEND EXTG HOV 1975 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0 I
1983 45074.55 75.3 4802.04 64.7 4946.16 112.2 ~
1990 33259.47 55.5 2899.71 39.1 4715.61 107.0

(1)

I

#3B 6. LANE W/HOV 1975 0.00 0.0 0.0 , 0.0 0.00 0.0
1983 44845.02 74.9 4795.76 64.7 5056.69 114.8
1990 32749.48 54.7 2843.93 38.3 4780.37 108.5

#4 SEPARATED BUSWAY 1975 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0
1983 46754.59 78.1 4924~ 13 66.4 5034.89 114.3
1990 33733.17 56:3 2933.10 39.5 4734.88 107.5

#5~1 LRT 1975 ' 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0, 0.0
1983 46592.00 ·77.7 4903.16 66.1 5030.67 114.2
1990 33968.36 56.7 2953·.45 39.8 4723.42 107.2

#5-2 LRT 1975 0.00 ·0.'0 .' " 0.0 . 0.0 ' '0.0 ': ·0·.0
1983 44644.98 ,74.5 4694.03 ' 63.3 4867.02· '11 0.5
1990 33215.86 55/5 2885.43 38.9 4637.83 105.2

#5-3 LRT 1975 0;00 , .. '. '0;0 : 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1983 46828.30 :78:2~ . 4928.70 66.5 5055.78 114.7
1990 ~47.38.64 ,.. 58.'0 " 3023.45 40.8 4770.75 108.3

...

PERCENT SHOWS EACH POLLUTANT RELATIVE TO THE FOLLOWING
ALTERNATIVE AND YEAR #1 DO NOTHING 1975 . t:. !, .,1
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TABLE 34i
I

CO~lPARISorl OF a-HOUR AVERAGE
CARBOtI':~lorloxlnE CONCENTRATIONS

1983
PROJECT ALTERNATIVE

2A 2n 3A 3B 4 '5-1 5-2 5-3

Number of Street Segments Impacted

Increase 40 51 41 49 47 52 51 53
'"C
C rIo Change 21 22 30 2{j 27 24 16 2010
r-

t: Decrease 101 89 91 87 88 86 95 890c..
+> Sigriificant Increasel ,3 10 5 13 ' 13 8 10, 7OIl
10

L..J

(mg/m3)2Maximum Predicted Increase 0.8 0.7 1.0 2.9 '0.7 2.0 2.0 2.0
Multnomah St.

Location of Maximum Impact Broadway Rroadway Sandy 1-205 t. Holl aday Rall1l 1-205 1-205 1-205
I i

~Number of Street Segments Impacted <0
>, I+> Increase 2 7 5 4 11 45 22c
~

0
u No 'Change 49 42 53 44 45 21 13 42.r:

~ Decrease 37 39 34 39 39 " 56 30 240c
+> 1r- Significant Increase 0 0 0 0 3 8~

:E

+> Maximum Predicted Increase (mg/m3)2 -------Less than mg/m3 at'10'------- 2.7 1.0 ' ,0.9 0.3OIl
10

LLl

Location ,ot:"Maximu~ Impact Halsey Halsey Halsey NE 181st

1
Increase in source strength is greater than 20 percent.

2Using a 1.23niPh~1ind and Pasqu1l1 D stabiolity for a receptor at 10 feet from edge of ro~dway. " Changes in concentrations along 1-205 will be less
than 1 mg/m .~t ;ri ght-of-way.

i --.,- ' "<L. 'r"

: '.:
( .
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emission from traction motors. Pollutants emitted by the power source (i.e.,

generating station), have not been considered in this analysis.

Local Carbon-r~noxide Concentration

Changes in specific local concentrations in the critical year, 1983, and

in 1990 have been derived from the total emissions data using the computer program

COSCAN3• This program uses AP-42, Supplement 8 emission factors and average daily

traffic volumes reported for each link in the system to compute both the percent

change in pollutant source strength and the estimated change in 8-hour carbon

monoxide concentrations. Changes in source strength for each link are shown in the

output with all links exceeding a minimum confidence level noted. The roadway

links noted by this process are then analyzed using a modified subroutine version

of AIRPOL4A. 4 The results of the AIRPOL4A analysis are given for a. 1.2 mph wind,

both parallel and at right angles to, the roadway under the influence of Pasqui11

atmospheric stability classes Dand E. The resulting carbon-monoxide concentrations

are reported at each of seven receptor locations from 10 to 160 feet from the edge

of the roadway. These concentrations represent projected' increases over that which

would be predicted for the No-Build alternative. The results of this analysis are

summarized in Table 34 for study year 1983. All values reported in this table are

for an assumed receptor at 10 feet from the edge of roadway. It would appear

unlikely that the selection of any alternative would result in a violation of the

3R. M. Wood, Oregon Department of Transportation; COSCAN.; 1978.

4Wm• A. Carpenter, et. a1., Virginia Highway &Transportation Research Council;
The Theory and Mathematic~l Development of AIRPOL-4; Februa~, 1976.
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air quality standard for carbon monoxide at a site not expected to be in violation

under the Do-Nothing alternative in 1983. Specific local in1pacts will be discussed

after the completion of the ongoing field study.

Determination of Consistency

In a document released by the Columbia Region Association of Governments

"{CRAG} in June of 19755, the following five criteria were suggested for use in

assessing the impacts of individual projects in the Transportation Improvement

Program:

(a) IIprojects must not exacerbate any existing violations of
air quality standards. This does not mean that new high
ways or highway modifications cannot be completed until
air quality standards are attained, only that proposed
facilities should not increase pollutant concentrations
beyond the levels that already exist.

(b) IIProjects must not contribute to a violation of air
quality standards for a pollutant for which no concentra
tions in violation of standards have been measured.

{c} IIProjects must not delay the attainment of air quality
standards.

(d) II Projects must not interfere with maintenance of air
quality standards, once the standards are attained.

(e) IIProjects must include all appropriate portions of State
plans to implement air quality standards, including trans- .
portation control measures to reduce vehicle miles traveled.
Other transportation control measures (such as mandatory .
inspection and maintenance of vehicles) to reduce pollutant
emissions should be reflected in the estimation of emissions
as part of the air quality analysis. 1I

In that total pollutant emissions will be greatly reduced by the selec

tion of any alternative, existing concentrations will not be increased beyond the

511First Annual Determination of Consistency.•. II, Columbia Region Association of
Governments; Portland, Oregon; June, 1975.
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level s that presently exist. Concentrations of poll utants at any ,par~,~u1.~r" "

,receptor site may vary as a function of altered source-receptor geometr.Y~ r-:~sult

ing from implementation of any Ibui1d" alternative, but in no case is itantic;'

pated that such alteration will result in actual pollutant concentration~ exceed

ing those at such sites in 1977.

It is not expected that any alternative will contribute ,to a violation of

an air quality standard for which no current violations have been meQsured. ' Based

on the data from the determination of the critical air pollution year, substantial

reductions in the source strength of carbon monoxide and lead have been noted at

all locations studied. Due to the continued use of unleaded gasoline required by

vehicles equipped with catalytic converters and the EPA required phasedown of lead

additives in gasoline, lead concentrations will be considerably below the DEQ

standard of 3.0 ug/m3 and should be less than the proposed Federal standard of 1.5

ug/m3 (monthly averages).

All proposed alternatives, except the "Do-Nothing" alternative emphasize

alternate transit forms which are effective to some degree in reducing future growth

in total vehicle travel. Mandatory inspection and maintenance of vehicles was not

considered in this analysis since it is not presently known how effective such a

program may be in reducing emissions. Data does, however, indicate that such pro

grams will have some positive effect on air quality.

All proposed alternatives are, in general, consistent with the CRAG

criteria stated above. The ongoing monitoring program in conjunction with computer

6The relative location of a receptor site with respect to the highway
pollutant source, considering height, distance, etc.
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prediction modeling may ind1c~te. iso]ateq 10ca:tions with results cont.rary,to those

anticipated in thisana1ysis.· Such 10cations~ if any, will be. discussed in detail

in the Final Envir~nmenta1 Impact Statem.ent. The'Oregon State Highway:'Division has

determined, that all transportation systems proposed herein are consistent with the

State of Oregon, Clean Air .Act Implementation Plan. ..' ~."

Summary and Conclusions

The air quality assessment performed in conjunction' with .the' Banfield

Transitway Study consist,ed of two discrete comparative ·ana1yses." The comparisons

included, the derivation of air poll ution potential as. a Junction ·of· calendar year

and .as a func~ion of project alternative'. Difficulties .in assessing su.ch re1ation

shi.ps wer~ ..noted dependi ng on whether focus was placed on all, or' only a part of

the total study area; and whether particular facilities' or groups of'faci1ities

were isolated in the determination of air quality impact potentiaL:.· None of the

alternatives consider:ed resulted in a totally adverse nor totally beneficial change

in air quality in comparison to the Do-Nothing proposal. In ,general,' .the following

results were,~oted:

) ' ..

1. The future levels of air pollutants \'/i11 be most notably a function

of existing and pfoposedmotor vehicle emission controls and ·not

one of altern~tive se1~ction.

2. Within the foreseeable future, the selection of any alternative,

other than the Do-Nothing proposal, \'/ill lead to. an additional reduc

tion in pollution potential. at receptors adjacent to arterial and

local streets 1n the East Portland area.
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3. The selection of Alternative 2A will result in an additional reduction

in potential pollutant concentrations at receptors adjacent to the

Banfield Freeway. All other alternatives can be associated with a

lesser reduction in pollution potential along the Banfield Freeway than

would be achieved with the Do-Nothing proposal.

4. Pollutant levels in the Central Business District (CBD), based on an

analysis of total annual vehicle emissions, will decrease significantly

by 1990. Carbon-monoxide (CO) emissions are expected to be less than

one-half of present 1977 levels. A slightly larger reduction is

predicted in hydrocarbon (HC) emission. All build alternatives have

emission levels for CO and HC equal to or less than the Do-Nothing pro

posal in 1990, however, little difference between alternatives was

noted in the pre~ictions. (All alternatives were within 5 percent for

emissions of CO and HC.) Reductions from 1977 to 1990 in total annual

nitrogen-oxide emissions are expected to range between 10 and 20 percent

for all alternatives. The greatest reduction in this pollutant is associ

ated with the Light Rail Transit alternatives.

5. As a result of the predicted reductions in hydrocarbon and nitrogen

oxide emissions within the CBD, a 70-percent reduction in photochemical

oxidant formation potential could be realized.

6. Of the 250-highway segments analyzed for changes in local carbon-monoxide

concentrations, all alternatives resulted in significantly more reductions

than increases over the Do-Nothing alternative. Alternatives 2A, 3A and
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5-1 resulted in the greatest number of beneficial impacts while Alterna

tives 5-2 and 5-3 resulted in the greatest number of adverse impacts as

based on the number of street segments affected. Adverse impacts as used

in this discussion do not necessarily correspond to violations of ambient

air quality standards. The relationship of predicted concentrations to

standards'wi11 be discussed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement

after the assessment of ambient field data presently being obtained.



CHAPTER SIX

NATURAL SCIENCES
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CHAPTER SIX I NATURAL SCIENCES

Introduction

The Physical Science portion of the Impact Discussion treats the

principal areas of Geological, Biological and Water Quality concerns. The

Banfield Transitway project, occurring as it does in a largely urbanized

portion of the metropolitan region, is devoid of any major physical impacts.

The corridors under investigation have been primarily devoted to transporta

tion use for many years. In addition, no large scale physical changes to

these existing alignments are anticipated with any of the proposed alterna

tives.

Study Areas

Of the four identified study areas, only East Portland and East

Multnomah County are considered of especial significance relative to the

occurrence of physical impacts. The downtown area, because of its over

whelming commitment to man-made features, has little, if any, natural

features left to be impacted. The region, on the other hand, while less

urbanized than the other study areas, will be the recipient of very few

impacts as a consequence of project construction.

The following discussion of the existing natural system in the

metropolitan region is presented in a format which highlights those features

by individual study area.

Existing Setting

The Region

The physical attributes of the metropolitan region are charac

terized by their diversity. The majority of land within the immediate
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confines of the project are primarily lowlands of the Willamette and

Columbia rivers. These lands are made up of alluvial bottomlands and the

somewhat highe"r, gently rolling, riverine terraces which rise to elevations

of 200-400 feet. Numerous isolated hills exist in the East Portland and

East Multnomah County area, at elevations of between 400-800 feet. These

hills, such as Rocky Butte and Kelly Butte, are composed of sedimentary and

volcanic materials, and represent pertinent features of the Portland land

scape.

In general terms, the metropolitan area can be separated into two

physical sections with the WillametteRiver serving as a dividing line. To

the east of the Willamette River rise the gentle slopes of these riverine

terraces. On the west, fronting the alluvial terraces upon which the Central

Business District lies, rise the Tualatin Mountains.

Climatologically speaking, the Portland metropolitan area has a

reputation for moderate temperatures, moderate to heavy rainfall amounts,

and wind patterns dominated by a strong marine influence. Much of the

project area, from the Willamette River to the Ea~t Portland city limits,

experiences average precipitation totals of less than 40 inches per year,

while areas near the eastern limits of the project, near Gresham, average

greater than 40 inches per year.

Water resources in the metropolitan region are largely dominated

by the influence qf the Columbia and Willamette rivers. Natural drainage

patterns in and through the East Portland-East Multnomah County areas are

wholly tributary to these two principle water sources.

....
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'With the ex:ception of ',the Willamette River, there are no major

natural drainageways within the project areas. Drainage patterns are

generally to 'the north, although to the west of 1':'205 'water' is' channeled

to the Willamette River via storm sewer systems. '

The only clearly defined drainage systems present, are Fairview

Creek ahd BurnngameCreek, which exist in the easternmost 'portion of the

study areas. Fai rview Creek flows north into Fa'irview Lake :adjacent to

the' Columbia River at McGuire Island, while Burlingame Creek flows north

into the Sandy'River.

" In biological' terms, the broadly defined region can be classified

as "urban" habitat. The existing natural en'vironment has been 1argely

determined by the natureand'extenfof mans' 'utilization of the land; not

by any inherent physical differen'ces unique to 'the project areas. However,

there does exist a significant difference in the relative degree of urbani

zation which has, andis, occurri~g throughout them~tropo1i~an regio~:

This intensity of urbanization generally decreases from west to east~ thus

creating a difference 'in the'amount'imd variety of dominant habitat and

fauna which occur.

Man is everywhere the ecologically dominant species. The exist

ent pattern of vegetation, soils, water features and fauna are largely the

result of his"past mOdification to'the local 'and regional environment.

Habitat types in-the regional study area are; few. Three principle

categori'es are present: barren 'lands~ grasslands, and trees-shrubs-wood1ands.

Barren lands are the 'least va'luab1e. They are defined asthose lands which

prohibit plant growth. Examples are; lands with buildings, paved surfaces,
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or otherwise sterilized surfaces. No food for area wildlife is produced on

these lands, and only scavengers are able to exist there.

Grassland habitat includes such common surface features as lawns,

weedfields and other broadleaf ground cover. Since seed, for food, is

seldom produced from these lands, the value of this type of ground cover is

severely limited for wildlife use.

Trees and shrubs are closely intermingled throughout the residential

portion of the region, since they are a product of residential landscaping.

Indigenous species of trees are a mixture of naturally occurring remnant

individuals along with numerous introduced species.

The Downtown

The Portland downtown area is intensively urbanized. Little, if

any, outstanding physical features are present in the downtown, with the

exception of various parkland blocks and the riverfront areas along the

Willamette. Though some fauna are present, they are predominantly of the

scavenger variety, subsisting largely on the refuse of the urban area. The

numerous park blocks offer an aesthetic respite from the dominant urban

environment, as well as providing a means of cover for birds.

The East Portland Area

Though still intensively urbanized, East Portland is a more varied

and diverse area in terms of its physical features. Wildlife habitat and

fauna1 speci es are .ava i1ab1e in greater abundance and number than in the

downtown, although they are transitional between the urban environment of

the CSO and the less urbanized East County area. Woodland, shrub and grass

nabitat occur in relatively small units. Trees are a mixture of both native

and introduced species.
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The most significant topographic feature in the East Portland

study area is the natural drainage depression known as Sullivan Gulch.··

Covering a distance of nearly 7 miles from near Rocky Butte to the Willamette

River, the Gulch crosses the extensive terraces of northeast Portland in a

sinuous fashion. With an· average width of approximately 160 feet at the

bottom and approximately 300 feet at the top, this depression attains ·a

maximum depth of nearly 60 feet near the northeast 16th Avenue on-ramp to

the Banfield Freeway. With an overall gradient of just under 1%, Sullivan

Gulch rises some 200 feet from its western extremity eastward to the 1-205

alignment.

Geologically, the Gulch is composed of a widespread veneer of

gravel, sand, silt and clays. No geologic hazards are apparent in these

deposits. Evidence available from well logs in the project vicinity indi-
/

cate that the regional water table curr~ntly lies well below the anticipated

transitway construction zone. Some ponded water has b~en observed' at various

locations along the Union Pacific Railroad which paralle.ls the Banfield

Freeway on the north. Long sections of the Gulch adjacent to the railroad

have no d;~ainage facilities because of the permeable soils. What ponding

that does occur appears to be the result of localized hardpan soil conditions.

Drainage of the Banfield Freeway itself is carried to the

Willamette River through a storm sewer located in the center of the facility.

This runoff outfalls via a 24-inch sewer line beneath the Burnside Bridge,

and maintains a capacity of 27 cubic feet per second (cfs).

Since the volume of the Willamettein this reach approximates over

1000,000 cfs, the minor outfall from the Banfi~ld runoff contributes very

little to the rivers total.
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For the most part, the soils which underlie the project area are

composed of siltly sands and sandy silt, mixed with gravels and minor amounts

of clay. These are well drained and have a moderate permeability. The gravel

and sand are predominant tn the eastern portion, while sand predominants in

the western part.

Though minor erosion has been observed at various points along the

alignment in the Banfield corridor, the soils are generally considered to be

of low erodability. Slopes along the freeway and the Union Pacific Railroad

are stable, even though steep ratios of 1-1/2:1 or even 1:1 in evidence.

East·County

The topography in the East County study area is composed of a gen

erally flat to generally rolling surface. Soils consist of clayey, silty

sands mixed with some gravels. Some evidence of gullying was observed along

the Portland Traction Company roadbed in the vicinity of 2l2th Avenue, though

nowhere are these problems serious.

Natural drainageways which traverse this study area are Fairview

Creek and Burlingame Creek. Fairview Creek, which occurs along the east end

of the Burnside corridor, discharges into Fairview Lake near the Columbia

River. Several warm water fish species are present in this lake. Some fish

are known to make their way up the creek within the project area. State

Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) measurements in 1973 indicated

that the creek maintained suitable conditions for fish habitation. In recent

years, however, increases in turbidity and slightly elevated phosphate levels

make the creek less favorable as a fish habitat. The Division Street align

ment crosses Fairview Creek two-thirds of a mile upstream of the Burnside
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·The anticipated impacts to the physical system attributable to

the transitway project are discussed in this section. The format utilized

attempts to arrange each major subject category separately (i.e., Geology,

Water Quality and Biology) ~nd identify impacts first by the individual,

alternative, and then by specific study areas. Where no known ~opical

impact is believed to occur under a given alternative, or:' in a given study

area, no heading is presented in the discussio~.

Each of the major subject categories presented in Volume I is

further treated in Volume II -'TethnitalReport, under topical headings

devoted to that specific category.
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Geological· Impacts' '

No major geologic impacts of any magnitude are expected to occur

anywhere throughout the extent of the project. This includes the absence

. of geologic hazards, ground water problems and slide areas. A potential

exists for some minor soil erosion impact in areas where large amounts of

earth will be disturbed as a result of project construction. The amount

of slope area subject to possible erosion ranges from 2.71 acres in Alter

native 3a (HOV) to 8.43 acres under Alternative 5a (LRT). Proper erosion

control methods, to be implemented during project construction, should

mitigate any major problems. This includes a contingency fund in the

contract to pay for unforseen conditions.

Estimated rock quantities required for the various alternatives

are given in tables 35 and 36. Mitigation of excavation and embankment

impacts consists primarily of reclamation efforts to the quarry and pit

sites, as required by law.

TABLE 35

ROCK QUANTITIES*

Alternati ves Excavation Embankment Surplus Aggregate
(tu~Ydsn (tu~yds~) (cu.Yds~ ) (tons)*

3a 35,800 7,300 28,500 8,320
3b 215,900 103,000 112,900 89,500
3c 254,400 78,100 176~300 105,600

·4a 265~800 72,200 194 ~600 154,400

5....1a, 2a, 3a, . 203,900 47,500 156,400 56,400
5-lb, 2b, 3b 258,600· 79~300 179,300 75,130

* In Banfield Freeway Corridor only.
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TABLE 36

L.R.T. (Alternative 5): East Multnomah Count~

Rock 96th'Av~ to 181stAv~' '181stAv. to:Statk'St~ Total .

Excavation

Base

Asphaltic
Concrete

111,500 c.y.

97,400 tons

25,700 tons

2,700 c.y.

2,500 tons

2;OOOt6ns

114,200 c.y.

99,900 tons

27,700 tons

Excavated areas present an immediate short-term erosion impact

that will be succeeded by long-term cover. Permanenet commitments of

resources are those rock quantities utilized in the construction of the

facility. Land used for actual construction represents a permanent loss

of ground recharge area, if paved.

Water Quality: Impacts

General impacts which apply to all of the build alternatives

center on the operational air pollutant emissions which settle to the

ground and are subsequently worked into surface waters and storm sewers.

Some minor impacts will be felt in the Willamette, Columbia and Sandy

rivers and their tributaries from these air pollutants, though the com

bined effect is minimal.

An additional operational impact resulting from all of the build

alternatives is the alteration of the hydrologic character of the urban

watershed over a period of time. As impermeable surfaces are increased

in the project study areas, an overall change in the surface water to

ground water recharge ratio will occur. Volumes of water which would

have percolated into the ground will be diverted to surface drainages,
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thus representing a net loss to ground water re~erves. As a further

consequence, high water and flood heights can become altered; especially

in smaller streams. Lower ground~water recharge rates can reduce dilution

of near-surface contami.nants as well as reduce septic tank and well use.

LCI;. The Low Cost Improvement option (Alternatives 2a-b) wi 11

entail minor increases in pavement area. Hydrologic consequences will

therefore be small, having minimal effect in the Willamette River. Storni

sewer effluents will conceivably carry a higher load of settled air

pollutants as a result of projected traffic increases. Although the effects

of this increase on existing aquatic life in the Portland Harbor ar~ not

immediately observabie, such discharges present a cumulative water quality

problem. Toxic trace metals, though not present in lethal quantities, can

present a low level, chronic, stress on the ground and reproductive functions

of aquatic organisms in the river •

. ' HOV., Additional pavement surfaces under the various HOV alterna

tive·(ranging from 2.3 to 27.6 acres) will generate larger quantities of

surface runoff, traveling by storm sewers, to the Wi11amette River. New

pavement under Alternatives 3a and 3b (20.9 and 27.6 acres respectively)

will necessitate the construction of a new 39-inch storm sewer in the

Banfield Freeway. This sewer, 'with a 60 cfs capacity, will be built along

the north side of the new facility and will outfall into the Willamette

River north of the Burnside Bridge. Fishery resources in the river will

not be significantly affected by the increased effluent. Hydrologic

consequen'ces of diverting this water from the ground water supply will be

of minor but probably measurable, significance.
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As with the LCI alternatives, less dilution of existing po~lutants

in the ground water table will occur.
-. \~ -

Separated Busway(Al ternatives' 4a ',and' 4b). Approximately 25.3 acres of

new pavement will be re~uired under the busway alternative. Sp~cific impacts

are nearly identical to those under Alternatives 3b and, 3c.

L.R~T. .li::l, 5-2, 5-3). Constructi~n on the Burns,~de alignment (5-1)

would result in,minor degredation of fish habitat and ge~eral water quality

conditions in Fairview Creek. These impacts are ~onsid~red small andof a

temporary nature. A more significant concern is the flood plain encroach-
. . . , . . ~ ". . i

ment on Fairview Creek. This would occur only if a proposed maintenan~e

and storage area is constructed; actual encroachment would, be app.roxim~tely

10.8 acres. The proposed park and ride station, to be built between 160th. , .

and 162nd Avenues, would obstruct ordivert overflow waters .which currently

flow down a shallow draw during periods of high rainfall. Proper miti9ative

measures, designed to handle this flow, will largely alleviate this potential

i.mpact.

Flood plain encroachment on Fairview Creek of approximately 1.5

acres would also occur in the, Division Street corridor (Alternative 5-2).

ThlS is ~ result of a proposed park and ride station just north of the, '

Fairvie~ Creek crossing. Mitigative measures, as described above, will be

built on this alignment as well.

Biological Impacts

Impacts of a strictly biological nature are relatively small when

compared to the size and, extent of project construction. No major impacts

have been identified. The two most important effects on the areas biological
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resources are a potentlalloss:of habltat, and a loss, ofphnt growth pro

duct'ivity. These two effects combine to cause a net reduction in area faunal

production.

Loss of habitat occurs When conditions change so that individual

species can no longer survive. A parti.cular loss of habitat, though small,

can result in decreased number of wildlife in a given area. Competition

for food, nests, and other necessary resources reduces the number withi.n a

species to a new sustainable density.

The impact of habitat loss is a mi~or one, ranging from 1.8 acres

under the LCI (Alternative 2), to a maximum of 45 acres under the LRT-Burnside

alignment (Alternative 5..lb). Specific amounts of habitat, loss are estimated

in table 37.

TABLE 37

HABITAT LOSS IN ACRES

Alternative ·Eiist·POrtliind EastCOurity ·Totals

1 0 0 0
2a 1.8 0 1.8
2b 1.8 0 1.8
3a 1.8 0 1.8
3b 7.5 0 7.5
3c 11.2 0 11.2
4a 7.6 0 7.6
4b 7.6 0 7.6
5-1a 6.0 31.3 . 37.3
5..2a 6.0 26.7 32.7
5-3a 6.0 23.4 29.4
5-1b 6.0 39.0 45.0
5-2b 6.0 34.3 40.3
5-3b 6.0 31.1 37.1
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Net primary production losses·occur under all of the:bui.1d .. alter

natives, where some land which presently. supports plant. life is converted

into land which will not support plant life. This production potential is

defined as that quantity of energy which is annually stored in new plant

growth. This conversion. ,is considered to be a long-term, irreversible

impact, though not of major significance •

.. A more complete analysis of the impacts ·on th~. physical, ·system

as a result of the anticipated transitway project construction· can be found

in Volume II under the respective headings of geology,.water-quality, and

biologic. resources.

Based on a field reconnaissance there were no wetlands identified

in conjunction with the proposed alternatives. A re-evaluation will be made

prior to final design of the selected alternative•.



CHAPTER SEVEN
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CHAPTER SEVEN I ENERGY

Introduction

Energy use in transportation is primarily for vehicle propulsion. The

principal source of supply is oil used for the refinement of gasoline and diesel

fuel. The projected high cost of fuel and the uncertainty regarding its future

availability combine to make fuel consumption, from an operation's standpoint, a

major transportation issue. This chapter evaluates the affects of the proposed

project alternatives in terms of their energy consumption impacts.

The Columbia Region Association of Governments (CRAG) has made several

policy statements supportive of more efficient regional energy use. These include

the following objectives:

1) "that the transportation system will use each available mode

of travel as appropriate for efficiency and energy conserva

tion." (Interim Transportation Plan, 1975.)

2) "that the development of energy-consuming activities shall

minimize the use of nonrenewable resources and encourage the

use of energy from renewable energy sources, based on sound

economic princip1es. 1I (Goals and Objectives, 1976.)

3) "that plans for the construction or improvement of major

transportation facilities shall identify the positive and

negative impacts of such facilities on energy use and

resources. II (Goals and Objectives, 1976.)

...
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Existing Transportation Energy Use

In August 1976 a CRAG study was released addressing critical energy

issues in the CRAG region. The transport element of this report summarized the

current situation in the region. liThe region's transportation system is totally

petroleum dependent, with patterns of urban sprawl constraining reductions in

private car use or shifts to other transit forms powered by alternative fuels.

The region has experienced a significant rate of increase in private vehicle

petroleum cons11mption, in excess of increases in the number of cars in use. 1I

In 1970, 572,000 pickups and autos were registerd in the region, which

consumed 331 million gallons of gasoline. By 1974, 645,000 vehicles were con

suming 393 million gallons. In the same period, transit ridership increased

from 16.6 million passenger trips to 24 million passenger trips. Although by

1974 this was only about 4% of the regional travel, it represented a saving of

over 3 million gallons of fuel, compared to the same trips being made by auto.

In terms of efficiency, in 1975 autos required an average of 5,900 British

thermal units (BTU) per passenger mile, while Tri-Met busses required an average

of 3,700 BTU per passenger mile. During peak periods, bus efficiency was several

times greater. Improving the average bus occupancy from its present figure of

7 passengers offers scope for substantially increasing bus efficiency.

Alternative Transportation Futures

A series of transportation alternatives were developed to analyze both

the Banfield corridor and the broader regional alternatives, in terms of vehicle

miles traveled (VMT) for both autos and transit vehicles in 1990. For the CRAG

(four county) region, data was developed for the following alternatives:
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o No-build
o Low cost improvements
o 3-corridor busway system
o 3-corridor LRT system
o 2-corridor busway system, with LRT in the Banfield corridor.

Table 38 summarizes the estimated transit and auto VMT for 1990 and derives

fuel requirements. It should be noted that auto fuel efficiency is expected to im

prove from 13.81 miles per, gallon average in 1975 t~ 22.09 miles per gallon in 1990

in accordance with the current federal vehicle efficiency laws. Bus fuel consump

tion will stay unchanged, with any reduction due to express running being balanced

by increases due to noise reduction measures, as well as addi tional stops due to

increased ridership and traffic congestion in some locations.

From this table it can be seen that fuel for autos does, and will continue

to dominate transportation energy consumption in the region and is projected to

increase between 12% and 15% by 1990. One major conservation measure, increasing

auto gas mileage, is already mandated and is unlikely to be further reinforced

within the 12-year time horizon. This measure will save some 277 million gallons

of gas annually in 1990 in the CRAG region. In addition, transit use would save

up to a further 10 million gallons; the use of LRT on three corridors would save

an additional 2.7 million gallons, by substituting electrical power not derived

from oil.

In the Banfield corridor, energy requirements for each of the corridor

alternatives were developed (as shown in Table 39). The total energy requirements

estimate varies only 6% between the alternatives. Again, auto use dominates the

fuel consumption picture, but because the increase in VMT is less than in the

region as a whole, improvements in auto mileage per gallon result in a fall in

fuel needs in the East Side by 1990 (with a projected savings of about 22 million



TABLE 38

ESTIf1ATED 1990 PASSENGERS TRANSPORT ENERGY REQUIREMENTS IN THE CRAG REGION

VMT Bus Miles LRV Miles Fuel Power Transit Energy Total Energy
Alternative (mi 11 ion) (mi1~ion) mi 11 ion mi 11 ion gallons mill ion kwh billion Btu billion Btu

Existing (1974 ) 5,404 14.5 396 471 50,292

No l3ui1d 10,003 19.8 459 643 58,293

Low Cost Improvements 9,601 38.3 444 1245 56,388

3-Corridor Busway 9,606 45.0 446 1463 56,642

3-Corridor LRT 9,667 34.3 2.8 446 28.3 1211 56,739

2-Corridor Busway) 9,621 42.0 1.06 446 10.7 1401 56,679 I

1-Corridor LRT ) w
U1
N
I

Note: Average auto feet fuel consumption assumed 22.09 mpg in 1990.
Average bus consumption 4 mpg.
LRV assumed Type Bear.
1 gallon of fuel has a heat equivalent of 127,000' Btu.
1 gallon of diesel has a heat equivalent of 130,000 Btu.
1 kwh has a heat equivalent of 3413 Btu.



TABLE 39

~STlMATED 1990 PASSENGE~ TRANSPORT ~NERGY R~QUIREMENTS IN THE BANFIELD CORRIDOR

Annual AnnuaJ Annual Auto Fuel ~us Fuel Total Fuel LRT Power Total
Auto VMT B~s VMT LRT VMT thousand thousand ~housand mi 11 ion EnerggAlternati ve (mi i 1i on) p) (million) (m1 11 ion) ga1. (2) ga1. (3) gal. KWH BTUs x 10 (5)

Existing (1975 ) 669 5.8 48,44~ 1,450 49,893 6,336

1 No Build 887 7.3 49,957(4) 1,820 42,777 5,433-

2a Low Cost Irnpr. 848 9.8 38,388 ~,450 40,838 5,186

2b Low Cost and
wi den ~anfle 1d 848 9.8 38,388 2,450 40,838 5,186

3a Extend HOV 849 11.0 38,434 . 2,750 41,184 5,230 I
w
U1

3b,c Extend HOV and w
!

widen Banfield 8?1 11.0 3~,524 2,750 41,274 5,242

4a,b Busway anq
widen Banfield 853 12.6 38,615 ~, 159 41,765 5,304

5-1 Burns i de LRT 835 7.7 1 ~ 0 37,800 1,920 39,720 10.7 5,081

5-2 Division LRT 847 7.8 1.1 38,34~ 1,950 40,293 11.3 5,156

5-3 1-204 LRT 874 7.7 0.7 39,56? 1,920 41,485 7.0 5,292

(1) Annual Auto VMT = Annual VMT less annual 1;ruck VMT.
(2) Average Auto Fleet - 13.8i mp~ in 197p. 22.09 rnpg in 1990~
(3) Average Bus mpg - 4.
(4) 2% added to auto fuel in IINo Bui1(.i1l for congestion.
(5) 1 gallon fuel nas a heat equivalent of 127,000 ~TU. 1kwh - 3,413 BTU.
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gallons annually in the corridor}. Transit use will save up to a further 4.5

million gallons (compared to all trips by auto) and LRT would save a further 1.2

million gallons annually.

Fuel Saving Considerations

While improvements in auto fuel consumption offer an initial dramatic

saving, it cannot be greatly accelerated (since it is related to the auto fleet

replacement rate), nor can further savings of comparable magnitude be expected

beyond 1990. Fuel savings beyond 1990 must therefore come from reductions in

auto-trip making and greater use of public transit.

This situation occurred briefly in the period 1973/74, as a result of

the Arab oil embargo. In the event that fuel rationing becomes necessary in the

future, the availability of transit for certain types of trips in the region will

preserve for many the freedom of choice between using fuel for trips for which a

transport alternative exists or for trips for which no alternative mode exists.

Comparison of Transit Vehicle Energy Needs

The energy requirements of all vehicles are a function, primarily, of

efficiency, weight, speed and frequency of stops. Efficiency and weight are

vehicle characteristics. Speed and stop frequency are system characteristics.

The standard 40-foot bus, as used on Tri-Met, produces about 4 miles to

the gallon, systemwide. It has a nominal capacity of 50, a crush capacity of 70.

Express operation reduces stop frequency and enhances fuel efficiency. However,

increased top speed between stops reduces fuel efficiency. It is unlikely that

bus fuel consumption would improve beyond 5 mpg for those runs using a transitway

with limited stops. There are no technical changes that are likely to improve

bus performance significantly.
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TABLE 40

COMPARISON OF TRANSIT VEHICLE ENERGY NEEDS

40-Foot Bus 40-Foot Bus
Average 1975 Average 1990 Systenwide on Trans i tway LRT LRT

Auto Auto Average part trip Duwag B Car Boeing Car

13.81 mpg 22.09 mpg 4 mpg 5 mpg 10 kwh/m1. 8 kwh/mi.

9,124 5,704 32,300 26,000 34,130 27,304

1.3 1.5 50 50 183 148

6 4 70 70 222 170

7,018 3,803 650 520 187 184 I
w
<..T1
m
I

1,521 1,426 464 371 154 161

Energy Consumption

Energy Equivalent
ntu/vehicle mile

Nominal capacity

Crush capaci ty

Btu/unit capacity mi.
(nominal capacity)

Btu/unit capacity mi.
(crush capacity)

Btu/passenger mi.
at 50% nom.capacity* n/a n/a 1,300 1,040 374 296

..

Note: Diesel equivalent = 13,000 Btu/gallon
1 kwh = 3,413 Btu
Gas equivalent = 126,000 Btu/gallon

*Since the characteristics of a transit system make it difficult to operate at above 50% capacity, and since peak service
is designed around-nominal capacity, Btu per passenger mile at 50% capacity is the most relevant comparison.
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TABLE 41

CONSTRUCTION ENERGY ESTIMATE

Alternative

3 HOV Lanes

4 Busway

5aLRT/Burn$ide .

5b LRT/Division

Construction Element

Structures: 16 @130 billion BTU ea.
Lane miles: 41 @ 17 II II II

Structures: 17 @130 II II II

Lane miles: 41 @ 17 II II II

Structures: 12 @130 II II II

Lane miles: 31 @ 17 II II II

Track miles: 31 @ 12 II II II

Structures: 12 @130 II II II

Lane miles: 31 @ 17 II II II

Track mi 1es: 22 & 12 II II II

Total Energy
Bill ion- BTU

2777

2907

2459

2411

Note: Average energy/structure
Average ene~gy/1ane mile
Average energy/track mile

130 billion (6 lanes)
17 billion
12 billion

Source: De1euw, Cather and Company IIIndirect Energy Consumption
.for Transportation Projects. II

The simple analysis summarized in Table 41 indicates the relative order

of magnitijde of the Banfield alternates. Of necessity, the minor elements, such

as low cost improvements, bus pull-outs, yards, and LRT stops cannot be readily

evaluated, but are assumed not to vary significantly between modes. It can be

deduced that reconstructing the Banfield Freeway is the major energy consuming

activity, primarily because of the relatively high energy requirements for bridge

construction.
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Conclusions

Transportation now uses 40% of the total energy consumed in Oregon. All

of this is derived from petroleum. 70% of the state's petroleum is used for trans

portation.

The energy use pattern in the corridor is dominated by auto demand, which

has been estimated on the assumption that fuel will continue to be freely available.

Improving vehicle fuel economy is already mandated, and will lead to savings of over

22 million gallons annually in the corridor. Transit use will save 4.5 million gal

lons. At some point, a reduction in fuel consumption could likely be ~ndated by

considerations exterior to this region, leading to reduced auto trips and increased

transit use. Many area residents may find they will be faced with a choice of using

fuel available to them for work trips, or saving it for other pursuits.

The use of electricity to power LRT in the Banfield Corridor will replace

about 1.25 million gallons of oil annually. Perhaps more significantly, the LRT

system will use a largely renewable energy source susceptible to local control, and

will, therefore, be the only alternative to further the national goal of reduced

dependency on foreign oil. Nevertheless, the feede.r bus systems which are integral

to the transit effeciency of a light rail system, will leave the LRT system tied to

the availability of petroleum fuel supplies.



CHAPTER EIGHT
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CHAPTER EIGHT / NOISE

Introduction

The noise descriptor· L10 indicates the level of sound exceeded 10 percent

of the time. Thi s descriptor \'/i 11 be used throughout this report; unreferenced dBA

readings are LlO levels. The numerical value associated with a standard level is·

the dBA. The "dB" portion indicates decibel \'Ihich is a logarithm of the ratio of

the sound intensity to a minimal reference level. The "A" portion indicates sound

filtered to approximately the human ear's response to sound.

The human ear usually will not detect a sound level change of less than

3 dBA, therefore, a change of 5 dBA is usually required before a noticeable differ

ence is experienced. Changes between 0 and 5 dBA are considered slight, between 6

and 10 dBA moderate, and in excess of 10 dBA severe.

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has determined a level of 70

dBA to be the design noise level for residential areas and 75 dBA to be the design

level for commercial/industrial areas.

Existing noise was measured at numerous locations in the project study

areas and noise levels have been predicted for the year 1990 for city streets and

2000 for the federal hi gh\'Iay system by use of computer models. Existi ng .and future

noise levels, and predicted impacts are outlined in this chapter and discussed in

detail .in the Noise Research Report in Vd1ume II of this EIS.

Noise Analysis Techniques

The noise analysis for the Banfield Transitway project employs two differ

ent techniques. The usual technique for analyzing existing and future noise levels

is that found in flCHRP 117/144. Noise levels are measured at a number of locations
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to determine the general ambient levels caused by traffic. Traffic is counted by

vehicle type during the measurement period and unusual noise sources identified and

recorded. This data is reduced in the laboratory and reconciled to average, worst

case traffic conditions determined by long-term traffic data.

Future traffic noise levels are estimated through computer prediction

models which utilize the present and projected traffic level, speeds and composi

tion, along with data on present noise levels, roadway configuration and topography

as input data. The output of these models are future noise levels for a series of

discrete points and represent the total traffic induced noise for a given location.

The second technique used in this project is necessitated by the complex

ity of the downtown environment. Downtown Portland has many high-rise buildings

with dissimilar surfaces and acoustical properties--some reflective, others absorp

tive. The traffic speeds, volumes and composition vary significantly from street

to street. On-street parking exists in many blocks. All of these variables prevent

the accurate calculation of general downtown ambient noise levels. Moreover, fluc

tuations occurring on a short-term basis, plus the wide variation in day and night

levels, leave the usual statistical noise descriptors inadequate and misleading for

describing the downtown noise environment.

Rather than attempting a prediction of a specific noise level for the down

town based on highly generalized ambient levels, a technique was developed to show

the change in noise levels produced by the various project alternatives. The actual

existing noise produced by differing types and numbers of transit vehicles was

calculated for each of six downto\'/n locations, \'lithout regard for background levels

caused by other sources. The future numbers and types of transit vehicles under the

different alternatives were obtained for each of these locations and the future year
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transit induced noise was calculated. The differente between the exlsting and future

noise levels is the impact of the given alternative at thespetific reference loca

tion. This results in comparative data for use in weighing the noise impact of the

various alternatives. It does not specify future ambient noise levels in downtown

Portl and.

Study Areas

The Banfield Transitway project is divided into three study areas: (l)

Downtown, (2) East Portland (W111amette River to 1-205), and (3) East r1ultnomah

County (1-205 to Gresham)~

Downtown

Downtown urban noise is generally characterized by high, widely fluctuat

ing levels. The major source of this noise is auto, truck and bus traffic, but,

other sources such as ventilatipn or air conditioning equipment, constructior, and/or

maintenance equipment, business activity and pedestrian activity also combine and

contribute to the area's noise environment. '1ajor noiSe fluctuations are due largely

to the speed, volume and composition of traffic. Random activities such as street

repair, construction and the business routine do, however, contribute significantly

to the dlJ~'lntown ambi ent nQi se 1evel .

The noise second measurement technique described in the Introduction is

utilized in the downtown ·study area.

East Portland

The East Portland study area focuses on the project section between the

Willamette River and Interstate ?05 .. This connecting link between the Downto\'ln and

the East County area involves alternatives of the Banfield Freeway and the city

streets involved in the Low Cost Improvements (LCI) alternative.
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In this area the complexity of the downtown noise environment is absent and

normal highway noise evaluation techniques can be applied. Guidelines approved by

Federal Highway Administration require analysis of two types of noise impacts. The

first is conformance to a maximum design noise level for specific land use and activ

ity categories. The second type is an identification of the amount of increase to an

existing noise environment.

East County

The East County study area extends from 1-205 to the Lents or the Gresham

area. The build alternative in East County is the LRT. Alternative 5. with proposed

routes via Burnside or Division terminating in Gresham or a routP. via 1-205 terminat

ing in Lents.

The noise environment in this area differs from the previous two in that the

downtown noise is absent and most highway noise such as in East Portland is also

absent. Noise analysis was made for the East County LRT by using the same methods as

described in East Portland.

Existing Conditions

Downtown

Noise data \1aS gathered and analyzed for six downtown reference sites,

shown in Figure 50. The sites were selected on the basis of their proximity to

routes of, or locations affected by, the various project alternatives. The site

data is specific only to a particular point in downtown Portland; no unusual or

extreme locations were included. The six locations are considered to be representa

tive of much of the affected project' area downtown.

Numerous studies have been made to determine the existing ambient noise

environment in the downtown (CBD) area. As a result of studies made prior to opening



...
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of the downto\'tn I·la11, a range of noi se 1evel s from 68 dnJ\ to 82 dBA has been estab

lished. From these studies, it can Q~ as~~me9 thol,lgh, an !lverag~ gowntQ\'m area

ambient noise level of approximately 78 occurs during th~ noisiest peri9d.

The analysi s of the downto\'tn area then, is based on noi se generated by the

transit vehicles as a contribution to the average 78 dBA worst ca~e ambient. At

the present (1977) noise levels directly attributable to the e~isting transit system

at the six reference sites are:

-Location #1 (Fifth Street "near Oal~) - 74 dBA

-Location #2 (Sixth near Oilk) ". 70 dBA

-Locati on t'3 (Hadi son near Fourth) - 66 dBA

-Lo~ation #4 (Fifth near Market) ~ 69 dnA

-Location·#S (West end of Steel Bridge) - 66 dBA

-Locati on fl6 (Horri son n~ar Secon~;I) - 6$ dBA

It should be noted, again, these values r~present existing transit noise, not the

tota1 ambi ent.

..
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East Portland

To establish the existing noise conditions, actual noise measurements \'/ere

taken at 41 locations along the Banfield corridor. t1easured noise levels do not

always show the highest possible (\'/orst case) levels due to the vehicular use and mix

during the actual field measurement times. To convert the field measurements to

worst-case conditions a computer program \·/as utilized along with calculated peak-hour

traffic.

The measured 1975 noise levels along the freeway range from 55 to 77 dBA.

The calculated worst-case levels range from G3 to 80 dBA.

In order to determine the need for noise mitigation, the analysis of the

existing noise levels included a determination of the L10 70 dBA penetrating distance

from the roadway. Due to the many changes in the roadway alignment/topography, the

shielding and reflecting affects of adjacent buildings, only a generalized indication

of the penetrating distance is possible for the entire length of the project within

the study area. This value for 1975 indicates a penetrating distance ranging from 90

feet to 320 feet away from the roadway for a number of sites.

Noise measurements \'/ere also made at 14 locations along the LCI alternative

routes. The ca1cu1ated worst noise hour levels ranged from levels as low as 62 dBA

in low traffic residential areas to 75 dBA along the major LeI arterials.

East County

Noi se measurements in East County \'/ere made on the three proposed LRT routes.

Burnside alignment noise measurements were taken on the proposed route at eleven loca

tions. Levels obtained varied from 54 to 71 dBA. The 54 dBA level was along the

Traction Lines and the 71 dBA was roughly 30 feet from Burnside. Division Street

alignment noise level measurement sites were selected at eight locations representa

tive of the area. Noise levels measured range from 69 to 79 dBA. The Lents area
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alignment -(along 1-205 facility) noise levels \'Iill not change as a result of the

-Banfield Transitway project. A discussion of levels can be found in the 1-205 EIS.

Projected Noise Levels and Mitigation

Downtown

Using the criteria assessing only the effects of the transit vehicles the

projected (Year 1990) levels were determined for each of the alternatives at the six

reference locations. These levels are shown below:

TRANSIT ALTERNATIVES
#1

REFERENCE SITE NUMBER
#2 #3 #4 #5 #6

No-Build

Low Cost Improvement

Busway

LRT-On 11all (Banfield)

LRT-Cross 11a11 (Banfie1 d)

LRT-On Mall (3 Corridor)

LRT-Cross rIa 11 (3 Corri dor)

*LRT vehicles only.

EXISTING 1977 TRANSIT SYSTEI1

75

75

75

- 73

75

44*

74

74

73

74

75

72

75

78

73

70

67

72

71

68

69

65

64

66

70

72

70

72

72

72

72-

69

66

66

74

66

66

66

66

66

69

73

73

70

(-,7

69

67

68

Existing noise levels in the do\'mtown area (CSD) exceed the FHWA designated

design level of LlO 70 dBA for residential type receptors and at times the L10 75 dBA

level for commercial/industrial receptors. The project alternatives affect specific

receptors in different \'lays, while general areawide ~oise levels do not significantly

increase or decrease. The light rail cross-mall system (3 corridor) offers the better
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noise environment, a general area reduction of approximately 1 dBA with significant

spot reductions. The LRT alternatives tend to reverse the trend of a rising urban

noi se environment. The 10\" cost improvements and the exc1 usi ve bus\,/ay have the great

est areawide increase, a plus 2-3 dBA change.

In the downtown, noise mitigation techniques such as walls or barriers are

not practical. Architectural treatment of buildings does nothing for exterior noise

levels, but could be used to mitigate interior noise impacts in public or institu-

tiona1 bui1ding$.

East Portland

Future noise level projects (Year 2000) were made for each of the a1terna-

tives. The results are shown in Table 42 below.

TABLE 42

FUTURE NOISE LEVEL PROJECTIONS

2000 Projected 2000 Average 2000 L1070 dBA 2000 Average
Noise Level Difference Distance from Difference from

Alternatives Range from 1975 Road Range Road in 1975

#1 No-Build 62-82 dnA +2 dBA 200-360 ft. +50 ft.

#2a LCI 62-82 dBA +2 dnA 200-360 ft. +50 ft.

#2b LCI (W. 39th St.) 62-82 dBA +2 dnA 200-360 ft. +50 ft.

(E. 37th St.) 68-80 dBA +1-2 dBA 110-360 ft. +50 ft.

#3a HOV 65-83 dBA +1-2 dnA 110-450 ft. +48 ft.

#3b, 3c HOV 68-82 dBA +1-6 dM 110-410 ft. +35 ft.

#4a Busway +1-7 dl3A 130-450 ft.

#4b Busway 68-82 dBA +3 dBA 130-420 ft.

#5-1, 2, a, b, ( C,

LRT 68-82 dBA +2 dBA 110-360 ft.
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Noise levels presently resulting from use of the Banfield Free\'Iay is in

excess of the L10 70 dBA design level. This level extends to and generally enQOm

passes all structures adjacent to the roadway. This condition will exist for each

of the proposed transit alternatives in the year 2000. The projected levels for

the no-build, the LeI, the existing HOV and the light rail system result in an

average area increase of 2 dBA. The others--HOV and busway show an average of 3

to 4 dBA increase.,

The receptor/roadway relationship lends itself to mitigation in areas

along the entire length. Noise levels at impacted receptors can be reduced to

L1 0 70 dBA or lower. Noise attenuation may be provided along the Banfield Free\'Iay

where technically and economically practicable. Table 10 and Figure N-5 of the Noise

Research Report in Volume Two illustrate by alternative areas where mitigation through

noise barrier (berms, walls and berm-wall combinations) construction may be desirable

and feasible. The critical public and institutional receptors will require specified

field measurement of levels and analysis for mitigation depending on the selected

alternative. In some instances, mitigation may also reduce railroad generated noise

along with freeway noise. Each imp~cted area will be investigated when an alterna

tive is ~elected and design details are available.

The lm'/ cost improvements proposed for city streets affect major arterial

and some local neighborhood roadways. _Noise along the major arterials exceed the

L1 0 70 dBA federal design level, therefore adjacent structures are already exposed

to excessive noise. Increased levels of 3 dnA result under the no-build by the

year 1990. With the low cost improvements implemented, this will increase 1 to 6 ~

dBA.
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The local neighborhood streets are generally below the 70 dnA level. No

build grm'/th will raise the existing noise environment 2 c1RA by 1990, but \oJill still

remain belm-/ the 70 dnA level. Should the LCI be selected, all receptors along

these streets will be impacted. At some isolated locations increases of up to 16 .

dBA will be experienced. Impacted receptors along these roacts vary from single

family residential properties to schools. r~o practical mitigation can be afforded

the residential areas due to their required roadway access and the street environ

ment. The schouls along the LCI routes can be provided mitigation by either noise

barriers or architectural treatment. The analysis of the East Portland area indi

cates that any of the alternatives using the Banfield corridor would result in an

acceptable noise environment \'/ith extensive mitigation.

East County

East County LRT is analyzed through both the tlCHRP 117/144 prediction

technique and the vehicle source level method. On-site measurements were taken and

used to describe the existing noise environment and verify the projected levels.

~1easurement sites in East County are mapped and projected levels are shown in

Figure 51.

LRT nurnside Route (Alternative 5-1). This alternative proposed a light

rail system utilizing the center median of nurnside Street from 1-205 to 199th.

From 199th it follows the Portland Traction Line into Gresham. Present land use

along this route is largely residential \'lith commercial properties at the major

intersections.

On-site noise measurements were taken on the proposed route at eleven loca-

tions. Levels varied from 54 to 71 dBA. The low levels were ,found along the Trac

tion Lines and the 71 level about 30 feet from Burnside.
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Noise levels for the existing facility, projected to 1990with increased

traffic, showed noise increases of 1 to 2 dBA .. Along the Traction Line there is no

traffic related noise increase.

Noise from Burnside Hith an LRT system indicates, 1ikewise, .a 1 to 2 dBA

increase over the existing noise condition. This results primarily from the

increased traffi c use of Burnsi de Street. The noi se infl uence of the 1i ght rail

operations is insignificant. Along the Traction Line, an increase to the Ll n of 5

dBA is expected. The projected levels are below the FHWA standard of L10 70 dBA.

This area at present, experiences no traffic induced noise, so the increase is

strictly the result of the light rail system.

LRT Division Route (Alternative 5-2) •. The LRT alternative to Gresham via

Division travels the entire length of Division from 1-205 to Gresham. The light

rail vehicle tracks are located in the center of the roadway. The present land use

along this route is primarily residential \~ith local corrrnercial establishments at

major intersections. Three schools are also located along this route.

r~easurements repre-sentative of the ambient noise of the area were taken at

eight locations. Levels ranged from 69 to 79 dBA.

Nois~ levels for the existing facility ,with traffic increases to 1990 ar.e

expected to increase approximately 2 dBA. Figure N-13 of the Volume Two Noise Report

shows the calculated values for each location.

Noise from the Division Street alternative with an LRT system show 1990

levels from 69 to 73 dBA. A number of sites show .reductions of 1 to 3 dBA due,to a

reduction in vehicle use while other sites indicate an increase of 1 to 3 dBA over

the present levels.
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LRT 1-205 Route (Alternative 5-3). The 1-205 LRT system uses the 1-205- -
facility from the Banfield Freeway to Foster Road. A noise analyses of this system

and its effect on adjacent structures indicates that no change will result from the

LRT operation. The influencing effect of the light rail vehicles when combined

with the freeway generated noise is imperceptible. The only noise affecting adja

cent structures would be that of the normal freeway traffic. As indicated in the

1-205 Environmental Impact Statement, all impacted receptors would be afforded

attenuation sufficient to reduce the noise environment to an acceptable level of

L10 70 dBA or lower.

In comparing the Division Street route to that of the Burnside/Portland

Traction Line, the nurnside route would have the least offensive noise environment.

Most receptors with noise levels in excess of L10 70 dBA along Burnside and Division

cannot be mitigated because they require direct road access. Barriers could not be

constructed where frequent gaps in the Viall or berm are needed. Therefore, except

for the schools and other institutional receptors no mitigation can he provided.

The schools could be afforded barrier or architectural type mitigation.

In conclusion, it can be stated that there are no significant adverse

noise imnacts resulting from the project alternatives except for a few isolated

locations.
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